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Preface 

A quadratic differential on aRiemann surface is locally represented by a ho
lomorphic function element wh ich transforms like the square of a derivative 
under a conformal change of the parameter. More generally, one also allows 
for meromorphic function elements; however, in many considerations it is con
venient to puncture the surface at the poles of the differential. One is then back 
at the holomorphic case. 

A quadratic differential defines, in a natural way, a field of line elements on 
the surface, with singularities at the critical points, i.e. the zeros and poles of 
the differential. The integral curves of this field are called the trajectories of the 
differential. 

A large part of this book is about the trajectory structure of quadratic 
differentials. There are of course local and global aspects to this structure. Be
sides, there is the behaviour of an individual trajectory and the structure deter
mined by entire subfamilies of trajectories. 

An Abelian or first order differential has an integral or primitive function 
on the surface, which is in general not single-valued. In the case of a quadratic 
differential, one first has to take the square root and then integrate. The local 
integrals are only determined up to their sign and arbitrary additive constants. 
However, it is this multivalued function which plays an important role in the 
theory; the trajectories are the images of the horizontals by single valued 
branches of its inverse. 

A quadratic differential also defines, in a natural way, an element of are 
length on the surface, and a corresponding area element. The associated metric 
and its geodesics are studied in detail in this volume. The trajectories are "hor
izontal" geodesics. The total area of the surface with respect to this metric is 
nothing but the LI-norm of the differential. 

We start with a chapter about Riemann surfaces. The main object is the 
annular covering surface associated with a c10sed curve, in particular a Jordan 
curve, on the underlying surface. This covering surface is an important tool in 
connection with c10sed trajectories and the convergence of ring domains. But it 
is only needed in the later chapters and the reader who is familiar with Rie
mann surfaces will of course omit that part of the book. 

The local theory of trajectories and of the associated metric makes use of 
special parameters, in terms of which the differential has a particularly simple 
representation. 

The integration of the field of line elements is performed by means of the 
above mentioned integral function or rather its inverse. The theory of differen-
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tial equations on the Riemann surface is thus replaced by conformal mapping 
and analytic continuation. The most important advantage of this procedure lies 
in the fact, that the integration of one trajectory is extended, automatically, to 
the neighboring ones. 

The most important result about geodesics is the fact that they are the 
unique shortest curves in their homotopy class, with the same endpoints. Clo
sed trajectories are shortest in their free homotopy class. This is treated, to
gether with supplementary results, in the Chapter about the metric. In con
nection with the length-area method it is natural to postulate finite area, i.e. 
finite norm of the differential; but this is not so if one merely considers geo
desics. 

A special Chapter is devoted to quadratic differentials the trajectories of 
which are closed, except for a set of measure zero. There are three types of 
problems, according to the data (besides the topological ones): the lengths of 
the circumferences of the cylinders, their heights, or the ratio of their moduli. 
The crucial distinction is between finite and infinite curve systems. In the first 
case, all three problems are in ~ certain sense equivalent, and they are treated 
in fuH detail. In the infinite case, the first two problems (and the problem of 
the extremal metric closely connected with problem one) are treated. This is 
possible because the solutions are given by quadratic differentials of finite 
norm, whereas the problem of moduli leads outside if this set. Only very litde 
is known about this problem, and a restriction to differentials of finite norm 
would seem quite unnatural. 

The last Chapter of the book deals with quadratic differentials of general 
type and with their approximation by quadratic differentials with closed trajec
tories. The main result of this part is a uniqueness theorem, the so-called hei
ghts theorem. 

It has turned out that quadratic differentials and their trajectories are con
nected with a large variety of function theoretic extrem al problems. They first 
appeared in M. Schiffer's variation al calculus for schlicht functions as solutions 
of differential equations for the boundary curves. But the real impact came 
from O. Teichmüller's work on extremal quasiconformal mappings in his 
search for some general principle underlying H. Grötzsch's examples of map
pings with smallest maximal dilatation. His beautiful work ultimately led to a 
solution of the moduli problem for Riemann surfaces and to the Teichmüller 
spaces. Quite recently, the trajectories of quadratic differentials found their 
place in the theory of measured foliations. 

There exist few presentations of the theory in book form, and these usually 
serve a specific purpose and are tailored accordingly. Most of the basic ideas 
can be found, often with only a sketch of a proof, in Teichmüller's work: the 
greater part occurs in [1], [2] and [3] of our list of references. Schaeffer and 
Spencer's work [1] treats schlicht functions and therefore deals with rational 
quadratic differentials in the plane. Jenkins [3] presents a theory of meromor
phic quadratic differentials on finite Riemann surfaces which are real along the 
boundary. Then, there are several fragments of the theory in lecture notes (Ahl
fors [1], Pfluger [1], Strebel [7]) and in short chapters of books (Ahlfors [3], 
Jensen [1]). All these presentations start with adescription of the local trajec-
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tory structure and proceed to some theorems about geodesics and trajectories 
in the large. Besides these, further articles by various authors are scattered in 
the mathematical literature. 

In the light of this situation it seemed to be desirable to collect and round 
up the basic facts of the theory in a book. This is an attempt in this direction. 
The presentation is sometimes quite broad, and I have not hesitated to give 
more than one proof of the same theorem, if the methods are very different 
and shed light on a fact from alternative sides. 

On the other hand, various topics have come short. Quadratic differentials 
entering into the theory of schlicht mappings have not been treated specially. I 
refer to Teichmüller [2], to the book by Schaeffer and Spencer [1], to chapter 
8 of Ahlfors [3] or to Jensen's account in Pommerenke [1]. Anything con
nected to Jenkins' general coefficient theorem can of course be looked up in his 
book. The topological extensions of the theory of trajectories are omitted, as 
are the recent developments of the theory related to interval exchange transfor
mations and ergodicity (Masur [2] and [3]). Our basic attitude in the book is 
classical in the sense that quadratic differentials are considered on a fixed Rie
mann surface: thus Teichmüller theory is another topic which has not even 
been touched. 

The book grew out of my Lecture Notes: On quadratic differentials and 
extrem al quasiconformal mappings (Minneapolis 1967). I am grateful to the 
University of Minnesota and to Stanford University for the opportunities to 
lecture on the subject in the years 1967 and 1973 respectively, as weIl as to the 
University of Maryland where I stayed in the fall of 1981. The joint work with 
E. Reich and A. Marden has greatly stimulated my interest in the field; the 
last chapter of the book presents results of a joint paper with A. Marden. 

I wish to express my gratitude to the editors for accepting the account in 
this renowned se ries as weIl as to the staff of Springer for the efficient handling 
of the editing. 

Finally, I am indebted to Dr. Madeleine Sitterding for the great care she 
took in typing the manuscript. 

November 1983 K. Strebel 
University of Zürich 
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Chapter I. Background Material on Riemann Surfaces 

§ 1. Riemann Surfaces 

1.1 Definition of aRiemann surface. In this paragraph some basic facts about 
Riemann surfaces are recalled. For the general theory we refer to Ahlfors and 
Sario [lJ, Nevanlinna [lJ, Lehto [lJ and Strebel [15]. 

Definition 1.1. ARiemann surface R is a connected Hausdorff space M 
together with an open covering {U.} and a system of homeomorphisms h. of 
the sets U. onto open sets v,,=h.(U.) in the complex plane <C with conformal 
neighbor relations. The latter means: whenever U.n Ull =1= 0, the composition h. 
oh;;! is a direct conformal homeomorphism of the open set hll(U.n UIl) onto 
h.(U.n UIl). 

We will sometimes write R =(M, {(U., h.)}) for this Riemann surface. 
The space M is a two dimensional manifold, because every point PEM has 

a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to an open set in the plane. The 
system {(U., h.)} is called a conformal structure on the manifold M. An 
arbitrary pair (U, h), where U is an open set in M and h is a homeomorphism 
of U onto an open set V in the plane, is said to be compatible with the 
conformal structure {(U., h.)}, if the neighbor relation of h with h. is conformal 
whenever U n U.=I=0. In other words when we can join the pair (U, h) to the 
system (U., h.) and still have a conformal structure. The homeomorphism h: 
U --+ V is called a uniformizer in U or a local uniformizer, and the complex 
variable ZE V is called a (local) parameter in U or near P for any PE U. 

Two conformal structures {(U., h.)} and {(Oll' h)} on the same manifold M 
are called equivalent, if their union still is a conformal structure. This means of 
course that every pair (U., h.) is compatible with the st~::ucture {(YIl,ß)} and 
vice versa. Two Riemann surfaces R=(M, {(U., h.)}) and R=(M, {(UIl' hll)}) with 
the same underlying manifold M and equivalent conformal structures are 
called eq ual. 

If we start out with a given conformal structure {(U., h.)} on M we can add 
all possible pairs (U, h) which are compatible with the given structure. This 
completed system is equivalent to the given one. Two Riemann surfaces are 
equal if and only if the underlying manifolds are the same and the maximal 
(completed) conformal structures are identical. 



2 1. Background Material on Riemann Surfaces 

1.2 Bordered Riemann surfaces 

Definition 1.2. A bordered Riemann surfaee R is a eonneeted Hausdorff 
spaee M together with an open eovering {Uv} of M and eorresponding ho
meomorphisms hv' hv: Uv-+ v,,=hv(Uv)' where Vv is a relatively open set of a 
closed half plan0 and where the neighbor relations again are eonformal. 

We ean assume this half plane to be the set Yv:::::O in the eomplex zv-plane, 
zv=xv+iyv' If a point PEM is mapped onto a point Xv on the real axis by a 
homeomorphism hv' this is the ease for every homeomorphism h/l defined at P. 
The set of these points P is said to form the border r of the Riemann surfaee 
R, and we assume of course that it is not empty on a bordered Riemann 
surfaee. The border r is a set of points on R, not to be eonfused with the ideal 
boundary of R. (A sequenee of points p,. of R tends to its ideal boundary if and 
only if it has no aeeumulation point in R.) The set r, together with the 
eorresponding restrietions of the homeomorphisms hv ' is a - not neeessarily 
eonneeted - one dimensional manifold. The eonformality of the neighbor 
relation he re means that at the interior points of Vv ' i.e. points whieh are not 
on the real axis, the eomposed mapping h/l o h;l is eonformal, if defined. 

1.3 The Mirror image of aRiemann surface, the double of a bordered Riemann 
surface. Every Riemann surfaee R, whether bordered or not, has a mirror 
image (symmetrie image). Let R=(M, {(Uv,hJ}). Then the mirror image of R is 
defined to be the surfaee 

R* = (M, {(Uv ' hJ}), 

with h = so hv ' s the refleetion of the eomplex plane on the real axis. R* is a 
Riemann surfaee, beeause the eompositions hv o h;:l are orientation preserving 
eonformal homeomorphisms whenever they have a meaning. 

It is often preferable to think of two replieas of the underlying manifold, 
say M and M*. The identity mapping P~P* is ealled the symmetry of R onto 
R*. It is an anti-eonformal homeomorphism. The mirror image R* only 
depends on Rand not on the partieular system {(Uv ' hv)} defining its eonformal 
strueture. 

The mirror image R* of a bordered surfaee ean be glued along some open 
intervals ~ of the border r to the original surfaee R to form a new surfaee R. 
This surfaee is ealled the double of R along {~}; if {~} =r we just speak of 
the double of R. The set !VI eonsists of the union of M and M* with the points 
PE~ identified with their symmetrie images p* on M*. The open eovering of 
!VI eonsists of all the open sets Uv and their symmetrie images Uv*' again with 
the identifieation p" = P,,* if P"E UV is a point of some ~. The two homeomor
phisms hv of Uv and h~ of Uv* agree on the border, in partieular on the set ~, 
and beeause of the Cauehy integral formula the interval on the real line is 
"removable". Henee the neighbor relation is eonformal throughout the glued 
neighborhood. The double of R along {~} is simply the double of R, cut along 
the set r" {~}. 

1.4 Holomorphic mappings. A holomorphie (analytie) mapping f of aRiemann 
surfaee R into aRiemann surfaee R' is a eontinuous mapping, the repre-
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sentation of which in terms of local parameters near P and its image P' = I(P), 
is a holomorphic function. 

The notion of direct analytic continuation is the same as it is for analytic 
functions: let GI and G 2 be two domains of aRiemann surface R with non 
void intersection. A holomorphic mapping 12 of G 2 into aRiemann surface R' 
is called direct analytic continuation of the holomorphic mapping 11: GI -4 R', if 
12 = 11 on Gin G 2' The uniqueness of a direct analytic continuation is proved 
as in function theory. 

§ 2. Jordan Curves on Riemann Surfaces 

2.1 The fundamental group, covering surfaces. Let R be an arbitrary Riemann 
surface, PoER. A closed path ')' with initial point Po is a continuous mapping of 
the unit interval O::;;t::;;l into R, P=')'(t), where ')'(O)=')'(l)=Po. The homotopy 
class of ')' will be denoted by c = [y]. The fundamental group F = Fpo of R with 
base point Po is the group of all homotopy classes of closed paths with initial 
point Po, with the usual multiplication by composing the closed paths. 

The fundamental groups Fpo and Fp! with base points Po and ~ respectively 
are isomorphie. A canonical isomorphism is induced by any path (X joining Po 
to ~ and assigning the path ')'O=(X')'I(X-I with initial point Po to the path ')'1 

with initial point ~. 
A smooth (= unramified) covering surface of R is aRiemann surface R 

together with a locally 1 -1 analytic mapping r of R into R. The mapping r is 
called the projection, P = r(P) the trace of P and P a lift of P. Although r is 
part of the notion of covering surface, we will use the notation R rather than 
(R, r) if the projection map r is fixed. 

The covering surface R is called relatively unbounded (= unlimited, regular) 
if every path ')' in R can be lifted to R with an arbitrary initial point P above 
the initial point P of ')'. 

Due to the monodromy theorem, a smooth and relatively unbounded 
covering surface R of R has the property that the projection r induces an 
isomorphism of its fundamental group F with base point Po onto a subgroup G 
of the fundamental group F with base point Po = r(Po). 

Conversely, to every such subgroup G there exists an unlimited covering 
surface Rand a point Po above Po such that the fundamental group F with 
base point Po projects onto G. The covering surface R is uniquely determined 
up to a deck homeomorphism (= homeomorphism which leaves the traces 
invariant). 

Let now ~ =1= Po be a point of R with the same projection Po. Then the 
fundamental group F1 of R with base point ~ projects onto a conjugate 
subgroup GI =a- 1 Ga of G. Here ais the homotopy class of the projection (X of 
a path fi joining Po to ~ . 

A cover transformation (deck transformation) T of R is a homeomorphism 
of R onto itself which leaves the traces (projections) invariant. Let T(Po) = ~. 
Like every homeomorphism, Tinduces in a natural way an isomorphism 
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between the two fundamental groups Fand F1 • As the traces are left invariant, 
the projections G and GI of Fand F1 respectively are the same. On the other 
hand GI = a -1 Ga, and therefore a is an element of the normalizer N of G (the 
subgroup of all elements which commute with G). Conversely, if a = [0(] is in 
the normalizer of G, the lift IX of 0( with initial point Po has an endpoint i{ 
above Po with a fundamental group which projects onto G. One easily shows 
that there exists a cover transformation T with T(Po) = i{. In fact, the group of 
cover transformations is isomorphie to the factor group N jG. A canonical 
isomorphism is achieved in the indicated way. If, in particular, G is the identity 
subgroup of FR , the normalizer N of G is equal to FR and R is the universal o ~ 0 

covering surface of R which we denote by R. Therefore the group of cover 
transformations of R is isomorphie to the fundamental group F of R. 

2.2 Annular covering surfaces. Besides the universal covering surface R, the 
fundamental group of which projects onto the identity subgroup of F, the 
following annular covering surfaces will be used (Marden, Richards and Rodin 
[1], [2]). Let y be a homotopically non trivial dosed path on R with initial 
point Po (i.e. y is not homotopic to Po). Its homotopy dass c = [y] generates an 
infinite cydic subgroup C of F. Let Rand PoER above Po be such that the 
fundamental group F with base point Po projects onto C. As the fundamental 
group of R is infinite cydic, it is homeomorphic to a doubly connected plane 
domain: R is called the annular covering surface induced by y. We will, in 
general, identify R with a conformally equivalent annulus 0 ~ ro < Izl < r1 ~ 00 of 
the complex z-plane, together with a projection map T. As Rand R have the 
same universal covering surface R, R is the punctured plane 0< Izl < 00 if and 
only if R is parabolic, in the sense that its universal covering surface is <C. In 
the hyperbolic case we can always ass urne that the outer radius is one, i.e. R is 
the surface 0 ~ r < Izl < 1. 

The surface R only depends on the free homotopy dass of y. It is in 
particular independent of the initial point Po on y. For, let the dosed path lJ 
with initial point Qo be freely homotopic to y with initial point Po. Let h be a 
deformation which takes Po into Qo along a path 0(. The lift IX of 0( with initial. 
Po leads to some point Qo, and the continuation j of lJ from Qo is dosed, as we 
can lift up h. The path IX induces a canonical isomorphism between the 
fundament~l groups Fpo and FQo ' As j corresponds to y, it generates FQo ' 

There!ore FQo projects onto the subgroup of FQo genera ted by lJ, which means 
that R is the annular covering surface induced by lJ, and thus does not depend 
on the curve in the free homotopy dass. 

There is another way to find the surface R: it is by identification of certain 
points of the universal covering surface R of R. For an arbitrary subgroup 
Ge Fpo l~t R be the correspo_nding covering surface. The universal covering 
surface R of R also covers Rand the group of cover transformations with 
respect to R is isomorphie to G. If we identify the points of R equivalent under 
this group, we get R back. 

In our present case this means the following: choose a point PoER above 
Po. Let y be the lift of y to R with initial point Pa. Let T denote the deck 
transformation of R which takes Pa into the endpoint ~ of y. It generates a 
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cyc1ic subgroup of the group of cover transformations of R. The surface R is 
the surface R with the points identified wh ich are equivalent under this sub
group. The transformation T corresponds to a parabolic resp. hyperbolic linear 
transformation of the disko After a conformal mapping of the disk onto a half 
plane which takes the fixed points into infinity resp. zero and infinity we can 
perform the identification in this half plane. The conformal mapping onto a 
punctured disk in the first case and onto an annulus in the second case is 
immediate. 

As an application we show: let y be a homotopically non trivial c10sed 
curve on an arbitrary Riemann surface R. If y '" yn, then n = 1. 

Proof Let R be the annular covering surface associated with y. We repre
sent R as an annulus 0::;::; ro < Izl < r1 ::;::; 00 in the z-plane. Let y be the c10sed lift 
of y with initial point Zo above the arbitrarily chosen initial point Po of y. By 
definition, [y] generates the fundamental group Fzo of R. Therefore its winding 
number around z=o must be one (with proper orientation of y). Consequently, 
the lift of yn, which is yn, has winding number n. As the free homotopy y '" yn 
can be lifted to R, we get y'" yn. But this is only possible if the winding 
numbers of the two curves are the same. Thus n = 1. 

There is a relation between cover transformations of Rand c10sed lifts of y. 
Let T be a cover transformation of R with T(ZO)=Zl =tzo. Then T(y) is a 
c10sed lift of y with initial point z l' Conversely, assume that y has a c10sed lift 
y 1 with initial point z 1 =t Zo above Po. Let the winding number of y 1 about z = 0 
be n. Then y 1 '" yn, and by projection y '" t on R. We conc1ude n = 1. 

Now join Zo to Zl by an are a on R. Then a- 1 ya"'Yl' hence a- 1 ca=c, 
where a is the homotopy c1ass of the (c1osed) projection IX of a and c=[y]. 
Thus a is commutative with c and hence in the commutator subgroup of C. 
There exists a cover transformation T with T(zo) = z 1 . 

2.3 The annular covering surface induced by a Jordan curve. In the sequel we 
assume y to be a Jordan curve, PoEY. Then the same is true for its lift y with 
initial point Zo above Po. Moreover, y must separate the two boundary circ1es 
of R, as it generates the fundamental group of R. 

If R is parabolic, there are only two possibilities: either it is planar, in 
wh ich case it must be the doubly punctured Riemann sphere with y separating 
the two boundary points, or it is the torus. 

Let R be hyperbolic. Then the group of cover transformations of R must be 
a finite rotation group, as a conformal selfmapping of an annulus which 
interchanges the two boundary components has two fixed points and hence 
cannot be a cover transformation. We want to show that this group reduces to 
the identity. 

Let 8 be the angle of rotation of a cover transformation T, and let z 1 

= Zo . eil\ with Zo the distinguished point above Po. The Jordan curve y go es 
over into a Jordan curve Yl = T(y) through Zl which does not interesect y 
unless 8=0. Let po=inflzl, Pi =suplzl. Then y has points in common with 

ZEY ZEY 

both circ1es Izl=Po and Izl=Pl~PO and so does Yl' We conc1ude that the two 
curves intersect, hence 9 = O. 
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It now follows immediately from the reasoning at the end of the preceding 
seetion that y has only one closed lift, wh ich we denote by y. 

In the same way one sees that yn cannot have a closed lift from Z 1'4= Zo, for 
arbitrary n. For otherwise there would be a smallest n with this property. The 
lift y" would be a Jordan curve and hence be freely homotopic to y. By 
projection 'Y ~ y", hence n = 1, and we are back at the former case. 

2.4 Jordan curves homotopic to a point. We are now ready to prove two 
important topological theorems about Jordan curves on aRiemann surface 
(Levine [1]; Marden, Richards and Rodin [1]). The proof of the first one only 
makes use of the universal covering surface, whereas the tool for the second 
one is the annular covering surface. 

Theorem 2.4. Let y be a Jordan curve on an arbitrary Riemann surface R 
which is homotopic to 1. Then it is the boundary of a disk D on R. This disk is 
uniquely determined except for the case of the Riemann sphere. 

Proo! We assume R to be different from the Riemann sphere. Let Y be a 
lift of y to the universal covering surface R of R wh ich we represent in the z
plane. Every such lift is a Jordan curve (it is closed by the monodromy 
theorem and the lifting itself is bijective). As R is a planar surface, y is the 
boundary of a disk D. We want to show that the restriction of the projection 
map , to the closure of D is a homeomorphism. Since ,(y) = y, D = ,(D) is then 
the desired disk bounded by y. 

We first remark that two different lifts Y1 and Y2 of a Jordan curve y cannot 
intersect. For, let ZEYI nY2. Then the projection P of Z is a point on y and as y 
is a Jordan curve it corresponds to a uniquely determined value of the 
parameter of y. By the uniqueness of the lifting we conclude Y1 =Y2. 

Let now ZI and z2'4=zl be two points in the closure of D having the same 
trace P. There is a cover transformation T of R with T(z 1) = Z z. In the 
hyperbolic case (R conformally equivalent to the disk) T is either a parabolic 
or a hyperbolic linear transformation. We represent R as a half plane, the fixed 
points corresponding to infinity or zero and infinity respectively. Let D1 

= T(D). Since one at least of the points ZI and Zz must lie in D, we can 
assume, by a small simultaneous displacement, that this is the case for both 
points. Then D and DI have the point Zz in common, and as their boundaries 
are nonintersecting Jordan curves, one must lie inside the other. This evidently 
is in contradiction with the geometrie nature of T (translation or homothety). 
In the parabolic case R is represented as the complex plane, T is a translation 
and the reasoning is the same. 

2.5 Disjoint, freely homotopic Jordan curves. The next theorem deals with a 
similar property of a non intersecting pair of freely homotopic Jordan curves. 

Theorem 2.5. Let y and b be two non intersecting freely homotopic Jordan 
curves on an arbitrary Riemann surface R which are not homotopic to a point of 
R. Then they bound a ring domain D on R. It is uniquely determined except when 
R is a torus. 
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Praaf We first consider the hyperbolic case. Let R be the annular covering 
surface of R determined by y (and by 8). It will be represented as an annulus 
with center zero in the z-plane. Let y and 3 be the closed lifts of y resp. 8 to 
the surface R. They are nonintersecting Jordan curves containing z = 0 in their 
interior. Thus they bound a ring domain 15 situated in R. We show, by 
contradiction, that the projection r is 1-1 in the closure of 15. Let z 1 and z z 
be two points with the same trace. We can ass urne, without loss of generality, 
that one of the points, Zl say, is on the boundary of 15, while the other is in 15. 
For, let both points be in 15. Join z 1 to Y by an are !Xl in 15. The trace C{ of !Xl 

can be lifted to Zz to get an are !X Z the endpoint of which is either in 15 or 
outside of 15. In the second case we shorten C{ such that its lift !X Z is in 15 except 
for its end point. The endpoint of the continuation of C{ from z 1 will then be in 
15 (Fig. 1). 

Fig.l 

Now let Zl EY, zzE15. Continue y from Zz. Since, in the compact set 15 there 
can only be finitely many points with a given trace, the continuation must 
close after finitely many iterations. This is a contradiction since (by seetion 2.3) 
there cannot be such a closed lift except y. Therefore the projection r is a 1 - 1 
conformal mapping of 15 onto a ring domain D which is bounded by y and 8. 

In the parabolic case the underlying surface R is either the doubly punc
tured Riemann sphere or the torus. In the first case it is a question of plane 
geometry, as before. So, let R be a torus. Let y and 3 be closed lifts of y and 8 
respectively to the annular covering surface R of R defined by y. If the ring 
domain 15 bounded by Y and 3 contains two points Zl and Zz with the same 
trace on R, we can again ass urne that one of the two points is on the boundary 
of 15, say ZlEY. We continue y from Zz. The lift must close after n;::::1 iterations. 
Let !X be an are joining Zl to zz. Let C{ be its projection. Then the curve C{y"C{-l 

has a closed lift with initial point Z 1 which is either homotopic to Z 1 or to y. 
We get, by projection, ac"a- 1 = 1 or acna- 1 =c, hence c"= 1 or cn=c, as a 
commutes with c (the fundamental group is Abelian). We conclude that n must 
be one and we have found another closed lift y 1 of y which separates y and 3. 
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We can now repeat the argument and we arrive, after finitely many steps, at a 
ring domain with the property that the restriction of the projection map to this 
ring domain is 1 - 1. 

2.6 Admissible systems of Jordan curves. Certain systems of disjoint Jordan 
curves on aRiemann surface will play an important role in our later con
structions. We call them admissible, for lack of a better name. Moreover, a 
closed curve which is homotopic to a point is called homotopically trivial. 

Definition 2.6. A set of homotopically non trivial Jordan curves Yi on a 
Riemann surface R which are mutually disjoint and belong to different free 
homotopy classes is called an admissible system of Jordan curves. 

lt is of some interest to determine the maximal number of elements of an 
admissible system of Jordan curves on a compact surface R or on a compact 
surface with finitely many punctures. Let R be such a surface, of genus g;?: 0, 
with r;?: ° punctures. 

Theorem 2.6. The maximal number of elements in an admissible system of 
Jordan curves on a compact Riemann surface R of genus g;?: ° with r;?: ° 
punctures is N=3(g-I)+2r, except for the following cases: g=O, r:S;l, where 
N=O, and g=l, r=O, where N=1. 

Proof The exceptional cases are easily checked. If g = ° and r:S; 1 there 
evidently is no homotopically non trivial Jordan curve on R. Let g = 1, r = 0. 
There are Jordan curves which do not partition the surface. If we cut R along 
such a curve, we get a cylinder, and there is no other curve possible. 

In the general case we proceed by induction with respect to the genus g. 
(To prove it for g = ° and arbitrary r we apply induction to r.) We also first 
compute the maximal number of curves in a system where no curve is freely 
homotopic to an arbitrarily small circle around one of the punctures. We claim 
that the maximal number is 3(g-I)+r in this case (unless g=O, r:S;2, where it 
is zero, g = 1, r = 0, where it is one). 

Let g = 0, r;?: 3. Assume that the theorem is true for aRiemann sphere with 
r punctures. Let Y l' ... , Y p be an admissible system of Jordan curves on a 
Riemann sphere with r + I punctures, satisfying the additional condition men
tioned above. Cut the surface along one of the curves, Yl say. Let the number 
of punctures in the two complements of Yl be r' and r" respectively. Evidently 
r' ;?: 2, r";?: 2. If we let the boundary curve Y 1 shrink to a point, the remaining 
curves in each of the two components satisfy the conditions imposed on the 
system, with r' + 1 respectively r" + I punctures, where r' + 1 :s;(r+ 1)-2+ 1 =r 
and likewise r" + 1 :S; r. We therefore can apply the farmula to each component, 
which gives r' - 2 resp. r" - 2 as maximal numbers. Thus 

p :S; (r' - 2) + (r" - 2) + 1 = r' + r" - 3 = r - 3 = 3 (g - 1) + r. 

It is, on the other hand, easy to give a curve system with r - 3 elements. 
Therefare the assertion is proved for g = 0. 

Let it be proved far some g;?: 0; we have to show that it is then also true 
for g + 1. Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g + 1 with r;?: ° 
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punctures. Let '11' ... , Yp be a maximal system of Jordan curves satisfying our 
conditions. At least one of the curves must be non dividing, as we could 
otherwise add such a non dividing Jordan curve to our system and increase the 
number of its elements. We cut R along such a curve. The new surface has 
genus g -1 and r + 2 punctures, after having contracted the two boundary 
curves wh ich result from the cutting to two points. If g = 1, r = 0, this new 
surface is a sphere with two punctures and thus admits no curves. We get p = 1, 
as it should be. In all the other cases we can apply the formula. The remaining 
system of curves on the new surface satisfies our requirements, hence p -1 :S 3(g 
- 2) + r + 1, i.e. p:s 3(g -1) + r. It is, on the other hand, easy to indicate a curve 
system with 3(g -1) + r elements. Thus our assertion is established. 

Let now '11' ... , 'IN be a maximal admissible system of Jordan curves. For g 
=0, r;::::3 and in all the cases with g21 we must have (up to homotopy) a 
sm all circle around every puncture in the system. Hence N:s 3(g -1) + 2r. On 
the other hand, every system of Jordan curves of the type considered can be 
enlarged by r sm all circles around the punctures (except for g = 0, r = 2), so 
N;:::: 3(g - 1) + 2r, which establishes the theorem. 

It is easily seen that every admissible system can be completed to a 
maximal system. 

§ 3. Ring Domains on Riemann Surfaces 

3.1 Preliminaries. Let 'I be an oriented Jordan curve on aRiemann surface R 
which is not homotopic to a point. We say that a ring domain R o e R is 
associated with 'I if a Jordan curve '10 eRo which separates the two boundary 
components of R o is freely homotopic to 'I on R. The modulus of an arbitrary 

ring domain is defined as M = _I_log 'i, if ro < Izl < rj is a conformally equiva-
2n ro 

lent annulus. The supremum of the moduli of all the ring domains on R 
associated with 'I is denoted by M(y) and will sometimes be called the modulus 
of y. 

The doubly connected covering surface of R defined by 'I is denoted by R. 
It is represented by an annulus O:s ro < Izl < rj :S 00 and a projection map !. The 
case of the doubly punctured sphere, i.e. ro =0 and r1 = 00, appears if and only 
if R is parabolic, as Rand R have the same universal covering surface. Since 'I 
is a homotopically non trivial Jordan curve on R, this surface is either the 
doubly punctured sphere or a torus. 

Let us now assume that R is hyperbolic. Then R is either an annulus or a 
punctured disk which can be taken, without loss of generality, to be the unit 
disk punctured at zero. Because of (2.3), every Jordan curve b which is freely 
homotopic to 'I has a uniquely determined closed lift g on R. This extends to 
ring domains R o associated with y. For, let R o be such a domain. For an 
arbitrary point PERo choose a Jordan curve beRo which contains P and 
separates the two boundary components of R o. Let z be the uniquely de
termined point above P on the closed lift b of b. It evidently does not depend 
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on b. The mapping t: P--+z=t(P) is a conformal homeomorphism of R o onto 
a ring domain Ro in R; we call it the lifting of R o. It is the inverse of the 
restrietion of T to the domain Ro. 

The modulus of R is denoted by M(y). Because of the existence of liftings we 
evidently have M(y)::; M(y). 

3.2 The reduced modulus. The conformal image of a punctured disk on aRiemann 
surface is itself called a punctured disko It has infinite modulus. It is, however, 
possible to assign it a finite number which is called the reduced modulus 
(Teichmüller [1]). 

Let D be a punctured disk on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, the punc
ture being a point PoER (Fig.2). Let f be a conformal homeomorphism of D 

f\ 
.,..--- ..... '" .. '" ...... / , 

I \ 
I ,'--', \ 
I # \ I 
l i Ir, 

\ " I \ '''-'' , 
\ I 

\. /' 
' .... ___ ...-/ Izl<ro 

Fig.2 

onto the punctured unit disk 0< Iwl < 1, with Po corresponding to the point w 
= O. We introduce a conformal parameter z = h(P) near Po, Izl < ro, h(Po) = O. 
The circle Izl = r is mapped by h -1 onto a curve Yr wh ich bounds, together with 
the boundary of D, a ring domain the modulus of which we denote by M r • The 
mapping f takes Yr into a curve br around w=O. Let w=a 1 z+a 2 z2 + ... be the 
development of the composition f 0 h -1 near z = O. Let r' = min Iw(z)l, r" 

Izl=r 
=maxlw(z)l. By monotonicity of the modulus and its conformal invariance we 

Izl=r 
get 

hence 

1 1 1 1 
-log-<M <-log-
2 n r" - r - 2 n r" 

1 1 
M =-log . 

r 2n r(la 1 1 + O(r)) 

Therefore the quantity M r + 2
1
n logr has a limit as r--+O, namely -21n loglall. 
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Definition 3.2. The reduced modulus of the punctured disk D with respect 
to the parameter z near the point boundary component Po, z=O<--*Po, is the 
limit 

. 1 
M =lim Mr+-logr, 

,~o 2n 

where M, is the modulus of the ring domain bounded by the curve Izl = rand 
the boundary component of D which is different from Po· 1 IdW I 

We have seen that the reduced modulus is equal to - 2n log Tz(O), where 

~; is the derivative of a conformal mapping of the punctured disk D onto the 

punctured unit disk 0< Iwl < 1. It depends on the local parameter near Po. Let 
M = M z be the above reduced modulus with respect to the parameter z. Then, 
with respect to a parameter z we get 

. 1 IdWI 1 Idwlldzl M z= -2n log dz = -2n log Tz· dz 

=M --log-. . 1 Idzl 
z 2n dz 

Therefore Mz __ l_log Idzl is invariant under a change of parameter. 
2n 

Let g be a conformal homeomorphism of the punctured disk D onto a disk 

0< 1(1 < p such that g' (0) = 1 in terms of the parameter z. Then f = f is a 
. 1 P 

mapping onto the punctured unit disko Therefore M = 2 n log p. The number p 

is called the mapping radius of the punctured disk D with respect to the 
parameter z near Po. We have seen 

Theorem 3.2. The reduced modulus of a punctured disk D with respect to a 
1 

parameter z near its point boundary component Po is equal to -log p, where p 
2n 

= Pz is the mapping radius of D with respect to the parameter z. 

Since pz=exp(2nMz ) and 2nMz-logldzl is invariant, I~;I has the same 
property. 

The reduced modulus of a punctured disk D, where the puncture is an ideal 
pointlike boundary component To of R, is defined in the same way. But now the 
role of the local unijormizer near Po is taken over by a conformal mapping h of a 
neighborhood of To onto a punctured disk 0< Izl < ro, with To corresponding to z 
=0. 

The composition foh- 1 is conformal throughout the disk Izl<ro, which allows 
us to take over the earlier reasoning. 

3.3 Analytic mappings of a punctured disk into aRiemann surface. Let R be an 
arbitrary open Riemann surface. A nested seq uence of domains G 1 :::J G 2 :::J ••• 

with compact, non empty boundaries, the closures Gi of wh ich have empty 
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intersection, defines an ideal boundary component r of R. With no loss of 
generality one can assume that every domain Gi is bounded by a single Jordan 
curve (Ahlfors and Sario [1], Stoilow [1]). Two sequences (Gi) and (G;) de
termine the same boundary component, if for every i there is a j such that 
Gjc Gi' and vice versa. The sets Gi are a basis of the set of neighborhoods of 
r. The boundary component r', determined by the sequence (G;), lies in Gi' if 
Gjc Gi for all sufficiently large j. A component r of the ideal boundary of R is 
called isolated if there is a Gi of a determining sequence which does not 
contain any other component r'. The boundary component r is called planar, 
if there is a Gi which is conformally equivalent to a plane domain. It is called 
pointlike, if this plane domain is a punctured disk, the puncture corresponding 
to r. 

Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Picard Theorem). Let f be an analytic mapping 
of the punctured disk 0< Izi < 1 into a hyperbolic Riemann surface R. Then either 
zero is a removable singularity of f or else P=f(z) tends to an isolated boundary 
component r of R (M arden, Richards and Rodin [2]). 

In addition one can say that r is planar and pointlike (Ohtsuka [1]; Marden, 
Richards and Rodin [2]). 

Proof For the proof of the first part we follow the presentation of Marden, 
Richards and Rodin. The supplement is only needed for a special case, namely 
the projection map of the annular covering surface. It will be proved in 
Section 3.4. 

We make use of the following 

Generalized Schottky Lemma. Let f be an analytic mapping of the unit disk 
Izl < 1 into a hyperbolic Riemann surface R. Assume that the image Po = f(O) is 
contained in a given compact set K which is in turn contained in a fixed open 
set O. Then there is a positive number r, independent of f, such that P = f(Z)EO 
for all z, Izl::;; r. 

The proof is a simple application of Schwarz's lemma. Let K be a compact 
lift of K to the universal covering surface R of R. It is easy to get such a set K, 
e.g. by covering K by finitely many compact neighborhoods and considering a 
connected lift of each neighborhood. Moreover, let 0 be an open lift of 0, 
O~K. Let 1 be a single valued branch of r- 1 of with l(O)EK, where r is the 
projection map of R onto R. Such a branch 1 exists, since the unit disk Izl < 1 
is simply connected. Using the general form of Schwarz's lemma we find r>O 
such that l(z)EO for Izl::;; r. Thus P = f(z) = r ol(z)Eo. 

Picard's theorem is now proved indirectly by lifting f up to the universal 
covering surface of the punctured disk (which is the half plane Re' <0). 

Let there exist a sequence (zn)-+O such that P"=f(Zn)-+PoER. Consider an 
open neighborhood U and a compact neighborhood K cU of Po. Let r>O be 
the number of the Schottky lemma associated with K and U. The function gm 
=f(e') is defined in the half plane Re'<O, hence in the disk I'-'nl< -Re'n 
with 'n=logzn (an arbitrary determination). Its value at 'n is g('n)=f(Zn)EK for 
all sufficiently large n. Therefore P=g(OEU as soon as I'-'nl::;;r(-Re'n). For 
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- Re 'n = -log Iznl >~, i.e. for all sufficiently large n, the vertical stretch Re' 
r 

= Re 'n' I( - 'ni ~ n satisfies the condition. Therefore the circle Yn: Izi = Iznl is 
mapped into U by ! 

The image y~ = !(Yn) is a closed curve in R which is homotopically trivial. 
Therefore the mapping ! has a single valued lift J which maps the punctured 
disk 0< Izi < 1 into the universal covering surface R of R. Because of the 
boundedness of J the point z = 0 is a removable singularity, and as J is not a 
constant, J(O)ER, !(0)=ToJ(0)=1>o. 

We have shown: If ! is not the restriction of an analytic mapping of the 
disk Izl < 1 to the punctured disk, then for every sequence (zn)-+O the sequence 
of points p" = !(zn) diverges on R (has no accumulation point on R). Therefore 

the domains Gn=!({Z;O<lzl<~}), n=1,2, ... , define a boundary component 

r of R. It is obviously isolated. It can be shown (Ohtsuka [1]; Marden, 
Richards and Rodin [2]) that it is also planar and pointlike. In the next 
section we will give a proof of this supplement in a special case, namely for the 
projection mapping of the annular covering surface R associated with a Jordan 
curve y. 

3.4 The case M(')I) = 00. Let Y be a homotopically non trivial Jordan curve on 
a hyperbolic Riemann surface R. Assurne that the annular covering surface 
R(y) has infinite modulus. It can thus be represented by the punctured disk 
0< Izl < 1 with an analytic projection mapping T. The curve y has a unique 
closed lift y on R which we choose to be positively oriented. Let G be the 
interior of y, punctured at z=o. We claim that the restriction of the projection 
T to G is one-one. 

Proo! According to section (3.3) the domains 

Gn=T(Gn), Gn={Z;O<lzl<~} n=1,2,3, ... 

determine an isolated ideal boundary component r of R (the curves Yn=8Gn 
are freely homotopie to y, hence homotopically non trivial; therefore z = 0 is 
not a removable singularity). Let now (Dm) be a nested sequence of domains on 
R determining the same ideal boundary component rand with boundaries om 
=8Dm which are Jordan curves. We choose m such that DmcG, then n such 
that GncDm. Set o=om and let PEO. Since OcG'-..Gn, there is a point zEG'-..Gn 
above P. The curve 0 can be lifted to R, starting with z, and the lift closes after 
finitely many full turns, because it stays in the ring domain bounded by y = 8G 
and Yn=8Gn • Let k be the smallest positive integer such that the lift Jk is 
closed. It must be a Jordan curve wh ich is homotopically non trivial in Rand 
therefore is freely homotopic to y. By projection, we conclude ok~y. It is easy 
to see that k = 1, with proper orientation of o. 

To this end we consider the annular covering surface R' associated with o. 
Let 0' be the uniquely determined closed lift of 0 on R'. Since Ok is freely 
homotopic to y on R, y also has a closed lift y' on R', which is of course a 
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Jordan curve. Lifting up the homotopy we see that y' and (~')k are homotopic 
on R' and therefore have the same winding number about zero. As ~' itself is a 
Jordan curve on R' we conc1ude that k = 1; in particular, R' = R. Because of the 
annulus theorem (2.5), y and ~ = ~m are the two boundary curves of a uniquely 
determined ring domain Rm on R. Its lift Rm is a ring domain on R, bounded 
by y and Sm, and the restriction of the projection mapping r to Rm maps it 
conformally onto R m • This is true for every m. As for m--+ 00 the curves ~m 
recede to r, URm is the punctured disk G. Thus G=r(G) is a punctured disk 
on R, bounded by y and the ideal boundary component r, which is therefore 
pointlike and planar. In particular M(y)= 00. 

3.5 Sequences of ring domains 

Definition 3.5. A sequence of ring domains Rn on aRiemann surface R is 
said to converge to a ring domain Ro if there is a sequence of annuli 
O~rn<lzl<sn~oo which converges to an annulus O~ro<lzl<so~oo and a 
sequence of conformal homeomorphisms gn: rn < Izl < Sn --+ Rn which converges 
locally uniformly in ro < Izl < So to a conformal homeomorphism go of this 
annulus onto R o. 

Let now y be an oriented, homotopically non trivial Jordan curve on a 
hyperbolic Riemann surface R. Let M(y) < 00. The annular covering surface R 
determined by y is an annulus 0< r < Izl < 1 together with a projection map r; 
we can of course ass urne that the lift y of y has winding number one around z 

=0. 

Theorem 3.5. Let the annular covering surface R(y) have finite modulus M(y) 
(wh ich is equivalent to M(y)< 00). Then every sequence of ring domains Rn 
associated with y, the moduli Mn of wh ich do not tend to zero, contains a 
convergent subsequence. 

Proof There is a subsequence of the sequence of ring domains, which we 
denote by (Rn) again, such that the sequence of corresponding moduli Mn 
converges to a number Mo, O<Mo~M(y)< 00. Let gn be a conformal ho-

meomorphism of the annulus Pn<l(l<l, Mn=-21 log~, onto Rn' Denote the 
n Pn 

mapping which lifts Rn to R by t n. Then hn=tnogn is a conformal homeomor
phism of Pn< 1(1< 1 onto the lift Rn of Rn' Rn C R. The sequence (hn) contains a 
subsequence (hn) which converges locally uniformly in Po< I" < 1, Po = 
exp( -2nMo), to some analytic function ho. This function evidently cannot be a 

constant (the circ1e I" =M, on which the sequence converges uniformly, is 
mapped onto a Jordan curve of diameter >2r by each hn .) and therefore is a 
conformal homeomorphism ho of Po< 1(1< 1 onto a ri~g domain R o. Its 
composition with the projection r is a conformal homeomorphism go=roho of 
Po< 1(1< 1 onto the projection R o of Ro, and c1early gn = r 0 hn --+ go locally 
uniformly in Po< 1(1< 1. 

As an application it follows that there always exists a ringdomain R o, 
associated with y, with largest modulus Mo = M(y). 
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3.6 Sequences of punctured disks 

Theorem 3.6. Let y be a Jordan curve on a hyperbolic Riemann surface R 
which is not homotopic to a point. Let the annular covering surface R of R 
associated with y have infinite modulus M(y). Then every sequence of punctured 
disks Rn associated with y the reduced moduli Mn of wh ich do not tend to - 00 

contains a convergent subsequence. 

Proof We ean ass urne that the redueed moduli Mn eonverge to some real 
number Mo. The lifts Rn of Rn are punetured disks in 0< Izl < 1, the puneture 
being z = O. Let gn be a eonformal mapping of the punetured disk 0< 1(1 < Pn 
onto Rn. We introduee the parameter z near Fo (i.e. the projeetion map '"C is the 
distinguished loeal homeomorphism). By proper normalization we ean aehieve 
d( 1 1 . 
dz =1 for every gn· Then M n =2n 10gPn· Set M O=2n logpo. The mappmgs hn 

= t> gn with t n the lifting of Rn to R have a subsequenee whieh eonverges 
loeally uniformly in 1(1< Po to a mapping ho of 1(1< Po onto a simply eonneeted 
domain 150 , ho(O)=O. The projeetion R o of Ro=15o'-{O}, with go='"Coho is the 
desired punetured disko 



Chapter 11. Quadratic Differentials 

§ 4. Definition of a Quadratic Differential 

Introduction. Every analytic function ep in a domain G of the z-plane defines, in 
a natural way, a field of line elements dz, namely by the requirement that 
ep(z) dz2 is real and positive. This means of course that arg dz = - t arg ep(z) 
(mod n), and thus dz is determined, up to its sign, for every z, where 
ep(z) =1=0, 00. One may then ask for the integral curves of this field of line 
elements. 

It is desirable to use conformal mapping to study them. Suppose z = h(Z) is 
a conformal mapping of a domain (; onto G. This transformation takes a line 
element dz into dz = h'(Z) dz. What is the function cjJ(Z) which determines, in the 
above sense, the line elements dz: "cjJ(Z) dz2 > 0 exactly when ep(z) dz2 > O"? If 
we substitute z = h(Z) we find 

(1) ep(z) dz2 = ep(h(Z)) h'(Z)2 dz2, 

and hence 

(2) 

Any positive multiple of the above cjJ would also define the same field of line 
elements, but we want to stick to this one. The transformation rule (2), which 
is the same as that for the square of the derivative of a function, can simply be 
expressed in the form 

(3) 

An analytic function ep, together with the transformation rule (3) under a 
conformal mapping is called a quadratic differential. The maximal integral 
curves of the field of line elements ep(z) dz2 > 0 are its trajectories. 

If G is a subdomain of the Riemann sphere <C, and z= ooEG, one has to 

apply the inversion z--+z=~ to get an admissible parameter near z= 00. The 
z 

transformation rule (2) then gives 

(4) cjJ(Z) = ep G) ;4' z near zero. 

This shows that unlike in the case of a function, where the transformation rule 
is the invariance (same value at corresponding points), the rule for quadratic 
differentials leads to a multiplication by Z-4. The function ep(z) = 1, considered 
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_ 1 
as a quadratic differential, therefore has a pole of order 4 at z=-=O. The 

z 
Riemann sphere is a surface on which one no longer has a single complex 
parameter which is valid all over the surface. This is even more so on an 
arbitrary Riemann surface, where there exist only local parameters. 

An analytic function ({J in a domain Ge <C also defines, in a natural way, a 
direction field, namely by the requirement ({J(z)dz>O, i.e. argdz= -arg({J 
(mod 2n). The integral curves now have an orientation. (The transformation 
rule for ({J is the same as for the derivative of a function.) The lack of 
orientation is one of the reasons why quadratic differentials are more impor
tant in geometric function theory than linear differentials: they allow for more 
singularities as well as more complicated behaviour in the large. 

Quadratic differentials appear in Schiffer's work in connection with schlicht 
mappings (Schiffer [1]) and, independently, in Teichmüller's famous papers [1], 
[2] and [3]. In [1], they are connected with the solution of moduli problems, 
and in [3] with extremal quasiconformal mappings, where the trajectories are 
the lines of largest stretching. Teichmüller laid the basis to a general theory. 
More detailed discussions are found, subsequently, in Schaeffer and Spencer 
[1] and Jenkins and Spencer [1], who treat rational quadratic differentials in 
the plane. The first systematic account of quadratic differentials on finite Rie
mann surfaces is in Jenkins [3]. 

Consequent use of conformal mapping is made in Strebel [7], Pfluger [1] 
and Jensen [1]. A survey of the theory is given in Strebel [16]. More ref
erences will follow at the relevant places in the course of our treatment. 

In this chapter, some basic definitions and facts concerning quadratic 
differentials and arbitrary Riemann surfaces are given. A more detailed dis
cussion of the trajectory structure and the metric induced by a quadratic 
differential follows in the subsequent chapters. 

4.1 Definition 4.1. Let R be aRiemann surface with a given conformal struc
ture {(Uv ' hv)}' A (meromorphic) quadratic differential ({J on R is a set of 
meromorphic function elements ({Jv in the local parameters Zv = hv(P) for which 
the transformation law 

holds whenever zfJ and Zv are parameter values which correspond to the same 
point P of R. The quadratic differential is called holomorphic, if all the ({Jv are 
holomorphic. 

The function element ({Jv is also called the representation of the quadratic 
differential ({J in terms of the parameter zv' 

In a similar way one defines differentials of the first order (linear differentials) 
or of any order 11. 

Let the pair (Uo, 11 0 ) be compatible with the given conformal structure on 
R. Then we can define a meromorphic function element ({Jo of the parameter Zo 
in the open set Vo=ho(Uo) by the requirement 

({Jo(zo) dz~ = ({Jv(zv) dz;. 
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By the invariance property this is independent of the particular representation 
({Jv which we choose if a point PE Uo lies in different neighborhoods of the 
conformal structure. In particular, the function elements of ({J can be defined in 
the maximal structure on R which is equivalent to the given structure 
{(Uv ' h.)}. Two quadratic differentials ({J and t/I on aRiemann surface Rare 
called equal if all their corresponding function elements on this maximal 
structure are equal. As a consequence of the above remark it is sufficient if ({Jv 

=t/lv for a set (Uv ' hv) which covers R (and therefore determines the conformal 
structure). Actually, by analytic continuation, ({Jv = t/I v for corresponding ele
ments in some (fixed) parameter Zv is also sufficient. 

If we keep a certain parameter fixed, we often call it z instead of Zv and 
write ({J(z) dz2 instead of ({Jv(zv) dz;. 

It is clear from the definition that the quadratic differentials on a given 
Riemann surface form a linear space over the complex numbers. 

4.2 Regular points, critical points. While it clearly does not make sense to 
speak of the value of a quadratic differential ({J at a point PER (since it 
depends on the local parameter near P), it does make sense to speak of the 
zero es and poles of ({J. For, suppose z, ware local parameters near P, with ({JI (z) 
and ({J2(W) the corresponding representations of ({J. We assurne, for convenience 
of notation, that P+-+z=O+-+w=O, and therefore z=cI w+c2 w2+ ... , Cl =1=0. 
Then, if ({JI(Z) has a zero (pole) of order n resp. -n at z=O, so does ({J2(W) at w 
=0. 

To prove it, let ({JI (z) have an expansion about z = 0 of the form 

({JI(z)=zn(an+an+lz+ ... ), an =1=0. 

Then, by the transformation rule, 

( dZ)2 2 )2 ({J2(W) = ({JI(Z) dw = ({JI(C I W+C2 W + ,,,)(c i +2c2 w+ ... 

=(c i w+ c2 w2 + ... )n [an +an+l (Cl W+ ... )+ ... ] (Cl + 2c2 W+ ... )2 

= C~ + 2 an wn + higher powers of w 

=wn(bn+bn+l w+ ... ), with bn=c~+2 an =1=0. 

Observe that an = bn iff C~+ 2 = 1, which is true for every change of the local 
parameter if and only if n = - 2. On the other hand, the order of a zero or a 
pole is always invariant. 

Definition 4.2. The critical points of a quadratic differential ({J are its zero es 
and poles. All other points of Rare called regular points of ({J. A holomorphic 
point is either a regular point or a zero. Poles of the first order and zeroes will 
be called finite critical points, poles of order greater or equal to two infinite 
critical points. 

4.3 The lift of a quadratic differential. Let f: R -+ R be a holomorphic mapping 
of aRiemann surface R into aRiemann surface R. The surface R together with 
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the mapping f is ealled a eovering surfaee (possibly branehed) of R. Let P and 
P = f(P) be eorresponding points. Choose loeal parameters 2 near P and z near 
P and assume that the mapping has the representation z = f(2) in terms of 
these parameters. P is ealled a branehing point (ramifieation point) of order n, 
n = 1, 2, ... , of the eovering surfaee (R, f) if it is a point of multiplieity of order 
n+1 for f 

Let ep be a quadratie differential on R. We define cß(2) by the equation 

cß(2) d22 = ep(z) dz2• 

For a given parameter 2 this evidently does not depend on the parameter z 

beeause of the transformation law for ep. On the other hand, if we change 2, 
cß(2) is transformed in the eorreet manner. Therefore the above equation 
defines a quadratie differential cß on R. It is ealled the lift of the quadratie 
differential ep to the eovering surfaee (R, f). 

4.4 Reflection to the double. Under eertain eonditions it is possible to eontinue 
a quadratie differential on a bordered Riemann surfaee to its double. Let ep be 
a quadratie differential on a bordered surfaee R with border rand assume that 
ep(z) is real on some open interval r). cr in terms of a speeified loeal parameter 
z. The loeal homeomorphisms along the border of R have been chosen to map 
it onto intervals of the real axis. If we admit more general homeomorphisms 
whieh map the eorresponding border intervals onto analytie Jordan ares, we 
have to postulate that ep(z) dz2 is real along the border, i.e. for tangential dz, in 
terms of these parameters. Now let V be an arbitrary open set of the eonfor
mal strueture of R with V* its mirror image on R*. Let z be a loeal parameter 
in V; then z* = z is a loeal parameter in V*. We define 

ep*(z*)=ep(z) =ep(z*). 

This is an analytie funetion element of its variable z*. If z eorresponds to a 
point PEr)., we have z=x=z*. The funetion element ep is defined in an upper 
half neighborhood of x, the funetion element ep* in a lower half neighborhood. 
As ep(x) is real, ep*(x)=ep(x). Both funetion elements eoineide on the real axis 
and henee are restrietions of an analytie funetion element in the symmetrie 
neighborhood: We have a quadratie differential on the whole symmetrie sur
face, i.e. the double R of R with respeet to the set of open boundary intervals 
r). along whieh ep(z) dz2 is real and along whieh R has been welded to its 
mirror image R *. 

4.5 Examples. 4.5.1. The quadratie differential ep =0 evidently exists on every 
Riemann surfaee R. 

4.5.2. Let R be a domain G of the eomplex z-plane <C. The eonformal 
strueture is defined by one open set, namely G, and the identity mapping. An 
arbitrary analytie funetion ep(z) in G ean be eonsidered as a quadratie differen
tial on R. 

4.5.3. Let R be the Riemann sphere. It ean be eovered by two open sets, VI 
. 1 

=<C and V2 =<Cu{oo}'-.{0}. As parameters we mtroduee z and W=-. We ean 
z 
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give an arbitrary function CPl (z) which is defined in the whole plane and 
compute the function element cpz (w) by the transformation rule CP2 (w) dw2 

=CPl(z)dz2. We get 

If cP 1 is a rational function, the corresponding quadratic differential cP has at 
most poles and is therefore also called rational. But as we see from the above 
transformation law, the degree (= sum of the orders of its zeroes minus the 
sum of the orders of its poles) is equal to -4. E.g. there is a quadratic 
differential on R with cP 1 (z) == C '* O. It has a pole of order 4 at infinity. 

4.5.4. To find the quadratic differentials cP on the torus R we consider its 
universal covering surface. It is conformally equivalent to the complex plane <C. 
The projection map f of <C onto R is doubly periodic. Let z be a parameter in 
a neighborhood of a point PoER and denote by cp(z) the corresponding func
tion element. Let Wo be a point which is projected onto Po. Then the lift (p of cP 
in the neighborhood of Wo is 

( dZ )Z 
(P(w) = cp(z) dw . 

If ais an arbitrary period, in the neighborhood of Wo +a we have 

A ( dz )2 A 

cp(w+a)=cp(z) d(w+a) =cp(w). 

Thus (p is a doubly periodic function in the plane. If, in particular, cP is 
assumed to be holomorphic, (p must be a constant. 

Conversely, let (p be an arbitrary doubly periodic meromorphic function in 
the plane (with the proper periods). For a local parameter z, z= f(w), we define 

cp(z) = (P(w) (~;r 
d(w+a) dw 

This is uniquely determined because of (p(w+a)=(p(w) and dz dz' 

Moreover, for a change of the parameter z it obeys the correct transformation 
rule. A holomorphic quadratic differential on a torus has no zero (its degree is 
zero). It is the square of a linear differential. The linear space of all holomor
phic quadratic differentials on a torus has complex dimension one. 

§5. The Function <P(P) = SVcp(z) dz 

5.1 Distinguished parameter near regular points. F or a differential ljJ of the first 
order (ljJ(z) dz invariant under any change of the parameter) an important 
quantity is its integral P(z) = S ljJ(z) dz. It is a function on the surface R (and 
could therefore be written in the form P(P), PER), but of course only de
termined up to an arbitrary additive constant and in general not single valued 
on the whole surface. 
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In order to get an invariant integral in the case of a quadratic differential 
qJ, we first pass to a linear differential, by taking the square root, then 
integrate: 

w=IP(Z)= Sv qJ(z) dz. 

Every regular point Po of qJ has a neighborhood in which a single valued 
branch of this function can be chosen (by integrating one of the two single 
valued branches of V qJ(z). The same would be true in a neighborhood of a 
zero or a pole of even order.) We may speak of the value IP(P) of the function 
IP at a point P of the surface. But in general we introduce a local parameter Z 

and consider its representation lP(z) in terms of this parameter. For any two 
determinations 1P1 (z) and 1P2 (z) near the same regular point we evidently have 

1P 2 (z) = ±1P1(z)+const. 

A sufficiently small neighborhood U of a regular point Po is mapped ho
meomorphically by a branch 1P 0 onto an open set V in the w-plane. We can 
introduce w as a conformal parameter in Uo. The differential dw be comes 

dw=IP'(z)dz=VqJ(z) dz, 

therefore by squaring 
dw 2 = qJ(z) dz2• 

This means that the quadratic differential has, in terms of this parameter, the 
representation == 1. If w is another parameter near Po with this property, we 
have, because of dw2 =dw2 , 

w= ±w+const. 

Theorem 5.1. In a neighborhood of every regular point Po of qJ we ean 
introduee a loeal parameter w, in terms of whieh the representation of qJ is 
identieally equal to one. The parameter is given by the integral w = lP(z) 
= Sv qJ(z) dz. It is uniquely determined up to a transformation w~ ±w+const 
and it will be ealled the distinguished or natural parameter near Po. 

5.2 Maximal qJ-disks. Let Po be a regular point of qJ. Let 1P0 be a single valued 
branch of IP near Po, 1P0(Po) =0. There is a neighborhood U of Po which is 
mapped l-l-conformally onto an open set V in the w-plane. We can assurne, 
by restriction, that V is a disk around w=O. The inverse 1P0 1 is a conformal 
homeomorphism of V into the surface Rand there evidently is a largest open 
disk Vo around w=O in which the analytic continuation of 1P0 1 (which is still 
denoted by 1P0 1) is homeomorphic (Fig.3). The image Uo = 1P0 l(VO) is called 
the largest qJ-disk around Po; its qJ-radius ro is the Euc1idean radius of Vo· Uo 
and ro evidently do not depend on the branch of IP which we have chosen. Let 
ro = 00 for some point Po. Then 1P0 1 maps the complex plane <C onto the 
maximal qJ-disk Uo around Po. Because of Section 3.3, w= 00 either corresponds 
to a point PooER or to an isolated, pointlike ideal boundary component. In the 
first case, R = Uo u {Pool, i.e. R is conformally equivalent to the Riemann sphere, 
whereas in the second case R evidently is conformally equivalent to the 
complex plane. It can then of course be completed by adding one point Poo . We 
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can introduce the parameter w=~ near this point. The representations of the 
w 

quadratic differential in terms of the parameters wand ware <p 1 (w) = 1, <P2 (w) 
1 

w4 · 

Clearly, if ro = 00 for one point Po, it is so for every regular point of the 
surface. If it is finite, it is a continuous function of the point Po. For, let P be 
the point on R which corresponds to the value Wo + ,1 w, with cI> 0 a fixed branch 
in Uo, cI>o(Po)=wo, and ILlwl <ro. Then the <p-radius r(P) at P satisfies the 
double inequality 

ro -1,1 wl ::; r(P)::; ro + 1,1 wl. 

For P~Po, Llw~O and therefore r(P)~ro. Summing up we have the following 

Definition 5.2. Let <p be a meromorphic quadratic differential on an arbi
trary Riemann surface R. A <p-disk is a region which is mapped homeomorphi
cally onto a disk in the complex plane by a branch of cI>. 

Theorem 5.2. Every regular point P is the center of a uniquely determined 
largest <p-disk. Its <p-radius r(P), i.e. the Euclidean radius of the corresponding 
disk in the plane, is either identically equal to infinity or else it is a continuous 
function of P. In the first case, R is the complex plane or the Riemann sphere 
and the quadratic differential is rational with a single fourth order pole. 

5.3 The metrie associated with a quadratie differential. By a path on a Rie
mann surface R we mean a mapping of an interval of the real axis into R. It 
makes sense of course to speak of a continuous path, a differentiable path or a 
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loeally reetifiable path ete., beeause these notions do not depend on the loeal 
parameter on R. A regular or smooth path is eontinuously differentiable with a 
non vanishing derivative. 

A eurve or are on R is a class of paths with monotonie parameter transfor
mations of the eorresponding class allowed, either monotonieally inereasing or 
deereasing. The eurve has an orientation, if only monotonieally inereasing 
transformations are admitted. 

Let y be a reetifiable eurve in a disk Uo around a regular point Po. It is 
mapped by a braneh <1>0 of <1> onto a eurve y' c Vo = <1>0 (Uo)' The (Euclidean) 
length of y' does not depend on the braneh of<1> whieh we have chosen in Uo. 
An arbitrary reetifiable eurve y on R whieh does not go through any eritieal 
point of ep ean be subdivided into intervals eaeh one of whieh lies in a disko 
Then the length of the image of eaeh of these intervals is defined and it is easy 
to see that the total length does not depend on the subdivision. (Equivalently, 
we ean eontinue a braneh of <1> along y and thus get an image y' of the whole 
eurve, the Euclidean length of whieh is still the same number.) This length ean 

also be eomputed by means of the differential dw = vi ep(z) dz in terms of an 
arbitrary loeal parameter on R. We get 

Iyltp= J Idwl = J lep(z)1 1/ 2 Idzl. 
y' y 

As the integrand is positive this also makes sense if y goes through eritieal 
points of ep; but it be comes infinite whenever y eontains an infinite eritieal 
point (pole of order ~ 2). 

Definition 5.3. The differential Idwl = lep(z)l i / 2 Idzl is ealled the length ele
ment of the ep-metrie, the metrie assoeiated with the quadratie differential ep. 
The length of a eurve y in this metrie is denoted by Iyltp and ealled its ep-Iength. 

The eorresponding area element is lep(z)1 dx dy; it is evidently also invariant 
under a change of parameter. The total area of the Riemann surfaee R in this 
metrie is the Li-norm of ep: 

IRltp= I!epl! = JJ lep(z)1 dx dy. 
R 

An isolated singularity of ep has a neighborhood with finite ep-area if and 
only if it is a first order pole. (Therefore a meromorphie quadratie differential 
on a eompaet Riemann surfaee has finite norm iff it has only finite eritieal 
points.) The neeessity folIo ws easily from Cauehy's formula: 

Let PER be an isolated singularity of ep, with z, z=O+-+p, a loeal parameter 
near P. Let ep have the Laurent series 

-00 

in terms of z. Cauehy's integral representation gives, for suffieiently small r > 0, 

1 ep(z) 
an =-2 . J ---n+l dz , 

1t/Izl=rz 
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hence 
2" 

2n lanl rn+ 1 ::; J Icp(r eiS)1 r da. 
o 
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If P has a neighborhood with finite cp-area, integration shows immediately that 
an=O for n::; -2. 00 

On the other hand, if cp(z) = I anz", Icp(z)I::;la_ 11·r- 1 +const., and therefore 
-1 

P has a neighborhood with finite cp-area. 
It is also easy to see that a finite critical point can be joined with any 

neighboring point by a curve of finite cp-Iength, whereas every such connection 
has infinite length in case of a pole of order ~ 2. 

5.4 Shortest curves in the neighborhood of a regular point. The cp-Iength of a 
curve is most easily measured in the plane of the distinguished parameter w 
= <P(z), where it is the Euclidean length. Let Uo be the largest cp-disk around a 
regular point Po, with ro its radius. Choose a branch <Po of<P in Uo, <Po(Po)=O. 

r 
Let V be the disk Iwl < r =i, U = <Po 1 (V). Let P;E U, wi = <Po (P;), i = 1, 2. Then 

the image of the straight line segment joining w1 and w2 in the w-plane is the 
unique shortest curve (in the cp-metric) joining ~ and Pz on the surface (Fig. 4). 
This is evident, because it is true in Uo, and any curve joining ~ and Pz and 
leaving Uo has length >2r. We have seen: 

Fig.4 

Theorem 5.4. Every regular point Po of cp has a neighborhood U such that any 
two points ~ and Pz in U can be joined by a uniquely determined shortest are (in 
the cp-metric). I t stays in U and its tangential elements dz satisfy 

arg cp(z) dz2 =argdw2 =const. (mod 2n). 

5.5 Geodesics. Trajectories 

Definition 5.5.1. Let y: t-+P=y(t), a<t<b, be a locally rectifiable curve. It 
is called a geodesic if it is locally shortest, which means that every point t is 
contained in the interior of an interval [tl' t 2J such that the arc y([t1 , t2J) is the 
shortest connection of the two points ~ = y(t1) and Pz = y(t2) with respect to the 
underlying metric. 
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Every loeally reetifiable eurve 'Y whieh does not pass through a pole of ep is 
of course loeally reetifiable in the ep-metrie and ean be parametrized by the are 
length in this metrie. The same is evidently true for a geodesie. A parameter 
whieh measures the are length in the ep-metrie (i.e. for u 1 <u2 the differenee u2 

-u1 is equal to the length of the subare eorresponding to the interval [u 1 , u2 ]) 

is ealled a natural parameter of y. If u and u' are two natural parameters, there 
is of course a transformation u' = ± u + eonst such that I' (u') == I' (u). In the 
following we will always use this parametrization. 

Definition 5.5.2. A straight are (with respeet to the quadratie differential ep) 
is a smooth eurve I' along whieh 

arg dw 2 = arg ep(z) dz 2 = 8= eonst., ° ~ 8< 2n. 

This implies in partieular that ep (z) =l= 0, 00 on y. In other words a straight are 
only eontains regular points of ep. 

A maximal straight are is a straight are whieh is not properly eontained in 
another one. We say that of two loeally reetifiable eurves 1'1 and 1'2 one is 
properly eontained in the other, say 1'1 CY2' if, in the natural parameter with 
equal normalization, the mapping 1'1 is a restrietion of the mapping 1'2' 

We speak, in partieular, of a horizontal are, if 8 = 0, and of a vertieal are, if 
8=n. For an arbitrary 8 we sometimes speak of a 8-are. 

Definition 5.5.3. A horizontal trajeetory or simply a trajeetory of the qua
dratie differential ep, is a maximal horizontal are. A maximal vertieal are is 
ealled a vertieal trajeetory. A maximal straight are arg ep(z) dz 2 = 8 is sometimes 
ealled a 8-trajeetory. 

The loeal existenee and uniqueness of a horizontal are through every 
regular point P follows from eonformal mapping, by means of CP. The global 
existenee and uniqueness of a trajeetory is then proved in the usual way by 
eontinuation (see also Chapter IV). 

Theorem 5.5. Let ep be a meromorphic quadratic differential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surface R. Then through every regular point of ep there exists a uniquely 
determined trajectory. 

In particular, two trajectories never have a common point, unless they co in
eide. On the other hand, a trajectory can be periodic. We can then restrict the 
parameter to a primitive period and we speak of a closed trajectory. 

It is c1ear that the straight 8-ares of ep are the horizontal ares of the qua
dratie differential e- i8 ep. In partieular, the vertieal trajeetories of ep are the 
trajeetories of - ep. It is therefore suffieient to eonsider the horizontal trajee
tories of quadratie differentials. We will however see that the geodesies are in 
general eomposed of straight ares of different inc1inations, the vertiees being 
finite eritieal points. 

Remark. The inequality ep(z) dz 2 > Odefines an invariant line element at 
every regular point of ep: Let argep(z)=9 (mod2n), then argdz= -9/2 (modn). 
The maximal integrals of these line elements are the trajeetories of ep. More 
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aeeurate1y: The maximal solutions of the differential equation cp(z) e:) z = 1 
are the trajeetories of cp in the natural parameter u. 

Beeause of the square dz 2 , the trajeetories of a quadratie differential do not 
have a natural orientation, unlike the trajeetories of a linear differential. This is 
a reason for their mueh wider geometrie applieability. 

Definition 5.5.4. Let rx: u ~ P = rx(u), - 00 :s; u1 < u < uz:S; CIJ be a non closed 
trajeetory in its natural parametrization. Then, for UoE(U 1, uz), the restriction of 
rx to one of the subintervals (u 1 , uo], [uo, uz) is ealled a trajectory ray with 
initial point rx(uo) = Po. Rays will usually be denoted by the symbols ce and rx+ 
respectively. 



Chapter III. Local Behaviour of the Trajectories 
and the q>-Metric 

Introduction. This chapter is devoted to the investigation of the trajectory 
structure and the ep-metric near the critical points. The treatment in Schaeffer 
and Spencer [lJ and Jenkins [3J is based on the theory of differential equa
tions. Here, special conformal parameters will be introduced in terms of 
which the representation of the quadratic differential becomes particularly 
simple. This is achieved by computing the integral €f> and expressing it in 
simple terms. Differentiation and squaring then gives the representation of ep 
with respect to the new parameters. The procedure is particularly simple if 
there are no logarithmic terms, which is always the case if n is positive, or 
negative and odd (Strebel [7J, Pfluger [1], Jensen [lJ). 

§ 6. Distinguished Parameter Near Critical Points 

6.1 Critical points of odd order. Let Po be a critical point of the quadratic 
differential ep of odd order n and let its representation in terms of a given 
parameter z near Po, Po~z=O, be 

ep(z)=zn(an+an+1 z+ ... ), an=F O. 

In a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero we can select a single valued 
branch of the square root of the term inside the parenthesis, say 

(an +an+ 1 z+an+2 Z2 + ... )1/2 =bo +b 1 z+b2 Z2 + .... 

We then get for fi (locally outside z=O) 

vi ep(z) =zn/2(bo +b1 z+b2 Z2 + ... ), 
and by integrating term by term 

with 

Let 

n+2 
w= €f>(z) =Z-2-(CO +c1 z +c2 Z2 + ... ), 

2bk 
C 

k n+2(k+ 1) 

2 

do +d1 z+d2 Z2 + ... =(CO +c1 z+c2 Z2 + ... )n+2 
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be a single valued branch of the right hand side in some sufficiently small 
neighborhood of z=O. Then n+2 

W = cI>(z) = (-2-, 
with 

(=z(do +d1 z+ ... ), 

which is a conformal homeomorphism of some neighborhood of z = ° onto a 
disk 1(1 <po 

The representation of the quadratic differential ({J in terms of the parameter 
( is found by differentiating cI> and squaring. We get 

and therefore 
dw=cI>'(()d(= n+2 (n/2d( 

2 

dw2 = (n;2f (nd(2 

which is again single valued in the full neighborhood. Let (, (= 0+-+ ( = 0, be 
another parameter with the above representation. We have 

n;2 (n/2d(= n;2 (n/2d(, 

and integration leads to 
n+2 n+2 

(-2-= (-2- + C, 
hence 

2 

For n:?, -1 we have ((0) = Cn+2 =0 and thus C=O. But for n5, - 3, n odd this 
must also be true, as otherwise 

n+2 2 
(=([1+C.C-2 ]n+2 

is not a single valued function near (=0. Therefore 

(=cC with c=exP(n~2'2ni), k=O,l, ... ,n+1. 

It is obvious that one can also get a representation of ({J of the form 
A(nd(2, with any A=I=O, in particular one of the form (nd(2, but the above 
representation is simpler for the integral cI>. 

Theorem 6.1. Let Po be a critical point of the quadratic differential ({J with 
odd exponent n. Then there is a local parameter ( near Po, Po+-+( =0, such that 
the representation of ({J in terms of this parameter is 

({J(()d(2= (n;2f (nd(2. 

n+2 
(The integral cI>(() then has the simple form cI>(O=(-2-+const.) The parameter ( 

is uniquely determined up to a factor c= exp (n ~ 2 2n i), k=O, 1, ... , n+ 1. 
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6.2 Zeroes of even order. At a zero of even order (and of course also at a 
regular point) Po we have, putting n = 2m, 

and therefore 
bk 

C =-----=--
k m+k+1 

Setting 
1 

'=z(co +c1 z+ ... )m+ 1 =z(do +d1 z+ ... ) 
we get 

w = ,m+ 1 + const. 
and 

The representation of cp is the same; the uniqueness of the parameter up to a 

transformation '-tc·', c=exP(n:22ni), k=0,1, ... ,n+1, is proved as be

fore, using '=0+-+[=0. Summing up 6.2 and the relevant part of 6.1 we have 

Theorem 6.2. In the neighborhood of any finite critical point Po we can 
introduce a local parameter " Po+-+' =0, in terms of which the quadratic differen
tial has the representation 

cp(Od,2= (n;2)2 ,nd,2. 

The parameter is uniquel y determined up to a factor c = exp (n: 2 . 2n i), k 

=0,1, ... , n+ 1. It is ca lied the distinguished or natural parameter near Po. 

6.3 Poles of order 2. In this case (m= -1), the leading term after the in
tegration is logarithmic, namely 

b b2 2 
w=cP(z)= ologz+b1 z+T z + .... 

This can be made = b 0 log' by setting 

i.e. 

The representation of the quadratic differential in terms of' becomes 

dw2=etd,r =a,-/d'2. 
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The coefficient a_ 2 is the invariant leading coefficient of cp at Po, The unique
ness of the parameter ( up to an arbitrary constant factor c '* 0, 1:= c . (, follows 
readily. 

Theorem 6.3. At a pole Po of order 2 the quadratic differential cp can be 
represented in the form 

d 2 (a - 2 a - 1 ) 2 a - 2 2 
W = 7+-z-+aO+alz+ ... dz =rd( . 

The parameter (, Po+-+(=O, is uniquely determined up to an arbitrary factor c,*O. 

6.4 Poles of even order ~4. Let ms -2, i.e. n=2m= -4, -6, .... Integration 
of the (single valued) square 'root 

V cp(z) =zm(bo +b1 z+ ... ) 

now also produces a logarithmic term of the form b log z, b = b1ml _ 1 . We get 

w= cJ>(z) = zm+ l(CO + CI Z + ... ) +b log z. 

Let (=z(do+d1z+ ... )=zeh(zl, do'*O be such that 

(1) 

We then get the representation (for the square root of cp) 

(2) dw=V cp(z) dz= ((m+ 1) (m +z) d( 

From (1) we deduce 
= C;2 (n/2 +z) d(. 

(3) g(z) = e(m+ l)h(z) + z-(m+ 1)(b h(z) + c), 

with g(z) = Co + CI Z + ... , and by differentiation 

(4) g'(z) + (m + 1) z-(m+2)(b h(z) + c) 

= ((m + 1) e(m+ l)h(z) + Z-(m+ 1) b) h'(z) 

with m = - 2, - 3, .... This is a differential equation for the function h which is 
solvable in a neighborhood of z = ° with any initial value h(O). Let h be a 
solution. By integration we get (3), up to an additive constant, wh ich must be 
zero if h(O) satisfies 

Therefore (2) holds. The distinguished parameter is not uniquely determined 
because (2) holds with any value of c in (1). Instead of a differential equation 
one can apply the implicite function theorem to solve (3) (see Jensen [1]). By 
the transformation (= A I: we can get an arbitrary coefficient of the first term 
in (2), but not of the second, which is always b. 
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Theorem 6.4. Let P be a pole of <p of even order ;;::: 4. Then it is possible to 
introduce a parameter ( in some neighborhood of P, P ~ ( = 0, in terms of which a 
branch of the square root of <p has the representation 

,~ (n+2 b) V <p(z) dz = -2- (n12 + I d(. 

§ 7. Trajectory Structure Near Critical Points 

In order to find the local trajectory structure, we express <p in terms of the 
distinguished parameter. The structure in an arbitrary parameter plane then is 
a conformal image of the given picture. 

7.1 Finite critical points. Let Po be a finite critical point, i.e. a zero or a first 
order pole. In fact, the regular points do not have to be excluded here, which 
means that we just assume n;;::: -1. The representation of the quadratic differ
ential in terms of the distinguished parameter ( is 

C;2f (nd(2 

and the integral of the square root of <p becomes 
n+2 

w=I'f>(O=( 2 , 

choosing the constant of the integration to be zero. The fuH angle 0::;; arg ( ::;; 2 n 
is subdivided into n + 2 equal sectors, 

2n 2n 
-k::;;arg (::;;-(k+ 1), k=O, 1, ... , n+ 1. 
n+2 n+2 

Every sector is mapped by I'f> onto an upper or lower halfplane. The pre-images 
of the horizontals Im w = const are the horizontal arcs with respect to <po We 
have the foHowing pictures (Figs. 5, 6, 7): 

First order pole 

n= -1 

Fig.5 

Regular point 

n=ü 

Fig.6 

First order zero 

n=1 

Fig.7 
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Theorem 7.1. Let P be a finite eritieal point and , the distinguished parame
ter near P. Subdivide the disk I" < p for some suitable p > 0 by the radii arg' 

2n 
= k --2' k = 0, ... , n + 1 into n + 2 sectors. M ap eaeh one of the sectors onto a 

n+ n+2 

half circle in the upper or lower half plane by means of the funetion w= '-2-. 
The trajeetory ares are the lines whieh are mapped into the horizontals. In 
partieular, the distinguished radii are the eritieal trajeetory ares ending at (or 
emerging from) P. 

In ease of a first order pole we have of course just one sector. 

7.2 Poles of order two. In terms of the distinguished parameter' the quadratie 
differential has the representation 

a_ 2 dy2 ,2 .., 

whieh gives w=tPm=blog', b=~. We have three eases to distinguish. 
a _ 2 > 0 (b real, Fig. 8): The universal eovering surfaee of the punetured disk 

0< 1'1< p is mapped onto the half plane Re w < b log p if b > 0 (resp. 
Re w > b log p if b < 0). The horizontals in the w-plane eorrespond to the radii 
in the ,-plane whieh are therefore the trajeetory ares of qJ near '=0. 

a _ 2< 0 (b imaginary, Fig. 9): The universal eovering surface of 0< 1'1 < p is 
mapped onto an upper or a lower half plane. The horizontals in the w-plane 
eorrespond to the eirc1es around ,= o. The trajeetories in the neighborhood of 
, = 0 are c10sed curves surrounding ,= o. 

a_ 2 not real (Fig.l0): The universal eovering surfaee of O<I'I<p is map
ped onto a half plane with a boundary whieh is neither vertieal nor horizonta1. 
The trajeetory ares are logarithmie spirals tending to (or emerging from) '=0. 

a_ 2 <O 

Fig.9 

Theorem 7.2. In the neighborhood of a pole P of order two the trajeetory 
ares in terms of a distinguished parameter , are the images of the horizontal 

w 
straight lines (half lines) by the mapping wH'=exp ,r;:-' They are the circles 

va_ 2 

around ,= 0 if a _ 2 < 0, the radii if a _ 2 > 0 and logarithmie spirals in all the 
other eases. 
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The trajectory structure in the plane of an arbitrary parameter near P results 
from the above structure, as always, by a conformal mapping. 

7.3 Poles of order ~ 3 without logarithmic term. Let P be a pole of odd order 
;:::: 3 or of even order ;:::: 4 with vanishing logarithmic term. Then, according to 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.4, the quadratic differential has, in terms of the distin
guished parameter C the representation 

n+2 

We get w = '-2-, up to an additive constant, which we choose to be zero. Let ( 
1 _ 

=-. Then the horizontals in the w-plane correspond to the circles through , 
w 2 = 0 with the real axis as tangent. By the mapping ,= (Inl- 2 we find the 

trajectories in terms of the distinguished parameter ,. We get the following 
pictures for 1(I<p (Figs.ll, 12, 13): 

Third order pole 

n= -3 

Fig.11 

Fourth order pole 

n= -4 

Fig.12 

Fifth order pole 

n= -5 

Fig.13 

In particular, all the trajectories tend to P in one of Inl- 2 directions which 

bound congruent sectors with angles In~: 2' It has to be noticed, however, that 

we do not have any invariantly distinguished trajectories here. We read off that 
P has a neighborhood with the property that every trajectory ray wh ich enters 
it tends to P. 

7.4 Poles of even order ~ 4. The representation of «J In terms of a distin
guished parameter is, according to Seetion 6.4, 

with m =~ = - 2, - 3, .... In order to recognize the trajectory structure we 

introduce the new variable z = ,m + 1. We get 
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b,=_b_. 
m+1 

Ib'l 1 Choose r>O such that in U={z=x+iy,lxl+lyl>r} we have --; <"2' Then, by 

Theorem 5.5, through every point of U there is a unique oriented trajectory (X 

in the natural parametrization, i.e. a solution z(u) of the differential equation 

1= 1+- -. ( b') dz 
z du 

U nless (X ends on 0 U in one of its directions, it tends to + 00 for u --+ 00 and to 
- 00 for u --+ - 00. This is the case for every trajectory which cuts the imag
inary axis outside of the interval Iyl::; r. Assurne now that (X tends to infinity for 

b' 
u --+ + 00. Then, as 1 +---+ 1 for z --+ 00, the argument of its tangent vector tends 

z 

to zero. Therefore, for any fixed angle 8> 0, it will stay in the sector I arg zl < 8 
for all sufficiently large u. An analogous statement holds for u --+ - 00. We now 
map the neighborhood U of z = 00 onto a neighborhood 0 of Z = 0 by the 

inversion z=~. In 0, every trajectory which does not meet 00 tends to zero 
z 

in the sector larg zl < 8 for u --+ 00, for any 8> 0, and likewise, for u --+ - 00, in 
the sector larg z - nl < 8. Moreover, the argument of the tangent, taken as an 

angle in the interval [-I' I J. tends to zero. The corresponding statement is 

true for a trajectory ray (half a trajectory) which starts at a point of 0 O. 
-1 

Finally we pass to the plane of the distinguished parameter ( by (= Zm+1 
2 

= Zlnl- 2. The picture is approximately the same as in the case without a 
logarithmic term. We have proved 

Theorem 7.4. Let P be a pole 0/ order ~ 3, i.e. n::; - 3. 1hen there are Inl- 2 
directions at P /orming equal angles, and the trajectories enter in these dis tin
guished directions into P. There is a neighborhood U 0/ P such that every 
trajectory ray which enters into U tends to P. The two rays 0/ any trajectory 
wh ich stays in U tend to P in two consecutive distinguished directions. 

§ 8. The <p-Metric Near Finite Critical Points 

8.1 Shortest curves near a zero of qJ. Let P be a zero of order n of the 
quadratic differential qJ. The representation, in terms of the distinguished 
parameter (, is 
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and therefore tJ> beeomes, as a funetion of " 
n+2 

w= tJ>(() = ( 2 • 

Theorem 8.1. Let P be a zero of cp of order n. Then there is a neighborhood 
U = U(P) such that any two points Pi and Pz in U ean be joined by a unique 
shortest are y. It stays in U and it is either a straight are arg dw 2 = arg cp(z) dz 2 

= eonst. or else it is eomposed, in terms of " of two radii, enclosing angles 
2n 

~--2 (Figs. 14, 15). We eall this the angle eondition for the geodesies at the 
n+ 

zeroes of cp. (I t should be notieed that, in the seeond ease, arg dw 2 ean be 
different along the two radii.) 

U: I(I<p 

Fig.14 

-- ...... ... , 

U: I(I<p 

Fig.15 

\ 
\ 

n+2 
Proof The cp-length of the radius of the eircle 1(1 = p is equal to p-2-. We 

2 

ehoose P1 =p(t)n+2. Then any two points (1' (2 in U: I(I<Pl ean be joined by 
an are (namely the two radii) whieh is shorter than any are whieh leaves the 
disk 1(1< p. 

Let y be an arbitrary are joining (1 and (2 in U. We may assurne, without 

loss of generality, that (1 =1=0. First, let larg(-arg(ll::;; 2n2 for any (EY, (=1=0. 
n+ 

This means that the are y lies in the two (closed) seetors whieh are mapped 
onto closed half planes by tJ> and whieh are adjaeent to the radius through (1. 
The eurve y' = tJ>(y) joins the two points w 1 = tJ>(( 1) and w2 = tJ>((2) in the w
plane and its Euclidean length is clearly greater or equal to that of the 
reetilinear interval joining the two points. The statement of the theorem ean be 
read off immediately for this ease. 

Let now (2 =0, and let (EY be the first point where y leaves one of the 
adjaeent seetors. Then the subare [(1' (J of Y is longer than the sum of the 
radii with end points (1 and ( respeetively and therefore the entire eurve y is 
longer than the radius to (1' unless it is equal to this radius. This argument 
also immediately shows that any y whieh passes through zero is longer than 
the sum of the two radii unless it is equal to this sumo If (2 is in the interior of 
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the union of the two adjacent sec tors, the straight are joining (1 and (2 is still 
shorter; in the other case, every curve Y contains a point ( where it first leaves 
the two adjacent sectors and is thus minorized by the union of the two radii, 
which proves the theorem. 

8.2 Shortest curves in the neighborhood of a first order pole. Let P be a pole of 
the first order of ep. Then, in terms of the distinguished parameter (, ep has the 
representation 

dw2=epm d(2=H- 1 d(2, I"<p, 
and the integral cI> is equal to 

Ap.y two points (1 and (2 in U: 1(1 <P1 = p/4 can be joined by a curve, namely 
the two radii, which is shorter than any connection which leaves I" < p. In 
order to find the shortest curve we may assurne, without loss of generality, that 
(1 =1= ° and arg (1 = 0. We look at the two sheeted branched covering surface of 
V( and cut the upper sheet, say, along the positive real axis, whereas (1 is 
supposed to lie in the lower sheet. It is mapped, by cI> (arg cI>((1) =0), onto the 
fuH disk slit along the negative real axis. The ep-Iength of any curve is equal to 
the Euclidean length of its cI>-image. 

Let us first consider a curve Y which joins (1 with (2 without passing 
through zero. We fix arg ( for (EY, (=1=0, by continuity, starting with arg(1 =0, 
and set arg cI>m=targ (. Let (oEY be the first point such that larg"=2n (if 
there is such a point). Let ri = I(J~~, i = 0, 1 (i.e. the ep-Iength of the radius with 
endpoint (J Then the ep-Iength of the subare 1'1 of Y with endpoints (1 and (0 
is ~ ro + r1 , with equality only if it is equal to the sum of the two radii. The 
same argument works, if (0 is the first point on Y which is equal to zero. 
Therefore the radius [0, (1] is the unique shortest connection between (1 and 
zero. 

The same argument shows that among all curves Y which join (1 with (2' 
(2 EU arbitrary, and which pass through zero, the sum of the two radii is the 
unique shortest. And it also shows that the unique shortest connection of two 
points (1 and (2 which are on the same radius is the radial interval [( l' (2]. 

U: I(I<p 

Fig.16 

4i-plane 

Fig.17 
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Let now (2 be on the negative real axis. Then there are two straight ares 
argdw=eonst. joining (1 with (2' as is readily seen in the tP-plane. It is also 
easy to reeognise that they are shortest ares, of equallength (Figs. 16, 17). This 
lack of uniqueness is the reason why we puneture the disk at (= ° and only 
eompare eurves in the same homotopy dass of the punetured disko This dass is 
determined by the winding number .1 arg ( = arg (2 - arg (1. 

Theorem 8.2. Let 1.1 arg (I < 2 n. Then there is a unique shortest eurve Yo in the 
homotopy class, namely the straight are eonneeting the two points. If 
1.1 arg (I :2': 2 n, every eonneeting are of the dass is longer than the sum of the two 
radii, whieh ean then be eonsidered as the unique shortest limit of the eurves of 
the class. 

Proo! To prove the first part of the theorem, let us first assurne that larg ( 
-arg(11<2n for all points (EY. Then y is mapped continuously by tP onto a 
eurve y' whieh joins W 1 =tP((l) with W2=tP((2) whieh is evidently longer than 
the straight Euelidean are y~ joining the two points, unless y' = y~. 

If larg ( - arg (11 :2': 2 n for some (, let (0 be the first such point. Then the 
sub are Y1 with endpoints (1 and (0 is longer than the sum of the two radii 
[0, (lJ + [0, (2]. If we replaee y 1 by this sum, we get a new eurve y whieh is 
shorter than y and whieh meets zero. It is thus longer than the sum of the two 
radii [0, (lJ and [0, (2]. Moreover, this sum is, by Euelidean geometry, strietly 
longer than the straight are between the two points. 

To prove the seeond part we must simply realize that, in this ease, there 
always is a point (EY with larg(-arg(11=2n. The earlier reasoning shows that 
the sum of the radii [0, (lJ and [0, (2J is aminorant for all eurves of the gives 
dass. 
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§ 9. Closed Trajectories 

9.1 The representation of the traiectories by cp_l. In Section 5.5 the trajectories 
of<p were defined to be the maximal horizontal arcs. Locally they are the images, 
by a branch of the analytic mapping cI>-\ of the horizontal intervals in the w
plane. We are now going to represent the trajectory (X through a regular point 
Po in the large by this mapping. In this manner, we get (X in its natural 
parametrization; moreover, as cI> - 1 will be defined in a neighborhood of (x, it 
also describes the relation between (X and the neighboring trajectories. 

Let <p be a meromorphic quadratic differential on an arbitrary Riemann 
surface R. Consider a regular point Po of <p and let Uo be the maximal <p-disk 
with center Po. We fix a branch cI>0 of cI> in Uo with cI> 0 (Po) =0. Pick a point 
u1 EVo=cI>o(Uo) on the real axis (Fig.18). The point ~ =cI>Ü 1(U 1) is a regular 

Fig.18 

point of <po Let U1 be the maximal <p-disk around ~. We choose the branch cI>1 
of cI> in U1 which is equal to cI>0 in the intersection Uo n U1 • Then cI>1 1 is the 
direct analytic continuation of cI>ü 1. Picking a point U z on the real axis in the 
disk VI = cI> 1 (U1 ) we continue in the same way. We get a finite chain C 
= VOuVI u ... u~ of disks in the w-plane with centers on the real axis and a 
mapping of C into the surface R, which is locally 1-1 and conformal. Let D 
be the union of all these chains. If wED, WEC for some chain C. We define 
cI>-I(W) as the value at W of the analytic continuation of cI>ü 1 along this chain. 
As the intersection of two chains is connected and contains Vo, cI>-1 is 
uniquely defined in D. 
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Let ,1 =Dn1R. Then <P- 1 (U), uELl defines the trajectory IX through Po in the 
natural parametrization. For, if uELl, UE V for some disk V= <P(U), image by a 
branch of Sv'cp(z)dz of a cp-disk. Therefore 0<du 2 =cp(z(u»dz2• Let I be a 
closed subinterval of IX which contains Po. Then it can be covered by finitely 
many cp-disks with centers on I, Uo being among them. Choosing the proper 
branch <Po in Uo, I evidently corresponds to a subinterval of ,1. Thus IX is 
maximal. 

9.2 Closed trajectories. Let there be two points Uo and u1 on ,1 which are 
mapped by <p- 1 onto the same point PoER. Then, as <p- 1 is locally homeomor
phic, there are two points with minimal distance in the interval [uo, U 1] which 
have the same property. We call them again Uo and u1 >uo. Let Vo and VI be 
the maximal open disks with centers Uo and U 1 resp. in which <p- 1 is univalent. 
They are pre-images of the maximal cp-disk Uo with center Po. The two 
respective branches <Po: Uo -+ Vo and <p 1: Uo -+ VI of <p satisfy the relation <p 1 = 
± <p 0 + const. The minus sign cannot hold, because otherwise there would be 
two points u~ and u~ in (uo, u1) which are images of the same point P~ by <Po 
and <PI respectively. Therefore <PI =<Po+a, with a=u 1 -Uo. From this we 
conclude that <p- 1(w+a)=<p- 1(w) for all WEVo, and the identity continues to 
hold under analytic continuation. We get ,1 =1R, the domain D has the period 
a (allows horizontal shifts by multiples of a) and <p- 1 is a periodic function in 
D with a as primitive period. The interval [uo, U 1) is mapped by <p- 1 onto the 
wh oIe image set, and as <P- 1 (U O)=<P- 1 (U 1 ), this image is a Jordan curve. We 
therefore also speak of closed trajectories instead of periodic trajectories. 

9.3 Embedding of a c10sed trajectory in a ring domain. Let the closed trajecto
ry lXo be the 1-1 image of the interval [uo =0, U 1 =a) by <P- 1• Then there is a 
number () > 0 such that the mapping <p- 1 is defined and 1-1 in the reet angle 
UO~U<;Ul' -()<v<() (Fig.19). Otherwise there would be two sequences (wn), 

(w~), O~Rewn<ul' O~Rew~<ul' Wn-+U, w~-+u', with <p-l(wn)=<p-l(w~) and 
hence <p- 1 (u)=<p- 1 (u'). It follows from the local univalence of <p- 1 that u=I=u', 
and we may assurne U < u'. Moreover, u' - u < a is excluded by the minimality of 
u1 -UO• Therefore u=uo, u'=u 1 • But then, wn+a-+u 1 , <p-l(wn+a)=<p-l(w~) 
and wn+a=l=w~. This contradicts the local univalence of <p- 1 at u1 • 

------------------------, I 
I 
I . 
I 

uo=O U 1 =a : , 
I _______________________ J 

Fig.19 

The mapping <p- 1 is a homeomorphism of the rectangle O~u~a, 
- () < v < (), with the points iv and iv + a, I vi < (), identified, onto a ring domain 
R o c R. The horizontal intervals v = const. are mapped onto closed trajectories 
sweeping at R o. The transformation 
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followed by (/>-1 is a conformal mapping of the circular ring 

-152n 152n 
exp--< 1'1 <exp-

a a 

onto Ra, taking the circ1es 1(1 = const. into the c10sed trajectories in Ra. We 
have thus embedded the c10sed trajectory lXa into a one parameter family of 
c10sed trajectories parallel to lXa. 

In terms of the parameter ( the quadratic differential cp has the repre
sentation 

dw2 = _ (in) 2 (12 d(2. 

9.4 The associated (Iargest) ring domain. Under the assumptions of Section 9.3 
we now continue (/>-1 on the verticals upwards and downwards as we did it 
before along the real axis. For every UE[O, a] there is a maximal open interval 
Uz(u), v(u» on which (/>-1 is thus defined. The functions 12(u) and v(u) are upper 
and lower semicontinuous respective1y. For, if I is any c10sed subinterval of 
Uz(u), v(u», the conformal continuation of (/>-1 is defined in a neighborhood of 
I, by a simple compactness argument. Therefore there exist the two numbers 

12 = max 12 (u), v = min v(u). 
O~u:Sa O;S:u:S;a 

The mapping (/> -1 is defined and locally 1 -1 in the rectangle 0:-:;; U :-:;; a, 12. < v < v 
(Fig.20). By the laws of analytic continuation, (/>-1(iv+a)=(/>-1(iv) for all 
VEUz, V). 

Let there be two points w1 and w2 in O:-:;;u<a, 12<v<v, with (/>-1(W1) 
= (/> - 1 (w 2)' Then, as before, on the straight interval with w 1 and w 2 as its 

v(U) 

v --------------- -------

U 

J! -------------- -------

J!(U) 

Fig.20 
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end points, there are two such points with shortest positive distance. We call 
them W1 and W 2 again. By the same reasoning as above we have 4)-1(W+(W2 
-W1))=4)-1(W) for all W near w1. It follows that Imw1=l=Imw2, because 
otherwise we could eontinue the identity for 4) -1 vertieally to the real axis and 
thus get a contradiction. Now, 4)-1 can be continued along the line through 
w1 and w2 and obviously also horizontally, from every point of this line. It is 
thus defined as a doubly periodic function in the whole plane. Let w1 be a 
point with smallest positive imaginary part and such that 4)-1(W1)=4)-1(0). 
The parallelogram defined by the points 0, a, W l' W 1 + a is a fundamental 
parallelogram (Fig.21). We have the identities 4)-1(w)=4)-1(w+a) for the l ,",+0 

=--/~~_ .. _---------I 
o a 

Fig.21 

points w on the left border and 4)-1(W)=4)-1(W+W1) for the points on the 
lower border and there are evidently no other pairs of points in the paral
lelogram with the same 4)-1 image on R: 4)-1 maps the parallelogram with 
the proper identifications in a 1 -1 way into the surface R, and it is therefore 
also surjective. Thus R is a torus and cp is a holomorphic quadratic differential 
on R with c10sed trajectories. 

The rectangle O:$;u<a, 0:$;v<v1 =Im w1 covers R exactly once, whereas 
O:$; u < a, 0< v < V l' with iv and a + iv identified, represents a ring domain, 
swept out by c10sed trajectories, which covers R up to the c10sed trajectory 0(0 

= 4)-1([0, a]). . 
Let us now assume that there is no such pair of points in O:$; u < a, 12 < v < v 

with the same 4)-1 image. As before we identify the two vertical borders of the 
rectangle by means of the mapping 

w~'=exp e:i w). 
The composition g: '~W~p=4)-1(W) maps the annulus 

po=exp (-~1t v) <l(I <exp (-~1t 12)=P1 

eonformally onto a region Ro c R containing the trajectory 0(0 and swept out 
by c10sed trajectories 0(. 

Let v, say, be finite. Then there is a value u, O:$; u < a, with v(u) = v. The 
continuation of 4)-1 along this verticalline is not possible above the value V. If 
the vertical trajectory ray 4)-1(u+iv), O:$;v<v, does not tend to the boundary 
of R, it evidently, because of its finite length, tends to a finite critical point of cp 
(for details see Seetion 10.1 ete.). Therefore the corresponding boundary curve 
of Ro contains a boundary point of R or a finite critieal point of cp. 
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The last statement of the theorem follows like this: Let PERo n R l' Then 
the c10sed trajectory rJ. through P is contained in both ring domains and we 
conc1ude, from the maximality, that the associated ring domain of rJ. is equal to 
both R o and R 1 • 

Theorem 9.4. Let <p be a meromorphie quadratie dijJerential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surfaee R. Every closed trajeetory rJ. o of <p is embedded in a maximal 
ring domain R o swept out by closed trajeetories rJ.. It is uniquely determined 
exeept for a holomorphie quadratie differential with closed trajeetories on a torus. 
We eall it the ring domain associated with rJ. o ' Two ring domains R o and R l' 
assoeiated with the closed trajeetories rJ.o and rJ. 1 respeetively are either disjoint or 
identieal. 

9.5 The punctured disk and the doubly punctured sphere. We here consider the 
limiting cases Po = 0, PI< 00 (equivalently ° < Po, PI = 00) and Po = 0, PI = 00. In 
the first case, the composition g maps the punctured disk ° < 1(1 < PI confor
mally (and schlicht) onto a domain DeR. According to Theorem 3.3 the point 
zero is either a removable singularity of g or else the point P=g(O tends, for 
,~o, to an isolated, planar and pointlike boundary component Po of R, which 
we can add to the surface. The representation of the quadratic differential in 
terms of the parameter , in D (see Section 9.3, last line) shows that Po is a 
second order pole of <p, with c10sed trajectories near Po. 

If Po =0, PI = 00, the same considerations, applied to both points' =0 and 
,= 00, show that R is the Riemann sphere (after addition of the two limiting 
points Po and Poo ' if necessary). The quadratic differential has the second order 
poles Po and Poo and all the trajectories are c1osed. 

9.6 Freely homotopic closed trajectories. Let rJ. o be a c10sed trajectory and Ro 
its associated ring domain. Then every c10sed trajectory rJ. in Ro is evidently 
free1y homotopic to rJ.o on the surface R = R ,,{poles of <p}. Theorem 2.5 allows 
to prove the converse. 

Theorem 9.6. Let <p be a meromorphie quadratie dijJerential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surfaee R. Let R o be the ring domain assoeiated with a closed trajeetory 
rJ.o of <po If a closed trajeetory rJ. 1 is freely homotopie to rJ.o on the punetured 
surfaee R=R,,{poles of <p}, then rJ. 1 eRo, whieh is equivalent to saying that the 
ring domain R 1 assoeiated with rJ. 1 is equal to R o. 

Proof If R is the torus and <p is holomorphic on R, then, as soon as one 
trajectory rJ.o is c1osed, all trajectories are c10sed and there is only one ring 
domain R o, which covers R up to an arbitrary c10sed trajectory (there is no 
uniqueness). 

In all the other cases, rJ.o determines its ring domain Ro uniquely. Let rJ.o be 
freely homotopic to a point P on R. Then it bounds a disk DeR. Let h be a 
conformal mapping of D onto the unit disk Izl < 1 (i.e. we introduce in D the 
parameter z). As rJ.o is an analytic Jordan curve, the function element <p(z) is 
analytic in Izl s 1, and on Izl = 1, for tangential dz, we have <p(z) dz 2 > 0. Thus, 
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arg cp(z) dz 2 = const. ( = 0) along the circumference of the unit disk, and therefore 
darg cp(z) = - 2 darg dz. As the increase of arg dz along JzJ = 1 is 2n, we get 

1 
-2 S d arg cp(z) = -2. 

n Izl= 1 

Therefore cp has at least one pole in D, contradicting DeR. We conc1ude that 
OCo is not homotopic to a point on the surface R = R " {poles of cp}. 

Let now oc 1 be freely homotopic to OCo on R. Then, the two curves bound a 
ring domain D on R. It can be mapped conformally onto an annulus 
0< ro < JzJ < r1 < 00. The above argument, applied to this annulus, shows that cp 
has no zeroes in D. Therefore the ring-domain Ro associated with OCo contains 
oc 1 . 

§ 10. Non Closed Trajectories 

10.1 Preliminaries. Let cp be a meromorphic quadratic differential on an arbi
trary Riemann surface R. In the notation of Section 9.1 let <Jj-l(LI)=oc be the 
trajectory through the point Po, <Jj-l(O)=Po, LI =(u_ oo ' uoo)' We now assume 
that <Jj-l(U 1)=I=<Jj-l(U2 ) for all u1 , U2 ELI, u1 =l=u 2 • Then, every compact subin
terval I e LI is mapped homeomorphically into Rand therefore is a c10sed 
Jordan arc. The length a=JocJ of oc in the cp-metric is 

a= SJCP(z)J t JdzJ = S JduJ =uoo -u_ oo ' 
" LI 

If we do not specify otherwise we always think of oc as parametrized by u. The 
point Po which corresponds to w = ° as well as the positive direction on oc can 
of course be chosen arbitrarily. The two half open subintervals into which oc 
is subdivided by Po are called trajectory rays. They will be denoted by oc+ 
= <Jj-l([O, uoo)) and oc- = <Jj-l([O, u_ oo )) and their orientation is supposed to be 
such that Po is the initial point of either of them. 

For two arbitrarily chosen values u1 <u2 on LI there exists a number b>O 
such that <Jj - 1 is a homeomorphism of the rectangle u 1 5, u 5, u2 , 05, v 5, b 
(respectively - b 5, v 5, 0) into the surface R. The image S is called a horizontal 
rectangle or rectangle adjacent to oc to the left (the right) along the subinterval 
I bounded by the points ~ = <Jj-l(U 1), Pz = <Jj-l(U2 ). Of course, the cp-area of S 
is 

b "2 

JSJ = S S dudv=ab 
0"1 

10.2 The limit set of a trajectory ray. (For rational quadratic differentials see 
Jenkins and Spencer [1].) Let <Jj-l([O, uoo )) be a trajectory ray. Its limit set for 
u ~ U oo is denoted by A +. It is the set of all points PER, for which there exists 
a sequence of numbers un ~uoo such that P,. = <Jj-l(un)~P' Equivalently, 
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u--+uoo 

Evidently, A + does not depend on the initial point PoECX of a;+. 

A trajectory a; has two limit sets, A + and A -, according to its two rays a;+ 

and a;-; they are uniquely determined by a;, independently of the point PoEa;. 

If A + is empty, we say that the ray a;+ tends to the boundary or is a 
boundary ray. A necessary and sufficient condition for cx+ to be a boundary 
ray is that for every compact set CeR there is a number Uo such that 
(jj-l(U)f/;C for all u, uo::;;'u<u oo ' A trajectory a;, both rays of which are bound
ary rays, is called a cross cut. 

Let PEA + be a regular point. On the trajectory y through P, which 
evidently cannot be c1osed, we choose an arbitrary point Q. Let 1 = [P, Q] be 
the c10sed subinterval of y with endpoints P and Q, of q>-length 111 = a. Then 
there exists an open (schlicht) horizontal rectangle S which contains 1 on its 
middle line (Fig.22). Let un -+ U oo be a sequence of real numbers such that ~ 
= c[>-l(Un)-+P. For ~ES, the trajectory cx can be continued through S. There
fore Uoo = 00, as a; necessarily contains infinitely many disjoint subintervals of 
length a. Moreover, un ±a -+ 00, and the points (jj-l(Un ±a), with properly 
chosen signs, tend to Q. We conc1ude that QEA +, and as QEY was arbitrary, y 
cA+. 

Fig.22 
s 

Let now PEA + be a finite critical point of q> with ~=c[>-l(un)-+p, un/'uoo ' 

The finite1y many (see Theorem 7.1) trajectory rays ending at P subdivide a 
neighborhood of P into as many sectors with equal angles at P (Fig.23). In 
every sector there is an adjacent c10sed horizontal rectangle S with P as 
midpoint of one of its horizontal sides. We choose them to have equallength 
2a. The interior of the union of these rectangles forms a neighborhood U of P. 
Unless a;+ is one of the trajectory rays ending at P, in which case A + = {P}, in 
at least one of the sectors S of U there are infinite1y many points ~ and the 
horizontal intervals through these points (which are subintervals of a;+) extend 
through S. Again, Uoo = 00, un ±a -+ 00 and the sequences of points p,; = c[>-l(Un 

+a), p,;,=c[>-l(un -a) have points P', pli on as as accumulation points. We 
conc1ude that, if P is a zero, A + contains at least two neighboring rays ending 
at P, and if it is a first order pole, A + contains the ray ending at P. 

Finally, if PEA + is an infinite critical point, the ray a;+ enters every 
sufficiently small neighborhood of P and hence (see Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4) 
tends to P. Again, A + = {P}. 
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A trajectory ray a+ which tends to a finite critical point is called a critical 
ray. A trajectory a is critical, if at least one of its rays is critical. There are at 
most denumerably many critical trajectory rays. 

We have proved: If A + = {P}, P is either a finite critical point and a+ a 
critical ray or else P is an infinite critical point. Also, if an infinite critical 
point (pole of order ~ 2) P is contained in A +, then A + = {P}. 

Let now A+ contain more than one point. Then, every PEA + is either a 
regular or a finite critical point, and therefore A + consists of non closed 
trajectories and, if critical, their limiting endpoints. With every regular P, the 
entire trajectory through P is contained in A +. 

A trajectory ray a+ with a limit set A + that consists of more than one 
point is called divergent. 

If the initial point Po of a+ is contained in A +, then ac A +. Therefore the 
closure fi. cA +, as A + is closed. On the other hand, evidently A + C fi., hence fi. 
=A+=A. Conversely, if fi.=A+, clearly PoEA+. A trajectory ray a+ with 
PoEA + is called recurrent. A trajectory both rays of which are recurrent is 
called a spiral. 

Let a be a trajectory with a recurrent ray a+. Then it is easy to see by 
examples (see § 12) that the ray a- can be critical or a boundary ray. But it 
cannot tend to an infinite critical point. For, let A - = {P} be a pole of order 
~ 2. Choose a neighborhood U of P such that the point PoEa lies outside of U 
and that every ray which enters U tends to P. Now let 1;. Ea-, 1;. EU. As 
1;.EA+, there is a point ~Ea+, ~EU. Thus a+ enters U and must therefore 
tend to P, which is a contradiction. 

The closure of the intersection of the limit set A + of a recurrent ray a+ 
with an open vertical interval ß is a perfect set. It is evidently relatively closed. 
Let PEA+nß be a limit point ofthe sequence (p,.), p"=4J- 1 (un), un~CX) (Fig. 24). 
By small shifts of the numbers Un we can achieve that P"Eß. But since acfi. 
= A +, p" E A + n ß, proving the theorem. 

A recurrent ray a+ passes, through every open vertical interval ß, PoEß, in 
the direction determined by a+ at Po. Proof: Choose ß. As a+ passes in every 
neighborhood of Po, it has a first intersection 1;. with ß. Assume that this 
intersection is in the negative direction (Fig. 25). Let S be a horizontal rectan
gle with the subinterval [Po,1;.] of a+ as central line. It has its two vertical 
sides ßo and ßl on ß, with midpoints Po and 1;. respectively. The ray a+ passes, 

p 

1'0+--- s 
a+ ----.• -----

~ 
ß ~-----------

Fig.24 ß Fig.25 
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after the point ~, through the interval Po at a point Pz, say. If this happens in 
the positive direction, we are done. In the opposite case we follow 0(+ back
wards, from Pz and in S, all the way to the interval P1. At the corresponding 
intersection point ~, which is dearly a point of 0(+, we have the desired 
intersection with p. 

For an arbitrarily chosen point PEO(+ the subarc [Po, P] of 0(+ intersects P 
at finitely many points, and a sufficiently small sub,nterval Po c p, PoEPo, has 
only Po in common with it. Therefore the point ~ comes after P. 

10.3 Half planes and horizontal strips. A trajectory ray 0(+ of finite tp-Iength 
10(+ I"" i.e. uoo < 00, is either a critical ray or a boundary ray. If Uoo = 00, there are 
three possibilites: 0(+ is either divergent, a boundary ray or a ray which tends 
to an infinite critical point. 

In this section we consider non dosed trajectories both rays of which have 
infinite length. The representation cP- 1 of 0( in terms of the natural parameter u 
is then defined on the entire real axis. As in Section 9.1, we continue cP- 1 

conformally along each vertical Re w = u, i.e. by means of the maximal open 
disks with centers on the vertical through u in which cP- 1 is schlicht. Let 
(Q(u), v(u)) be the maximal open interval for Rew=u on which cP- 1 is thus 
defined. The functions v(u) and .!2(u) are lower and upper semicontinuous 
respectively. Let v= inf v(u),.!2= sup .!2(u). Of course v~O, 1!~0. 

-oo<u<oo -oo<u<oo 

Assurne V-.!2>O, and let there be two points W 1 and W2 in the horizontal 
strip 12< v< v with cP- 1(W 1)= cP- 1(W 2). We may assurne (see Section 9.2), that 
w1 and W2 are dosest points on the line g through W 1 and W 2 with this 
property. Necessarily, Im w1 =l=Im w2 , and cP- 1 is periodic along g with primi
tive period w 2 - W 1. By conformal continuation along the horizontals through 
the points of g we see that cP - 1 is defined and periodic, with primitive period 
w2 -w1 , on the whole plane. If there is another pair w3 , W 4 of points, cP- 1(W 3 ) 

=cP- 1(W4 ), W 4 -W3 not an entire multiple of W 2 -W1 , the function cP- 1 is 
doubly periodic and the surface R is the torus. The quadratic differential tp is 
holomorphic on Rand the trajectories are either all dosed or all non closed. 

If there is no such pair w3 , W4 we identify the point w with w+(w2 -w1 ) for 
all WE<C. The resulting surface is the doubly punctured sphere and cP- 1 is a 1 
-1-conformal mapping of it into R. Therefore R itself is the doubly punctured 
sphere. If we represent it as the (-plane punctured at zero, the quadratic 
differential has two second order poles at (=0 and (= 00 and its trajectories 
are logarithmic spirals or the straight lines through zero. 

There remains the case where cP- 1 (W 1)=l=cP- 1(W 2) for all pairs of points W 1 

=l= W 2 in the strip 12 < v < v. If.!2 = - 00, v = 00, cP -1 is a 1-1 conformal mapping 
of the plane into R. This surface is therefore the Riemann sphere, possibly 
punctured at the point which corresponds to W = 00. The representation of the 
quadratic differential in terms of the variable W is identically equal to one. 
Therefore tp has a fourth order pole at infinity. 

If one of the limitations is finite, the other infinite, the image H 
=cP- 1(Q<v<V), v=Im w, is called a (maximal) half plane with respect to tp; if 
both are finite, but not both equal to zero, we speak of a (maximal) horizontal 
strip S. 
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Theorem 10.3. Two half planes, two horizontal strips or a half plane and a 
horizontal strip are either disjoint or else identical. 

Proof Let D1 and D2 be two of the above mentioned domains. There is a 1 
-1 conformal mapping cP11 of some Sl: 121 <V<V1 onto D1 and similarly a 
cP Z1 of a domain S2: 122 <V<V2 onto D2. Let PoED1 nD 2 and denote by (iESi 
the points wh ich are mapped onto Po by cP i- \ i = i, 2. The two function 
elements Wi = cPi(P) satisfy, in a neighborhood U of Po, a relation of the form 
cP 2(P) = ±cP1(P)+const. By translations and, if necessary a change of sign in 
the w-planes we can achieve that cP 1(Po)=cP 2(Po)=ü and w=cP 1(P)=cP 2(P) for 
all PEU. But then, cP 1- 1(W)=cP Z1(w) for all WEU1 =cP1(U). Because of the 
maximality of the two strips S 1 and S 2 the two domains of definition of the 
corrected mappings cP11 and cP Z1 must be the same, hence D1 =D2 . 

10.4 Halfplanes in the neighborhood of a pole of order ~ 3. Let P be a pole of 
order ;::: 3 of the quadratic differential cp, i.e. n:::;; - 3 in the notation of Sections 
7.3 and 7.4. Then there are Inl-2 trajectories with both rays tending to P in 
consecutive distinguished directions which bound, together with the point P 
(not necessarily maximal) half planes. 

This is immediate1y c1ear if the function cP in the neighborhood of P does 
not contain a logarithmic term (Section 7.3). For then, cP has the repre
sentation, in terms of the distinguished parameter C 

w = cP(O= (n+ 2)/2, 1'1< p. 

k 2 2 2 2 
We get (=w, with k= -1' -2' -"3, ... , -lnl-2' .... The two halfplanes 

Imw>p(n+2)/2 and Imw< _p(n+2)/2 give rise to Inl-2 cp-halfplanes of the 
indicated nature (see figures in Section 7.3). They can of course be enlarged to 
maximal cp-halfplanes on R. 

H cP has a logarithmic term, which is only possible for even n, vq;- has the 
representation, in terms of a distinguished parameter C 

dw= ((m+ 1) (m +~) d( = (1 +~) dz, 

with m=::'= -2, -3, -4, ... , z=(m+1 and b' =_b_ (see Section 7.4). Let CI. be 
2 m+1 

the trajectory, in the z-plane, through a point z on the imaginary axis, with 
Im z > r. In the domain G above CI. we can choose a single valued branch of the 
function w = cP(z) = z + b' log z. Through every point of G there is a unique1y 
determined vertical trajectory. Therefore if z' =1= z" are in G, then cP(z') =1= cP(z"). 
This is evident, if they lie on the same vertical trajectory. Let them lie on two 
different ones, ß' and ß" say. These two vertical trajectories cut CI. at two 
different points which in turn have two different cP-images. Therefore Re cP(z') 
=1= Re cP(z"). We conc1ude that G is mapped homeomorphically onto a Eu
c1idean upper half plane and hence bounds a cp-half plane. A similar argument 
works for a trajectory through a point z = i Y with y< - r. The two half planes 
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are taken, by the transformation (=zl/(m+1), into 2 (1;1- 1)=lnl-2 ep-half 
planes in the disk 1(1< p. 

10.5 Horizontal strips 

Theorem 10.5. Let ep be a meromorphic quadratic differential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surface R. Then, every trajectory a, both rays of which te nd to infinite 
critical points, is embedded in a horizontal strip. 

Proo! We first consider a ray a+ which tends to a pole P+ of order 2. In 
terms of the distinguished parameter ( ep has the representation (see Section 
7.2) 

dw 2 = a(_./ d(2, 1(1< p 

hence w = ~ log (+ const., where a _ 2 is not real and negative, as the 
trajectories ne ar P+ are not closed. We choose the constant such that the ray 
a+ corresponds to a subinterval u>uo of the real axis. We conclude that, for 
all sufficiently large u, the mapping tP- 1 is schlicht on the disk of radius 
nla_ 2lt around w=u. This means that for all PEa+ which are sufficiently elose 
to P+ the point P is the center ofa ep-disk ofradius nla_ 2It . 

Let now P+ be a pole of order;;::: 3. Then there is a point Pr Ea+ such that 
the vertical trajectory through Pr bounds a half plane (i.e., in terms of the 
parameter w, a Euclidean half plane Rew>uo)' Therefore tP- 1 is aschlicht 
conformal mapping of a disk Iw-ul<u-uo around w=u. We see that PEa+ is 
the center of an arbitrarily large ep-disk for P-4P+. 

Let the trajectory a be represented by tP -1 on the real axis, and let the 
limit sets of the two rays a+ and a- be the infinite critical points P+ and P
respectively. We choose u1 <u2 such that for U~U1 and for u;;:::u 2 the point u is 
the center of a disk Iw -ul <r on which tP- 1 is injective. On the other hand, 
the interval [U 1,U2] is contained in a rectangle U1~U~U2' Ivl~J, on which 
tP- 1 is injective. Therefore v;;:::min(r, J»O and 1!~max( -r, -J)<O. 

§ 11. Compact Surfaces 

11.1 Divergent rays on compact surfaces. The main purpose of this section is 
to show that every divergent trajectory ray a+ (i.e. the limit set A + of which 
contains more than one point) is recurrent. One can say even a little bit more 
(Strebel [7], [8], Jenkins [3], [4]). 

Theorem 11.1 Every divergent trajectory ray a+ of an arbitrary meromorphic 
quadratic differential ep on a compact Riemann surface R has the following 
property: Let ßo be a closed vertical interval with the initial point Po of a+ as 
one of its endpoints. Then, for every PEa+ there is a point PrEa+ after P (i.e. U1 
= tP(Pr) > u = tP(P) for the appropriate branch of tP) such that a+ cuts ßo at Pr in 
the positive direction (i.e. in the same direction as at Po). 
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Proof Given PEe/.+ we may assume that ßo is a vertical side of an adjacent 
rectangle of the closed interval 1 on 0(+ with endpoints Po and P, that no closed 
trajectory passes through ßo and that 1 has only Po in common with ßo. All 
this is achieved by shortening ßo, if necessary. 

We mark every trajectory ray y+ which starts at ßo in the positive direction 
and which has the following two properties: 

(1) y+ is critical (i.e. tends to a finite critical point) 
(2) y+ does not cross ßo in the positive direction (except at its initial point Po). 

Consider two marked rays Yi and Yi with initial points ~ and Pz on ßo 
respectively. If Yi were a subray of Yi, the latter would cut ßo at Pz in the 
positive direction, which is excluded. Therefore each marked trajectory ray 
tends to a finite critical point from a different direction. Consequently, there 
are at most finitely many marked rays Yi and there exists a subinterval ß~ of 
ßo, adjacent to Po, from which no such ray starts. 

Denote by J the subinterval of 0(+ with endpoints Po and some unspecified 
point QEo(+. Let S be the rectangle with sides ß~ and J. As long as S is schlicht 
on R (i.e. tp-l is injective on the corresponding Euclidean rectangle in the w
plane) its q>-area is ISI", = Iß~I", ·IJI",. If none of the trajectory rays y+ starting at 
ß~ and sweeping out S would cross ßo again in the positive direction, we could 
let Q-+oo on 0(+. The rectangle S would be continued indefinitely, without 
branching and without overlapping. But as 0(+ stays outside of some neigh
borhoods of the infinite critical points of q>, so would S, of possibly sm aller 
neighborhoods Uv ' We would have ISI",:::;; SI 1q>(z)1 dx dy< 00, which is a 
contradiction. R'- U Uv 

We conclude that at least one of the trajectory rays y+ of S must cut ßo in 
the positive direction. If 0(+ does, say, at ~ =l=Po (Fig.26), we are through, 
because ~ comes after P on 0(+, due to our choice of ßo. If not, we can 
consider a narrower rectangle S', which is bounded by an interval on 0(+, an 
interval on 0(-, a subinterval of ß~ and its mirror image on 0( at Po (Fig.27). 
Proceeding with S' as before with S we find a point of 0(+ on ßo which comes 
after ~ thus proving the theorem. 

Corollaries. 1f 0(+ is a divergent trajectory ray of a meromorphic quadratic 
differential q> on a compact Riemann surface, then there exists a sequence of real 

Po~--+ 

ßo 
Fig.26 

S 

01:+ 

ßo 
Fig.27 

S' 
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numbers un such that the points P,,=cP- 1(un) te nd to the initial point Po of (J(+. 

Therefore every such ray is recurrent and its limit set A + is equal to the closure 
A=1i of (J(. 

A trajectory (J( which carries a recurrent ray (J(+ cannot, in the other 
direction, tend to an infinite critical point: it either tends to a finite critical 
point, i.e. (J( is a critical trajectory, or else (J(- is also recurrent. We conc1ude 
that every trajectory (J( which carries a divergent ray is a spiral, except for 
finitely many critical trajectories. 

Let, in the last case, the limiting critical point P be a zero. Then the two 
critical trajectories bordering the sectors adjacent to (J( at P are in A. If P is a 
first order pole we denote by ßl the mirror image of ßo with respect to (J(. 

Then, for sufficiently small ßo, there is a rectangle S adjacent to (J(, with vertical 
sides ßo and ßl and turning around the pole P (Fig.28). Therefore any 
trajectory ray which crosses ßo in the positive direction can be traced back
wards until it meets ß 1 crossing it in the negative direction. Thus (J(+ will keep 
criss-crossing both ßo and ß 1 in opposite directions. 

Po .,.--- IX 
GE -------- -JJl ;,--------. 

__________ I!..o ____ + 

Fig.28 

11.2 The limit set of a recurrent ray. This section deals with the structure of 
the limit set A of a recurrent ray. It consists of regular points and of finite 
critical points. In the neighborhood of such a point P we can introduce a 
distinguished parameter and the horizontal ares ending at P subdivide the disk 
U(P) around P into n + 2 congruent sectors, where n:? -1 is the first exponent 
in the power series of qJ at P. In the case of a pole we have only one sector 
which is the whole disko 

Theorem 11.2. Let P be a point of the limit set A of a recurrent ray (J(+. 

Then, if P is regular and the trajectory y through P has infinite length, A 
contains a disk U(P); if y has finite length, A contains at least a half disk 
centered at P. Finally, if P is a critical point, there exists at least a sector of a 
disk around P which is in A. 

Proof (i) Let PEA be a regular point and let the trajectory y through P 
have infinite length. Choose a vertical are ß with P as one of its endpoints. As 
y cA, y must carry a recurrent ray and therefore meet ß at a point Po =\= P. If the 
interval [P, PoJ on ß is contained in A, a rectangle adjacent to y and containing 
[P, PoJ is contained in A, and so is therefore half a disk around P (Fig. 29). 

If [P,PoJ~A, there exists a point QIE[P,PoJ, Qlfj;A. As A is c1osed, Ql is 
contained in a largest open subinterval I1 of ß which is not in A (Fig. 30). Let 
~ be the endpoint of I 1 which is situated between P and Ql' Then ~ =\=P, since 
y crosses ß between P and Ql and ycA. Also ~ is a point of some trajectory 
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1'1 and 11'11< 00, sinee if 11'11 = 00 it would pass through ß between ~ and Q1 
and of eourse 1'1 cA. Now if [P, ~J cA, we are through. So assume [P, ~J cj:A. 
Then there exists a point Q2E[P, ~J, QdA. Again we have a largest open 
interval I 2cß, Q2EI2' whieh has no point in eommon with A. We eonsider its 
endpoint PzE[P, Q2J and repeat for Pz the argument applied to ~. We get a 
eritieal 1'2' PzEI'2 and 11' 2 1< 00. It is not exduded that 1'2 =1'1' but as eaeh of the 
trajeetories I'i passes through a fixed reet angular neighborhood of P and the 
total length of all eritieal trajeetories of finite length is bounded, this proeess 
must stop after a finite number of repetitions. Therefore there exists a point 
P"Eß, p"*,P, with [P,P"JcA. A similar reasoning applied to the vertieal interval 
ß' whieh is symmetrie to ß with respect to I' eompletes the proof. 

(ii) Assume that PEA is regular and lies on a trajeetory I' of finite length. 
The trajeetory ray 0(+, say, must eross arbitrarily dose to P on at least one side 
of 1'. Choosing ß as above, on the proper side of 1', 0(+ interseets ß in every 
neighborhood of P. This enables us to make the same eonstruetion but using 
0( instead of 1'. It follows that at least one half neighborhood of P is eontained 
in A. 

(iii) If P is a finite eritieal point, then in at least one of the seetors 
determined by the eritieal trajeetories ending at P the ray 0(+ must pass 
arbitrarily dose to P. The above argument, applied to a vertieal are in this 
seetor shows that its interseetion with a suffieiently small disk U(P) lies in A. 

Corollaries. (1) The interior AO of the limit set of a recurrent ray 0(+ is not 
empty and connected, hence a domain. 

Proo! Every point PEO( is regular, in A, and as 1 O(lcp = 00 there is a neigh
borhood U of P in A. Henee 0( c A 0. If P' is an arbitrary point of A 0, the ray 
0(+ meets every neighborhood U' of P'. Therefore U' ean be eonneeted with the 
initial point Po of 0(+ by a subare of 0(+, whieh is in AO. 

(2) The boundary of A consists of critical trajectories of finite length (i.e. 
both rays of which are critical) and their limiting finite critical points. 

Proo! Let PE8A. Then if P is regular, the trajeetory I' through P must have 
finite length and lies entirely in A, as weIl as its limiting eritieal points. If P is 
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critical it follows from (iii) that the intersection of a disk U around P with A 
consists of entire sectors of U. At least one of the sectors has no interior point 
in common with A. (Therefore P must be a zero; the first order poles of Aare 
in A 0.) Of course every critical trajectory which separates two sectors, one in 
A, the other outside, is entirely in 8A. 

(3) Every trajectory ray r:xi of irifinite length passing through a point of A is 
everywhere dense in A, and its limit set Al is equal to A. 

Proo! As r:x l cA, r:xi must be recurrent. Let Pl Er:x l . There is a neigh
borhood U(IDcA 1 and thus a point PEr:x, PEA l . We conclude r:xcAl, IX=A 
cA l . Conversely, r:x l cA, hence IXl =A l cA, showing Al =A. Since r:x l is dense 
in Al' it is dense in A. 

(4) If the limit sets of two recurrent rays have an interior point in common, 
they coincide. 

Proo! Let PEA~ nA~. Then there is a point 11 of the generating ray r:xi m 
A 2 , hence Al =A2 according to corollary (3). 

11.3 Partitioning of A into horizontal rectangles (Strebel [8J, [9J). A fIng 
domain swept out by closed trajectories can be cut along a vertical cross 
section and in the resulting simply connected domain we can introduce the 
variable w = <P(P). Samething similar will now be done for the limit set A of a 
recurrent ray, but it is of course more complicated and besides, there is much 
more freedom. 

Let A be the limit set of a recurrent ray. We choose a closed vertical 
interval ß in A and orient it so that we can speak of a right edge ß+ and a left 
edge ß- (we rather consider ß as a slit). On ß+ we mark, besides the two 
endpoints, the initial points of those rays y+ which end in a critical point or in 
one of the endpoints of ß before crossing ß in any direction. The same thing 
we da for the left edge ß-, but this time with respect to the rays y- starting on 
ß-. The finitely many open intervals between the markings on ß+ are called 
11'+' the ones between the markings on ß- are called 1;. Let now r:x+ be a 
trajectory ray starting at a point P+ EI:. Denote its first intersection with ß by 
Q- or Q+, depending on whether it is on the left edge ß- or on the right edge 
ß+ of ß (i.e. whether r:x+ tends to this point from the left or from the right side). 
Q (i.e. Q- or Q+) cannot be a marked point on ß, therefore it is an interior 
point of same interval 1). (either an 1; or an In. There exists an open 
rectangle S with its vertical sides on ß and containing the interval [P+, QJ as a 
diameter (Fig.31). Every compact subinterval of J+ can be covered by the 
initial vertical intervals of finitely many such rectangles, necessarily over
lapping, hence of the same length. Their union is again such a horizontal 
rectangle, with the two vertical sides in 1: and 1). respectively. We conclude 
that there is a rectangular strip SI' with 1: as initial vertical interval and with 
terminal vertical interval in 1).; reversing the argument shows that it is actually 
equal to I A• 
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p- p+ 
p+ 

Fig.31 

Analogously we construct the reet angular strips for the intervals I;. The 
resulting strips S are of two different kinds: The strips of the first kind have 
their two vertical sides on the two different edges of ß, the strips of the second 
kind on the same edge, either both on ß+ or both on ß-. Their totality is 
called the horizontal strips to the base ß. 

We claim that the union Us of the closed horizontal strips to the base ß is 
equal to A, for every closed vertical interval ßcA. 

As ßcA, every trajectory through a point of ß is in A, so ScA for every S. 
To prove the converse, let 0(+ be a recurrent ray which gene rates A (i.e. Ii"+ =A) 
and which does not go through an endpoint of ß. We may assurne that its 
initial point Po lies on ß, as 0(+ must cut ß and we are free to choose Po on 0(+. 

Let PEO(+, Prlß (for PEß there is nothing to prove). Denote its next in
tersection with ß, after P, with Q. If it is a point Q - (i.e. if 0(+ approaches ß 
from the left at Q), then it lies in one of the open intervals I; of ß-, hence P 
lies in the corresponding horizontal strip S, and likewise if it is a point Q +. As 
PEO(+ was arbitrary, 0(+ c US, therefore iX+ =A c USo 

11.4 The global trajectory structure on a compact surface (see also Jenkins [3], 
[4]). The trajectories of a meromorphic quadratic differential cp on a compact 
surface are of the following types: 

1) Closed trajectories (see § 9). They sweep out disjoint ring domains, in
cluding the possibility of punctured disks, the punctures corresponding to 
second order poles (Section 7.2). The two ring domains R 1 and R 2 determined 
by the closed trajectories 0(1 and 0(2 coincide if and only if 0(1 and 0(2 are freely 
homotopic on the surface R = R '- {poles of cp} (see Section 9.2). The ring 
domain R o associated with a closed trajectory 0(0 has two degenerated bound
ary components iff R is the Riemann sphere and cp has two second order poles 
with negative real coefficient a_ 2 (Section 7.2 and 9.5). 

2) Non closed trajectories. 
a) Critical trajectories. At least one ray, say 0(+, of such a trajectory 0( tends 

to a finite critical point. The other ray either tends to another finite critical 
point (possibly the same), to an infinite critical point or else it is recurrent. The 
length 10(1", is finite iff 0(+ and 0(- tend to finite critical points. There are only 
finitely many critical trajectories. 

b) Trajectories both rays of which tend to infinite critical points. The 
representation cI> - 1 of 0( is defined on LI = IR. As shown in Section 10.5, 12 < 0, 
v>O. Let 12= - 00, v= 00. Then (see Section 10.4), either cI>-1 is a 1-1 
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eonformal mapping of the plane into the surfaee R, or it is simply periodie. 
In the first ease, R is the Riemann sphere and cp has a single pole of order four 
at w = 00, the representation of cp in terms of the variable w being cp(w) == 1. In 
the seeond ease, R is again the Riemann sphere and rp-l is a eonformal 
homeomorphism of the plane, after identifieation of equivalent points, into R. 
The quadratie differential cp has two seeond order poles (with non closed 
trajeetory structure). 

If, say, 12> -00, v=oo, rp-l is schlicht in V>12. We have a cp-half plane on 
R. The point w = 00 clearly corresponds to a pole of order ::::: 3. 

Finally, if - 00 <12 < v< 00, the trajeetory IX is embedded into a horizontal 
strip. The boundary consists of critical trajectories with no recurrent rays. 

e) Spirals, i.e. trajeetories both rays of which are reeurrent. The interior A ° 
of the closure A = fi. of IX is a domain bounded by critical trajectories of finite 
length. 

Since these are the only possibilities and no two of the listed domains can 
have points in eommon unless they eoineide, the surface R minus the critieal 
points and the critical trajectories with no reeurrent rays is subdivided into 
ring domains (including punctured disks), half planes, horizontal strips and 
spiral domains (interior of the closure of a spiral). (For a topological study of 
the trajeetory strueture see the papers of W. Kaplan [1], [2], [3] and Jenkins 
[5].) 

§ 12. Examples 

12.1 Holomorphic quadratic differentials on the torus (see also Section 4.5). Let 
cp be a holomorphie quadratic differential on a torus R. The surfaee R ean be 
represented as a parallelogram with the corners 0, 1, w, 1 + w (Im w > 0) and with 
the identifieations z +-+ z + 1, z +-+ z + w on the sides (Fig. 32). cp is holomorphic 
on the closed parallelogram, and in the neighborhood of the points Zo, Zo + 1 
we have cp(z)dz2=cp(z+ l)d(z+ 1)2=cp(z+ 1)dz2• Therefore cp(z)=cp(z+ 1), and 
likewise cp(z)=cp(z+w) on the boundary. The function cp(z) can therefore be 
continued as a holomorphic and doubly periodie function on the complex 
plane, hence cp = c = const. The trajectories are the straight lines c dz 2 > 0, i.e. 
arg dz = -~arg c (mod n). Let IX be the trajeetory through zero and assurne that 
it cuts the side [1,1 +w] at some point z. Then, as is easily seen, IX is closed on 

~----__ ?-__________________ ~l+w 

v 
Fig.32 
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R if and only if the interval [1, z] is a rational multiple of [1, 1 + w]. If the 
quotient of the two intervals is irrational, both rays of IX are everywhere dense 
on R, even equally distributed. This means the following: Let Po = 0 and let P 
be an arbitrary point of IX+. Denote the number of intersections of the segment 
[Po, P] of IX+ with an arbitrary fixed subinterval I of the side [1,1 +w] by nI , 

whereas n is the total number of intersections of [Po, P] with the side [1,1 
+w]. Then, with the length of [Po, P] tending to infinity, the quotient nI : n 
tends to the quotient of the lengths of land [1,1 +w]. Another way to put it: 
Let ßl and ß2 be two arbitrary vertical intervals on R, with tp-Iengths b1 and 
b2 respectively (the tp-Iength, in this case, is lel t times the Euclidean length in 
the z-plane). Then the numbers of intersections np1 and np2 have the property 
that their quotient tends to b1 :b2 . 

It should be no ted that tp is the square of the linear differential Vc dz. 

12.2 Meromorphic quadratic differentials of finite norm on the Riemann sphere. 
Let tp be a meromorphic quadratic differential, not identically zero, on the 
Riemann sphere R = <C. The surface R can be covered by two neighborhoods 

U: z =F 00 and 0: Z = ~ =F 00. Let the corresponding meromorphic function 
z 

elements be tp(z) and cP(z)=zn(an+an+1z+ ... ) respectively, an=FO. For Z---'>OO 

we have, because of the transformation rule tp(z)dz2 =cP(z)dz2, tp(z) = zn~4 (an 

+ an; 1 + ... ). Therefore, tp(z) is a rational function. Conversely, if we take any 

rational function tp(z), we can consider it as a quadratic differential on the 
extended plane <C. By the transformation rule, the order at infinity is lowered 
by four. Therefore the sum of the orders of the zero es minus the sum of the 
orders of the poles of tp(z), if considered as a quadratic differential, is minus 
four. 

If tp has to have finite norm Iltpll=Sf!tp(z)ldxdy, then it can only have 
(C 

poles of the first order. Therefore, the simplest quadratic differentials of finite 
norm on the Riemann sphere are the ones with four simple poles. If they are 
finite, Zl' ... , Z4 say, the function tp(z) has to disappear with at least the fourth 
order for Z---'>OO. Therefore, the quadratic differentials of finite norm on the 
extended plane <C with exact1y the poles Zl' ... , Z4E<C are of the form 

with arbitrary complex constant e. If Z4 = 00, we have 

which only disappears with the third order for Z---'>OO. This means that, in terms 

of the variable z=~, the point Z=O becomes a first order pole. 
z 
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In order to get an insight into the trajectory structure of ({J we lift it to the 
two sheeted covering surface 11 of R with branchings exactly over the four 
points Z1' ... , Z4' We get it by cutting the plane along two non intersecting arcs 
Y1 and Y2 joining Z1 to Z2 and Z3 to Z4 respectively and then glueing two 
identical copies of the cut plane by crosswise identification along the two cuts. 
The lifting is performed by means of the projection map 1t. In the neigh-
borhood of a branching point Zk we introduce on 11 the parameter Z=VZ-Zk' 
Therefore 1t(z) = Z - Zk = Z2 is the projection map in the neighborhood of the 
point p" above Zk' Let the representation of ({J, in terms of the variable Z-Zk 
near Zk be 

Then, using the transformation rule fP(z) dz2 = ((J(z) dz2, we get for the lift fP in 
terms of z near p" 

fP(z) = z2~(an + an+1 Z2 + ... ) (2zf =z2n+2(4an + 4an+1 Z2 + ... ), 
In particular, ifn=2m+1 is odd, we have 

fP(z)=z4m+2 (4a 2m+ 1 +4a2m+2 z2 + ... ), 

which is equal to 4a -1 + 4ao Z2 + ... for m = -1. Therefore, the lifted quadratic 
differential fP is regular (i.e. different from zero) at the points p" and thus has 
no critical points on R, which is a torus. 

In the neighborhood of the two points of R above a point Zo =t= Zk we can 
use the local parameter z=z-zo' In terms of this variable, we have fP(z)=({J(z) 
and dz=dz. Therefore the trajectories are the same on both sheets and they 
project onto the trajectories of ({J in the plane. From every first order pole Zk 
emerges a critical trajectory Cl( of ({J; its lift Ei consists of two branches reflected 
at p" but lying in the two different sheets of 11. The trajectory Ei evidently is 
c10sed on 11 if and only if it goes through another branching point ~. There
fore ({J has c10sed trajectories iff it has two critical trajectories joining pairs of 
first order poles. The two arcs are the two boundary components of a ring 
domain swept out by c10sed trajectories. 

In the other case (non c10sed trajectories) there are four critical trajectories 
consisting of a critical ray (which ends in one of the critical points) and a 
recurrent ray. As on the torus, every ray, except for the four critical ones, is 
everywhere dense in the plane, even equally distributed (in the sense of Section 
12.1). 

12.3 Welding of surfaces. In order to get more examples of different trajectory 
structures we perform a sewing process. This process allows a welding of two 
surfaces with given quadratic differentials to a single surface Rand a quadratic 
differential ({J on R. 

Let R 1 and R2 be arbitrary Riemann surfaces with given quadratic differen
tials ({J1 and ({J2 respectively. We choose two c10sed horizontal arcs Y1 and Y2 of 
({J1 and ({J2 respectively, of the same length !Y1!"" =!Y2!"'2' Since ({J2 and A({J2 
have the same trajectories for any positive number A, this may be assumed 
without any loss of generality. 
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We now enclose the two ares in open horizontal rectangles SI and S z, 
which are then mapped by <PI and <P z respectively onto open Euclidean 
rectangles in the w-plane in such a way that the two images 11 = 4\ (}'1) and 1 z 
=<Pz(}'z) coincide (Fig.33). We cut the two rectangles S~=<Pk(Sk) along the 
intervals 1 k and connect them crosswise to form a new two sheeted piece of 
surface. In terms of the variable w in S~ both quadratic differentials have the 
representation qJk == 1. Therefore they are analytic continuations of each other 
across the slits and thus form together a single quadratic differential qJ on the 
surface R which is the union of R 1 and R z by crosswise identification of the 
slits 11 and 1 z. In the neighborhood of the two identified initial and end points 
of 11 and 1 z we have to intro du ce the square root as a parameter on R. There 
are four critical trajectories emanating from each of these points. 

In this way we can e.g. combine two tori R 1 and R z to a single surface R of 
genus 2. If we start with holomorphic quadratic differentials qJl and qJz, we get 
again a holomorphic quadratic differential qJ with two zeroes of the second 
order. The trajectory structure is just taken over from qJl and qJz in each of the 
respective parts. 

If we apply the procedure to two quadratic differentials with four first order 
poles each on the Riemann sphere, we get a quadratic differential qJ with eight 
first order poles and two second order zero es (therefore of finite norm) on a 
surface R wh ich is again the Riemann sphere. Therefore qJ is hyperelliptic, and 
the trajectory structure can be read off from the original ones. 

Instead of starting with two horizontal ares we can start with vertical ares 
}'1 and }'z· The mappings <PI and <Pz take them into vertical intervals 11 and 1z 
of the w-plane and the representation of qJj and qJz, in terms of the variable w 
is again identically equal to one, valid in a neighborhood of the slits. There
fore, crosswise identification and analytic continuation is again possible. But 
this time the two trajectory structures will mix, because they cross over the 
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closed curve, consisting of two critical vertical trajectories, along which R 1 and 
R 2 are welded. 

12.4 Interval exchange transformations. We consider a meromorphic linear 
differential ((J on a compact surface R. The requirement ((J(z) dz > 0 defines a 
field of half lines on R, and of course everything which has been said about the 
trajectories of a quadratic differential is true for the trajectories of ((J; besides, 
they can be oriented globally. In particular, every divergent ray 0(+ is recurrent, 
and every vertical interval ß in its limit set A + is the basis of a set of 
horizontal rectangles S which cover A + (see Section 11.3). But now, only strips 
S of the first kind are present. Their initial vertical intervals I: lie on the 
positive border ß+ of ß, whereas the terminal vertical intervals I;; are subin
tervals of ß-. Of course, 11;1'1'=11:1.'1'; the intervals 11'- on ß- are simply a 
permutation of the intervals 11'+ on ß+. We now define a transformation T of ß 
onto itself: For xEI: the image Tx is the point in I; wh ich results from the 
translation of I: onto I;. In order to make T single valued, we choose the 
intervals I: and I;; as well as ß half open to the right: that means that T is, 
at the endpoints of the intervals 11'+' continuous from the right. Of course, by 
the mapping (/), the arc ß can be considered as a straight vertical interval 1 and 
the length as Euc1idean length. Such a transformation T is called interval 
exchange transformation on 1 (Strebel [8], Keane [1], Keynes and Newton [1], 
Masur [3]). We have thus seen that a linear differential ((J on a compact Riemann 
surface with a recurrent trajectory ray 0(+ defines an interval exchange transfor
mation on every vertical interval ß which lies in the limit set fi of 0(+. Roughly 
speaking we assign to every PE ß the next intersection of the ray 0(+ (P) which 
starts at P with the arc ß. 

Conversely, let 1 be an arbitrary half open vertical interval, partitioned into 
half open intervals I:, v = 1, ... , p, and let n be apermutation of the numbers 
1, ... ,p. 1 is now partitioned into the intervals 11-, ... , Ip-' with 11;1 = II,;'(k) I. This 
defines an interval exchange transformation T wh ich translates I: to 1;-1(1')' 
We construct a (bordered) Riemann surface Rand a linear differential ((J on R 
such that its trajectory structure (wh ich can have c10sed trajectories) defines T 
on I. To this end, 
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we attach horizontal rectangles Sv to the intervals I:, of length one, say. 
The terminal vertical interval of Sv is identified with 1,,-- l(v), and the horizontal 
sides of two neighboring rectangles (on their initial resp. terminal vertical side) 
are identified from I to the left and to the right, up to a distance of one third 
from I (Fig. 34). This is a model of a bordered Riemann surface R. As local 
parameter in the neighborhood of an interior point or a smooth boundary 
point Pa of R we use z=z-zo, where Zo is an underlying point of the complex 
plane (it is uniquely determined for every Pa up to a translation). At the 
bifurcation points Zk' we use Z=VZ-Zk as a local homeomorphism. It maps a 
neighborhood of the corresponding point of R onto a half disko The linear 
differential ep has, in terms of the local parameter z, the representation ep(Z) = 1; 
at the bifurcation points ~ we get, by the transformation rule 1· dz = ip (z) dz, 
the representation ip(z)=2z. The points ~ are first order zero es of ep, and 
second order zero es of the corresponding quadratic differential ep2 on R. 

In order to get a compact Riemann surface, one can take the double of R 
and continue ep by reflection. We have thus shown: Every interval exchange 
transformation is generated by the trajectory structure of a holomorphic linear 
differential on a compact Riemann surface. 

As a specific example we consider a holomorphic linear differential ep with 
nonclosed trajectories on a torus Rand a closed vertical interval ß on R. In 
accordance with Section 11.3 we mark, on the positive edge ß+, the two 
endpoints of ß and the initial points of the rays which go through the 
endpoints of ß before they traverse ß. The following two situations shown in 
Figs. 35 and 36 are possible: 

P1 cx+ 1 cx+ 
4 P1 cx+ 1 

S1 S3 
S2 cx+ 2 

P3 cxt 
S2 cx+ 1 

S1 

S2 cxt 

cxt 
S2 

S1 S1 S3 

~ cxi cx+ 3 cx+ 2 

Fig.35 Fig.36 

Denote the two endpoints of ß with ~ and Pz, and the rays emanating from 
these points with rxi and rxi respectively. In the first case, one of these rays, rxi 
say, has as next point after ~ the point Pz in common with ß (i.e. rxi is a 
subray of rxi). Then, there is one other marked point ~, with its ray rxj 
passing through ~. We have thus two intervals It = [~, ~J and Ii = [~, PzJ, 
with corresponding strips S 1 and S 2' Their end intervals must be interchanged 
(otherwise the trajectories would be closed), and the transformation T is 
defined by the transposition of two intervals. 

In the second case, there are four marked points on ß+, determining three 
intervals It = [~, ~J, Ii = [~, ~J, Ij = [~, PzJ, which are the initial vertical 
sides of the strips S l' S 2 and S 3' It is easy to see that the terminal vertical sides 
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of the strips are in the order 3, 2, 1, because ocj must go to Pz and oct to ~. 
Therefore T is determined by three intervals which are permuted in the order 
(1,2,3)--+(3,2,1). In the first case T operates on 1 as a translation mod(ll\) by 
Ilil, whereas, in the second case, it can be considered as a translation by Ilil 
+Iljl mod(lll+llil). 

Conversely, every interval exchange transformation with two or three in
tervals which is of the above form is induced by the trajectories of a holomor
phic linear differential on a torus. In the first case, this is easy to see: The torus 
R is represented by the square 0 ~ x ~ 1, 0 ~ y ~ 1, with identified opposite sides, 
and the trajectories are as in Fig. 37. T operates on the closed line 0 ~ x ~ 1, Y 
=0 on R. 
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In the second case, the torus is represented by the square, with base 1, plus 
a rectangle of width Ili 1 (Fig. 38). T operates on 1 again, but this time 1 is not 
closed on R. 

We conclude that for an interval exchange transformation of this kind the 
orbits Tn(p) are either closed, for all points PE1, or equally distributed on 1. 
This is no longer the case for interval exchange transformations with more 
than three intervals (see Keynes and Newton [1]). 

§ 13. Quadratic Differentials with Finite Norm 

In this § the trajectory structure of a holomorphic quadratic differential of 
finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface is studied. It is shown that there 
are, except for a set of measure zero, only three simple types of trajectories. 
This leads to a partitioning of the surface with respect to a given quadratic 
differential into subsets covered by the different kinds of trajectories, a pro
cedure which is used in connection with the length area method. 

Only holomorphic quadratic differentials are considered. The case of a 
meromorphic quadratic differential of finite norm is reduced to the former one 
by puncturing the surface at the first order poles. At each pole there is a 
critical trajectory emanating from it. 
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The case of a simply connected domain (the disk) is treated independently 
and in much more detail in §19. 

13.1 Exceptional trajectories (Strebel [13J). A trajectory ray 0(+ of a holomor
phic quadratic differential cp on an arbitrary Riemann surface R can have one 
of the following characteristic behaviours (see Section 10.2): 

a) Its limit set A + is empty. The ray 0(+ tends to the boundary and is 
therefore called a boundary ray. A trajectory both rays of which tend to the 
boundary is called a cross cut of R. 

b) Its limit set A + consists of a single point P. Then P is a zero of cp and 
0(+ tends to P in one of the distinguished directions. Such a ray is called 
critical; a trajectory with at least one critical ray is called critical itself. There 
are at most denumerably many critical trajectories. 

c) A + consists of more than one point. In this case, 0(+ is called divergent; 
A + is a union of trajectories and, if critical, their limiting critical points on R. 
H, in particular, the initial point P of 0(+ is in A +, we have A + =fi. The ray 0(+ 

is said to be recurrent. A trajectory 0( with two recurrent rays is called a spiral. 

Definition 13.1. A trajectory of a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm, which is neither c1osed, nor a cross cut of finite length, nor a spiral is 
called exceptional. 

An exceptional trajectory 0( of a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm can have one of the following behaviours (which are not mutually 
exc1usive): 

(1) 0( is critical, 
(2) 0( has a non-recurrent ray of infinite length. 
(3) 0( has a recurrent ray and a boundary ray. 
For, let 0( be exceptional and not critical. One of the rays at least must have 

infinite length, as otherwise it would be a cross cut of finite length. Let 10(+1 

= 00. If 0(+ is not recurrent, 0( is listed under (2); so let 0(+ be recurrent. If 
10(-1< 00, 0( is listed under (3), as 0(- must be a boundary ray. So let 10(-1 = 00. 

As, by assumption, 0( is exceptional, 0(- cannot be recurrent. Hence 0( is listed 
under (2). 

We are now going to prove the following 

Theorem 13.1. The exceptional trajectories of a holomorphic quadratic differ
ential cp of finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface R cover a set of 
measure zero. (I.e. of cp-area zero or, equivalently, of Euclidean measure zero in 
local parameters.) 

Remark. The Riemann sphere and the once and twice punctured Riemann 
sphere do not carry a non zero holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm. Except for the torus, the surface must therefore be hyperbolic (i.e. its 
universal covering surface is the disk); on a torus the statement is of course 
true. 

Since the set of critical trajectories is denumerable, we only have to deal 
with exceptional trajectories of the second and the third kind. This will be 
done in two separate sections. 
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13.2 The cp-area of a general horizontal strip. Let ß be an open vertical are of 
a meromorphic quadratic differential cp $0 (i.e. ß is not a closed vertical 
trajectory). The function <p maps it homeomorphically onto an open vertical 
interval ß' = <P(ß) in the w-plane. We continue <p- 1 conformally along every 
horizontal through the points of ß', to the left and to the right. 

The set of maximal open horizontal intervals through the points of ß' along 
which the continuation is possible is a domain S' of the w-plane, and <p- 1 is a 
(locally injective) conformal mapping of S' into R. For, if WES', w is on a 
horizontal through some point WoEß' and the continuation of <p- 1 is defined in 
an open neighborhood of the interval [wo, W]. Also ß' is contained in an open 
set where <p- 1 is defined. Therefore S' is open and we can join any two points 
w1 , W2 ES' by a path consisting of horizontal and vertical intervals. The <p- 1_ 

image of S' is the set S = S(ß) covered by the trajectories through the points of 
ß. Evidently S is also a domain. 

Let now E' be a measurable subset of ß'. The intersections with S' of the 
horizontals through the points of E' determine a certain subset of S' which we 
call the horizontal strip S'(E') defined by E'. Clearly, S'(E') is measurable, and 
so is its image S(E) = <P- 1(S'(E')), where E=<P- 1(E'). For, S'(E') can be covered 
by denumerably many open neighborhoods in which <p -1 is 1 -l-conformal, 
and therefore S(E) is a denumerable union of measurable sets. Moreover, let 
{~'} be an exhaustion of the domain S'(ß') by denumerably many non over
lapping squares ~' in which <p- 1 is injective. We then get, with B;=~' nS'(E'), 
Bi =<P- 1 (B;) 

H dudv= HI<p'(zW dxdy= Hlcp(z)1 dxdy. 
B; Bi Bi 

From this we conclude that 

H dudv= I H dudv= I Hlcp(z)1 dxdy 
S'(E') i Bi i Bi 

~ H Icp(z)1 dxdy= IS(E)Iq>' 
SIE) 

since the sets Bi cover S(E). Equality holds iff <p- 1 is one-one on S'(E'). 

13.3 Trajectories with a non recurrent ray of infinite length. Let cp $ 0 be a 
holomorphic quadratic differential of finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann 
surface R. We consider an oriented closed vertical are ß of cp. As the set of 
points of R which is covered by closed trajectories of cp is open, the set E 
=E(ß) of points PEß which lie on a non closed trajectory is closed. The 
trajectory through a point PEE is denoted by oc(P), its positive ray (i.e. the ray 
which leaves ß to the right) by oc+ (P). 

Theorem 13.2. The set H cE(ß) of points PEß such that the trajectory oc(P) 
has at least one non recurrent ray of infinite cp-Iength has one dimensional 
mesure zero. 

Proof. We denote by E: the set consisting of all points PEE(ß) such that 
oc+(P) carries a closed interval [P,P'] of cp-Iength a>O which has only P in 
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common with ß. Evidently, for b>a, Et cE:, and the set E+ of all points 
PEE such that loc+(P)lrp=oo and oc+(P)Ilß={P} is the intersection E+= n E;;. 

neN 
Let PEE:. Then the interval [P,P'] of oc+(P) is the middle diameter of a 

c10sed horizontal rectangle S of length a which is schlicht on Rand whose 
intersection with ß consists of its initial vertical interval ] or of a subinterval of 
it (Fig.39). Therefore the rays oc+CP) with PE] IlE also carry such an interval 
of length a which has only its initial point P in common with ß. We conc1ude 
that the set E: is a relatively open subset of E, for every a > O. Therefore E+ is 
the intersection of denumerably many measurable subsets of ß, hence measur
able itself. 

We now pass to the vertical interval ß' = rp(ß) and the set E' = rp(E+) on it. 
The right half strip S' defined by E' and consisting of the right half lines with 
initial point in E' is of course measurable itself. Moreover it is mapped by rp -1, 

or more accurately by the continuation of rp-l along these half lines, in
jectively. This follows easily from the fact that the ep-Iength of the rays oc+ (P) is 
infinite and that they have only their initial point P in common with ß, for all 
PEE+. Let S denote the set covered by these rays. Then 

11 ep 11 ;;:: ISlrp = IS'I 

where IS'I is the Euc1idean area of S'. As every horizontal in S' has infinite 
length, we conc1ude that E' and hence also E+ is a nullset. 

Let now H+ =H+(ß) be the subset of E(ß) for which oc+(P) has infinite 
length and is not recurrent. We construct a successive subdivision of ß into 
subintervals of sm aller and smaller length, tending to zero. Let ßt, ß2' ß3' ... 
be the denumerably many c10sed subintervals. Then, every PEH+ is contained 
in E+(ßv) for some v. Therefore H+ is a the union of denumerably many 
nullsets, hence a nullset itself. 

FinaIly, with H- the set of points PEE such that loc-(P)lrp= 00 and oc-(P) 
non recurrent, H=H+uH-, which proves the theorem. Clearly, by exhaustion 
by means of a sequence of c10sed intervals, the theorem also holds for open 
vertical arcs ß. 
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13.4 Trajectories with a recurrent ray and a boundary ray 

Theorem 13.4. Let cp =1= 0 be a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface Rand let ß be an oriented open vertical 
are of cp. Then the set H of points PEß such that a(P) consists of a boundary 
ray and a recurrent ray is a nullset. 

Proo! We denote by E;j the set of points PEE=E(ß) such that a+(P) is 
recurrent, while a-(P) is a boundary ray which has only P in common with ß. 
The first step is to show that E;j is measurable. 

Let PoEE and assurne that the ray a+(Po) has cp-Iength >a for some positive 
number a. Then, the subinterval [Po,~] of a+(Po) of length a is the central 
diameter of a elosed horizontal rectangle S of length a which is schlicht on R. 
Let I be the initial vertical side of S. For every PElnß the ray a+(P) passes 
through Sand hence la+(P)I",>a. The set of points PEE such that la+(P)I",>n 
is therefore relatively open for every nEN, and the set of points PEE with 
la+(P)I",=oo is a G,j-subset of E (denumerable intersection of relatively open 
sets). Now, every ray a+ (P) which is recurrent has infinite length and we have 
seen in the preceding section that the set of points PEE for which a+(P) has 
infinite length without being recurrent is a nullset. Therefore the set of PEE 
with a+ (P) recurrent is measurable. 

By the same argument, the set of points PEE for which la-(P)I",~a is 
relatively elosed, and the set for which la-(P)I is finite is therefore an F .. -subset 
of E (denumerable union of elosed subsets of E). Now, if a-(P) is a boundary 
ray, it has either finite length or else it has infinite length without being 
recurrent. The set of points with the latter property is a nullset, according to 
the preceding section. We conelude that the set of points PEE such that a-(P) 
is a boundary ray is measurable. 

Let a-(Po) have at least one other point ~ in common with ß. Then, since ß 
is open, the interval [Po, P1 ] on a-(Po) is the middle diameter of a elosed 
horizontal rectangle with both its vertical sides on ß. Therefore, for every P 
which is sufficiently elose to Po the ray a-(P) also passes through ß after P. We 
conelude that the corresponding set is open and hence the set of points PEE 
with a-(P)nß={P} is a relatively elosed subset of E. 

To sum it up, the set E;j is the intersection of three measurable subsets of 
E and therefore itself measurable. 

We now define a sequence of mappings Tn , n= 1, 2, 3, ... , of the set E;j onto 
sets E;; cE by the following requirement: For PoEE;j, T"(Po)=p,, is the n-th 
intersection (after Po) of a+(Po) with ß. As ß is open and a+(Po) is recurrent, 
there exists a well determined Pn for every PoEE;j. We define E;; = T,,(E;j). The 
mapping 1'" is a bijection: Let T,,(Po)=T,,(P~)=p". The rays a+(Po) and a+(P~) 
must cut ß at Pn in the same direction, because otherwise a(p") would be a cross 
cut, which is impossible. Therefore one of the rays a+(Po) and a+(P~) is a 
subray of the other, and as p" is the n-th intersection, Po =P~. 

It follows in the same way that for n=l=m E;; nE:; =0. For, let PEE;; nE:;. 
Then, there are points Po and P~ such that p=p"=p.,, is the n-th intersection of 
a+(Po) resp. the m-th intersection of a+(P~) with ß. Again, the two rays must cut 
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ß at P in the same direction, and one of them, say a+ (Pa), is a subray of the 
other. If P~=!=Pa, the ray a-(Pa) cuts ß at P~, which is impossible, since a-(Pa) 
has only Pa in common with ß. Therefore P~ =Pa. The point P is the n-th 
intersection and at the same time the m-th intersection of a+(Pa) with ß, which 
is only possible if m = n, contradicting the assumption m =!= n. 

We now show that E;; is measurable and IE;;I",=IE;jI",. On every ray 
a+(Pa), PaEE;j, we consider the interval [Pa, ~], ~EE;;. We leave those initial 
points Pa away (there are at most two of them) for which the subinterval 
[Po,~] of a+(Pa) passes through one of the endpoints of ß. For every other Pa 
there exists a schlicht open horizontal rectangle S of cp-Iength I[Pa, ~]I", which 
contains the open interval (Pa,~) as a diameter and which is traversed by ß 
exactly n -1 times (Fig. 40). 

'""----__ --P'1I" 
P" 

Fig.40 P 

The set of basic vertical intervals l' of these horizontal strips S cover E;j up 
to the (at most two) exceptional points. For every l' the subset l' nE;j is 
mapped by Tn onto the corresponding set 1" n E~ in a measure preserving way, 
where 1" is the top vertical interval of S. Let J be one of the components of 
the open covering U1' of E;j. There are denumerably many intervals I~ wh ich 
cover J (every closed subinterval of J is covered by finitely many, and J can be 
exhausted by denumerably many closed subintervals). We can therefore par
tition J nE;j into denumerably many subsets each of which is mapped by T" in 
a measure preserving way and the images of the different subsets are disjoint. 
Therefore T" is a measure preserving map of J nE;j onto T,,(J nE;j). Adding 
up all the denumerably many components of the open covering we find that 
E;; is a denumerable union of measurable sets, hence measurable, and that 
IE;jI",=IE;;I",. 

We conclude that IE;jI",=IEil",=IEil",= ... , and as all these sets are disjoint 
subsets of the vertical interval ß of finite cp-Iength, their cp-Iength is zero. 
Similarly, IEül",=IE11",=IEzl",= ... =0. This means that all these sets are null-

00 

sets, and so is their union U (Et u En. 
o 
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Let now PEß be a point such that the trajectory a(P) is composed of a 
boundary ray and a recurrent ray. Then, the boundary ray has a last in
tersection Po with ß, which is either a point of E(j or of Eü. Therefore P is in 
some set Et or Ei-, i = 0, 1, 2, .... The set H of all such points P is thus equal 

00 

to the union H = U (Et u En, hence a nullset. 
o 

The proof of Theorem 13.1 is now an easy consequence of Theorems 13.3 
and 13.4. Let (p,.) be a sequence of regular points of qJ which is everywhere 
dense on R. Let ßn be the largest open vertical interval with midpoint p" and of 
length :::;; 1, say. The set of exceptional trajectories which have a point in 
common with ßn has qJ-area zero, for every n. On the other hand, every 
exceptional trajectory of qJ cuts some ßn and therefore lies in the union of 
denumerably many nullsets. 

13.5 Strips of horizontal cross cuts of finite length. In order to apply the length 
area method to quadratic differentials of finite norm on arbitrary Riemann 
surfaces it is necessary to partition the surface into certain subsets of trajec
tories. These are, besides the ring domains swept out by closed trajectories, 
strips of horizontal cross cuts and sets of spirals (as nearly closed trajectories). 

Definition 13.5. Let qJ be a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface R. Let ß be a vertical interval with 
respect to qJ on R. The set of horizontal cross cuts of finite length which cut ß 
exactly once is called the horizontal strip S = S(ß) determined by ß. 

We denote by E = E(ß) the set of points P of S on ß. The trajectory a(P) is 
characterized by the fact that both rays a+ (P) and a-(P) are boundary rays of 
finite length which have only P in common with ß. According to the preceding 
section the two sets of points P with the above properties are both measurable. 
Therefore the same is true for their interseetion which is the set E. 

The set E' = tP(E) on the vertical interval ß' = tP(ß) is then also measurable. 
It determines a measurable substrip S' of the general horizontal strip associated 
with ß (Section 13.2). tP -1 is a 1-1-conformal mapping of S' onto S. For, let 
the two points ~=tP-1(W1) and Pz=tP- 1(W 2 ) coincide (Fig.41). Then, the two 

ß' 
Fig.41 

S' 
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horizontals through wl and w2 are mapped by <1>-1, onto the same trajectory rx 
through ~ = Pz. Since rx has only one point P in common with ß and <1> is a 
homeomorphism of ß onto ß', the two lines through wl and w2 coincide: VI 

= v2 • But again, since <1> is a homeomorphism on rx (rx is not closed), ul =uz' 
hence wl =wz. We conclude that the Euclidean measure of S' is equal to the <p
area of S (Section 13.2). 

The set of all horizontal cross cuts of finite <p-Iength of R can now be 
partitioned into disjoint horizontal strips. The cross cuts of infinite length can 
be neglected, as they cover a set of zero area. 

To this end, pick a denumerable, everywhere dense set of regular points 
~,Pz, P3 , ••• on R. To each p" we assign the sequence of open vertical intervals 

1 
ßnk of <p-Iength k' k?ko(J:,), with midpoint p". The number ko(P")ElN is chosen 

smallest possible, i.e. we start with the largest possible vertical interval of <p
length :::;; 1 for every p". 

The horizontal strips Snk associated with the intervals ßnk contain all the 
horizontal cross cuts of finite <p-length. For, let rx be such a trajectory and let 
PErx. There exists a horizontal square Q(P) with center P through which rx 
passes only once. We can evidently find an interval ßnk in Q(P) which cuts rx. 
Therefore rx belongs to the strip Snk associated with ßnk. 

In order to get a sequence of disjoint horizontal strips, let ßI,ßZ,ß3' ... be 
a renumbering of the vertical intervals. Let SI and S z be the horizontal strips 
associated with ßI and ß2 respectively. We set Ez=ßznSz, and we want to 
show that the set of points Pz E E 2 for which rx(Pz) belongs to SI is measurable. 
If rx(Pz) cuts ßI at least once, the same is true for every PEE z in a neigh
borhood of Pz. Therefore this set is relatively open. The same holds for the 
points PzEEz, for which rx(Pz) cuts ßI at least twice. Therefore the set of points 
PEE z for wh ich rx(P) belongs to S1> i.e. cuts ßI exactly once, is the difference of 
two relatively open subsets of E z hence measurable. The intersection SI n S z is 
therefore a measurable substrip of S2' and so is the difference SZ-SI. The 
argument can be repeated. The sequence of strips 

S1,SZ"S1,S3"S1 "Sz, ... 

with the general term Sn" S 1" SZ" ... "Sn_1 provides the desired exhaustion. 

13.6 Spiral sets 

Definition 13.6. For a given holomorphic quadratic differential <p of finite 
norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, let ß be an oriented vertical inter val. 
By the spiral set determined by ß we mean the set of spirals rx (Seetion 13.1 c) 
which have a non empty intersection with ß. We denote it by Y'(ß). The same 
notation is used for the union of these spiral trajectories as a point set of R. 

The set E = ß n Y'(ß) is measurable. For, the set of points PEß such that 
rx(P) is not closed and rx+ (P) has infinite length is a G 6-subset of a relatively 
closed set. Now, every ray rx+(P) of infinite length is either recurrent or not. 
The set of points PEß where the second case occurs has measure zero (Seetion 
13.3), therefore the set E+ of points PEß with recurrent rx+(P) is measurable. 
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The same is true for the set E- of points PEß with a recurrent ray rc(P). As E 
=E+ nE-, it is measurable. 

We are now going to partition the set [I'(ß) into measurable strips of the 
first kind and pairs of measurable strips of equal width of the second kind. The 
first step consists in a covering of [I'(ß) by rectangular strips based on ß. 

Every spiral IX C [I'(ß) is subdivided by its intersection points with ß into 
denumerably many subintervals IXn • We say that IXn is of the first kind, if its two 
endpoints lie on different edges of ß; otherwise, IXn is said to be of the second 
kind. In the last case we denote it by IX;; if both its end points lie on the edge 
ß+ of ß, otherwise by IX;;. 

To fix the ideas, let ß be open and disregard the at most two intervals 
passing through the endpoints of ß. Then, every interval IXn is contained in a 
rectangular strip S, i.e. the <v-I-image of a horizontal rectangle S': uo~u~uo 
+an , VO<v<v I of the w=u + iv-plane, with an=llXnl", the ep-Iength of the 
interval IXn • Its vertical sides are subintervals of ß, but they lie on the two 
different edges ß+ and ß- of ß. Otherwise S has no point in common with ß. 
There c1early exists a lagest such rectangular strip (the union of all of them): It 
is called the rectangular strip Sn associated with the interval IXn. The same is 
true for the intervals IX;; and IX;; of the second kind: They determine strips S;; 
and S;; respectively which are schlicht on Rand which have both their vertical 
sides on ß+ or on ß-. 

The above construction is performed for every spiral in [I'(ß). Let IXn and lim 

be two intervals on spirals IX and Ii in [I'(ß) respectively. Assurne that their 
rectangular strips Sn and Sm have an interior point P in common. Then the two 
strips have a common horizontal interval through P, and since they are both 
maximal, they coincide. We thus get a well determined, denumerable set of non 
overlapping rectangular strips of the first and of the second kind which cover 
[I'(ß)· 

In the next step we pass to the intersections Sn n [I'(ß) and combine the 
strips of the second kind to pairs of equal width. This will then be the final 
strip decomposition of [I'(ß). To this end, consider an arbitrary rectangular 
strip Sn of the above collection. The intersection Sn n [I'(ß) consists of all the 
subintervals of the spirals of [I'(ß) which are in Sn' This is the <v-I-image of a 
certain set of horizontal straight intervals in the Euc1idean rectangle S~. Let the 
measure of the ordinates of these horizontals be denoted by bn • Then a"bn is 
the ep-measure of the set Sn n [I'(ß) of spiral intervals of [I'(ß) in Sn. The total 
ep-measure of [I'(ß) is the sum 

l.e. the sum of the areas of all intersections of [I'(ß) with the ep-rectangles 
Sn' S;;, S;;. 

The set E has two identical replicas E+ and E- on the two edges ß+ and 
ß- respectively. Every strip Sn has one of its vertical sides on ß+, the other on 
ß-, while every S;;(S;;) has both sides on ß+(ß-). We therefore get for the ep
measures 
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hence LA; = LA;· In other words, the total width of the strips S;; n !/(ß) is 
the same as that of the strips S;; n !/(ß). This fact allows, after a horizontal 
subdivision of the strips of the second kind, a pairing S;; +-+S;; such that b;; 
=b;;. One simply starts with the strips with largest ordinate sets, say (after 
renumbering) Si:bi and SI:bl. If bi>bl , we cut off a part Si of Si, by a 
horizontal are in Si, such that bi =b l . The first pair now is Si, SI re
spectively their intersections with !/(ß). We continue likewise with the rest. The 
process has at most denumerably many steps. 

What is the intersection of two spiral sets determined by vertical intervals 
ßl and ß2? Let E1, E2 be the sets of points on spiral trajectories on ßl and ß2 
respectively. We want to show that the set E~ of points PzEE2 for which cx(Pz) 
c ~ n~ is measurable. But cx(Pz) is a spiral in ~ which cuts ßl. Then, the 
same is true for all PEE2 in a certain neighborhood of Pz. Therefore E~ is a 
relatively open subset of E2 , hence measurable. So is E2 ,--E~. The spirals 
through this set are the spirals of Yz '-- ~. Instead of working with all the 
spirals through ß2 (i.e. through E2), we can work with the set Yz'--~. The 
procedure of partitioning into strips is the same. 



Chapter V. The Metric Associated 
with a Quadratic Differential 

Introduction. The invariant line element lip(z)I I / 2 Idzl was introduced in Section 
5.3 and the local properties of the corresponding metric were investigated in 
Seetions 5.4 and 8. In this chapter, we study its global properties. 

Given a curve y: t--+P(t), where the parameter t varies in some interval I, 
one can compare the ip-Iength of small sub ares y([t l , t 2 ]) with the ip-Iength of 
other subares joining its two end points ~ = y(ti) i = 1, 2. The varied ares can be 
restricted to be near y([t l , t 2 ]), or homotopic to it. For a holomorphic ip we 
have shown a general existence and uniqueness theorem (Sections 5.4 and 8.1): 
any two points PI and P2 which are sufficiently elose to each other can be 
joined by a unique shortest are (without any restrietions for the variations). 

A geodesie is defined to be locally shortest (Definition 5.5.1). Seetion 14.1 
deals with the uniqueness of geodesics. The proofs are based on Teichmüller's 
lemma (Theorem 14.1), which uses the argument prineiple and the rotation of a 
tangent vector along a simple elosed loop. The theorem has a striking appli
eation to domains of connectivity :::;; 3 (there are no recurrent trajectory rays). 
The minimal length (in the large) of a geodesie are is shown by a geometrie 
proof in § 16. This yields another uniqueness proof for geodesie connections. In 
§ 17, the analogous reasonings are earried out for closed geodesics. The chapter 
is completed by § 18 which deals with the existenee of geodesics. 

§ 14. Uniqueness of Geodesics 

14.1 Teichmüller's lemma (Teichmüller [3], p. 162; Ahlfors [2]). We first state 
the argument prineiple in its general form. Let D be a relatively eompaet 
domain of the z-plane bounded by finitely many pieeewise smooth curves and 
let ip be meromorphic in D. The zeroes and poles of ip in D are denoted 
generieally by Zi' with ni and - ni, respeetively, their orders. Likewise Zj 
denotes a zero (pole) of ip on JD, with order nj (-n). The points Zj subdivide 
the boundary of D into ares Ij. The interior angle between the two adjaeent 
ares at the point Zj is denoted by Sj (ü:::;;8j :::;;2rr). Then 

1 1 r " 8. -2 J d arg ip(z): =-2 L J d arg ip(Z) = L ni+ L.. -2} nj . 
rr T rr j Tj i j rr 

(1) 

Note that the integral is defined to be taken over the individual open ares Ij, 
where arg ip(z) is defined. The critical points on the boundary contribute with 
the weight of the interior angle eompared to the full angle. 
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Definition 14.1. A geodesic polygon with respect to a (meromorphic) qua
dratic differential qJ or simply a qJ-polygon is a curve r composed of open 
straight arcs (Definition 5.5.2) and their endpoints (the end points can be critical 
points of qJ). It is called simple, if it is a Jordan arc, and simple closed, if it is a 
Jordan curve. 

Theorem 14.1 (Teichmüller's lemma). Let D be the interior of a simple closed 
qJ-polygon r with sides Ij (= open straight ares) and interior angles 9j 

(0~9j~2n)_at its vertiees. The quadratie differential qJ is supposed to be mero
morphie in D (the only points on r whieh ean be eritieal are the vertiees). Then, 
with the previous notation, we have 

(2) 

Proof Along the sides Ij of r we have arg qJ(z) dz 2 = const. (the constant 
depending on j), hence 

d(arg qJ(z) dz 2 ) =d arg qJ(Z) + 2d(argdz)=0. 

The argument of the tangential vector dz increases by 2 n - L (n - 9j ) along the 
union of the sides Ij. We thus get j 

(3) 
1 2 

-2 J d arg qJ(Z) = --2 J d(argdz), 
nr nr 

and therefore 

9. 9. n.+2 
At each corner we have 1--.1.--2 J nj=1-9j~2 ,which proves the theorem. 

n n n 
If, in particular, qJ is holomorphic in D, all the ni are non negative, hence 
L ni ~ 0, which involves 
i 

(4) 

Remark. Teichmüller's lemma has aversion for doubly connected domains. 
Suppose G is a doubly connected domain of the z-plane bounded by the two 
simple qJ-polygons r' and r", positively oriented with respect to G. The 
argument principle (1) is the same, with r = r' + r" and 9j the interior angles at 
the vertices of r, O~9j~2n. The rotation of the tangential vector along the 
sides of the inner boundary curve is 

-[2n- L {n-(2n-9)}] = -2n- })n-9), 
j j 

the term in the square bracket being the rotation of dz in a counter clockwise 
circuit of the curve. We therefore find, using the relation (3), 
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(5) 9. 1 J I ni + I _J nj = -- d(argdz) 
i j 2n n r 

and hence 

1 ( 9.) =- I(n-9)=I 1--..1. , 
n j j n 

(6) ~ (1-9j n~:2)=~ni~O, 
with ni the orders of the interior zero es of qJ in G. 

14.2 Uniqueness of geodesie ares. The above relation, combined with the angle 

condition 9j~~ (Theorem 8.1) allows to prove the uniqueness of geodesic 
nj +2 

connections between two points. 

Theorem 14.2.1. Let qJ be a holamorphie quadratie differential in a simply 
eonneeted domain G. Then any two points of G ean be joined by at most one 
geodesie are. 

Proof Let Y1 and Y2 be two geodesics joining Zl and Z2 in G. If they do not 
coincide, we can find two subarcs joining a point z' to a point z/l and forming, 
together, a Jordan curve Y (Fig.42). The angle condition is satisfied except 

___ ,.zz 

Fig.42 

possibly for the two intersections z' and z/l, where the interior angles 9' and 9/1 
of Y satisfy 0< 9',9/1 < 2 n. So, in the sum (2) we can get at most two positive 
terms and both are smaller than one, contradicting (2). 

The theorem implies, as special cases, that a holomorphic quadratic differ
ential qJ in a simply connected region does not allow a closed geodesic nor a 
geodesic loop (z 1 = Z 2). This evidently is still true if we allow qJ to have at most 
one simple pole inside of the closed loop. 

The theorem can be generalized to homotopic geodesic arcs on arbitrary 
Riemann surfaces. 
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Theorem 14.2.2. Let cp be a holomorphic quadratic differential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surface R. Then, in every homotopy class of curves joining two points ~ 
and Pz of R there is at most one geodesic. In particular, for ~ =Pz =P there is no 
closed geodesic or geodesic loop wh ich is contractible to P. 

Proof Let 1'1 and 1'2 be homotopie geodesie ares joining ~ and Pz. Let R be 
the universal eovering surfaee of Rand ehoose a lift Z 1 of ~ on R. By the 
monodromy theorem, the lifts Y1 and Y2 of 1'1 and 1'2 respeetively with initial 
point Zl have the same terminal point Z2 above Pz. Moreover, they are 
geodesie ares of the lift cß of cp. Therefore Y1 =Y2 and hence 1'1 =1'2' 

14.3 U niqueness of closed geodesics 

Theorem 14.3. Suppose l' is a closed geodesic loop of a holomorphic quadratic 
differential cp on an arbitrary Riemann surface R. Then, l' is uniquely determined 
in its free homotopy class except for the case where it is apower of a closed {}
trajectory or of a boundary curve of an annulus swept out by closed (}-trajec
tories. 

Proof Let R(1') be the annular eovering surfaee of R associated with 1'. We 
denote by Y a c10sed lift of l' to R(1'), oriented in such a way that it has 
winding number one around the inner boundary eomponent of R(1')' Since it is 
a geodesic of the lift cß of cp, it is a simple c10sed loop. 

Suppose 1'1 is a geodesie which is freely homotopic to l' on R. Let Y1 be a 
c10sed lift of l' l' If Y 1 n Y =l= 0, Y 1 = y, and henee l' 1 = l' by projeetion. The equality 
follows from Theorem 14.2.1 by passing to the universal eovering surface of the 
annulus. 

Let now Y1 nY=0. Then, the two curves in R(1') bound a doubly connected 
domain GeR(1'). Applying Teichmüller's lemma for doubly conneeted domains 
(see remark at the end of Section 14.1) we find that cß eannot have any zero es 
in G and that all the interior angles 8j at the vertices Zj of the boundary curves 

must be minimal, i.e. 8j = 21t2, where nj is the order of the zero Zj of cp. In 
nj + 

particular, the directions of all the straight segments of y, say, are the same: 
arg cß(z)dz2 ={}. In the interior neighborhood of Y there are c10sed {}-trajec
tories. No such {}-trajectory can have a point in eommon with Y1' unless it 
eoincides with it (by the first part of the proof). We eonc1ude that Y and Y1 are 
parallel c10sed (}-trajeetories or boundary curves of the subannulus R o of R(1') 
swept out by these {}-trajectories. 

Assume Y2 is a c10sed {}-trajectory of cß in R o. Its projection 1'2 is a c10sed 
{}-trajectory of cp, and hence a Jordan curve or a certain power of it. The 
projection R o of Ro into R is an annulus swept out by {}-trajeetories. The 
geodesic l' is one of these or a boundary curve of R o, possibly apower of it 
(i.e. the same eurve, run through several times). 

We find in particular: if l' is not freely homotopic to apower of a simple 
c10sed loop and l' is a geodesie, it is uniquely determined in its free homotopy 
c1ass. 
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§ 15. Domains of Connectivity ~ 3 

15.1 Geodesie ares in simply eonneeted domains. In Section 14.2 we have seen 
that for a holomorphic quadratic differential in a simply connected domain 
there are no closed geodesics. In this § Teichmüller's lemma is used to give 
more precise information about the geodesics in domains up to connectivity 
three. 

Theorem 15.1. Every maximal geodesie are (and in particular every non 
eritieal trajeetory) of a holomorphie quadratie differential in a simply eonneeted 
region is a eross eut (Section 10.2). 

Proof Let qJ be holomorphic in the simply connected region G and let Y be 
a maximal geodesic ray of qJ with initial point Zo (y is not properly contained 
in another such ray). We use the qJ-Iength u of y as parameter, O::;;u<uoo ' 

Assurne that y(u) does not tend to the boundary r of G for U-+U oo • Then there 
is a sequence Un-+U oo such that zn=Y(un)-+z for some ZEG. The point Z has a 
relatively compact open neighborhood U such that every geodesic arc in U can 
be continued to the boundary of U. Let Yn be the maximal subarc of Y which 
contains zn and lies in U. There is a point zm~Yn' and therefore the subarc 
[zn, zm] on Y is not contained in U. On the other hand, the points zn and Zm 

can be joined by a geodesic arc y c U if they are sufficiently ne ar z. This 
contradicts the uniqueness of geodesic connections in G. We have thus seen 
that every subray of a maximal geodesic arc tends to the boundary. 

15.2 Exclusion of reeurrent trajeetory rays. In a simply connected domain 
every geodesic ray is a boundary ray; in particular, there are no recurrent 
trajectory rays (see Section 10.2). The latter fact is true for all domains of 
connectivity ::;; 3. 

Theorem 15.2 (Jenkins [1], [5], Kaplan [1]). No trajeetory ray of a holo
morphie quadratie differential qJ in a domain G of eonneetivity ::;; 3 is reeurrent. 

Proof The proof follows an idea of W. Kaplan. Let oc+ with initial point Zo 

be a recurrent trajectory ray. As we can move Zo along (J(+, we can assurne that 
Zo is a regular point of qJ. Let ß be an interval of the vertical trajectory 
through zo, with one of its endpoints zo, which is cut infinitely often by (J(+. If 
the next intersection Z1 of (J(+ with ß after Zo is in the positive direction 
(Fig.43), we look at the Jordan curve Y which is composed of the two subarcs 
(J(o and ßo of (J(+ and ß respectively between the points Zo and Z 1. In the 
opposite case, we wait for the next intersection of (J(+ with ßo after Z 1 (Fig. 44). 
It must be in the positive direction, as Y is a Jordan curve. We therefore only 
have to consider the first case. We continue (J(+ through Z1 and call the 
subdomain of [:--, Y which it enters at Z1 the interior Go of y. Let Z2 be the 
next intersection of (J(+ with the subinterval ßo (Fig.45). The arc Y1 on (J(+ 

between Z1 and Z2 is a cross section of Go which splits it into two subdomains 
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ß 
Fig.43 Fig.44 Fig.45 

GI and G2 , with ZoEOG 1 . We ean apply Teiehmüller's lemma (Theorem 14.1) 
to these domains: it does not matter whether they eontain the point at infinity 
or not nor if the boundary passes through 00, as is seen by a linear fraetional 

transformation. The interior angles at the vertiees of GI are I at Zo and Z2 and 

11: at Z 1; the ones of G 2 are both I. The left hand side of (2) beeomes one (all 

the nj are equal to zero) for both domains. If they would not eontain a 
boundary eomponent of G, we would get the eontradietion that the right hand 
side of (2) is ~ 2. 

Now we eontinue 0(+ beyond Z2 to its next interseetion Z3 with ßo. The 
subare <5 1 of 0(+ between Z2 and Z3 partitions the exterior Do of Y into domains 

D1 and D2 , with zoEoD 1 • The interior angles at the vertices of D1 are 3211: at Zo 

and I at ZI' Z2 and Z3' and I at both vertiees Z2 and Z3 of D2 . We arrive at 

the same eontradietion unless D1 and D2 both eontain boundary eomponents 
of G. But as G has at most three boundary eomponents, this is impossible, 
whieh proves the theorem. 

§ 16. Minimum Length Property of Geodesie Ares 

16.1 Minimal length in simply connected domains. A geodesie is defined to be 
loeally shortest (Definition 5.5.1). We ean now show that it is also the unique 
globally shortest eonneetion between its end points. 

Theorem 16.1. Let cp '$ 0 be a holomorphie quadratie differential in a simply 
eonneeted domain G and let Y be a geodesie are eonneeting Zo and Z in G. Then 
the cp-length IYI", of any are Y =l= y whieh eonneets Zo and z 1 in G is larger than 
IYI",. 

Proo! Pieking finitely many points on Y and replaeing the ares between 
neighboring points by shortest ares we ean assume, without restrieting the 
generality, that y is a geodesie polygon. We ehoose a Jordan domain Go whieh 
is bounded by a geodesie polygon l'o and whieh eontains y and y. 
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First, let r be a straight arc, possibly with critical endpoints. We can 
assume that it is a horizontal arc. We now mark those points Zi on r which lie 
on a critical vertical arc with respect to Go. As there are only finitely many 
zero es of cp in Go and as any vertical arc has at most one intersection with r, 
there are only finitely many marked points (including the endpoints) zo, Z1' Z2' 

... , zn = z. Let z' be a point of the open subinterval (Zi_1' z;) of r' 
The vertical arc ß through z' is a cross cut of Go and therefore subdivides it 

into two simply connected domains, one of which contains zo, the other 
contains Z (Fig. 46). Therefore Y cuts ß. The set of all points in Go on the 
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(connected) vertical arcs through the points z' E(Zi -1' Zi) is a simply connected 
domain Si' It is mapped by tP onto a vertical parallel strip S; of width ai, say. 
The intersection Y n Si consists of finitely many analytic arcs, and their total cp
length c1early is at least equal to ai , with equality if and only if it is a single 
arc parallel to r. As the Si do not overlap, we conc1ude that IYIq>;?:Iai=lrlq>' 
Let IYIq>=lrlq>' Then Y can traverse every vertical strip Si only once and it must 
do it on a horizontal arc. Therefore, beginning with i = 1, Y must coincide with 
r on the interval [ZO,Z1]' then on [Z1,Z2] and so forth: we have Y=r· 

We now pass to an arbitrary geodesic arc r. It is composed of straight arcs 
ri' For every ri we construct the orthogonal strips Sij as before. Any are ßi 
orthogonal to ri does not meet r again, because of the uniqueness of geodesic 
connections. Moreover a ßi which is orthogonal to ri cannot intersect a ßk 
orthogonal to Yk: The result would be a simple c10sed geodesic polygon with 

two interior angles of ~, another positive angle at the intersection of ßi with 

ßk' and the rest satisfying the angle condition, contradicting Teichmüller's 
lemma. We conc1ude that Y traverses every Sij' which gives the length in
equality. Equality can only hold if the intersection of Y with Sij consists of a 
single interval parallel to ri' for every i and j. We conc1ude, as before, that Y 
=r· 
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16.2 Minimum length property on Riemann surfaces. A geodesie are I' is also 
the unique shortest connection between its end points on aRiemann surfaee, if 
eompared to eurves in its homotopy dass only. The same is true if cp is 
meromorphie and I' does not go through any poles of cp, if we puneture R at 
the poles and eonsider the homotopy on the punetured surfaee R. 

Theorem 16.2. Let cp be a meromorphie quadratie differential on an arbitrary 
Riemann surfaee Rand let I' be a geodesie are joining a point Po to a point P and 
not going through a pole of cp (of course it does not go through a pole of order 
?: 2). Let R = R ,,{poles of cp}. Then, for every I' 1 joining Po to P whieh is homo
topie to I' on R we have 11' 11",?: 11' "" with equality iff I' 1 = 1'. 

Proo! Let R be the universal eovering surfaee of R, with cß the lift of cp. The 
two lifts 1 and 11.. of I' and 1'1 with the same initial point Po above Po have the 
same end point P above P. We have 11'11",= 11114>?: 1114> =11'1"" by the previous 
theorem, with equality iff 1'1 =1'. 

16.3 The divergence principle (Teichmüller [2], Strebel [10], [14]). The mini
mum length property is true under more general eireumstanees than it was 
stated in Theorem 16.1. The simplest situation is the following: If I' is a 
horizontal are and ßo and ß are the vertieal trajeetories through its endpoints 
Zo and z respeetively, then every are y whieh joins ßo and ß has cp-length 
?: 11'1"" with equality if and only if the four ares bound a rectangle with respeet 
to cp (Fig.47). One ean say that the vertieal trajeetories through the endpoints 
of a horizontal are diverge towards the boundary. We state the fact in the 
following general form. 

Theorem 16.3 (Divergenee Prineiple). Let cp $0 be a holomorphie quadratie 
differential in a simply eonneeted region G and let I' be a geodesie are of cp, with 
endpoints Zo and z. 1f they are zero es of cp, their multiplicity is denoted by no 
and n respeetively. Let 60 and 6 be geodesie ares through the endpoints of 1', 
forming angles 80 ?: nj(no + 2) and 8?: nj(n + 2) with I' respeetively. Then the cp
length Iyl", of any are y joining 60 to ~ is at least 11'1",. E..quality holds if and only 
if y is a geodesie are forming angles 8 = nj(no + 2) and 8 = nj(n + 2) with the ares 
60 and 6 respeetively (Fig.48) and such that all the interior angles of the 

z 

Fig.47 
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quadrilateral formed by the four ares are smallest possible.. in partieular, 90 

=_n_ 9=~ 
no+2' n+2' 

Proo! The proof is, in prineiple, the same as for Theorem 16.1. We first 
eonstruet a simple geodesie polygon Fa eontaining both eurves y and y as weIl 
as the sub ares of 15 0 and 15 between their points Zo,20 and z, Z respeetively. It 
follows from Teiehmüller's lemma (Theorem 14.1) that none of the vertieal ares 
ß has a point in eommon with 150 or 15 and therefore separates these two eurves 
in Go. We eonclude, as before, that lylq>~IYq>' 

If equality holds, y must be a geodesie are whieh traverses every strip Sij 

exaetly onee, and orthogonally (i.e. parallel to the subare Yi of y). Let us start 
with the first strip S 11' The only possibility that 20 is on the boundary of S 11 

and that it is traversed orthogonally is that the angles 90 and 80 are equal to 
nj(no + 2) and nj(no + 2) respeetively and that the strip S 11 follows 150 , whieh 
means that all the respeetive angles are smallest possible. From the magnitude 
of 90 and 80 we eonclude, using Teiehmüller's lemma again, that y and y do 
not meet, unless zo=zo, which we ean exclude (we would get y=y as in 
Theorem 16.2). The two eurves y and y, together with the respeetive subares of 
15 0 and 15, therefore form a quadrilateral Q. Continuing with the strip S 12 we 
eonclude that the line separating S 11 and S 12 eannot meet a zero of cp in Q. An 
argument similar to that for 90 shows that the interior angle at the end point of 
Y1 must be smallest possible. Finally, a closer look at the possible zeroes of cp 
on y allows the same eonclusion for the interior angles along this are. 

Conversely, if the angles 90 , ... ,8 at the four corners of Q have the magni
tude given in the theorem and the other angles on 8Q are smallest possible (i.e. 
equal to 2 nj(nj + 2) at a zero of order n), then Teiehmüller's lemma applied to 
8Q shows, that cp has no zero es in Q. Namely, the sum in formula (2) of Theo
rem 14.1 eontains exaetly four terms t, all the others are zero, henee Lni=O. 

16.4 Generalization of the divergence principle. The inequality in the divergenee 
prineiple ean be slightly generalized. It is in fact not neeessary to eonsider the 
entire are y, but only the subintervals of it lying in the strips orthogonal to y. 
Already their length is ~ Iylq>' 

Theorem 16.4. Suppose y is a geodesie are of a holomorphie quadratie 
differential cp $0 in a simply eonneeted region G. For simplicity we assume that 
the straight ares IX and IX' through the endpoints of y and eutting y orthogonally 
are regular. The open strips Si orthogonal to the straight subintervals Yi of Y are 
disjoint (by the divergenee principle). Let y be a reetifiable are in G joining IX to 
IX'. Then, the total cp-length of the subares of y in U Si satisfies the length 
inequality 

Proo! Let Fa be a simple cp-polygon in Gwhich eontains y and y in its 
interior Go. Sinee Go eontains only finitely many zeroes of cp, a eonstruetion 
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similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 16.1 leads to finitely many open qJ

reetangles Sij in Go, orthogonal to the sides Yi of y. Sinee l' has its endpoints on 
(X and (x' respeetively, it erosses every strip Sij. We therefore have 
l1'nSijl",~IYi)"" with Yij=ynSij the straight subinterval of I' in Sij' erossing Sij 
orthogonally. Summing up we get 

LI1' n Sijl", ~ IIYijl", = 11'1"" 
i,j i,j 

whieh proves the inequality. 

§ 17. Minimal Length of Closed Geodesics 

In this § we show that a closed trajeetory, or, more generally, a closed 
geode sie, is a shortest eurve in its free homotopy class. It is true for meromor
phie quadratie differentials as weIl, if one eonsiders homotopy with respeet to 
the surfaee punctured at the poles of qJ. 

We first prove the theorem for a holomorphic quadratie differential in an 
annulus. Following Jenkins [3], we lift the differential to the universal covering 
surface and eonsider lifts of higher and higher powers of the closed curve, thus 
reducing the problem to the minimum length property of arcs (Section 16.1). In 
a second, more geometrie proof, we apply the method of Section 16.1 to 
doubly connected domains. This approach allows for a generalization whieh is 
proved in Section 17.3. 

17.1 Closed geodesics in an annulus 

Theorem 17.1. Let qJ:f: 0 be a holomorphic quadratic differential in the an
nulus .xl: O::;ro<lzl<r1::;00, and let I' be a closed geodesie of qJ. Then, any 
closed curve l' in .xl which is freely homotopic to I' has qJ-length 11'1",~lyl",. (For 
the discussion of equality we refer to Section 14.2.) 

Proof The geodesic I' is necessarily a Jordan curve separating the two 
boundary components of .xl. It therefore has, in proper orientation, winding 
number one around z=O; the same is true for 1', since it is homotopic to y. 
Choose ZEy, ZE1' and join the two points by an arc b, Ibl", =d < 00. Lifting the 
quadratie differential and the curves to the parallel strip by the logarithm w 
= log z, we get two arcs 1" and 1" connecting consecutive lifts WiE')", WiE1", i 
= 1, 2 of Z and Z respeetively (Fig. 49). The lift b' of b connects w 1 and W 1. Of 
course, the lengths of an are and its lift (with respect to the lifted differential) 
are the same. Considering n consecutive lifts we get a geodesie arc n· 1" the 
endpoints of which are joined by lifts of b to the endpoints of the arc n· 1". By 
the minimum length property of geodesic arcs in simply conneeted domains 
(Theorem 16.1) we find 

n '11'1",::; n 11'1", + 2d, 

hence, dividing by n and letting n--+oo 11'1",::;11'1",. 
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17.2 Geometrie proof of minimal length. A geometric proof of Theorem 17.1 
can be given by lifting one circuit of y to the parallel strip, as in the previous 
section, and then following Section 16.1 or rather 16.3. Although the lift of y 
does not connect the end points of the lift of y, it still traverses all strips 
orthogonal to the lift of y, exactly as in the proof of the divergence principle. 
Nevertheless, in view of the generalization in the next section, we give a direct 
construction for the annulus. 

Theorem 17.2. Suppose cp =1= 0 is a holomorphie quadratie differential in an 
annulus si: 0 S; ro < 1 zi < r1 S; 00, and y is a closed geodesie of cp in si. Let si': 
ro < r~ < 1 zl < r~ < r1 be a relatively eompaet subring of si. Then, there exists a 
finite set of open strips Sik orthogonal to the sides (Ji of y. Eaeh strip Sik is swept 
out by parallel 8c ares orthogonal to (Ji and eonneets the two boundary eircles of 
si' (Fig. 50). 

Proo! The geodesic y is a simple cp-polygon separating the two boundary 
circles of si. We denote its sides by (Ji' If Y is not a closed (regular) 8-
trajectory, cp has a zero at each vertex Zj of y, of some order nj . At these points 

both angles between the adjacent sides are ;:::~. 
nj +2 

The annulus si' contains only finitely many zeroes of cp. Therefore there are 
only finitely many relatively critical arcs orthogonal to (Ji' for every i. An arc 
is called relatively critical (with respect to si') if it ends at a zero of cp, in at 
least one of its two directions, before hitting the boundary of si'. All the other 
arcs orthogonal to (Ji are cross cuts of si', connecting its two boundary 
components, because no such arc can have two points in common with y (this 
would violate the uniqueness of geodesic connections in simply connected 
domains). The domains Sik' finitely many for each (Ji' swept out by these 
"radial" arcs, are the parallel strips we are looking for. No two arcs orthog-
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onal to the same or different sides of y ean meet: this would violate the 
divergenee prineiple. Therefore the strips Sik are disjoint. 

The boundary of eaeh Sik eonsists of geodesies parallel to Sik' subintervals of 
the boundary eirc1es of si' and, possibly, some subintervals of the conti
nuations of the ares sweeping out Sik' The latter situation arises if such an are 
ends up tangentially at a boundary eirc1e of si'. Sinee there are only finitely 
many such ares, beeause of analytieity, a further subdivision would eliminate 
this possibility. 

The length inequality is now easily proved. Suppose y is a c10sed eurve in 
si freely homotopie to y. We ehoose si' such that y c si'. The eurve y passes 
through every strip Sik: More aeeurately, it crosses eaeh are sweeping out Sik at 
least onee, for every i and k. Therefore its qJ length is at least equal to the sum 
of the widths of the Sik' whieh is 100il", for fixed i, and equal to Iyl", = I 10";1", for 
the totality of Sik' i 

17.3 Generalization to step curves (Strebel [8]). It is neeessary, for many 
applieations, to generalize the above result to c10sed eurves wh ich are eom
posed of horizontal and vertieal ares in the way of eireular segments and radial 
jumps. The reasoning of the previous seetion earries over without change. 

Theorem 17.3. Let qJ =l= 0 be a holomorphie quadratie differential in the an
nulus si: O::s:;;ro<lzl<r1 ::s:;;oo. Let Y=(Xl+ßl+(X2+ß2+"'+(Xn+ßn be a simple 
closed qJ-polygon in si eomposed of horizontal ares (Xi and vertieal ares ßi' We 
assume that the two horizontal ares (Xi and (Xi + 1 ((Xn + 1 = (X 1) whieh have points in 
eommon with ßi meet it from opposite sides (like a step). Then, any closed eurve 
y whieh is freely homotopie to y has qJ-length IYI", ~ I ai , ai = l(Xil",. 

i~l 

Proo! Teiehmüller's lemma, applied to the interior of the eurve y, shows, 
that it must go around the disk Izl::S:;; ro. The sum (4) of Theorem 14.1 now 
reads 

beeause all the nj are equal to zero. The two angles adjaeent to ßi are nl2 and 

32n, and therefore the two terms add up to zero; this gives a eontradietion. The 

same argument shows that two vertieal ares eutting (Xi and (Xk respeetively 
eannot meet: the terms eoming from the angles adjaeent to the ßi eaneel. 
Then, there are three more angles, two of them being n12. This shows, that the 
angle at the interseetion of the two vertieal ares must be zero, henee they 
eoineide. 

We now perform the same eonstruetion as in the previous seetion, but only 
with the intervals (Xi' The strips Sik' orthogonal to the intervals (Xi' are horizon
tal and not overlapping. The heights of the strips Sik for fixed i add up to ai • 

The eurve y, whieh neeessarily crosses all the Sik' therefore has length 
Iyl",~ 2>i' as c1aimed. 
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17.4 Minimallength of c10sed geodesics on Riemann surfaces 

Theorem 17.4. Suppose qJ =1=0 is a holomorphie quadratie differential on an 
arbitrary Riemann surfaee Rand y is a closed geodesie of qJ. Then, any closed 
eurve y in thefree homotopy class ofy has qJ-length lyl<p~lyl<p' 

Proof The curve y cannot be homotopic to a point PER, as it would 
otherwise have a c10sed lift on the universal covering surface. We can therefore 
construct the annular covering surface R(y) and thus reduce the problem to the 
previous one (Sections 17.1 or 17.2). If equality holds, y must be a geodesic (as 
it could otherwise be shortened in its free homotopy c1ass). We now can apply 
Theorem 14.3. 

§ 18. Existence of Geodesics 

18.1 The basic existence theorem. Relatively shortest connection. In order to 
prove, und er certain conditions, the existence of a geodesic arc joining two 
points in a simply connected domain (or in a given homotopy c1ass on an 
arbitrary domain or on aRiemann surface), we prove the existence of a 
shortest curve connecting the two points. Our theorem is somewhat more 
general as it shows the existence of a unique shortest connection inside of 
a c10sed geodesic polygon. 

Theorem 18.1. Suppose D is the interior of a simple qJ-polygon r. Let qJ $ 0 be 
holomorphie in 15, exeept for possible simple poles on r. Then, any two points Zl' 

z zE15 ean be joined by a uniquely determined shortest line y in 15 (Fig. 51). 

Proof Every point zE15 has a neighborhood U(z) such that two arbitrary 
points z',z"EU(z)n15 can bejoined by a unique shortest arc in Un15 (shortest 
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in comparison with all connections in 15). This is clear for every point ZED 
(Theorem 8.1). The use of a distinguished local parameter in the neighborhood 
of a boundary point shows, that it is true there too. 15 can be covered by 
finitely many of these neighborhoods as it is compact in the cp-metric. lf the 
interior distance of two points z', z" E15 (the infimum of the cp-length of all arcs 
joining z' and z" in 15) is small enough, there is a neighborhood in our 
covering which contains both of them. Hence they can be joined by a unique 
shortest arc in 15. 

For an arbitrary arc Y joining Z1 to Z2 in 15 let lyl", be its cp-length. Denote 
by L the infimum of the cp-lengths of all such y. L is clearly finite, and there is 
a minimal sequence (Yn)' IYnl", ---> L. As parameter for Yn we use the arc length in 
the cp-metric. We fix a number N and subdivide the parameter interval 
[O,IYnl",J into N equal parts. N is chosen so th~t two neighboring points on Yn 

can be joined by a unique shortest arc in D. For a properly chosen sub
sequence (Yn) the N + 1 distinguished points converge. If we join the limits by 
respective shortest arcs in 15 we have found our shortest curve y. It clearly is a 
geodesic arc with respect to cp, except possibly at the boundary points of D, 8D 
serving as obstacle. 

To prove uniqueness, let y be an arbitrary locally shortest connection 
between Z1 and Z2 in 15. If the two curves do not coincide they contain subarcs 
wh ich, together, form a closed Jordan curve. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that this is the case for the original curves. At every vertex of the Jordan 
curve yuy, except for the two points Z1' Z2 (where the angles are still positive), 
the angle condition is fulfilled. This is evident for the points in D. But a closer 
look shows that it is also true for the interior angle at a possible vertex on 8D, 
as the obstacle pushes the curve towards the interior and therefore opens up 
the respective angle. An application of Teichmüller's lemma to the curve Y u Y 
gives a contradiction. 

18.2 Existence of a shortest connection. The main application of Theorem 17.1 
is to show the existence of a geodesic arc between two given points. 

Theorem 18.2.1. Let cp =1= 0 be a holomorphie quadratie dijJerential in a simply 
eonneeted domain D, Zu Z2ED. Denote by d",(zu Z2) the cp-distanee of the two 
given points Z l' Z 2 E D, i.e. the irifimum of the cp-lengths of all ares joining Z 1 to 
Z2 in D. 1f the cp-distanee of Z1 from the boundary of D is greater than d",(Z1' Z2)' 
then there exists a shortest (and henee geodesie ) are joining Z 1 to Z2 in D. By 
Theorem 14.2.1 it is uniquely determined. 

Proof We can choose a Jordan subdomain Do which is bounded by a 
simple closed cp-polygon ro=8Do and such that d",(Z1,rO»d",(Z1,Z2): we start 
with a Jordan domain wh ich satisfies this condition and then re pI ace suf
ficiently short subintervals of its boundary by geodesic arcs. Applying Theorem 
17.1 to Do gives the desired result. The uniqueness Theorem 14.2.1 shows that 
it does not depend on D o. 

The result is true for arbitrary points Z1' Z2ED, if 8D is at infinite distance 
i.e. the cp-metric is complete. We have 
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Corollary 18.2. Let D be a simply eonneeted domain whose boundary is at 
infinite ep-distanee, where ep is holomorphie in D. Then any two points of D ean 
be joined by a unique shortest line (and henee a uniquely determined geodesie ). 

Lifts of quadratie differentials of eompaet surfaees have the above property. 
We state this as a 

Lemma 18.2 (Ahlfors [2J). Suppose ep * 0 is a holomorphie quadratie differen
tial on a eompaet Riemann surfaee R. Then, the lift <ß of ep to the universal 
eovering surfaee R of R induees a eomplete metrie. 

Proo! It is evident if R is the torus, for then R is the plane and <ß = const. 
Let the genus of R be greater than one and represent R as the disk Izl < 1. 

Pick two numbers O<ro <r1 < 1 such that the disk Izl <ro covers a fundamental 
region of the group G of cover transformations of R. Let d > 0 be the <ß
distance of the two circles Izl=ro and Izl=r1• Every point z on Izl=r1 has an 
equivalent point in Izl <ro under the group G. By compactness, the circle Izl =r1 

can be covered by finitely many images of the disk Izl <ro under elements of G. 
Look at the images of the disk Izl <r1 by these transformations. If r2 < 1 is 
chosen such that all these disks are contained in the disk Izl <r2 , then the <ß
distance of I zl = r2 from z = 0 is at least 2d. The argument can be continued 
indefinitely. This proves the lemma. 

The usual lifting procedure now leads to the following 

Theorem 18.2.2. Let Y be an are joining two given points ~ and ~ of a 
eompaet Riemann surfaee Rand let ep =1= 0 be a holomorphie quadratie differential 
on R. Then there is a unique shortest eurve Yo with respeet to the ep-metrie in the 
homotopy class of y. 

18.3 Minimallength of geodesie ares. Theorem 18.1 furnishes another proof of 
the minimum length property of geodesie ares. Let ep be holomorphic in a 
simply connected plane domain D. Let y be a geodesie are and 5' * y an 
arbitrary are joining two points Z1' Z2ED. As in the proof of Theorem 18.1 we 
choose a subdomain Do which contains both curves. Let Yo be the shortest 
curve in Do connecting the two points. The uniqueness part of Theorem 18.1 
shows that IYol = lyl. Therefore 15'1> lyl. 

18.4 Existenee of c10sed geodesies on eompaet Riemann surfaces. The reasoning 
which served to prove Lemma 18.2 can also be used to show the following 

Lemma 18.4. Suppose ep * 0 is a holomorphie quadratie differential on a 
eompaet Riemann surfaee R of genus ~ 2. Let <ß be its lift to the universal 
eovering surfaee D of R. Then, any are y in D whieh spans a fixed angle beeomes 
arbitrarily long if it is sufficiently close to oD. 

Proo! Let (J 0 and (J be two radii in R = D spanning a sector LI with angle 8 
at its vertex zero. Subdivide LI by radii (Ji' i=O, ... , n, (Jn=(J, forming equal 
angles of magnitude Bin. Using the notations of Lemma 18.2, every point of (Ji' 
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i = 0, ... , n, has an equivalent point in the disk I zl < ro under the group of cover 
transformations of R. We can c1early choose r< 1 such that, for any points 
ZiE(Ji, r<lzil<1, the images of the larger disk Izl<r1 under the corresponding 
cover transformations, are disjoint. Suppose y is an arc joining (J 0 to (J and 
crossing LI in the annulus r< Izl < 1. Then, its eß-Iength is greater than n· d, and 
since, for r-+ 1, the number n can be made arbitrarily large, Iyl", becomes 
arbitrarily large. 

Theorem 18.4. Let cp =1= ° be a holomorphie quadratie differential on a eompaet 
Riemann surfaee R of genus ;:::: 2. F or every loop y on R whieh is not retraetible 
to a point there exists a shortest eurve Yo freely homotopie to y. 

Proo! Let R(y) be the annular covering surface associated with y and let Y 
be a c10sed lift of y to R(y): denote the infimum of the eß-Iengths of all simple 
loops separating the two boundary components of R(y) by L, and choose a 
minimizing sequence (Yn)' 

L= lim IYnl",. 

Pick a point znEYn' for every n. Because of Lemma 18.2 and Lemma 18.4, the 
points zn are bounded away from the boundary of R(y). We can assurne, by 
passing to a subsequence, that the sequence (zn) converges to a point zoER(y). 
An application of Corollary 18.2 to the simply connected covering surface of R(y) 
shows that there exists a simple loop Yo in R(y) starting at Zo and returning to 
it. It is a geodesic except possibly at Zo' Going from Zo along a straight arc to 
zn' then around Yn and back to Zo we see that 

L:s:IYol",:S: lim IYnl",=L. 
n~()() 

Therefore Yo has minimallength among the simple loops separating the bound
ary components of R(y). It is a geodesic also at zo, because it could be 
shortened otherwise. The projection Yo of Yo on R is the geodesic in the free 
homotopy c1ass of y. 

§ 19. Holomorphic Quadratic Differentials 
of Finite Norm in the Disk 

19.1 Horizontal strips. The family of holomorphic quadratic differentials cp of 
finite norm Ilcpll = SI Icp(z)1 dx dy< CI) in the unit disk D is nothing else than 

Izl < 1 

the Banach space of integrable holomorphic functions in D. If we consider, 
instead of the unit disk, an arbitrary simply connected domain G, it must be 
bounded by a continuum, unless cp == ° (see Sections 5.3 and 12.2). It is there
fore conformally equivalent with D, and this more general case can be reduced 
to ours, using the transformation law for quadratic differentials. 

In this first section, the finiteness of the norm is however not needed. We 
have already seen (Section 15.1) that every maximal geodesic arc, in particular 
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every non critical trajectory, is a cross cut of D, wh ich means that the limit sets 
of both of its rays are on the boundary Izl = 1. We now consider strips of 
parallel trajectories. 

Definition 19.1. Let <p be a holomorphic quadratic differential in a simply 
connected domain G and let ß be an open vertical arc (not necessarily max
imal) of <po The subset of G covered by the horizontal trajectories through the 
points of ß is called the horizontal strip S = S (ß) determined by ß. More 
gene rally, if E c ß is any set, the trajectories through the points of E form the 
horizontal strip S(E). 

We choose a branch of rp on ß and continue its inverse rp-l conformally, as 
far as possible, along the horizontals through the points WE ß' = rp(ß) (see 
Section 13.2). The set of points covered by these maximal open horizontal 
intervals rl =IX'(W) is a simply connected domain S' which we call the Euclidean 
horizontal strip determined by ß and the chosen branch of rp. Likewise we 
speak of the Euclidean horizontal strip determined by E' = rp(E). 

The simple connectivity of S'(ß) follows from the fact that with any w' ES' 
the interval [w, w'] on the horizontal through w' with one endpoint w', the 
other WE ß', is contained in S'. Therefore any closed curve y' c S' can be 
contracted, in S', to ß' and then to a point. 

Theorem 19.1. Let S' be the Euclidean horizontal strip determined by the 
open vertical arc ß and the chosen branch rp. Then the inverse function rp-l is a 
univalent conformal mapping of S' onto S. 

Proo! (See also Section 13.2.) The univalence is a consequence of the simple 
connectivity of G. For, let Wu WzES', rp-l(Wl)=rp-l(WZ)=Z (Fig.52). Then, the 

(X' 
1 

w2 

w' 1 

ß' 

w' 2 

Fig.52 

two horizontal intervals 1X~=S'n{wllmw=Imwk}' k=1,2, are mapped by rp-l 
onto the trajectory IX through z. Let w~=IX~nß'. If w~ =l=w~, ß is either closed (if 
rp-l(W~)=rp-l(W~)) or else it has two different points in common with IX (if 
rp-l(W~)=l=rp-l(W~)), an impossibility. Therefore W'l =w~, and hence lX'l =IX~. 
Again, if W1 =l=wz, IX is closed, which is impossible, and thus w1 =Wz. 

19.2 Coverings of G by horizontal strips (Strebel [2]). For many applications it 
is useful to have an exhaustion of G by at most denumerably many horizontal 
strips. Let S land S z be two open horizontal strips determined by the vertical 
intervals ßl and ßz respectively. Then, with any ZES 1 nSz the entire trajectory 
IX through z is contained in both strips. Therefore S ln S z is a union of 
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P, Fig.53 

trajectories. Moreover, every trajectory rx which passes through a certain neigh
borhood of z is also contained in S 1 n S 2. Consider two trajectories rx and a in 
SlnSZ (Fig.53). Let their intersections with ß1 and ß2 be Zl,Z2 and 21 ,22 

respectively. Then, by the divergence principle (Theorem 16.3), the <p-Iength of 
the subarc [Z2' 22] of ß2 is at least equal to the <p-Iength of the arc [Zl,2 1] of 
ß1' and conversely. We therefore have equality: l[zl,2 1]lq>=l[z2,22]lq> and thus 
the rectangle with the vertices z l' 2 u 22 , Z 2 and the respective subintervals of rx, 
ß l' a and ß 2 as sides does not contain any zeroes of <po We conclude that every 
trajectory through a point ZE[Zl,21] of ß1 is contained in SlnS2. Therefore 
the intersection S 1 n S 2 consists of the trajectories through an open subinterval 
of ß1 (and of ßz). The difference Sl "Sz is the set of trajectories or, more 
accurately, the set of points of G covered by these trajectories, which pass 
through at most two half open subintervals of ß 1; the same holds for ß 2. We 
can now prove the following 

Theorem 19.2. Let <p be a holomorphie quadratie differential in a simply 
eonneeted domain G. Then, there is a denumerable sequenee 0/ horizontal strips 
Sk' determined by open, half open or closed vertieal intervals ßk' whieh cover G 
up to the zero es 0/ <po (1/ we ehoose the ß's open, the eovering is by open strips 
and up to a denumerable set 0/ horizontal trajeetories and points.) 

Proo! Let (zJ be a denumerable set of regular points of<p which is dense in 
G. Denote by Sv the open horizontal strip determined by the vertical trajectory 
ßv through Zv. If ZEG is a regular point of <p, it is the center of a <p-square Q. 
For every zvEQ, the vertical trajectory ßv traverses Q and therefore ZESv' which 
shows that the union USv covers G up to the zeroes of <po We now form the 
following sequence: 

The general term 

consists of finitely many horizontal strips determined by open, half open or 
closed subintervals of ßv' The union of the above strips is therefore the desired 
covering of G. If we leave possible endpoints of the vertical intervals away, we 
have an open covering of G (up to a set of measure zero). 
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19.3 The ep-length and the Euclidean length of the trajectories. From now on we 
assume that ep has finite norm. We can then take G to be the unit disk D. Let 
S = S (ß) be the horizontal strip determined by the open vertical interval ß. As 
11- 1 maps the corresponding Euclidean strip S' homeomorphically onto S, we 
have (see also Section 13.2) 

ISI",= H lep(z)1 dxdy= H dudv=IS'I, 
s s' 

and of course 
lal",= J lep(z)1 1/ 2 Idzl = J du=la'l· 

a a' 

By IS'I and la'l we denote Euclidean area and length respectively. But the 
representation of the quadratic differential in terms of the parameter w is cp == 1. 
Thetefore the two identities are in a way trivial: They just say that cp-area and 
cp-Iength are invariantly defined. 

As ISI",::::; Ilcp 11< 00, the Euclidean area IS'I of s' is finite, and therefore the 
length of the horizontal a' =a'(v) in S' is finite for a.a. v. We conclude, that the 
trajectories through a.a. points of ß have finite cp-Iength. 

The same statement can be made about the Euclidean length of the trajec
tories. Let a be the trajectory through ZE ß, W = 11(z) = u + i v. The Euclidean 
length of a=a(v) is equal to 

la(v)1 = J Idzl = J Iddz 1 du. 
Il a' W 

Integration over v and squaring gives 

(u 1::1 du dv r ::::; II du dv 'lI 1::1 2 
du dv::::; IS'I· n::::; Ilcpll . n, 

which proves the assertion. 

Corollary 19.3. Let cp be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite norm in 
the unit disko Then, a.a. horizontal trajeetories have finite Euclidean length (i.e. 
the set of horizontal trajeetories of infinite length covers a set of two dimensional 
measure zero). 

Proo! It is true in every horizontal strip, and the entire disk can be covered 
by denumerably many horizontal strips. 

19.4 The boundary behaviour of the trajectories. If a is a non critical trajectory 
of finite Euclidean length, then its two rays a+ and a- converge to weIl 
determined boundary points (+ and (- respectively. We now want to show 
that the two limits are different. More generally, we prove 

Theorem 19.4. Let cp be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite norm in 
the unit disk D. Then 

a) the cluster sets A + and A - of the two rays a+ and a- of a non eritieal 
trajeetory a on aD are dis joint ; more generally ; 
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b) the cluster sets Ai and Ai of two rays rxi and rxi with initial points z 1 

and Z2' respectively, on the same geodesic 'Y of ep, are disjoint; 
c) the cluster sets A + and B+ of a trajectory ray rx+ and a vertical trajectory 

ray ß+ with the same initial point Zo are disjoint. (In Section 19.6 it will be 
shown that these cluster sets in fact always consist of a single point.) 

Proof To show a), let (+EA+ and (-EA- and assume (+=(-=( (Fig.54). 
We fix a compact subinterval rxo of rx. Let d>O be its ep-Iength. We consider 

Fig.54 

the segment 'Y r of the circle Iz-(I =r wh ich is in D, for all r>O, for which rxo 
stays outside of the disk D r: I z - (I :S: r. As any horizontal interval is the shortest 
connection between its two endpoints and as, by assumption, 'Yr meets both 
rays rx+ and rx-, l'Yrl<p~lrxol<p=d. Therefore 

d:S: S lep(reiSW/ 2 rd8. 
Yr 

An application of the Schwarz inequality yie1ds 

p d2 

S -dr:S: SS lep(reiil)1 rdrd8:S: Ilepll < 00, 
o r DnDp 

which is impossible. 
For the proof of b) we use, instead of rxo, the subinterval of 'Y with 

endpoints Zl and Z2 and apply the divergence principle (Section 16.3). Finally, 
to prove c), we use a compact subinterval ßo of ß+ and again apply the 
divergence principle. 

It should be noticed that the statement a) is still true if only the restriction 
of ep to the interior G of rx has finite norm, assuming that the intersections of 
all the arcs 'Y r with G span a certain positive angle centered at (. Similar 
remarks can be made for b) and c). 

Corollary 19.4. Let ep be holomorphic and of finite norm in the disk D. Then, 
at most denumerably many trajectory rays can diverge (see also Seetion 19.6). 

Proof The statement is true for the rays with initial point on the same 
vertical interval ß, as the cluster set of any ray is a closed subinterval of aD 
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and all the subintervals are disjoint. As we can choose denumerably many 
vertical intervals such that their union cuts every horizontal trajectory, the 
statement follows. 

19.5 The length inequality for cross cuts. In this section we want so show the 
length inequality for convergent cross cuts. 

Theorem 19.5. Let ep be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite norm in 
the disk D and let y be a geode sie are both ends of whieh eonverge to points (1 
and (2 on oD respeetively. Then any are y in D joining (1 and (2 has ep-length 
IYIq>~lylq>=e. 1f eis finite, equality holds only for y=y. 

Proof(Fig.55). Let y~i) be the intersection of the circle IZ-(il=r with D, i 
= 1, 2. Denoting its ep-Iength by ti(r) we get 

ti(r) = J lep(z)1 1/ 2 Idzl = J lep(r eiB)1 1/ 2 r d9. 
}'~i) }'~i) 

Fig.55 

Squaring and using the Schwarz inequality yields 

t?(r)~rn J lep(reiB)1 rd9, 

and after integration 
y~i) 

ro t.2(r) 
J -' -dr~n H lep(z)1 rdr d9~n Ilepll· 
o r D(iJ"D 

'0 

We conclude that there is a sequence of radii, tending to zero, for which the ep
length t i tends to zero, i = 1, 2. As y~i) cuts y and y for every r, there exist 
subarcs of y of ep-Iength greater than e-2e, for every e<lylq> and every e>O. 
This proves the inequality Iylq> ~ Iylq>' Let now Iylq> < 00 and let equality hold. 
Then y must be a geodesic, as it could otherwise be shortened to give 
lylq><lylq>' From the uniqueness of geodesic connections we conclude that yny 
is connected (either empty or a single point or a single interval). If y =t= y we 
therefore find a point ZEy and a small vertical interval ß (Fig.56) with end
points z and z' and such that z' lies on different sides of y and y (if we orient y 
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Fig.56 

and y in the same way, z' lies on the left of y and on the right of y, e.g.). We 
can, of course, choose z' such that it is a point of a non critical e-trajectory IX, 

parallel to y at z, with convergent ends. Because of the divergence principle y 
and IX have different endpoints. Therefore there is a subinterval of y which has 
exactly its two end points on IX, contradicting the uniqueness of geodesic con
nections. This proves the theorem. 

19.6 The boundary behaviour of the trajectories (continued). In this section we 
show that every geodesic ray of a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite 
norm in the unit disk converges to a weIl determined boundary point. 

Let cp $ 0 be holomorphic in the open disk D with 11 cp 11 < 00. The cp-distance 
of two points Zl' and Z2 in Dis defined to be 

d(Zl' z2)=inflyl",=inf J Icp(z)1 1/ 2 Idzl, 
{y} {y} y 

where y ranges over the piecewise smooth curves in D joining Zl' to Z2. If Z2 
lies on the boundary of D, the distance d(Zl' Z2) is defined to be 

d(Zl' Z2)= lim inf d(Zl' z~) 
Z~")~Z2 

for all sequences (z~) of points of D tending to Z2. Equivalently, 

d(Zl' Z2) = lim inf{d(z l' z)l; Iz -z21 < r, zED}. 
r~O 

If both points z 1 and z 2 are boundary points of D, the generalization of the 
definition is achieved by simultaneous approximation of Zl and Z2 from the 
interior. 

The function d is non negative and clearly satisfies the triangle inequality. 
It is also evident that d(Zl' Z2»0 if at least one of the two points Zl and Z2 is 
an interior point of D. For then the approximating arcs have to leave a certain 
fixed neighborhood of that interior point and thus their lengths have a positive 
lower bound. We are now going to show that the same is true for two 
boundary points of D. 
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Lemma 19.6. Let cp $ 0 be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite norm 
in the disk D. Then the cp-distanee d((l' (2) of any two boundary points (1 and (2 * (1 is positive. 

Proof. Choose 0< P < 1. The cp-Iength of the radial interval arg z = 8, 
P::; I zl < 1 is 

1 

t p (8) = J Icp(rei9)1 1/ 2 dr. 

As p::; r, we get p 

2" 1 2" 1 

J t p(8)d8::;- J Jlcp(rei9)1 1/ 2 rdrd8, 
o POp 

and the Schwarz inequality then yields 

(2" )2 1- p2 2" 1 J t p(8) d8 ::;n-2- J J Icp(r ei9)1 r dr d8 < 00. 
o POp 

We conclude that a.a. radii have finite cp-length. This argument also shows that 
a.a. points of the boundary are at finite distance from the center, or from any 
other point ZED. 

We now assume that there are two points (1 and (2 * ( l' on 0 D with 
d((l' (2)=0 (Fig. 57). Then there is a sequence of arcs Yn with endpoints z~n) and 

Fig.57 

z~) tending to (1 and (2 respectively and such that IYnl'P ..... O. Clearly the 
sequence (Yn) tends to oD. For otherwise there would exist an annulus 
P1 <r<P2 in D which is crossed twice by Yn for every sufficiently large n, and 
therefore twice the cp-distance of Izl = P1 and Izl = P2 would be a lower bound 
for 1Ynl'P' At least one of the intervals on oD between (1 and (2' I'o, say, is 
approximated by the sequence (Yn)' We choose points ('1 and (~* (~ in this 
interval such that the corresponding radii 0i: arg z = arg (;, i = 1, 2, have finite 
cp-length. Let Gn be the domain bounded by subintervals of 01 , O2 and a subarc 
of Yn joining these two radii. As 

J Icp(z)1 1/ 2 Idzl 

is uniformly bounded, cp belongs to the Hardy class H 1/ 2 of the sector G 
bounded by the two radii 0i and the subinterval ro of oD which joins them 
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(Duren [lJ, p. 168). A funetion of any Hardy class in G has an angular limit at 
almost every point of the boundary. Let this limit be different from zero on a 
subset E of Fa of positive measure. Then, by Egoroff's theorem, there is a set 
Eo c: E of positive measure, a number e > ü and a radius p< 1 such that for 
9EEo, p<r<l, Icp(rei"')I>e2 . We eonclude that IYnl",>p·e·IEol for all suf
fieiently large n, whieh is a eontradietion. Therefore the radial limit of cp is 
equal to zero a.e. on Fo, and sinee cpEHl / 2 (G), cp=ü, finishing the proof of the 
lemma (Duren [lJ). 

It was remarked by Li Zhong that the above argument goes through for 
quadratie differentials cp with the following property: There is a dense set of 
points (, 1(1 = 1, whieh ean be joined to z=ü by Jordan ares of finite cp-Iength. 

We are now ready to prove the eonvergenee of geodesie rays. 

Theorem 19.6. Let cp $ ü be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite 
norm in the disk D or, more generally, a quadratie differential with the above 
finiteness property. Then, every maximal geodesie ray y+ eonverges to a well 
determined boundary point of 8D. 

Proof Let y+ be a geodesie ray of cp with initial point zoED which has 
more than one aeeumulation point. Sinee y+ tends to the boundary of D, its 
set of aeeumulation points is a c1osed, non degenerate interval I c: 8D. Let ( be 
a point in the interior of I whieh ean be joined to Zo by an are b of finite cp
length. By assumption, b lies in D, exeept for its endpoint (. Sinee the are y+ 
approximates I, there is a sequenee of points znEY+ nb with the property that 
the subares y+(zo, zn) of y+ with initial and endpoints Zo and zn respeetively 
exhaust y+. By the length inequality for geodesie ares 

IY+ (zo, zn)l", ~ Ib(zo, zn)l", ~ Ibl"" 

with b(Zo, zn) the subare of b between Zo and zn. Therefore 

ly+I",~lbl",<<Xl. 

Let now (l and (2 =1= (l be two points in the interior of I whieh ean be joined 
to Zo by ares bl and b2 respeetively of finite cp-Iength. We may clearly assurne 
that bl and b2 only have Zo in eommon. There exists a sequenee of disjoint 
subares y(n) of y+ joining points Z~n)Ebl and Z~)Eb2 and tending to I. Sinee 
L ly(n)I",~IY+I"" ly(n)I",--+ü. Lemma 19.6 leads to a eontradietion. This proves the 
theorem. 

19.7 Quadratic differentials in the disk, arising from quadratic differentials of 
finite norm on aRiemann surface. Suppose R is aRiemann surfaee the 
universal eovering surfaee R of whieh is represented by the disk D. A holomor
phie quadratie differential cp on R has a uniquely determined lift eß on R. 
Although eß does not have finite norm, even if cp does (exeept for simply 
eonneeted R), the trajeetory strueture of eß is topologieally the same as for a eß 
with ließ II < <Xl. The following facts ean easily be proved, by a eombination of 
the arguments of the preeeding seetions with eonsiderations about Fuehsian 
groups (for details see A. Marden and K. Strebel [2J): 
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(1) Every geodesic ray 1 of cß tends to a well determined boundary point. 
(Of course, the ray 1 is assumed to be maximal, Le. it does not stop at any 
point in R, whether regular nor critical, but is continued indefinitely.) If R is of 
the first kind, i.e. its limit set A is the entire boundary 3D, the assumption of 
finite norm is not needed. 

(2) Let Y1 and }'Z be two geodesic rays on R with the same initial point 0 
but starting in different directions (with respect to a local parameter near 0). 
Then, the two lifts 11 and 1z of }'1 and }'Z respectively with the same initial 
point Ö above 0 have different endpoints. In particular, the two end points of a 
geodesie on 8D are different. 

(3) Assurne that }'1 and Yz are geodesics which have lifts 11 and 1z re
spectively with the same endpoints on 8D. Then }'l aud }'z are elosed. They 
bound an annulus on R swept out by elosed, regular 8-trajectories (i.e. lines 
arg cp(z) dz z = 8). 

19.8 Generalization. The metric Icp(z)1 1/ z ldzl, associated with a quadratic differ
ential cp, has a natural generalization. Suppose f is holomorphic in a domain D 
of the z-plane and A is a positive real number. We introduce the li ne element 
If(zW' Idzl. In order to make it a conformal metric, i.e. invariant under confor
mal mapping, the weight function f has to be transformed in a correct manner. 
Let z=h(z) be a conformal mapping of a domain D into D. Let 1(Z) be such 
that 

1!(zW Idzl = If(zW' Idzl. 

Then, l/(z)1 = If(Z)I'I~;ll/A, and hence necessarily l(z) = f(z) h'(Z)l/A• Conversely, 

if D is simply connected, one can choose a single valued branch of h'(Z)l/A and 
thus find l(z). In particular, 1 can be determined locally in D. 

Just as in the case of a quadratic differential one can introduce, locally, a 
distinguished or natural parameter, in terms of wh ich the representation of the 
metric becomes particularly simple. In the neighborhood of a point Zo with 

Z 

f(zoHO, the integral w=F(z)= S f(t)Adt provides a conformal mapping with 
Zo 

Idwl = If(z)IA Idzl. In the w-plane, the length element is therefore the Euelidean 
element Idwl. We conelude, that any two points which are sufficiently elose to 
Zo can be joined by a unique shortest arc which satisfies arg dw = arg f(Z)A dz 
=const. We call this a straight arc, and a maximal straight arc is called a 
trajectory. Of course, we can no longer speak of horizontal and vertical 
trajectories. 

In the neighborhood of a zero Zo of f of order none can introduce a local 
parameter' such that the line element has the form Idwl = If(zW Idzl = 1 (lnA Id(l. 
Any two points in a sufficiently small neighborhood of Zo can again be joined 
by a unique shortest arc. If it passes through zo, both of its angles must be 

'::?-!'--- (angle condition). 
nA+l 

A polygon with respect to the metric If(z)IAldzl is a curve composed of 
straight arcs. If it passes through zero es of f, they are located at its vertices. A 
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geodesic is a polygon which satisfies the angle condition at its vertices. 
Teichmüller's lemma for a simple closed polygon ')I now reads 

L {n-(Anj + 1)8) =2n+2nA L ni ;;:::2n, 
j i 

where the nj ;;::: 0 are the orders of the zeroes of f at the vertices of ')I, 8j the 
interior angles at these vertices, and ni the orders of the enclosed zeroes. One 
eoncludes that there is no simple closed polygon ')I which satisfies the angle 
condition at all but at most two of its vertices, if f is holomorphic in the 
interior of ')I. It follows immediately that in a simply connected domain any 
two points can be joined by at most one geodesic. The same holds in an 
arbitrary domain with respect to the connecting arcs in a fixed homotopy class. 

In a simply conneeted domain there can be no closed geodesic. Using the 
uniqueness of geodesic connections, one finds that every (maximal) geodesic 
ray must tend to the boundary. 

The existence of a shortest connection is in general not assured. But in a 
relatively compact subregion the boundary of which is a simple polygon (with 
respect to If(zW'ldzl) there exists a unique relatively shortest eonneetion of two 
arbitrary points. Again we conclude that in a simply conneeted domain every 
geodesic (i.e. locally shortest) are is the unique shortest conneetion between any 
two of its points. The same is true in an arbitrary domain, if the connecting 
arcs are homotopie to the given geodesic arc. 

The divergence prineiple holds as in the ease of a quadratie differential: Let 
ß be a geodesic are with endpoints Zl and Z2' and let 0(1 and 0(2 be geodesic 
rays with initial points Zl and Z2 respeetively. Suppose that the angles between 
the rays O(i and ß are at least n/2(A ni + 1), where ni ;;::: 0 is the order of the zero 
of f at Zi' i = 1, 2. Then the length of any curve ')I joining 0(1 to 0(2 is 1')11;;::: IßI. 

The area element of the metric is If(z)IUdxdy. Let f be holomorphic in the 
unit disk D and let the total area 

IDI = JS If(z)l2J. dx dy 
D 

be finite. Then, every geodesie ray ')I converges to a weIl determined boundary 
point (EoD. The same still holds under the less restrietive condition that there 
is a dense set of points (EoD whieh can be joined to z=O (or any interior 
point of D) by an arc of finite length in the metric If(z)l'< Idzl. 

The proofs are practically the same as in the ease of a quadratie differential 
(A = 1). F or details see Strebel [14]. 

19.9 The isoperimetrie inequality. T. Carleman [lJ has given a very beautiful 

proof of the isoperimetrie inequality A:::;; 41n L2 on minimal surfaees, reducing it 

to a theorem on analytic functions in the unit disko His argument ean be 
applied to the metric If(zW·ldzl, A>O. It consists of two parts: 

The first part is a proof of the inequality by direct computation for the 
special metric Ig(zW Idzl. In the second part the general ease is reduced to the 
above using Blaschke products. We state the first part as 
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Lemma 19.9. Suppose g$O is in the Hardy class H 2 of the unit disk D. Then, 
the isoperimetrie inequality 

(1) 

holds for the metric Ig(zW Idzl, with 

A = fS Ig(z)1 4 dx dy 
D 

the area of D and 

L= f Ig(zW Idzl 
IJD 

the length of its circumference. Equality occurs for the functions of the form 

(2) 
c 

g(z)=-1~' Iql<1, 
-qz 

only. 

Proof We set 

Then 
2" 2" 

(3) L = f Ig(eii>W d.9 = lim f Ig(r· eii>W d.9 
o r~l 0 

00 00 

=lim 2n I lanl2 r2n =2n I lanl2. 
r~l 0 0 

A = Hlg(z)1 4 rdrd.9 = S Y (I bnzn) (Ibn zn) rd.9dr 
D 0 0 0 0 

(4) 

1 00 00 Ib 12 

=2n f IlbnI2r2n+ldr=n I-n-. 
o 0 0 n+ 1 

The Schwarz inequality yields 

(5) Ibnl2 :::;; (n + 1)(Iaol21anl2 + lall2lan_112 + ... + lanI2IaoI2). 

Therefore 

(6) 

which proves (1). 
Let equality hold. Then, it must hold in (5) for all n, and hence 

(7) 
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If ao = 0, ao' a2n = a; = 0 for every n, hence g = O. Setting ~ = q if ao =1= 0, we find 
a ~ 

_n_ = q, hence 
an _ 1 

(8) 

proving (2) for c = ao' N ecessarily \q\ < 1, because of the convergence of the 
00 

series g(z) = ao L: (q zt for \z\ < 1. 
00000 

Conversely, if gis of the form (2), g(z)=c'L:(qzt, g2(z)=c2L:(n+l)(qz)n. 
o 0 

00 ao 

Therefore an=c·qn, bn=c2(n+l)qn, L=2n\c\2L:\q\2n, A=n\c\4L:(n+l)\q\2n 
1 0 0 

= 4n L2 • This proves the lemma. 

We can now show the isoperimetrie inequality for the metric \f(z)\A\dz\, 
A > 0, in the disko 

Theorem 19.9. Let f be in the Hardy space HA, O<A< 00, of the disko Then, 
(1) holds with 

A = H \f(z)\2A.dxdy, 
D 

L= J \f(z)\A\dz\. 
oD 

A 

Equality occurs if and only if f"2 is of the form (2). 

Proof By the F. Riesz factorization theorem (Duren [1]) the Blaschke 
product 

formed with the zero es 0 (of order m) and Zn =1=0 of f converges, and \B(eiS)\ = 1 
for a.a. values of .9E[O, 2n]. Moreover, the quotient 

f(z) 
/(z)= B(z)' 

A 

which has no zero es, is in HA. We therefore have, with g=J"2, gEH2, and 

A= H \f(z)\2A.dxdy:::;;HlJ(z)\ 2Adxdy 
D D 

1 
= H \g(Z)\4dx dY :::;;-4 (J \g(z)\2\dz\)2 

D n oD 

=_1 (J \J(z)\A\dZ\)2 =_1 (J \f(z)\A\dz\)2 
4n oD 4n oD 

1 2 
= 4n L. 
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In the case of equality, f can have no zeroes and g must be of the form (2). 
The converse is also true. 

This proves the theorem. It shows, in particular, that the space of holomor
phic f in D such that If1 2)' has finite area integral over D contains the Hardy 
space H).. 

The isoperimetric inequality for arbitrary simply connected domains follows 
by conformal mapping. 

Corollary 19.9. Let f be holomorphic in the domain G of the z-plane, A >0. 
Suppose Go is a relatively compact subdomain of G bounded by a rectifiable 
Jordan curve r. Then, the area 

A= Hlf(z)l 2A dxdy 

of Go and the length 
Go 

L= S If(z)I).ldzl 
r 

of r, measured in the metric If(z)I).ldzl, satisfy the isoperimetric inequality (1). 
Equality holds if and only if the function 

(10) F(z) = S!(z)).dz 

is a 1 - 1-conformal mapping of Go onto a disko 

Proo! Let z=h(w) be a conformal mapping of the disk D: Iwl < 1, onto Go. 
By the transformation rule we define 1 

J(z)=f(z) (:: r, 
with any single valued branch of h'(w))l j ).. Since h' EH 1 (D) (see Duren [1]) and 
f is bounded on Go, JEHA(D). Applying Theorem 19.9 yields 

Hlf(zW"dxdy= HlJ(wW"dudv 
Go D 

::;;_1 (S IJ(w)I"ldwI)2 
4n oD 

=-41 (Jlf(z)I"ldzI)2. 
n r 

" Let equality hold. Then, J'2 must be of the form (2), hence 

(12) F(w) = U(w)"dw=_c-+ d, 
1-qw 

which is a linear transformation and therefore maps D onto a disko But, 
because of the transformation rule, 

Sf(z)"dz= U(w)"dw, 

hence (10) maps Go onto a disk. Conversely, if this is true, (12) must hold and 

" therefore J(w)'2 is of the form (2) and we have equality in (1). This finishes the 
proof of the corollary. 



Chapter VI. Quadratic Differentials 
with Closed Trajectories 

§ 20. Extremal and Uniqueness Properties 

Introduction. Quadratic differentials with c10sed trajectories were first consid
ered by Teichmüller in his "Habilitationsschrift" [1] in the following example: 
two non overlapping punctured disks G' and G", with punctures at z=O and 
z = 00 respectively, which do not contain z = -1, have to be chosen in such a 
way that their reduced moduli M' and M" maximize the sum q2 M' + M". The 
solution ("Extremalgebiete des speziellen Modulsatzes", pg 33) is given by a 
quadratic differential with second order poles at 0 and 00. For Riemann sur
faces and finitely many punctures, the problem was solved by the author in [5] 
and [11], see §23 below. 

Jenkins [2] posed and solved a generalized extrem al length problem on 
finite Riemann surfaces. He showed that this is equivalent with the problem of 
maximizing a weighted sum of moduli La? Mi' He then used Schiffer's interior 
variation and Hadamard's variation to find that the solution is given by a 
quadratic differential with c10sed trajectories. The result is true for arbitrary 
Riemann surfaces (Jenkins and Suita [1], Strebel [11]; see Sections 21.10 and 
21.13 be1ow). 

In connection with quasiconformal mappings, one would rather have mod
uli only and no lengths involved. This leads to the "moduli problem" which 
was solved by the author (Strebel [4] and [6]), using the methods of Jenkins 
and Schiffer. The solution of this problem which is presented in Sections 21.7 
and 21.8 is based on the theorem about the heights of the cylinders. The 
generalization to open surfaces is in Strebel [11]. 

The "heights problem", which was posed and solved in full generality by 
Renelt [1], and, simultaneously but less general, by Hubbard and Masur [1] 
leads to a quadratic differential with c10sed trajectories for which the heights of 
the cylinders are prescribed. The solution is by quasiconformal deformation 
and Weyl's lemma. An improvement of Renelt's original method (Dirichlet 
Principle) was proposed by E. Reich (see D.R. Goodman [1]). (Sections 21.1 
and 22.1 below.) 

For an access to the problems from Teichmüller theory see F. Gardiner 
[1], [2]. 

§ 21 deals with the above mentioned problems for finite curve systems. The 
quintessence is, that they are all equivalent. 

In § 22, some of the theorems are generalized to infinite curve systems. 
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20.1 Definition of a quadratic differential with c10sed trajectories. Quadratic 
differentials with closed trajectories can be defined on arbitrary Riemann 
surfaces and independently of their norm, although we shall mostly speak about 
quadratic differentials of finite norm. 

Definition 20.1. A meromorphic quadratic differential <p =t= 0 on aRiemann 
surface R is said to have closed trajectories, if its non closed trajectories cover 
a set of measure zero. (A point set of R is said to have measure zero, if its 
intersection with every parameter neighborhood has areal measure zero in the 
respective parameter plane; this property is evidently independent of the choice 
of the parameter.) 

A quadratic differential with closed trajectories cannot have poles of order 
high er than two, and the leading coefficient at every pole of order two must be 
negative. 

Theorem 20.1. Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g;:::: 2 and let <p 
be a meromorphic quadratic differential of finite norm on R. Then <p has closed 
trajectories if and only if its critical graph r (set of critical trajectories together 
with their critical endpoints) is compact. 

Proo! Since <p has finite norm, all its critical points are either zeroes or 
poles of the first order. 

Let r be compact. It cannot be empty since g =t= 1. The set of points of R of 
<p-distance < J from r is, for sufficiently sm all positive J, a neighborhood U of 
r the boundary of wh ich consists of closed trajectories. Let now rJ. be a 
trajectory of<p through a point Prt U, and assurne that it is not closed. Let rJ.+ 

be one of its rays. It is recurrent and therefore necessarily dense in a domain 
DeR. Since it cannot enter U, D is a proper subdomain of R bounded away 
from the critical points of <p, wh ich is impossible, because the boundary of D 
necessarily contains critical points (see Corollary (2), Section 11.2). As we can 
choose J > 0 arbitrarily small, every regular trajectory of <p is closed. 

Conversely, assurne that <p has closed trajectories. Let rJ. be a critical 
trajectory. If a ray rJ.+ of rJ. does not tend to a critical point of <p, it is 
necessarily recurrent, since it cannot tend to the boundary nor to an infinite 
critical point of <po But then, the interior of its closure is a domain which is 
disjoint from the closed trajectories of <p and has positive area. 

20.2 Ring domains of a given homotopy type. A closed trajectory rJ. of an 
arbitrary quadratic differential <p is embedded in a largest ring domain Ro, 
which is swept out by the closed trajectories of <p homotopic to rJ. (Section 9.4). 
Ro is uniquely determined by rJ. except for a holomorphic <p on the torus, 
which is therefore excluded in the following. For a holomorphic <p, two closed 
trajectories rJ. 1 and rJ.z are freely homotopic if and only if the associated ring 
domains R 1 and R z coincide. The same is of course true for a meromorphic <p 
on the punctured surface R = R ,,{poles of <p}. If <p is a quadratic differential 
with closed trajectories, its characteristic ring domains (i.e. the maximal ring 
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domains swept out by its c10sed trajectories) cover the surface R up to a set of 
measure zero. For a holomorphic quadratic differential on a compact surface 
of genus g ~ 2, the number of characteristic ring domains is at most 3 g - 3. 

A system of finitely or infinitely many Jordan curves Yi on aRiemann 
surface R is called admissible, if none of the curves is homotopically trivial 
(homotope zero) and if, for i + k, the two curves Yi and Yk do not intersect and 
are not freely homotopic (Seetion 2.6). 

If q> is holomorphic on Rand if we pick a c10sed trajectory IXi from every 
characteristic ring domain Ri of q>, we have an admissible curve system {IXJ. 
The same is true for a meromorphic q> if we puncture R at the poles of q>. 

Definition 20.2. A ring domain R o on R is said to be of homotopy type y, if 
a Jordan curve Yo eRo which separates its two boundary components is freely 
homotopic to y. 

A system of non overlapping ring domains R i e R is said to be of homotopy 
type {Yi}' where {yJ is an admissible curve system on R, if every Ri is of 
homotopy type Yi for exacdy one Yi' It is convenient to allow for "degenerate" 
ring domains, i.e. non existing ones. We attribute them the modulus zero. 

Finally, a holomorphic quadratic differential q> with c10sed trajectories is 
said to be of homotopy type {yJ, if its characteristic ring domains are of this 
type. In the case of a meromorphic differential q> with closed trajectories, the 
curves Yi have to lie on the surface punctured at the poles of q> and homotopy 
is meant with respect to the punctured surface. 

20.3 Extremality of the cp-metric. Quadratic differentials with closed trajec
tories have several extremal properties. They are all based on integrating the 
length inequality for closed curves over annular regions and applying the 
Schwarz inequality. 

The characteristic ring domains Ri of a quadratic differential q> with c10sed 
trajectories cover the whole surface R, up to a set of measure zero. This allows 
for a simple representation of the norm of q>. A domain R i , cut along a vertical 
are connecting its two boundary components, is mapped by a branch w = tP(z) 

of Syq;- dz onto a horizontal rectangle Si in the w=u+iv-plane. Si has horizon
tal and vertical sides of length 

(1) ai = S 1q>(z)l t Idzl 
~, 

and bi=aiMi respectively, with Mi the modulus of Ri. The horizont als in Si 
correspond to the trajectories IXi , of q>-length ai , sweeping out R i • Since the 
representation of q> in terms of the natural parameter w=u+iv is q>(w) = 1, the 
norm of the restrietion of q> to R i is the Euclidean area of Si: 

(2) 11q>II R,= HIq>(z)ldxdy= Hdudv=aibi· 
Ri Si 

A quadratic differential q> with finite norm has closed trajectories if and only if 
11q>11 = Laibi' where the sum is taken over all the maximal ring domains swept 
out by horizontal trajectories (resp. one such domain in the case of a torus). 
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The norm of<p can be expressed in three ways: 

2 b; 
11<p11 = Laibi= Lai M i= L M: , 

(3) 

We now consider a non negative, locally square integrable metric p. This 
means that its representation in terms of a local parameter z transforms such 
that the differential p(z) Idzl is an invariant expression. Moreover, p(z) is 
measurable and H p2(Z) dxdy, which is meaningful because of the transfor
mation rule for p, is locally finite. 

If p is a majorant of the <p-metric in the sense that J p(z) dz ~ ai for a.a. 
ai 

closed trajectories (Xi and for all i, the length area method, applied to the 
characteristic ring domains R i of <p, immediately leads to the inequality 

(4) 11<pII::;;H p2 dxdy, 
R 

with equality iff p = l<pli a.e. However, it is important to apply the method to 
arbitrary non overlapping ring domains Ri of a given homotopy type and not 
just the characteristic ring domains of a quadratic differential. 

To this end, let (Yi) be an admissible system of Jordan curves on R. Assign 
numbers ai>O to the free homotopy classes determined by the simple loops Yi' 
A locally square integrable metric p is said to be admissible for the curve 
system (Yi) with lengths ai, if 

(5) ai::;;Jp(z) Idzl 

for a.a. Y freely homotopic to Yi' in the following sense: For every ring domain 
Ri of R of homotopy type Yi inequality (5) holds for a.a. concentric circles of a 
circular annulus which is conformally equivalent to Ri • 

Theorem 20.3 (Jenkins [2J, [3J). Given an admissible system of Jordan 
curves Yi on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, and assigned lengths ai > O. Let p be 
ametrie admissible for the curves Yi and lengths ai. Suppose, Ri is a system of 
non overlapping ring domains of homotopy type (Yi)' with moduli Mi~O. Then, 

(6) La; Mi::;; Hp 2 dxdy, 
i R 

and hence 

(6') 

Proof We assume that the right hand side of (6) is finite. Let Ri be a non 
degenerate ring domain (we forget about the degenerate ones). We map it 
conformally onto a circular annulus. The latter, cut along a radius, is then 
mapped onto a horizontal rectangle Si' the concentric circles of the annulus 
corresponding to the horizontals of Si' The mapping is normalized by the 
requirement that the horizontal side of Si has length ai . Its vertical side 
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Si 

bi 

ai 

z=x+iy 
Fig. 58 

becomes bi = ai Mi (Fig. 58). We now have 

(7) ai::::;J p(x+iy)dx 

for a.a. values of y in Si' Integration over y and summation over i yield 

(8) Ia;lJi::::;IHp(x+iy)dxdy= H p(z)dxdy. 
i i Si USi 

Note that the last integral is not invariant under a change of the parameter, 
but we can arrange the Si disjointly in the z-plane and thus get, in fact, an 
integral over a subset of the z-plane. We apply the Schwarz inequality to (8) 
and thus get 

(9) (Ia);i)2 ::::;IaJ'i' H p(z)2dxdy, 
and hence i i USi 

(10) Iaibi ::::; H p(z)2dxdy::::;H p2(Z)dxdy, 
URi R 

which proves (6). 
The extremality of the cp-metric now follows immediately by specialization. 

We start with a quadratic differential with closed trajectories and apply (6) to 
its characteristic ring domains Ri. We set ai = I (Xilq> and remember that the 
conformal mappings Ri---+Si are equal to 1/). We have 6i = bi, the height of the 
cylinder R i . 

Corollary 20.3. Let cp be a quadratic differential with closed trajectories on R. 
Assurne that the metric pldzl is a majorant of the metric Icpl! Idzl in the sense 
that J p(z) Idzl :?ai for a.a. (Xi and alt i. Then 

ai 

(11) Iaibi=llcpll::::;Hp2dxdy. 
i R 

If the right hand side is finite, equality holds iff p = I cpl! a.e. 

The proof follows immediately from (6), using (3). The statement about the 
equality sign is a consequence of the use of Schwarz's inequality and the fact 
that cp == 1 in terms of the natural parameter. 

The metric Icpl! Idzl is therefore uniquely extremal in the following sense: 
For all majoring metrics pldzl we have Ilcpll::::;H p2 dxdy with equality iff the 

R 

metrics are the same a.e. (The uniqueness of the extremal metric also folIows, 
in the most general sense, by a convexity argument.) 

20.4 Weighted sum of moduli. We can apply (6) to the metric induced by a 
quadratic differential cp of finite norm instead of p. This is particularly interest-
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ing if ep has closed trajectories, but in the first part of the following theorem ep 
is arbitrary. 

Theorem 20.4. Let ep = 0 be a holomorphie quadratic differential of finite norm 
on an arbitrary Riemann surfaee R. Suppose (1';) i = 1, 2, 3, ... is an admissible system 
of Jordan curves on R with the property that the ring domains of homotopy type 
l' i have moduli ~ Mi < Cf) for all i. Let 

(1) a i = inf J lep(z)lt Idzl, 
Y-Yi Y 

where l' varies over the rectifiable loops in the free homotopy dass of 1'i' Then, 
for any system of non overlapping ring domains Ri of homotopy type (1';) we have 

(2) 

Equality holds iff the ring domains Ri cover R up to a set of measure zero and 
are swept out by parallel 8-trajectories of ep, for some fixed 8. 

11, in particular, ep has dosed trajectories of homotopy type (1';), with charae
teristic ring domains R i of moduli Mi' then 

(3) 

with equality iff Ri = R i for all i, 8 = o. 
Proo! It follows from Mi< 00 that ai > 0 for all i. We can therefore apply 

Theorem 20.3 and thus get 

(4) 

Assume that the equality sign holds. Then, by the Schwarz inequality, lep(z)1 
=const, and the constant must be equal to one. Therefore epk(z)=ei8\ where 
epk(Z) is the representation of ep in terms of the parameter z in Sk' Moreover, 
R" U Rk must have zero area. 

It is almost evident, that 9k cannot depend on k. To prove it, fix a ring, R j 

say. Pick a point ~ ER 1 and connect ~ with a point P;ER i of an arbitrary ring 
domain Ri by a geodesie polygon 1'. We can choose l' such that it does not 
pass throught a zero of ep, that an its finitely many vertices lie in ring domains 
Rk and that every side of it is contained in a ep-disk. Consider the first side of 
1'. Let its endpoints be ~ERl and ~ER2=t=Rj' Let !X j and !X 2 be the distin
guished geodesics through ~ and ~ in Rj and R2 respectively (Fig. 59). By 

Fig.59 
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assumption they have directions ~ 9k , k = 1, 2. Choose P{ and P; on (Xl and (X2 

respectively such that the two points can be joined by a straight segment 
parallel to the are ~ Pz. Every ring domain Rj which meets ~ Pz also meets 
P{ P; and its interseetion with the quadrangle with vertices ~,Pz, P;, P; is a 
parallelogram. The sum of their sides on ~ Pz is equal to the <p-Iength I~ PzI, 
and similarly for the sides on ~f P;. Therefore I~ P2 1 = I~f P;I, and we conc1ude 
that ~ P{ is parallel to Pz P;. Continuing along Y we see that 9i = 91 , This proves 
the first part of the theorem. Of course the ring domains Ri are uniquely 
determined (except for the torus). 

Let now <p have c10sed horizontal trajectories of homotopy type (y;), with 
characteristic ring domains R i. Then 11 <p 11 = I ai bi = I a; Mi' thus proving (**). 
Let equality hold. Assurne first that for some Yi both domains R i and Ri are 
not degenerate. Then a i is the length of the c10sed trajectories in R i and, since 
we must have equality in (1), 9 =0. This shows that the Ri are in fact the 
characteristic ring domains of <p, and hence the two systems are the same: Ri 

=Ri , for all i. 
If there is no such Yi with both R i and Ri non degenerate, we pick R i and 

Rk such that R i n Rk =t= 0. Note that both sets (R i) and (R;) cover R up to a set of 
measure zero. Then Yi-Yk' and also YinYk=0. Let (X be a c10sed trajectory in R i 
and let a be a c10sed geodesie in Rk • The two curves necessarily intersect, since 
they cannot be parallel; but their interseetion number is zero. We can therefore 
find two segments on (X and a respectively wh ich bound a simply connected 
domain on R. That contradicts Teichmüller's lemma. The only way out is that 
the former case holds. That proves the theorem. 

20.5 Weighted sum of the reciprocals of moduli. The norm of a quadratic dif
ferential with c10sed trajectories can be written in the form 

b2 

11<p11 = Iaibi= I ~.' , 
where the coefficients bi are the heights of the cylinders R i m the <p-metric. 
This leads to the following inequality. 

Theorem 20.5. Let <p =t= 0 be a holomorphic differential with closed trajectories and 
finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface R. (The meromorphic case is again 
reduced to this one by introducing the punctured surface R = R {poles of <p} 

instead of R.) Let Ri be a system of non overlapping ring domains on R with the 
homotopy type of the system of characteristic ring domains {RJ of <po Then, their 
moduli Mi satisfy 

with equality iff Ri = R i for every i. 

Proof If there is adegenerate ring domain Ri (Mi = 0), there is nothing to 
prove, since bi>O for every i. We therefore assurne that Mi>O for all i. As in 
the preceeding section we map Ri , after cutting it radially, onto a horizontal 
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Si 

z=x+iy Fig.60 

rectangle Si of the z = X + i y-plane (Fig.60). This time, Si is normalized to have 

height bi and length ai = ~i . Using z as parameter (and representing cp in terms 
of z) we get as before Mi 

(1) ai:s; S lep(x + i y)l t dx, 

since every horizontal of Si corresponds to a closed curve in the free homotopy 
class of (Xi. We get by integration, summation and application of the Schwarz 
inequality 

(2) 

(3) Iaibi:s;IHlep(z)ltdxdy= H lep(z)ltdxdy 
Si USi 

(note that the right hand integral, as previously, is not invariant under a 
change of the parameter), 

(4) (I ai bY:s; I ai bi · H Icp(z)1 dx dy 
US, 

:s; I aibi · H lepl dx dy= I aibi · I aibi· 
R 

This proves the inequality 

(5) 

Let equality hold. We conclude again that it must hold in (1) and therefore Ri 

is a subannulus of R i , swept out by closed trajectories. From (4) it follows that 
U Si = R, and therefore Ri = R i for every i. 

20.6 A minimax property of moduli. The following theorem has to do with 
moduli only, without any lengths involved. It is therefore meaningful for any 
quadratic differential with closed trajectories, wh ether of finite or of infinite 
norm. But it is proved here only for quadratic differentials of finite norm. 

Theorem 20.6. Let ep be a holomorphie quadratie differential with closed 
trajeetories and finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surfaee R. (The meromor
phie ease is redueed to this one by puneturing R as in the previous theorems.) Let 
{RJ be a system of ring domains on R of the same homotopy type as the system 
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{RJ of eharaeteristie ring domains of qJ. Then their moduli Mi' Mi satisfy 

with equality iff R i = R i for all i. 

inf{::}Sl, 

Proof Let q=inf{::}. We have 

(1) Mi?:.q· Mi 

for all i. Therefore, multiplication with a; and summation yields, by Theorem 
20.4, 

"'2- "'2 "'2-(2) L.. ai Mi?:. q . L.. ai Mi?:. q . L.. ai Mi· 

If q = 0, there is nothing to prove; otherwise L a; Mi > 0 and we get 1?:. q. 
Let equality hold. Then, (2) involves that La; Mi = L a; Mi' and by Theo

rem 20.4 again we have Ri=Ri for all i. 

§ 21. Existence Theorems for Finite Curve Systems 

There are three types of existence theorems for quadratic differentials with 
closed trajectories according to the data wh ich are prescribed: One can give 
the lengths of the circumferences of the cylinders or their heights or the ratio of 
their moduli. The first problem is an extremal metric problem. Here, some of 
the ring domains can collaps, when the lengths are relatively small. This 
problem was solved by J.A. Jenkins [2]. The third problem was solved by the 
author [4], [6]. In this problem there is of course no degeneration of the ring 
domains possible, but the functional which is maximized is less easy to handle. 
The second problem seems to be the most adequate, in the sense that it 
combines both advantages: There is no degeneration and we have a simple 
functional to minimize. It was solved simultaneously by J. Hubbard and H. 
Masur [1] and by H. Renelt [1]. We first solve the second problem following 
Renelt's proof with a modification due to E. Reich (see Goodman [1]). 

In this § we only deal with finite admissible curve systems and with 
quadratic differentials of finite norm. This is, in the case of finite curve systems, 
equivalent with the requirement that the ring domains of corresponding ho
motopy type have bounded moduli. 

21.1 Existence for given heights of the cylinders 

Theorem 21.1. Let (Yi' ... , Yp) be a finite admissible eurve system on a 
Riemann surfaee R, whieh has the property that the ring domains of the given 
homotopy types Yi have bounded moduli for all i. Then, for arbitrary positive 
numbers bi, there exists a holomorphie quadratie differential qJ on R with closed 
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trajectories, the ring domains Ri of which have homotopy type ri and heights bi, i 
=1, ... ,p. 

ep is uniquely determined and has finite norm Ilepll = I bf/Mi' where Mi is the 
modulus of Ri. 

Proo! For given posItIve numbers bi, let (Rin)i~ 1 • ... ,p be systems of non 
overlapping domains on R of homotopy type (rJi~ 1, ... ,p' with moduli Min and 
such that the sum 

tends to its infimum. Let gin be a conformal mapping of the annulus rin < Izl < 1, 
1 1 

Min =-2 log -, onto R in · It is clear that Min cannot tend to zero, because 
n rin 

h . bf . h - f ot erWlse ---> 00. Smce t e supremum Mi 0 the moduli of all the ring 
Min 

domains of homotopy type ri is finite, the sequence (gin)n~ 1,2, ... is normal. We 
can therefore find a subsequence which converges locally uniformly in 
ri < Izl < 1, ri = lim rin , to a conformal mapping gi of the annulus ri < Izl < 1 onto 

n~oo 1 1 
a ring domain Ri. R i has modulus Mi=-2 log- and homotopy type ri' and 

n ri 

the system (RJ is extrem al in the sense that the corresponding sum 

is minimal. 
We now perform a quasiconformal selfmapping of the surface R which is 

homotopic to the identity. It deforms the ring domains R i into ring domains Ri 

with moduli Mi and a sum 

(1) 

For an arbitrary quasiconformal mapping of R i onto Ri we estimate the 
change of the modulus. To this end we map both ring domains conformally 
onto circular annuli R; and R; respectively (Fig.61). Cutting R; radially and 
applying a suitable multiple of the logarithm we end up with a horizontal 
rectangle Si ofheight bi and length ai=bjMi. 

The annulus R; is cut along the image of the radial cut of R;. We then 
apply a similar procedure and end up with a horizontal quadrilateral of height 
bi and length (horizontal distance of corresponding boundary points) ai (Figs. 61 
and 62). The modulus of the circular ring R; and hence of the original ring 
domain Ri is Mi=bjai. 

Let (* = fm, (= ~ + i 1'/, be the induced quasiconformal mapping of Si onto 
Si' The length of the image f(a) of any horizontal a in Si is at least ai: 

(2) ai~ S Id(*I=Slfs+hld~. 
f(a) a 
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I 

Fig.61 Fig.62 

Integration over 1'/ and application of the Schwarz inequality yield successively 

(3) 

with J=lfsI2_lhI2 the Jacobian off, 

(4) (ai b;)2::; 1F d~ dl'/ ·1~ Ifs~hl2 d~ dl'/ 

_ 11 +K1 2 

=aibi ·1~ 1-IK1 2 d~ dl'/, 

with K= fs/h the complex dilatation of f We finally get 

b? _ 11 +K1 2 

(5) M-.=ai bi ::;H 1_ 1 12d~dl'/. , Si K 

We can transform the right hand side into an integral over the original ring 
domain R i and sum up to get an integral over the Riemann surface R. Let (jji 
be the conformal mapping of R i (slit along the curve which corresponds to the 
radial slit in R;) onto Si. We put cp(z) = (jj;(Z)2 in terms of a local parameter z in 
R i , and cp =0 in the complement R ....... U R i • We then have 

(6) b!<SSI1+KI21(jj~12d d =SSI1+KI21Idxd 
Mi - Ri 1-IK12 , X Y Ri 1-IK12 cp Y 

and 

(7) 

Of course, cp transforms like a quadratic differential under a change of the 
parameter, which makes the integral over R weIl defined. 

We now specify the quasiconformal selfmapping of R. Let U be a parame
ter neighborhood on R with a parameter z. Choose an arbitrary complex 
valued function h with continuous first order derivatives and with compact 
support in U. The function z--+w=z+eh(z), continued by the identity outside 
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of U, is a quasiconformal selfmapping of R, for all sufficiently small complex 
numbers e. It is clearly homotopic to the identity and has the differential 

(8) 

In Ri the conformal mapping <Pi: Ri~Si has the differential d(= <P;(z) dz. In 
order to compute the complex dilatation K of the induced quasiconformal 
mapping 1;: Si~Si we need the differential 

d( d( 
dw=(1 + ehz )-;+ ehz=; 

<Pi <P; 
(9) 

the conformal mapping of Ri onto Si has no influence on the complex dila
tation. We get 

(10) 

Simple computations show that IKI = o (e), 

(11) I 11 1 +K1 2 Iml (1 +2ReK+0(IKI 2)) 
({J l-IKI 2 'I' 

=1({J1+2Reehz ({J+I({JI· 0(e2). 

The integral on the right hand side of (7) can be written in the form (since K 

= 0 outside of U) 

11+K1 2 (ll+KI 2 ) 
(12) ~ l_IKI21({JldxdY=~I({Jldxdy+U l-IKI 2 1 1({Jldxdy 

b2 

=L-i +2ReefShz({Jdxdy+0(e2). 
Mi U 

From (1) we conclude that fS hz ({J dx d y = 0 for every continuously differentiable 
U 

h with compact support in U. Weyl's lemma (Ahlfors [2], p.45) shows that ({J 

is a.e. equal to an analytic function in U. Proceeding in the same way along 
overlapping neighborhoods we realize that ({J is a.e. equal to a holomorphic 
quadratic differential on R, which we may call ({J again. We conclude, that R "'
U Ri is a null set. In Ri, ({J = <p? Therefore Ri is swept out by closed trajec
tories of ({J. As R is, by assumption, different from the compact torus, the 
characteristic ring domains of ({J are well determined. Every R i clearly is a 
subannulus of such a characteristic ring domain (since it is swept out by closed 
trajectories). If one at least of the R i were a proper subdomain of the as
sociated characteristic ring domain, this would contradict the fact that R "'
U R i is a null set. Therefore the R i are the characteristic ring domains of ({J, 

and their heights are the same as the heights of the rectangles Si' i.e. equal 
to bio This finishes the proof of the existence theorem. The uniqueness was shown 
in Section 20.5. 

In particular, if p = 1, we have only one cylinder, of homotopy class Y l' The 
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corresponding quadratic differentials are called simple. They are determined by 
Y 1 up to positive multiples. The modulus M1 = M1 of the cylinder is uniquely 
determined. 

21.2 A compactness property. Let (Y1' ... , Yp) be an admissible system of Jorda_n 
curves on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, such that the maximal modulus Mi 
is finite for every i = 1, ... , p. The set of holomorphic quadratic differentials on 
R with closed trajectories and with ring domains R i of homotopy type Yi' i 
= 1, ... , p is denoted by r. It is admitted that some of the Ri are degenerate, 
and we define Cf>=OEr. p 

Every Cf>Er has finite norm 11Cf>11 = I a; Mi' The subset of normalized ele
i=1 

ments of r with norm one is denoted by Fa. 

Theorem 21.2. The set Fa of normalized quadratic differentials with closed 
trajectories of homotopy type (Y1' ... , Yp ) is compact. 

Proof For a given admissible system of Jordan curves Yi' i = 1, ... , p, on R, 
let Cf>nEro, n= 1, 2,3, .... By Cauchy's integral, the sequence Cf>n(z) is locally 
bounded for any fixed local parameter z. Therefore there exists a subsequence 
which converges locally uniformly to a holomorphic quadratic differential Cf>; 
we call this subsequence (Cf>n) again. Because of the uniform convergence on 
compact sets, 11 Cf> 11 ::;; 1. 

Let ain = inf S lCf>n(z)l t Idzl; if the ring domain R in of Cf>n is not degenerate, 
Y- Yi Y 

this is the length of the trajectories of Cf>n which are homotopic to Yi' For any 
fixed curve Y which is freely homotopic to Yi we have 

hence 

p 

Since 11 Cf>nll = Ia;nMin=1, not all the moduli M in can tend to zero for n-+OC!. 
i=1 

Because M in ::;; Mi < OC! for all i and n, we can pass to another subsequence such 
that the sequences (Min) converge. Let, by an appropriate choice of the num
bering, lim Min =Mi >0 for i= 1, ... , q and lim Min=O for i =q+ 1, ... ,p. 

"-+00 .lJl.LcI> n-oo 

The function hn = e ain n, 4> n = S y;p:, with a proper choice of the additive 
constant, is a conformal mapping of the ring domain R in onto the annulus R;n: 

1 1 
rin <lzl<1, Min =-2 log-. The inverse gin=h;;1 maps R;n onto Rin . The 

TC rin 
sequences of mappings (gin)n= 1, 2, ... form anormal family. We can therefore 
assume, by passing to another subsequence, that they converge locally uni
formly in R;: ri< I zl < 1, with ri = lim rin' to a conformal mapping gi of R; onto a 
ring domain RicR. n~oo 
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In R i we can introduce the parameter Z by means of the inverse mapping h 
=gi\ and we may identify the points PERi of R with their corresponding 
points zER;. Let now Do be any c10sed disk in R;. We choose a slightly larger 
concentric c10sed disk DcR;. For aIl sufficiently large n the disk D is con
tained in R;n' and its image by gin is contained in R i. We can therefore, after 
the identification, consider gin as a conformal mapping of D into R;, and the 
sequence (gin) converges to the identity uniformlyon D. For every 8 >0 there 
exists a number n. such that Igin(z)-zi <8 for aIl ZED. If 8 is smaIler than the 
difference of the radii of D and Do, by the argument principle, DOcgin(D). 
Therefore, every zEDo has an inverse zn = hn(Z)ED. We have 

IZn - zi = Ihn(z) - zi == Ihn(z) - gin(hn(z))1 = IZn - gin (zn)1 < 8 

for aIl zEDo. We conc1ude that the inverse mapping hn is defined on Do and 
the sequence (hn) tends to the identity uniformlyon Do. Now 

1..!!i..(J)n(Z) 
Zn= hn(z)=ea'n . 

Therefore dzn=zn' 2ni q>~(z)dz, and by squaring 
ain 

<P (z)= _ (ain)Z ~ (dZn)Z. 
n 2n z; dz 

dz 
Clearly d;-d, and since <Pn(z)-?<p(z)=l=O for proper z (<p cannot be the zero 

differential, because otherwise ain -? 0 for aIl i) we have shown that ai = lim ain 
=l= 0 exists for i = 1, ... , q, and (a. )Z 1 n~oo 

<p(z)=- 2~ zZ' 

This is the representation of the quadratic differential <P in terms of the 
parameter z. Therefore <P has c10sed trajectories in R i, and 11<pIIR,=a; Mi' We 
finally get q q 

1 ~ 11<p11 ~ L 11<pIIR, = La; Mi 
i=l i= 1 

q p 

= lim L a;n . Min = lim L a;n M in = 1. 
n--+ooi=l n--+ooi=l 

Therefore <P has c10sed trajectories on R, by definition. 
Let us turn back to the original subsequence (<Pn) which was chosen to 

converge to <P locally uniformly. From the fact that 11 <P 11 = 1 it easily follows 
that II<Pn-<PII-?O. We have in fact shown that any sequence of quadratic 
differentials <PnEro which converges 10caIly uniformly to a quadratic differential 
<P converges in norm to <P and <pEro. Moreover: Min-?Mi and bin-?bi for aIl i 
= 1, ... , p, and ain -?ai if Mi =l= O. If this statement were not true for the moduli, 
we could pass to another subsequence with different limits i( But the Mi are 
the moduli of the ring domains of the limit <p, wh ich are weIl determined. Let 
now Mi=l=O for i=1, ... ,q, Mi=O for i=q+1, ... ,p. Then, ain-?ai for i=1, ... ,q, 
and hence bin=ainMin-?bi=aiMi' whereas bin-?O for i=q+1, ... ,p, because the 
sequences (ain) are bounded. 
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Corollary 21.2. Let cP n E T for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , and let cP n ---+ cP locall y uniforml y. 
Then cpET and the sequence (CPn) tends to cP in norm. 1f cP=O, ain---+O and bin---+O 
for n---+OCJ. 1f cp=l=O, Min---+Mi, bin---+bi for all i, and ain---+ai for all i with Mi>O. 

Proo! From the locally uniform convergence CPn ---+ cP it easily follows that 

lim ainsA= inf S Icplt Idzl. 

On the other hand, Min ::;; Mi < 00, i = 1, ... , p. Therefore 
n 

lim Ilcpnll = lim L a;nMin::;; L af Mi· 
n_oo n-+oo i=l i=l 

If cP=O, ai=O for all i, and consequently Ilcpnll---+O. 
Let cp=l=O. We choose a subsequence (CPn) such that the sequence (1ICPnill) 

converges. Let A = lim 11 CPnJ Then, by the previous theorem, the sequence 
i-oo 

(CPnjIICPnill) converges in norm to a quadratic differential ijJEI'a: 

hence 
11 ~-ijJll---+O 11 CPni 11 

IICPni -AijJll---+O. 

The sequence (CPnJ converges, a fortiori, to A ijJ pointwise (locally uniformly), 
thus cP = A ijJ, 11 cP 11 = A 11 ijJ 11 = A. Therefore the limit A is the same for every 
subsequence, and we have shown that the sequence (1Icpnll) converges to Ilcpll, 
and consequently 

By the previous theorem again, CP=AijJ has closed trajectories, Min---+Mi, bin---+bi 
for all i, and ain ---+ ai for all i with Mi =1= O. 

If (CPn) is merely a bounded sequence of T, we can extract a subsequence 
wh ich converges locally uniformly. The statement of the corollary is then true 
for this subsequence. 

21.3 The homeomorphism (b., ... , b p) I--H{J. Let (Y l' ... , Y p) be an admissible sys!em 
of Jordan curves on aRiemann surface R with finite maximal moduli Mi' i 
= 1, ... , p. Then, to every p-tupel of non negative numbers bi there corresponds 
a uniquely determined quadratic differential cpET with bi the heights of its 
cylinders: 

Of course we assign the zero differential to the zero vector. Conversely, to 
every cpET corresponds the vector of its heights. The mapping is therefore a 
bijection of the set of non negative p-tupels onto r. 

Theorem 21.3. The mapping (bI' ... , bp)l----+cp is a homeomorphism (with the 
metric induced by the norm on T). 

Proo! The set of cpET with bounded heights is bounded in norm. If not, 
there would exist a sequence of quadratic differentials CPnET with bounded 
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heights bjn and norm lIq>nll--+oo. Let tPn=II::II. Then, tPnEFo, and there is a 

subsequence of the sequence (tPn) which converges in norm to an element tPEFo. 
For convenience of notation we call the subsequence (tPn) again. Let i be an 

- - b. -
index ~it~ Mj>O. Then, bjn=-" ln,,--+bj>O, and therefore bjn--+oo which is a 
contradichon. q>n 

Let now bjn--+b j, i=1, ... ,p, and let q>nEr be the corresponding differentials. 
Since they are bounded, there is a subsequence (q>n) which converges in norm 
to an element q>Er. The heights bjnk of the cylinders of the q>nk converge to the 
heights of the respective cylinders of q>, which are therefore equal to bj. From 
the uniqueness of the differential with given heights we conclude that already 
the original sequence (q>n) converges to q> locally uniformly and hence, by 
Corollary 21.2, in norm. 

Conversely, let q>n --+ q> in norm. Then, q>n --+ q> locally uniformly, and by 
Corollary 21.2 bjn --+ bj, i = 1, ... , p. 

21.4 Exhaustion. The considerations of the preceding sections can be applied 
to prove the convergence of the quadratic differentials associated with the 
surfaces of an exhaustion of R. 

Theorem 21.4. Let R be aRiemann surface and let (')'1'': .. ' ')'p) be an ad
missible system of Jordan curves on R with maximal moduli M j < 00, i = 1, ... , p. 
F or a given, increasing exhaustion R 1 C R 2 C R 3 C ... c R of Rand given non 
negative numbers bj we denote by q>n the solution of the heights problem for Rn. 
Then the differentials q>n converge locally uniformly to a quadratic differential q> 
on R. q> has closed trajectories and its cylinders have heights bj. The convergence 
is actually in norm: lIq>n-q>IIRn--+O, Mjn--+Mj and ajn--+aj. 

Proof We may disregard the curves ')'j with associated height bj=O and thus 
assume bj>O for i=1, ... ,p. (In particular, if bj=O for all i, q>n=O for all n, and 
so is q>. There is nothing to prove.) Without loss of generality we can also 
assume that the curves ')'j are contained in Rn for all n. Let now q>n be the 
differential with cylinders of homotopy type (')';) and heights bjn = bj on Rn. 
Then, by the minimal property and because the system of ring domains 
RjncRn is contained in Rn+ 1, 

p b~ p b~ p b~ 

lIq>nll =.L Ai. ~.L ~= lIq>n+ll1 ~.L Ai .. 
J=1 1n 1=1 1,n+1 1=1 1 

We conclude that the differentials q>n have decreasing and thus bounded norm, 
with a positive lower bound. We can therefore extract a subsequence, which we 
call q>n again, which converges locally uniformly to a quadratic differential q> on 
R, 1Iq>1I::; lim lIq>nll. Because of the inequality 
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the moduli M in are bounded away from zero: 

b~ -
IIIP'tIISMinSMi' i=l, ... ,p. 

We can therefore pass to another subsequence (which we denote by (IPn) again) 
such that the moduli M in converge, 

lim Min=Mi>O, i=l, ... ,p. 

As in the proof of Theorem 21.2 we introduce the mappings 

1 1 
of the ring domains Rin onto circular rings R;n: rin <lznl<1, M in =-2 log-, 

n rin 
and their inverses gin' By passing onee more to a subsequenee, we can achieve 
that the sequences gin converge, locally uniformlyon R;: ri < Izi < 1, Mi = 
1 1 

-2 log-, to conformal mappings gi of R; onto disjoint ring domains Ri on R. 
n ri 

The representation of the differential IPn in Ri in terms of the parameter Z is 

IPn{Z) = - {ain )2 ~ (ddZn )2, zn=hn(z), 
\2n Zn Z 

From the convergence IPn(Z) --+ IP(Z) and hn(Z) --+ Z get the representation 

IP(Z) = _ (~)2 ~, 
2n Z2 

with ai = lim = ain . IP cannot be the zero differential, because otherwise lim ain 
n~oo n~oo 

=0 for all i, which contradicts 

Therefore ai>O for all i. In Ri, IP has closed trajeetories with lengths ai. The 

modulus of R i is Mi =-21 log~, and its height in the IP-metrie is 
n ri 

n~ 00 n~oo 

Moreover, 

The ring domains R i of IP cover R up to a set of measure zero, and therefore IP 
has closed trajectories by definition. The R i are its characteristic ring domains, 
in fact IP is the solution of the heights problem for R. From the fact that 
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CfJn -+ CfJ loeally uniformly and 11 CfJn 11 --+ 11 CfJ 11 we eonclude again that IICfJn - CfJ 11 --+ O. 
The norm ean either be taken over the surfaees Rn or over the surfaee R; in 
the latter ease we set CfJ n = 0 on R ........ Rn. 

The sequenee (CfJn) in the last relation is aetually a subsequenee of the 
original one. But if the original sequenee would not eonverge to CfJ loeally 
uniformly there would exist a subsequenee whieh eonverges, again loeally 
uniformly (beeause of the loeal boundedness), to a limit rp =l= CfJ. The limit rp 
would also solve the heights problem on R, with the same eurves Yi and 
heights bi , whieh eontradicts the uniqueness of the solution. Therefore the 
original sequenee tends to CfJ loeally uniformly. Moreover, sinee the sequenee of 
norms 11 CfJnll tends to IICfJII, we have in faet IICfJn-CfJII-+O for the original se
quenee, whieh finishes the proof of the theorem. 

21.5 An existence proof based on the compact case. In the proof of Theorem 21.4 
the existenee of a solution of the heights problem on the surfaee R is not 
assumed; in the eontrary, it is proved, if the solutions CfJn on the exhausting 
surfaees Rn exist. This allows a proof of the existenee of a solution on an 
arbitrary surfaee if the problem is solved on the eompaet surfaees. One first 
solves it on eompaet bordered surfaees, by eompleting them with their sym
metrie image to a eompaet surfaee. Then one exhausts R by eompaet bordered 
surfaees. The argument reveals that the eompaet ease is the really basie one, 
for finite eurve systems. 

Let R be a eompaet, bordered surfaee, with boundary eurves aRj , j 
= 1, 2, ... , q. Let (y l' ... , Yp) denote an admissible system of Jordan eurves in the 
interior of R, with assoeiated heights bi > o. The mirror image of R is denoted 
by R*. R=RuR*, with eorresponding boundary points identified, is the dou
ble of R. The symmetrie image of Yi is denoted by y[. Whenever Yi is homo
topie to some aRj on R, we have y[",aRj=aRj on R*, henee Yi"'Y[ on R. In 
this ease we disregard Y[ (and may of eourse replaee Yi by aRJ ~ 

We claim that the remaining eurve system Yi' Yt is admissible on R. We 
have to show that Yi-Yk for i=l=k, and that Yi-yt for all i and k (if there is a 
yt). 

Let Yi '" Yk on R, i =l= k. Let D be a ring domain bounded by the two eurves. 
D must have points in eommon with R*, beeause otherwise Yi and Yk would be 
homotopie on R. But as the boundary of D lies in R, D eontains all of R*. R* 
must be a subannulus of D, bounded by two eurves aRl and aR 2 , say. Then, R 
is an annulus (the symmetrie image of R*), henee Yi"'Yk on R, a eontradietion. 

Let now Yi"'Yt, and let D be the ring domain bounded by Yi and Y:' D 
eontains points of R as well as of R*, henee a boundary eurve aR j • This eurve 
eannot be homotopic to zero and must therefore be homotopie to both 
boundary eurves of D. We have Yi",aR j • But then, Y[ wa~ dropped, henee i=l=k. 
As Yi"'Y[, Y["'Yt, therefore (by refleetion) Yi"'Yk on R, whieh was proved 
impossible. 

We now assign heights to the eurves of our system: Yi--+bi as before, unless 
Yi",aR j , in whieh eas~e we set Yi-+2bi' and Yt-+bk. Let <P be the solution ofthe 
heights problem on R for the eurve system Yi' Yt, with the assigned heights. Let 
Ri, Rt be the eorresponding ring domains. The symmetry T of R takes the 
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system of eurves (up to homotopy) and heights into itself, henee, by the 
uniqueness theorem, also the solution <p and its system of ring domains. 

Let R i be the ring domain assoeiated with Yi' First, assurne Yi"",oR j for allj. 
We want to show that RicR. Let RJ,R* =1=0. If RicR*, pick a closed trajeeto
ry rl i c R i. As it does not meet Yi' it bounds, together with Yi' a ring domain D, 
whieh, in its turn, evidently must eontain a boundary eurve oR j . Thus Yi"'oR j , 

in contradiction to the hypothesis. So let R i contain points of Rand of R*, 
hence a boundary point P. The symmetry T leaves P invariant and takes R i 

into Rr Therefore R i n R[ =1= 0, which is impossible, unless R i = Rr But then 
Yi"'Y[, a eontradiction. We eonclude: für every curve Yi whieh is not homo
topic to a boundary eurve oR j the corresponding ring domain is contained in 
R. 

Second, assurne Yi",oR j • Then R i must be symmetrie, i.e. invariant under T. 
T is therefore an anti-conformal selfmapping of R i • In a representation of R i as 
a eircular annulus, the eorresponding selfmapping has either a couple of 
opposite radii or a concentric circle as locus of fixed points. By homotopy 
reasons the first is impossible. The boundary curve oR j is a trajeetory in R i 
which bisects R i in two cylinders of equal height bio The restriction of the ring 
domains to R solves the given heights problem for R. 

The boundary curves oR j are either closed trajectories, or else they are 
composed of critieal trajectories which lie on the boundary of characteristic 
ring domains of cp. 

Just as an example we indicate the solution of the heights problem on a 
compact surface with punctures: We cut little circular holes (in fixed local 
parameters) around the punctures and exhaust it by letting the radii shrink to 
zero. The requirement that Mi< Cf) means that no Yi bounds a onee punctured 
disk on R. 

21.6 The surface of the squares of the heights. Let (Y1' 00', Yp ) be an admissible 
system of Jordan eurves on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, satisfying the 
condition Mi< 00 for i = 1, 00" p. The set of normed quadratic differentials cp 
with closed trajeetories and with characteristic ring domains R i of homotopy 
type Yi' i = 1, 00" p, is denoted by Ta. The fact that 

p b2 

Ilcpll = L ~, =1 
i=1 Mi 

is minimized by the ring domains R i suggests to consider the sum as scalar 
product of the two veetors x = (x l' ... , x p), y = (y l' ... , yp) with Xi = b?, Yi = Mi-i, 
i = 1, ... , p. This gives rise to a eoneave surface, described by the veetor x, with 
a continuous normal veetor Y (exeept for the boundary points with more than 
one Xi equal to zero). 

We first show that in every direction e=(e1 , 00', ep ), 

( 
p ) 1/2 

Ilell= i~le? =1, ei;:::O for i=l,oo.,p, 

there is exactly one vector x = A' e, A > 0, with Xi = b?, bi the heights of the 
eylinders of a quadratie differential cpEro' 
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Assume X=Ae solves the problem. Then there exists <pEI'a with heights of 

its cylinders being bi=0·~, i.e. multiples of the square roots~. Let now 
(pEr be the differential with heights jji=~' Then, as 

b2 e· 
l=II<pII=I-' =AI-' =AII(pII, 

Mi Mi 

we get A = 11 (p 11- \ <p = A (p, where the sum is extended over those indices i, for 
which ei > O. Thus, <p has the correct heights, and since (p is uniquely de
termined, so is <p and hence x. 

Moreover, x depends continuously on e, because (p does, and hence A. It 
therefore describes a surface ;It', the surface of the squares of the heights of the 
cylinders. 

We now show that ;It' is convex. Let x be an interior point of ;It' (i.e. Xi> 0 
for all i), and let x' =l= x. Then 

p b~2 b~ 2 
(1) (x',y)= I ~ > I ~,=(x',Y')=l, 

i= 1 i (b;>Ü) i 

because of the minimum property of the quadratic differential <p' associated 
with x' (Theorem 20.5). Subtracting (x, y) = 1 from the left hand side of (1), we 
get 

(2) (x' -x, y) >0, 

which shows, that the surface ;It' lies to the right of the plane lff through x with 
normal y, and that it has only x in common with lff. 

Assume now that x' is also an interior point of ;It'. Then, the vector y' with 

components ~~ is finite and we get, analogously to (2), the inequality. 
, 

(3) (x-x',y'»O. 

From the continuity of the vector y at interior points of ;It' (see Section 21.2) 
we deduce that y' = y + e, where e = (e1' ... , ep) is an arbitrary small vector, if x' 
is sufficiently dose to x. We therefore get from (2) and (3), dividing by Ilx' -xii, 

( X' - x ) (X' - x ) ( x' - x ) 
0< Ilx'-xll'y = Ilx'-xll,y'-e <- Ilx'-xll'e ~llell· 

We condude that the scalar product 

( x' x ) 
Ilx'-xll'y 

tends to zero with x' -> x for every interior point of ;It'. Therefore the plane lff 
is in fact the tangent plane of the surface ;It' at the point x, and lff depends 
continuously on x in the interior of Yf. 

Let x be a boundary point of ;It' with only one component Xi = bl = 0, 
whereas xk = b; > 0 for k =l= i. Then Mi =0 and therefore the i-th component of y 

is M i- 1=OO. Let x' be an interior point of;lt'. The unit normal II~:II has 
components 
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y~ 1 

Ilill 

For x' ---+ x we have M; ---+ 0 and M~ ---+ M k > 0 for all k =l= i. Therefore 

y' (") WIf---+ e ' = (0, ... , 1, ... ,0), 

with e(i) the unit vector parallel to the i-th axis. 
We now show that e(i) is the normal to Jf at the boundary point x, xi=O, 

xk>O, k=l=i. To this end, let x' be an interior point of Jf again. We then have 

(4) 

and, by (3) 

(5) 

( x' -x (i)) 
Ilx'-xll,e 

b~2 

Ilx' ~xll >0; 

( X-X' y,) 
Ilx-x'lI 'WIf >0. 

Now II~:II =e(i)+8, where 8 is an arbitrary small vector for x' ---+x. Combining 

(4) and (5) gives 

( X' - x . ) (X' - x y' ) ( x' - x ) 
0< Ilx'_xll,e(lj = Ilx'-xIl'WIf-8 <- Ilx'-xI!'8 :-:;11811, 

and hence 

(
X' -x n) 

Ilx' -xii' e I ---+0 

for x' ---+x. This is clearly also true, if x'EOJf. 
At the boundary point x of Jf with at least two coordinates equal to zero, 

Xi = x k = 0 say, there does not exist a continuous unit normal. F or, in every 

neighborhood of x there are points x' with II~:II =e(j), j=i and j=k, re
spectively, which are orthogonal to each other. 

Let us summarize the results in 

Theorem 21.5. Let Fo be the class of normalized quadratic differentials <p(ll <p 11 
= 1) with closed trajectories associated with the admissible curve system 
(y l' ... , y p)' Then the vector x = (bi, ... , b~) of the squares of the heights of the 
cylinders of <p describes a concave surface Jf with a continuous normal vector y 

= (~ l' ... , ~ J at the interior points of Jf. The unit normal 11 ~ 11 of Jf is 

continuous at the interior points of Jf and at those boundary points x which have 
exactly one component Xi =0. It is equal to the unit vector e(i) of the i-th axis at 
these points. 

21.7 Solution of the moduli problem. The surface Jf provides an existence 
proof for a quadratic differential with given ratio of the moduli hy elementary 
geometrie means. 
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Theorem 21.7 (Strebel [4J, [6], [11J). Let (Yl' ... , Yp) be a finite admissible 
curve system on an arbitrary surface R, with finite maximal moduli Mi for all i 
=1, ... ,p. Then, for any positive unit vector m=(m l , ... ,mp), mi>O, i=l, ... ,p, 
there is a quadratic differential cp on R with closed trajectories of homotopy type 
Yi and such that the moduli of its ring domains are Mi=Ami, i=l, ... ,p. cp is 
determined up to a positive constant factor; with the normalization II cp II = 1 it is 
uniquel y determined. 

Proo! Let e = (e l' ... , e p) be the unit vector with components proportional 

to the reciprocals ~: 
mi 1 

ei
= mi VI (~J2· 

We push the plane orthogonal to the vector e from the left (the origin) to the 
surface g. Let x be the first point of contact: xEgntff and such that there 
are no points of g to the left of tff. Then, x is necessarily an interior point of 
g. For, assurne that x is a boundary point with exactly one co ordinate equal 
to zero, say xi>O for i=l, ... ,p-l and xp=O. We choose x'Eg with coor
dinates x; = r Xi' i = 1, ... , p - 1 and x~ = t > 0. As the points of the above form 
with r = 1 lie on the parallel to the p-th axis through x, wh ich is the normal of 
g at x, we must have 0< r < 1. Moreover, r -+ 1, for t -+0, and also 

( x'-x (P))_ t -+ 
Ilx'-xll' e -llx' -xii 0. 

From Ilx' -xii =(1-r) 1 / xi + ... +X;_l + (~t_)2 
t V l-r 

we 

~--+O. 
l-r 

Therefore 
p-l 

(x'-x,e)=ep·t-(I-r) I Xi ei 
i= 1 

then conclude that 

becomes negative for sufficiently small positive values of t, and the point x' Eg 
lies to the left of the plane tff with normal e, contradicting the choice of tff. 

If x has more than one coordinate equal to zero, 

xi>o, i=I, ... ,q, 

for some 1::; q < P -1, we can, by a similar procedure, find a point x' 
=(u l , ... , u q , t, 0, ... , O)Eg which lies to the left of tff. 

We have thus shown that x is an interior point of g (it is of course 
uniquely determined). Let cpEI'a be the corresponding quadratic differential. 

The heights of its cylinders are bi =rx;-. The normal to the surface g at x is 

the vector y = (~1~, ... , ~1~), with Mi the modulus of the cylinder R i of 
M l M p 

homotopy type Yi. But then, Mi=Ami, which proves the theorem. 
The uniqueness of cp follows from Theorem 20.6. For, let (p with ring 

domains Ri and moduli Mi=Xmi be another solution. We may assurne ).2A, 
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M. ~ 
hence M: ~ 1 for all i. Then, by Theorem 20.6, R i = R i , i = 1, ... , p and iP differs 

, 
from CfJ by a positive constant factor, which must be equal to one if IliPll = 1. 

21.8 Solution of the moduli problem by exhaustion (Strebel [1l]). In Seetions 
21.4 and 21.5 the quadratic differential with given heights of its cylinders was 
constructed by exhaustion starting with the solution on compact surfaces. A 
similar procedure is possible for the solution of the moduli problem on an 
arbitrary Riemann surface R; hence this problem can also be reduced to the 
case of compact surfaces. 

Let Yi' i = 1, ... , p be an admissible curve system on an arbitrary Riemann 
surface R with maximal moduli Mi< 00 for all i, and let m = (mI' ... , mp) be a 
unit vector with positive components. Let (Rn) be an increasing exhaustion of 
R by compact bordered subsurfaces Rn' R l =:> Yi for i = 1, ... , p. Denote by CfJn the 
solution on Rn = Rn U R:, where R: is the reflection of Rn on its boundary, with 
mi replaced by 2mi for every Yi which is homotopic to a boundary curve of Rn' 
By the uniqueness of the solution and the symmetry of Rn the restrietion CfJnlRn 
is the solution of the moduli problem M(n)=(M ln , ... , Mpn)=An·m on Rn' 

On Rn + l' because of the extrem um property, 

(1) ~=~:s; 1. 
Mi•n+ 1 An+ 1 

Moreover, Min:S; Mi' i = 1, ... , p, and hence 

M' l Al M il -'-=-> max -
M in An -l~i~p Mi 

We conc1ude that the sequence (An) is monotonically increasing and has a finite 
limit A. The same is true for the moduli: lim Min=A·mi=Mi. 

n~oo 

We normalize the solution CfJ n on Rn to have norm IICfJnl1 = 1. By passing to a 
subsequence we can assume locally uniform convergence to a holomorphic 
quadratic differential on R. As in Seetion 21.4 we set 

Then gin = h; 1 is a conformal mapping of the annulus rin < Iznl < 1 onto the ring 
domain R in . Taking subsequences again, we can assume that the sequences (gin) 
converge locally uniformlyon ri < Izl < 1, ri = lim rin , to mappings gi: 

n~ 00 

1 1 
ri<lzl<1-+Ri, with moduli M i= lim M in =-2 log-. Introducing the parame-

n __ oo n ri 

ter z in R i , we find the representation 

CfJ(z) = - (;~r z\, ai=}~~ ain' 

This representation and the locally uniform convergence lead to the inequal-
ities p 

1 ~ IICfJII ~ I a~ M i= lim IafnMin= 1 
i= 1 n_oo 
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from which we conclude that ep has closed trajectories and that the R i are its 
characteristic ring domains, with moduli Mi=Ami. Therefore ep solves the 
problem for R. Since we can start out with an arbitrary subsequence of the 
original sequence (epn)' we have actually shown 

Theorem 21.8. Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface, with a given ad
missible curve system Yi' i = 1, ... , p, and finite maximal moduli Mi' i = 1, ... , p. 
Let m = (mI' ... , mp) be a given unit vector with positive components mi. Then, for 
an arbitrary exhaustion (Rn) of R, the solutions epn (1lepn 11 = 1) of the moduli prob
lem M(n) = An . m on Rn converge in norm to the normalized solution ep of the 
moduli problem M = Am on R. 

21.9 The surface of moduli (Strebei, [6], [11]). Given the admissible system of 
curves Yi' i = 1, ... , p on an arbitrary Riemann surface with Mi< 00 for all i, we 
associate with each non negative unit vector m = (mI' ... , mp), mi ;;:: 0, i = 1, ... , p, 
the vector of moduli M = (M I' ... , M p)' M = Am. Since M does not change when 
we multiply ep by a positive constant, we can normalize the quadratic differen
tial ep: 11 ep 11 = 1. The set of all normalized differentials is denoted by I'o 
=I'o(YI' ... , Yp). Note that the closed trajectories of ep are of homotopy type Yi' 
but it is not excluded that certain ring domains R i are degenerated (missing), 
which of course means the same as Mi=O. 

The uniqueness of M for given m follows from the extremal property 
(Theorem 20.6). Let, by appropriate renumbering, mi > 0, i = 1, ... , q, and mi = 0, i 
=q+1, ... ,p. And let M=Am and M=Xm be two solutions. Then, Mi=Mi=O, 
i=q+ 1, ... ,p. For 1 ~i~q we have Mi>O, Mi>O, with quadratic differentials 
ep and (p respectively. By the minimax property 

. {Mi} X 1 mm - =-~ . 
l;Si;Sq Mi A 

Interchanging ep and (p, the opposite inequality holds too. We therefore have A 
=X, Mi=Mi, i=1, ... ,q, and thus M=M, ep=(p. 

The vector of moduli M is a function of the direction m, M =Am. We 
denote the graph of this function by .ß and call it the surface of moduli 
associated with the system of loops Yi. 

The continuity of M follows from Section 21.2. Let 

m~n);;::o, i=1, ... ,p, 

tend to the unit vector m for n --+ 00. Let epn and ep be the quadratic differentials 
in I'o with moduli vector M(n)=An·m(n), M=Am respectively. By Corollary 21.1 
the sequence (epn) has a subsequence (epnJ which converges in norm to a 
quadratic differential (pEro. Also (M(nk»)--+M' and therefore M=X·m. By the 
uniqueness we conclude M = M. Since we can start with an arbitrary sub
sequence of (M(n»), we have shown that actually the original sequence itself 
converges to M, and epn --+ ep in norm. 
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From the maximum property of the sum La; Mi follows the convexity of 
JIt. To shorten the writing we intro du ce the notations 

with 

a i = inf S Icp(z)l t Idzl, 
V-Vi V 

the infimum taken over the rectifiable simple loops )' homotopic to )'i' (If 
Mi>O, ai is the cp-Iength of a closed trajectory of cp in Ri.) 

Let x be an interior point, x' =l= x an arbitrary point of JIt. Then, by 
Theorem 20.4 we have 

p p 

(1) (x', y)= L M;a; < L Mia; = (x, y)= 1 
i= t i= t 

Thus 

(2) (x' -x, y)<O, 

wh ich shows that the point x' of JIt lies to the left of the plane I! through x 
and perpendicular to y. Let now x' --+ x. Then, as cp' --+ cp, by Corollary 21.2 

again, we have y' --+ y. Setting y' = y + 8, e = 11:: =: 11 ' we get from (2) 

(3) (e, y)<O 

and, interchanging x and x' in (2), 

(4) (-e, y')= -(e, Y+8)= -(e, y)-(e, 8)<0. 

From (3) and (4) follows 

(5) -(e, 8) < (e, y)<O, 

where I(e, 8)1:::;; 11811--+0 for x'--+x. We conclude that 

(6) ( X'_X ) 
;,i~x 11 x' -xII' y =0 

for every interior point x of JIt. Therefore, y is the normal of the surface JIt, 
and we have shown that JIt has a continuous normal y=(ai, ... , a;) at its 
interior points. 

Our next step is to show that y is also the uniquely determined normal at 
the boundary points of JIt. Let, for convenience of notation, x=(x t , ... ,xp ) be 
a boundary point, with Xi> ° for i = 1, ... , q, Xi = ° for i = q + 1, ... , p, for some q, 
1:::;;q:::;;p-1. For x'--+x we have, by CoroBary 21.2, a;--+ai, i=1, ... ,q. It is 
conjectured that this is true for aB i, as in the case of heights (Section 24.7). 
But at this point we only need the easy half of it. 
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Lemma 21.9. Let Y be a dosed curve on an arbitrary Riemann surface R, and 
let (epn) be a sequence of holomorphic quadratic differentials on R tending locally 
uniformly to ep. Then 

with 

an = inf J lepn(z)l t Id zl, 
ji-n 

a = inf J lep(z)lt Idzl, 
-Y-n 

and the infimum taken over all rectifiable loops y in the free homotopy dass of y. 

Proo! For given 6>0 choose a piecewise smooth loop Yl ~Y such that 

J lep(z)l t Idzl < a + 6. 
Yl 

Cover Yl by finitely many parameter neighborhoods. Since epn(z) --+ ep(z) uni
formlyon Y 1 in terms of these parameters, 

J lepn(z)l t Idzl--+ J lep(z)l t Idzl· 
Yl Yl 

As 

liman ::;;a+6 
Yl 

for every 6>0. We thus get the desired result. 
Let x'EA be an arbitrary point in the neighborhood of x. We again have 

inequality (1), and hence (2) and (3). Thus 

(7) lim(e, y) ::;;0. 
x'--+X 

On the other hand, interchanging x' and x, we get ( - e, y') < 0, and hence 

(8) (e, y) =(e, y')+(e, y- y'»(e, y- y') 
q p 

= I ei(a;-a?)+ I ei(a~-a?). 
i= 1 i=q+ 1 

In the first sum we have a; --+ ai and leii::;; 1. Therefore, for x' --+ x, this term goes 
x' 

to zero. In the second term we have 1 ;;:::e i Ilx' ~xll >0. Moreover 

lim (a; -a?)=a~ -lim a? ;;:::0. 
- x'--+x 
x'-x 

We conclude that 

limei(a~-a;2);;:::0, i=q+1, ... ,p 
x'-x 

and hence 
p 

(9) lim(e,y);;::: I limei(a;-a;2);;:::0. 
x'-x i=Q+1X'-+X 
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Both inequalities (7) and (9) give the desired result 

(10) r (X' - x ) -r (X' - x ) 
o:::;)~x Ilx'-xll'y :::;)~x Ilx'-xll'y :::;0, 

hence 
(

X' -x ) 
:,i~ Ilx' -xii' y =0 

for all XEAt, The vector y is thus the normal of the surface At at the point x, 
and it follows from the freedom of the vector x' EAt that the normal is 
uniquely determined, From Theorem 20,4 we conclude that the surface At has 
only x in common with the plane (x' - x, y) = 0, Alltogether we have proved the 
following 

Theorem 21.9. Let Yi' i = 1, "" p, be an admissible system oJ simple loops on 
an arbitrary Riemann surJace R with finite maximal moduli Mi' Let Fo 
=Fo(Yi' .", Yp ) be the set oJ normalized holomorphic quadratic differentials qJ 
with closed trajectories oJ homotopy type Yi' i = 1, . '" p, Then the vector oJ 
moduli M = (M l' '" , M p) oJ the characteristic ring domains oJ qJ describes, as a 
Junction M = Am oJ the direction m = (mi' .", mp)' mi :;::: 0, a convex surJace At 
with normal vector y=(ai, "" a;), where ai is the inJimum oJ the qJ-lengths oJ the 
loops Jreely homotopic to Yi' For those i Jor which Mi is positive, ai is the qJ
length oJ the closed trajectories homotopic to Yi' The normal vector y is con
tinuous at the interior points oJ At, 

21.10 Maximal weighted sum of moduli (Jenkins [2J, Jenkins and Suita [lJ, 
Strebel [6J, [l1J). The maximal property 20,4 of a quadratic differential with 
closed trajectories calls for the solution of the following extrem al problem, To 
every curve Yi of an admissible curve system we assign a positive number Ai' 
Then the sum 

should be maximized over all systems of disjoint ring domains (R;) of ho
motopy type (y;), with Mi the modulus of Ri, The solution is given by the 
following 

Theorem 21.10. Let (y;), i = 1, "" p be an admissible curve system on an 
arbitrary Riemann surJace R with finite maximal moduli Mi' Let Ai be given 
positive numbers, Then, among all systems oJ disjoint ring domains (R;) oJ 
homotopy type (y;) there is a system (R;) with maximal sum 

The Ri are the characteristic ring domains oJ a uniquely determined quadratic 
differential qJ with closed trajectories and hence themselves uniquely determined 
except Jor the torus. 

1J Mi> 0, Ai is equal to the length ai oJ the closed trajectories homotopic to 

Yi; if Mi=O, Ai:::; ai = inf SlqJ(z)ltldzl, 
Y""'" Yi Y 
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Praa! We first prove the uniqueness of ep by the last property. Let ep and ep 
be two quadratic differentials, both in TJYI' ... , Yp)' with ai~Ai if Mi >0, ai ~ Ai 
if Mi=O, and analogously, (lk=Ak if Mk>O, (lk~Ak' if Mk=O. Then, by the 
maximum property and by the above 

'\' 2 '\' 2 - '\' 2 - '\' -2 - -Ilepll = LPi Mi~L...ai Mi~L...Ai M i= L...ai M i= Ilepll· 

Starting with ep instead of ep we get Ilepll ~ Ilepll. We therefore must have 
equality and, consequently, 

By the uniqueness part of Theorem 20.4, ep = ep and, if R is not the torus, Ri 

= R i for an i. 
The existence is evident, if p = 1. For, in this case, an the differentials with 

closed trajectories homotopic to Y I are positive multiples of a single one, ep, 
A 2 

say. Then, -+. ep has closed trajectories of length Al' and, by Theorem 20.4, its 
a l 

characteristic ring domain R I with modulus MI' solves the problem. 
For p~2 we can pick epEnYI' ... , Yp ) by means of the surface of moduli. 
Let Y = (YI , ... , Yp) be the vector with Y; = A;. Let A be the surface of 

moduli associated with T. We push a plane $ with normal Y from the right 
(backwards on Y) to the surface A. Let x=(xl, ... ,xp)=(MI, ... ,Mp) be a 
point of contaci. Assume that xi=Mi>O for i= 1, ... , q and xi=Mi=O for i=q 
+1, ... ,p, where q is some fixed number, 1 ::;;.q::;;.p. The surface A has anormal 
Y=(YI' ... ,Yp)=(ai, ... ,a;) at x. We then have (x'-x, Y)::;;.O for an x'EA, and 

x -x hence also (') 

Ilx' -xii' Y ::;;.0. 

On the other hand, 

(11:: =: 11 ' Y) --+ ° 
for x' --+ x. As every unit vector e = (eI' ... , ep) which is orthogonal to Y and 

x'-x 
such that ei~O, i=q+1, ... ,p can be approximated by vectors Ilx'-xll' x'EA, 

we ha ve (e, Y)::;;. 0, (e, y) = ° for an such vectors e. Choosing A > ° such that YI 
=AYI' we find that 

e2(Y2 -AY2)+ ... +eq(~- AYq) + ... +ep(Yp - Ayp)::;;'O. 

We therefore have 

Y;-AYi=O, i=1, ... ,p 

Y;-AYi::;;'O, i=q+ 1, ... ,p. 

Let epETo be the quadratic differential corresponding to x, with lengths ai. Then 

Yi=a;, while Y;=A;. The quadratic differential Aep has lengths '{I.ai, which is 
equal to Ai for i = 1, ... , q and ~ Ai for 1 = q + 1, ... , p. By the maximum property 
(Theorem 20.4) its characteristic ring domains R i are the unique solution of the 
extremal problem. In particular the point XE$ nA is uniquely determined. 
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We have shown he re that the solution of the moduli problem involves the 
solution of the extrem al problem for the weighted sum of moduli. The converse 
is also true, as was shown by Jenkins in [6]. 

21.11 Direct solution of the problem by variational methods. The theorem 
proved in the last section consists of two parts. In the first part it says that, 
given the curves I'i and the positive numbers Ai' i = 1, ... , p, the ring domains of 
homotopy type I'i that maximize the sum 

(1) 

are the characteristic ring domains of a quadratic differential ep with closed 
trajectories. For the non degenerate ring domains R i the Ai are the ep-Iengths ai 
of the corresponding closed trajectories of ep. 

The second part is about the degenerate ring domains (Mi=O). Then 

Ai::;;ai= inf S lep(z)l t Idzl. 
Y-Yi Y 

The first part can be shown directly, by the same variational procedure which 
was used to show the existence of a ep for given heights of the cylinders 
(Section 21.1). Let (RiL 1, ... ,p be a system of ring domains of homotopy type 
(I'J which maximizes the sum (1). Because the maximal moduli Mi as weH as 
the number p of curves are finite, anormal family argument leads, as before, to 
such a system (RJ The only difference is that now, unlike to the former case, 
some Ri can degenerate. Let, for convenience of notation, Mi> 0, i = 1, ... , q, 
and Mi = 0, i = q + 1, ... , p, for some q, 1::;; q::;; p. A quasiconformal selfmapping 
of the surface R takes the non degenerate ring domains R i into ring domains Ri 

of the same homotopy type. Let cJ>i be the conformal mapping of the domain 
R i , cut radiaHy (with respect to a conformally equivalent circular annulus) onto 
a horizontal rectangle Si of the (=~+iry-plane with sides O<~<Ai' O<ry<bi 
= Ai' Mi' As in 21.1, the ring domain Ri, cut along the image of the slit of R i, 
is mapped conformally onto a horizontal strip Si of length Ai and height bi 
=AiMi in the (*-plane (Fig. 63). 

The computations are now the same as above, with ai and ai replaced by 
Ai' We get 

(2) Ai::;;S I~+ f~1 d~, 
a 

Si 
Si 

bi 

()( 

Ai 

(=~+il1 ,. 
Fig.63 
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and after integration over ry and summing 

(3) L Aibi= I A; Mi::::; H 11(+ f~1 d~ dry. 
us, 

An application of Schwarz's inequality leads to 

"\' 2 2 SS r2 r2 SS 11+K1 2 

(4) LAi M;) ::::; us,(lJ(1 -IJd ) d~ dry· us, 1-IK12 d~ dry 

~ 11+K1 2 

=IAibi · H 1-1 12 d~dry. us, K 

We introduce, as before, 

cp= { rI>? 
o 

and write the integral (4) invariantly: 
"\' 2 2"\, 2 ~ SSll+KI2 

(5) (L.. Ai Mi) ::::; L.. ai Mi' R 1-IK12 Icpl dx dy. 

The quasiconformal selfmapping of R is now specialized, as in Section 21.1, to 
a shift z -> w = z + s h(z) in a neighborhood U and the identity elsewhere. The 
last integral in (5) then looks like 

11 +K1 2 
(6) H 112Icpldxdy=IA;Mi+2ResHhzCPdxdy+0(s2). 

R 1- K U 

By construction, the sum I Af Mi is maximal. Therefore I Af ~1; can be 
replaced by I Af Mi in (5), and we get, after dividing (5) by this sum and using 
(6), 

(7) 0::::; Res H hz cp dx dy+ 0(S2). 
U 

This is only possible if H hz cp dx d y = O. The rest of the proof is the same as in 
u 

21.1. From rI>? = cp in R i we conclude that the length of the rectangle Si is 
equal to the 'cp-length of the closed trajectories in R i: Ai=ai, i=l, ... ,q. We 
have thus shown the following 

Theorem 21.11.:. Let (Y;)i~ l. .... P be an admissible curve system, with finite 
maximal moduli Mi' on aRiemann surface R, and let Ai be given positive 
numbers. Let (R i) be an admissible system of ring domains which maximizes the 
sum (1). Then the R i with Mi>O are the characteristic ring domains of a 
quadratic differential cp with closed trajectories. Again, for Mi> 0, Ai = ai is the 
cp-length of the closed trajectories in R i. Moreover, bi=Ai·Mi, Ilcpll = Iaibi 
=IAfM i · 

This theorem was shown by Renelt in [1] by a very simple argument, 
reducing it to Theorem 21.1. Let (R;), i = 1, ... , q, be the non degenerate ring 
domains of a maximal system, and let (R;) be any system of ring domains of 
the same homotopy type, with ~1;>O for i=l, ... ,q. We multiply the elemen
tary inequality 
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(8) 
- M~ 

M i + d. :?2M i , 

b. 
As Ai = -' , the first sum is 

Mi 

" 2 - "2 " b? (10) L."A. M'<L."A. M.= L.,,-

this leads to 

(11) 

l 1- 1 1 Mi' 

"b~ "b~ 
L." '> L... ' Ni;- Mi' 
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Therefore the system (Ri)i= 1 ..... q minimizes the sum (11) with bi=AiMi. By 
Theorem 21.1 the R i are the characteristic ring domains of a quadratic differen-

tial cp, with moduli Mi and heights bio Therefore Ai=~=ai' 
Mi 

It is in the nature of the variational method that no new ring domains 
appear and no old ones disappear, in other words Mi> 0 iff Mi> O. In order to 
show the second part of Theorem 21.1, namely that Ai~ai if Mi=O, one has to 
choose a variation which produces a ring domain Ri with Mi>O where R i was 
degenerate. This can be done, using the surface of moduli ..Jt associated with 
the system (yJ 

Let Mi>O, i=1, ... ,q<p, whereas Mj=O for q<j~p. Choose an arbitrary 
index j. As in 21.10 we introduce the vectors 

x=(x1, ... ,xp )=(M1, ... ,Mq,O ... O) 

Y=(Y1' ... , Yp ) =(ai, ... , a;), Y =(Y1, ... , Yp ) =(Ai, ... , A;). 

The point x lies on the boundary of ..Jt. Let x=(M1, ... ,Mq,O, ... ,Mj, ... ,0) be 
a neighboring point of x on ..Jt. Since Y is the normal to ..Jt at x, we get, with e 

x-x 
Ilx-xll' (e,y)-O for x-x. On the other hand, from (x, Y)~(x, Y), we con-

clude (e, Y)~O. Therefore 

(12) lim«e, Y)-(e, y))= lim ej(AJ -aJ)~O. 
i~x i-x 

If we now spezialize x to Mi=AMi, i= 1, ... , q, clearly ej, which must be 
positive, does not go to zero for x-x. It then follows that Aj~aj' This finishes 
the new proof of Theorem 21.10. In particular, the uniqueness of cp and hence 
of the maximizing system R i folIows. 

21.12 Solution by exhaustion. Let Yi and Ai> 0, i = 1, ... , p be given on R, 
Mi< 00. And let (Rn)n= 1,2, ... be an exhaustion of R by subsurfaces, Rn C R n+ 1 

cR for all n, R= URn. We may assume that YicR1 for all i. 
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Theorem 21.12. Suppose Theorem 21.10 has been shown Jor subsurJaces Rn' 
with the curves Yi and numbers Ai' Then the theorem is also true Jor the surJace 
R, and the solutions CfJn on Rn te nd in norm to the solution CfJ on R. Moreover, 
Min~Mi' bin~bi and, if Mi>O, ain~ai' 

Proof For m>n, the surface Rm contains Rn' Therefore the admissible 
systems of ring domains on Rn are also admissible on Rm • It follows by 
considering Rm, that 

p p 

(1) 11 CfJnll = L Af Min~ L Af M im = 11 CfJmll 
i~l i~l 

On the other hand, for all n, 
p p 

(2) 11 CfJnll = LA~Min~ LAfMi. 
i~l i~ 1 

The sequence of the norms IICfJnl1 therefore has a positive limit 

(3) lim IICfJnll =A < 00. 
n~oo 

Since O~Min~Mi' we can choose a subsequence, wh ich we denote by (CfJn) 
again, which converges locally uniformly to a quadratic differential CfJ on R, 
and such that the sequences of moduli converge: Min~Mi"?O. From (2) and (3) 

p 

we conclude that IICfJII ~A = L Af Mi' Therefore not all Mi can vanish. Let 
i~l 

Mi> 0 for i = 1, .. , , q ~ p, Mi = 0 for all other i. F ollowing the proof of Theorem 
21.4 we find, again by passing to subsequences, for i = 1, ... , q, mappings gi: 

ri<lzl<I~Ri' with M i=21n log~. The Ri are disjoint ring domains on R, of 
1 

homotopy type Yi' and the representation of CfJ in terms of z in Ri is 

(4) CfJ(z) = _ (Ai )2 ~. 
2n Z2 

The equation shows that R i is swept out by closed trajectories of length Ai of 
CfJ, that the height of the cylinder Ri is bi=AiMi, and IICfJIIRi=Af Mi' From 

q 

(5) A"?IICfJII"? L IICfJIIRi=LAfMi=A 
i~l 

q 

it follows that R" U Ri is a null set. CfJ therefore has closed trajectories, and 
i~l 

from CfJn~CfJ locally uniformly and IICfJnll~IICfJII we get IICfJn-CfJII~O. The charac
teristic ring domains R in tend, for i = 1, ... , q, to the characteristic ring domains 
of CfJ, in the sense that the mappings gin: rin < Izl < 1 ~ Rin tend locally uniformly 
to the mappings gi' For i = 1, ... , q, M in > 0 for all sufficiently large n. Therefore 
the lengths of the closed trajectories are ain=Ai=ai. From Min~Mi we con
clude that bin=Ai·Min~bi=Ai·Mi' For i=q+l, ... ,q, Min~O by assumption, 
while limain~ai by Lemma 21.9. We conclude that bin~O, and from ain"?Ai 

n~ 00 

that ai"? Ai' Therefore CfJ has the desired properties. It is thus uniquely de-
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termined by Theorem 21.10. The uniqueness implies that the original sequence 
itself converges in norm to qJ and has the above properties (with exc1usion of 
the torus, where the ring domain can be shifted around). 

The surfaces Rn can be chosen to have finitely many simple analytic 
boundary curves. The solution of the problem on Rn can then be reduced, by 
doubling, to the solution on a compact surface. Thus, again, the problem on an 
arbitrary surface with a finite curve system is reducible to the compact case. 
(Jenkins [2], where Aisai is shown for eompaet surfaces by Hadamard's 
variational formula; Jenkins and Suita [1].) 

21.13 The generalized extremallength problem (Jenkins [2], [3]). The quadratic 
differential the eharacteristic ring domains of whieh maximize the weighted 
sum of moduli for given weights is a good eandidate to solve a c10sely related 
extrem al metric problem. For a given finite admissible curve system (Yi)' i 
=1, ... ,p on an arbitrary Riemann surfaee R, with finite maximal moduli Mi' 
and for given positive numbers Ai we eall the metrie p(z) Idzl admissible, if 

J p(z) Idzl ~ Ai' i = 1, ... , p, 

for all reetifiable loops Y freely homotopic to Yi' (The eondition ean be slightly 
weakened analogously to the weaker eondition in 20.3.) Ametrie P whieh is 
square integrable over Rand minimizes H p2(z)dxdy among all admissible 

R 

metries is ealled extremal; the problem itself is ealled a generalized extremal 
length problem, or a generalized extrem al metrie problem. 

It follows from a eonvexity argument that there ean be at most one 
extremal metrie; this is also true for p= 00, and has nothing to do with 
quadratie differentials. Let PI and P2 be two extrem al metries, 

m= H pi dx dy= H p~ dx dy. 
R R 

Then P=AlPl +A2P2' Al>A2~0, Al +A2=1, is admissible, sinee for Y~Yj 

J P Idzl = Al J Plldzl + A2 J P21dzl ~(Al + A2) ai =a j • 

y 

On the other hand, 

msH p2 dxdy= H (Al PI +A2 P2)2 dx dy 
R R 

=Ai H pi dx dy+2Al AzSJ PI P2 dx dY+A~ H p~ dx dy 
R R R 

s(Ai+A~)m+2AlA2m=(Al +A2f· m=m. 

Therefore, beeause of Sehwarz's inequality, P2 = C· PI' c2 = 1, henee P2 = Pi = P 
a.e. 

It follows from Theorem 20.3 that 
p 

LA; MisH p2dxdy 
i~i R 
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for all admissible metrics p and all systems of disjoint ring domains Ri of 
homotopy type Yi. Let Ri be the maximizing system. According to Theorem 
21.10 it is the system of characteristic ring domains of a uniquely determined 
quadratic differential ep, with closed trajectories. The lengths of its trajectories 
are ai=Ai if Mi>O, whereas ai~Ai' with ai= inf S lep(z)l t Idzl, if Mi=O. The 

Y - Yi Y 

metric lep(z)l+ Idzl is therefore admissible, and by Theorem 20.3 it is the (unique) 
extremal metric. 

For the proof of the extremality (Theorem 20.3) we only need the length 
inequality for those indices i with Mi>O, i.e. where we actually have ring 
domains. The proof shows at the same time that there really exists an ad
missible square integrable metric, namely p = leplt. The existence of ep depended 
on the condition that Mi< 00 for all i. It follows from Theorem 20.3 that this 
condition is also necessary for the existence of a square integrable admissible 
metric p, if Ai> O. 

21.14 The surface of the reciprocals of the moduli. For a given admissible curve 
system (y l' ... , Yp ) we look at the set of holomorphic quadratic differentials ep 
with closed trajectories of homotopy type (yJ, with norm Ilepll =1, and positive 
moduli for all i (the set r; without its boundary). We introduce the notations 

x=(x1 , ... ,xp)= (~1~, ... ,~1~), 
M 1 M p 

Y=(Yl' ... , Yp)=(bi, ... , b;). 

The vector x describes, as a function of the direction m =(m1 , ... , mp ), Ilmll = 1, 
mi>O for all i, a surface .ß-l. Its points are the p-tuples of the reciprocals of 
the moduli. From the preceding it is clear that: 

(1) For every strictly positive direction m we have one and only one vector 

x=Am. To find it we have to solve the moduli problem -1-=Ami, i.e. Mi=~ ~ 
for given positive numbers mi. Mi Ami 

(2) The vector x depends continuously on m and so does ep, and thence the 

ai a~d the bio This follows from Theorem 21.9 because the vector (~.) depends 
contmuously on m. ' 

(3) Since, for any two positive vectors x and x =1= x and corresponding 
vectors Y and y we have 

the inequalities 

b~ b2 

(x, y)= I ~> I ~. =(x, y)= 1, , , 

62 6~ 
(x,y)=I-' >I----':-=(x,y)=1 

Mi Mi 

(x-x,y»O, (x-x,y)<O 

hold, and hence, with e = ~ - x , (e, y) > 0 and (e, y) < o. Setting y = Y + I: with 
1:--+0 for x--+x we get Ilx-xll 
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O«e, y)=(e,y-e)=(e, y)-(e, 1')< -(e, e)::S:: 111'11. 

Therefore y = (bi, ... , b;) is the normal of the surface .#-1 at the point x, and 
by Corollary 21.2 it depends continuously on x. 

The surface .#-1 is concave. Its boundary consists of the points with at 
least one Mi equal to zero, hence Ilxll->oo if x tends to the boundary of .#-1. 

We can now solve the heights problem: For given bi>O, i= 1, ... ,p we push 
the plane with normal y = (y l' ... , y p) = (bi, ... ,b;) from the left to the surface 
.#-1 (Fig.64). Its point of contact x is necessarily an interior point of .#-1 
and it determines the moduli and hence the differential C{JEFa. The squares of 
its heights are multiples of the given b~, and a multiple of C{J by a proper 
positive constant is the solution of the given heights problem. 

§ 22. Existence Theorems for Infinite Curve Systems 

22.1 Quadratic differentials with given heights of the cylinders. The construc
tion of a quadratic differential with closed trajectories and given heights of its 
cylinders is, in the case of an infinite admissible system of Jordan curves ri' the 
same as in the case of a finite system. The differential is characterized by its 
minimal property 20.5: for given positive numbers bi one has to choose the 
ring domains R i of homotopy type ri such that 

b2 

I-' =min. 
Mi 
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If there is at least one system of ring domains (1~J of homotopy type (y;) such 
that the corresponding sum 

is finite, the problem has a unique solution. Conversely, this condition is of 
course necessary, since for the moduli of the characteristic ring domains R i of 

ep the sum L b; is equal to 11 ep 11 wh ich is finite by assumption. Once we have 
Mi 

established the existence of a minimizing system of ring domains, the proof 
go es as before: quasiconformal selfmapping of the surface and application of 
Weyl's lemma. Since it amounts to an integration over the whole surface, 
the inconvenience of having infinitely many ring domains is wiped out. 

An exhaustion procedure, which consists in adding up more and more 
curves leads directly to the result. That shows again that the compact case 
contains the solution of the general problem. 

Theorem 22.1 (Renelt [1]). Let (Yi)i= 1,2,3, ... be an infinite admissible system 
of Jordan curves on aRiemann surface R with finite maximal moduli Mi' Let (bi) 
be a sequence of positive numbers which satisfies the following condition: There 
exists a sequence of disjoint ring domains Ri, with moduli Mi' Ri of homotopy 

b2 

type Yi' such that the sum 4: Ai. is finite. , , 
Then there exists a uniquely determined quadratic differential ep with closed 

trajectories, the characteristic ring domains Ri of which are of homotopy type Yi 
and have moduli Mi with 

for every system (RJ =F (RJ The positive numbers bi are the heights of the 
b2 

cylinders R i in the ep-metric, and Ilepll = L~' < 00. 
Mi 

Of course, the ring domains R i are uniquely determined as the characteristic 
ring domains of ep, since R is not the torus. 

Proo! Let b~ 
m= ipf L~' 

{(R;)) i Mi 

where the infimum is taken over all systems of disjoint ring domains (R;) of 
homotopy type (yJ Since there exists, by assumption, a system (RJ with a 

finite value of the series I ~., m is finite. On the other hand, Mi ~ Mi < 00 for 
, 

all i. Of course, the maximal ring domains with moduli Mi are not disjoint, 
b2 

and therefore the sum L Ai. is not competing. But from the above we conclude , , 
~ b2 ~ b~ 
L...,~' <L.~' 
i Mi - Mi 
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for all systems (R i), hence 
b~ b~ 

O<I ~<m<I ---.!-< 00. 
i M i - - Mi 

Let (Rin)i=1.2 .... for n=1,2, ... be a minimizing sequence of admissible systems 
of ring domains. In other words, 

1. "b? ImL...M =m, 
n-oo i in 

We denote by gin a conformal mapping of the annulus rin < Izl < 1, M in 

=-21 log~, onto Rin • Since b? =S;2m for all sufficiently large n, 
11: rin M in 

b~ -
0<2~ =S;Min =S;Mi < 00. 

Therefore rin is ~ounded away from zero and one, and the sequence 
(gin)n=1.2.3 .... is anormal family for every i. We can thus pick a subsequence of 
the index sequence (n) such that the corresponding subsequence of mappings 
g1n converges to a mapping g1 of an annulus r1 <lzl<l onto a ring domain R 1 • 

From this sequence, we pick another subsequence such that the corresponding 
sequence of mappings g2n converges, a.sJ. Let us denote the diagonal sequence 
by (R in ).= 1.2 ..... It is a minimizing sequence and has the property that the 
sequences (gin).= 1.2 .... of mappings converge, for every i, to mappings gi of 
ri<lzl < 1 onto ring domains Ri. As rinv ~ri for v~oo, Minv ~Mi' Therefore 

p b~ p b~ b~ 
I _, = tim I _I =s; lim I-' =m. 
i=1 Mi .-00 i=1 Minv .-00 Minv 

We conclude that 

(1) 

Since the ring domains R i are disjoint and of homotopy type Yi' the opposite 
inequality holds too. We therefore have equality in (1), and the system of ring 
domains Ri is the desired minimizing system. 

We now apply the variational procedure of Section 21.1. The computations 
for the individual ring domains are the same and the summation in inequality 
(7) is also valid for infinitely many disjoint domains R i. From then on, all the 
integrals are over the surface R or even just over a parameter neighborhood U. 
The continuation of the proof and the conclusion are the same as before. 

It follows from the proof that the numbers bi are the heights of the 
cylinders R i in the ep-metric. Let iP be another differential with cylinders Ri of 
the same homotopy type and with the same heights bi=bi. Then, by Theorem 
20.5, applied to iP instead of ep, we have 

b2 b2 

Ilepll = L ~. ~L Ai. = 11<p11· 
2 I I 

As I ~ is minimal, we must have equality, and therefore Ri = Ri for every i. 
Mi 

We conclude that iP is a positive multiple of ep, and from IliPll = Ilepll that iP=ep. 
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22.2 Existence proof by adding up the curves. It is possible to prove the 
existence of a quadratic differential for infinite curve systems by adding up 
more and more curves and making use of the solution for finite systems. Given 
the curve system (Yi) and the positive numbers bi , satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 22.1, let qJp be the solution for the finite curve system (Yi)i~ 1 •...• p with 
heights bio Every qJp is defined on the whole surface R. We denote its charac
teristic ring domains by Rip , with moduli M ip , i = 1, ... , p. By the minimal 
property 20.5 the following inequalities hold for q > p 

p b~ p b~ q b~ 
(1) IlqJpll = L -' < L -' < L: -' = IlqJqll. 

i~l M ip i~l Miq i~l M iq 

Therefore the norms of the qJp are monotonically increasing. On the other 
hand, there exists, by assumption, a system of ring domains Ri with moduli Mi 

b~ 
such that L: --.!-< 00. Again by 20.5, 

Mi 
p b2 p b2 00 b2 

11 11 -" i "i "i qJp - L... -< L... ---< L...--=-' 
i~l Mip i~l Mi 1 Mi 

(2) 

The sequence (lIqJpll) is therefore bounded and has a finite limit A= lim IIqJpll. 
p~oo 

We now apply the procedure of Section 21.1. By passing to a subsequence, 
which we call (qJp) again, we can assume that (qJp) converges locally uniformly 

to a differential qJ, IIqJlI :s;A. The mapping hp=exp (2~i <pp) maps the ring do-
a,p 

main R ip onto anannulus rip<lzpl<1, 1:S;i:S;p, p=1,2,3, .... The radii rip are, 
for each i, bounded away from zero and one. The inverse mappings gip there
fore form anormal family. We can pass to a subsequence which converges 
locally uniformly to a conformal mapping of a circular annulus ri < Izi < 1 onto 
a ring domain R i of homotopy type Yi' Starting with i = 1 and, for every next i, 
taking a subsequence of the former one, we finally pass to the diagonal se
quence. We call it (qJp) again. It has the property that the mappings gip con
verge, locally uniformly, to mappings gi for every i. By means of gi we can 
introduce the parameter z in Ri and, locally, in R ip for all sufficiently large p. 
Therefore 

(3) 

makes sense. We have 

(4) qJp(Z) = - (~i; r :; (~~t 
1 1 b. 

Mip=-log-=-' . From zp~z, locally uniformly, and qJp(z)~qJ(z), we con-
2n rip aip 

clude that qJ has the representation 

(5) qJ(Z) = - (;~ r :2' 
ai = lim aip' in terms of the parameter Z in Ri. This shows that Ri is swept out 

p~oo 

by closed trajectories of qJ, and of course the R i are disjoint and of homotopy 
type Yi' 
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F or given s > 0 we now choose p such that II ep pli> A - s. Letting q tend to 
infinity in (1), for fixed p, we get 

p b2 00 b2 
A-s< L -' < L -' ::; Ilepll ::;A. 

i~l Mi i~l Mi 
(6) 

We conclude that 

(7) 

with Mi the modulus of R i • This shows that ep has closed trajectories and that 
the R i are its characteristic ring domains. Moreover, Ilepp-epll--->O for p--->oo, 
since epp--->ep locally uniformly and Ileppll---> Ilepll. 

By the uniqueness of ep it follows, as usual, that the original sequence itself 
converges in norm to ep. We have shown 

Theorem 22.2. Let (Y;)i~ 1 2 be an infinite admissible system of Jordan 
curves on an arbitrary Riema~~ "~urface R, with finite maximal moduli Mi and 
such that there exists a system of disjoint ring domains Ri of homotopy type Yi 

b~ 
with L Ai. < 00. Then, the quadratic differentials epp' associated with the curve 

, 
systems (Y;)i~ l, ... ,p and heights bi , converge in norm to the differential ep, as
sociated with the system (yJi~1,2, ... and with heights bi , i=1,2, .... 

As a corollary we can note that every differential epEr(Yl' Y2' ... ) is the 
limit, in norm, of differentials eppEr(Yl' Y2' ... ) with only a finite number of 
characteristic ring domains. 

Another consequence is the following: In Section 21.5 we showed that, for 
finite curve systems, the existence proof can be given by me ans of the solutions 
on compact surfaces, using reflection and relatively simple normal family 
arguments. By Theorem 22.2 this is still true for infinite curve systems. The 
differential ep with infinitely many characteristic ring domains is approximated 
in norm by a differential epp and this, in term, is the limit in norm of the 
differentials associated with an exhaustion (Rn) of R. 

22.3 Weighted sum of moduli: Maximal system of ring domains. In the case of 
an infinite curve system (y;) with assigned positive numbers Ai the finiteness of 
the maximal moduli Mi no longer guarantees the boundedness of the sums 
LA; Mi for all admissible systems of ring domains Ri • And even if they are 
bounded it is not sure that there exists a system (RJ with maximal sum 
LA; Mi' However, if there is such a system (R;), Theorem 21.11 holds. 

Theorem 22.3. Let (yJ be an infinite admissible system of Jordan curves on an 
arbitrary Riemann surface R. Let, for given positive numbers Ai' the admissible 
system of ring domains R i be maximal in the following sense: F or every ad
missible system (RJ with Mi> 0 if and only if Mi> 0 we have 
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Then the non degenerate Ri are the characteristic ring domains of a quadratic 
differential qJ with closed trajectories. The length of the trajectories in R i is Ai' 
and IlqJll = LA? Mi· 

The proof of the theorem is the same as the proof of Theorem 21.11, either 
by quasiconformal variation of the system (R;) or by Renelt's remark, using the 
variational proof of Theorem 22.1. 

A "local" uniqueness theorem can also be shown: Let (RJ be an admissible 
system of ring domains with Mi>O=:>Mi>O (i.e. we allow degenerate Ri, but if 
Ri is not degenerate, then qJ has a characteristic ring domain RJ Then 

unless (R;) = (RJ 
The proof is the same as that of Theorem 20.4, using the qJ metric. We 

know that every closed curve in Ri separating its two boundary components 
has qJ-Iength ?: Ai' because the closed trajectories in R i have qJ-Iength Ai. 

We do not know, if Ai~ai for those indices i wiih Mi=O. However, this 
follows from another approach of the problem (see Section 22.5). It is then a 
consequence of Theorem 20.4 that the maximizing system of ring domains is 
uniquely determined. 

In the following section, a sufficient condition is given which guarantees 
both, the existence and uniqueness of a maximizing system (RJ 

22.4 Exhaustion of the curve system 

Theorem 22.4. Let (yJ be an infinite admissible system of Jordan curves on a 
Riemann surface R, with finite maximal moduli ]1;( Let (AJ be a sequence of 
positive numbers such that LA? Mi < w. Then, an admissible system of ring 
domains R i with maximal sum 

LA?Mi 

exists and is uniquely determined. It is the system of characteristic ring domains 
of a uniquely determined quadratic differential qJ with closed trajectories, which 
satisfies Ai ~ ai for all i, and Ai = ai if Mi> O. 

The solutions qJp of the corresponding problem for finite curve systems 
(Yl' ... , Yp) converge in norm to qJ, and Mip---+Mi, bip---+bi, aip---+ai for Mi>O. 

Proo! Let qJ p be the solution, on R, for the finite curve system (Yu ... , Yp). 
Let R ip , i=1, ... ,p, be its ring domains with moduli Mip?:O. The sum 

(1) 

is then maximal in the class r(Yl' ... ,Yp). For q>p we have 
p q q 

(2) IlqJpll = L A? Mip~ LA? M iq = IlqJqll ~ LA? Mi 
i~l i~l i~l 
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Therefore the limit 
A= lim II<ppll 

p~oo 

exists. For every i and p~i the inequalities O~MiP~Mi hold. By a proper 
choice of nested subsequences we end up with a diagonal sequence which, for 
notational convenience, we call (<pp) again, with the following properties: 

(3) <Pp -+<p locally uniformly 

(4) 

(5) for every i with Mi>O the mappings gip: rip<lzl<1~Rip converge, locally 
uniformly, to mappings gi: ri<lzl < 1-+Ri, where 

The representation of <Pp in terms of the parameter z in Ri is, for sufficiently 
large p (see Section 21.2) 

(A.)2 1 (dZ)2 
(6) <pp(z) = - 2~ z; d: 
which tends, locally uniformlyon both sides, to 

(7) (A.) 1 <p(z)=- -' -2' ri<l z l<1. 
2n z 

The Ri are therefore swept out by c10sed trajectories of<p of length Ai. The <p
height of the cylinder Ri is bi=AiMi= lim AiMip = lim bip. For Mi=O, Mip-+O 
and hence bip=AiMip-+O. p~oo p~oo 

For any e>O we choose p such that 

(8) 

and 
00 

(9) " 2-L.. Ai Mi<e. 
i=p+1 

Then, for q > p, we have 
q 

(10) A-e<ll<pqll= LA;Miq 
i=1 

p q p 

= LA; M iq + L A; M iq < LA; Miq+e. 
i=1 i=p+1 i=1 

Let now q-+oo. As Miq-+Mi for 1~i~p we get 
p 

(11) A-e< LA; Mi+e. 
i=1 

From the locally uniform convergence of the sequence (<pp) to <p and 1I<pIIR, 
=A; Mi we get, with the help of (11) for e-+O, 

00 

(12) A~ 11<p11 ~ LA; Mi~A. 
i=1 
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Therefore R" U Ri is a null set. The quadratic differential <P has closed 
trajectories, (R i) being the set of its characteristic ring domains, and as A= 11<p11, 
lim II<pp-<p11 =0. 
P~()() 

We still have to show that Ai:,,;A= inf S 1<p(z)lt Idzl for those indices i with 
V-Vi y _ 

Mi = O. But this folIows, as at the end of Section 21.12, from !im aip.:s; ai and 
P~()() 

Ai.:s; aip ' The first inequa!ity is the upper semicontinuity of the lengths aip 
(Lemma 21.9) and the second the assumption about <Pp' We now get the 
uniqueness of the system (RJ and thus of <P from Theorem 20.4. With this, we 
again conclude that already the original sequence (<pp) converges in norm to <po 

Theorem 22.4 allows the following complement on extremal metrics. 

Corollary 22.4. For a given (infinite) admissible curve system (yJ on an 
arbitrary Riemann surface R let Ai> 0 be such that L: A? Mi < CfJ. Then, in the set 
of admissible metrics p(z) Idzl, S p(z) Idzl:2>: Ai for y ~ Yi' i = 1, 2, ... , there exists a 

V 

unique extremal metric. It is the metric p(z) Idzl = 1<p(z)lt Idzl, where <P is the 
quadratie differential with closed trajeetories the characteristic ring domains of 
whieh maximize the sum L: A? Mi' 

22.5 The extrem al metrie in the general ease. For infinite curve systems (yJ the 
extrem al metric problem need not have a solution by a quadratic differential 
with closed trajectories. However, provided there is an admissible metric with 
finite square norm, there also exists a unique extrem al metric given by a 
quadratic differential of finite norm. 

Theorem 22.5. Let (yJ be an irifinite admissible system of Jordan curves on an 
arbitrary Riemann surfaee R. Assume that, for given positive numbers Ai assigned 
to the curves Yi' there is an admissible metric p Idzl of finite square norm (see 
Seetion 21.13). Then, there is a unique extremal metrie. It is of the form p Idzl 
= 1<p(z)lt Idzl, where <p is a holomorphie quadratic differential of finite norm. If 

<Pn denotes the solution of the extremal length problem for the finitely many 
eurves Yi' with lengths Ai' i=l, ... ,n, the sequence <Pn tends in norm to <p: II<Pn 
-<pll--+O. 

Proo! Let <Pn be the quadratic differential with closed trajectories on R, of 
type (y l' ... , Y n)' which is the solution of the extremal length problem with 
lengths Ai' i=1, ... ,n. Ifwe set, as usual, ain = inf SI<Pn(zWldzl we have ain :2>:Ai 

Y""" Yj '/ 

for i = 1, ... , n, with equality for every i for which <Pn has a non degenerate 
characteristic ring domain R in (see Section 21.10). Since the metric p Idzl is 
admissible for the finite problem, we have II<Pnll.:s;H p2 dxdy. Therefore, the <Pn 

R 

are locally bounded, and there exists a subsequence (<PnJ which converges, 
locally uniformly, to a holomorphic quadratic differential <p, with norm 

(1) 11<p 11 .:s; !im 11 <PnJ . 
k~()() 
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Suppose y is a rectifiable closed loop freely homotopic to y;. Then, <Pnk -4 <P 
uniformlyon y. Since, far n~i A;:::::;SI<pJtldzl, we conclude that A;:::::;SI<pltldzl, 
and hence 

(2) 

Therefore the metric l<plt Idzl is admissible far the given extremal length prob
lem, in particular far the finite problem far every n. We have 

(3) 11<p11:::::; lim II<PnJ:::::; lim II<PnJ:::::; 11<p11. 
k-oo k-oo 

We thus find II<PnJ -411<p11. This, together with the locally uniform convergence 
<Pnk -4 <P gives II <Pnk - <P II -4 O. In particular, <P is an extremal metric far the 
infinite problem. 

Corollary 22.5. We have equality in relation (6') of Theorem 20.3. A maxi
mizing system of ring domains is uniquely determined (except for the torus). 

The proof is an application of Theorem 20.4 to the above differential <po 

§ 23. Quadratic Differentials with Second Order Poles 

23.1 Extremal properties. The inequalities of Seetions 20.4 (weighted sum of 
moduli) and 20.6 (minimax property of moduli) carry over to quadratic differ
entials which determine punctured disks, if the moduli are replaced by reduced 
moduli (Teichmüller [lJ). Recall that the reduced modulus of a punctured disk 
with respect to a given local parameter near the puncture turns out to be equal 

to _I_log r, where r is the mapping radius of the disk (see Seetion 3.2). 
2n 
Let <P be a quadratic differential with closed trajectories, the characteristic 

ring domains of which consist of finitely many punctured disks R j and possibly 
infinitely many cylinders Rk with finite moduli Mk • We exclude the doubly 
punctured sphere and assurne that the reduced norm 

La;Mj+l>~Mk 

of <P is finite. Here, M j denotes the reduced modulus of R j with respect to 
some fixed parc:meter Zj ne ar the pointlike boundary component Ij, Zj=O ...... Ij. 

Let now (R;) be a system of non overlapping ring domains on R of 
homotopy type (a;), where (a;) is a complete sampie set of closed trajectaries of 
<p, one out of every characteristic ring domain. We use the index i far both 
kinds of ring domains without distinction, but j for punctured disks and k for 
ring domains with finite moduli. We allow Rk to be degenerate (missing). But 
every Rj is a punctured disk with puncture Ij and reduced modulus Mj with 
respect to the same fixed parameter Zj' Then 

(1) 
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with a; = S 1<p(z)ltldzl the <p-Iength of the trajectories. Equality holds only if R; 
"i 

= R; for all i. 

Praa! To derive the inequality we introduce a natural parameter (j near 
the second order poles lj (see Section 6.3). The representation of <p in terms of 
such a parameter is Z d(Z 

(2) <p(() d(J = - (;~) d' 
The inequality (1) itself can be shown by cutting out circular holes I():S:: P j' 
Pj>O, around the points lj. Since the new boundary components of the 
truncated surface are c10sed trajectories of <p, we can apply Theorem 20.4 for 

quadratic differentials of finite norm. Adding I aJ _1_ logpj on both sides and 
letting P j te nd to zero we get the result. j 2 n 

However, in order to discuss the equality sign, we have to be more ac
curate. So let the domains R j be mapped onto punctured disks 0< Iz jl < rj by 
schlicht functions with derivatives 

(3) 
dz. 
d(~ (lj) = 1. 

We _choose P j = P for all j. If P is sufficiently small, the ?isk Iz jl :s:: P is contained 
in RpRj, for all j. The moduli of the_ ring domains Rip)=Rj ,,- {Iz) :s::p} and 
Rip)=Rj"-{lz):s::p} are denoted by Mip) and Mip) respectively. Evidently, 
- 1 r. - 1 1 _ 1 

M/p)=-2 log~, and M/p)+-2 10gp=-logrj=Mj, whereas Mj(p)+-logp 
n p n 2n 2n 

~Mj for p~O. We cut the annulus p<lz)<rj along a radius and map it 

onto a horizontal rectangle with sides aj, hj(p)=aj.Mj(p) in the z=x+iy
plane. Since a horizontal y = const. corresponds to a c10sed curve which is 
freely homotopic to !X j , we have 

(4) aj:s::SI<p(x+iY)ltdx, 

and by the Schwarz inequality 

(5) aj:s::SI<p(x+iy)1 dx. 

Assume that for some j one of the circ1es Iz) = const. is not a trajectory of <p. 
Then, there are positive numbers sand b such that 

(6) aj+s:s::SI<p(x+iy)ldx 

for all y in the b-neighborhood of some Yo' We get by integrating over y 

(7) aj.hip)+s.b:S:: H 1<p(z)ldxdy. 
Rj«(J) 

Doing the same thing with the ring domains Rk and then summing over the j 
and the k we get, on the left hand side, 

'\;'Z- '\;'Z-(8) L.,aj Mip)+ L.,ak M k +S· b 
j k 

whereas the right hand side is majorized by the norm of <p taken over the 
truncated surface R"-U{lz):s::p}. For any R k we have 11<pIIRk=a;Mk , whereas 

j 
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for Rj(p) the norm IlcpIIRj(p) is equal to af Mj(p), up to an additive term which 

tends to zero with p -+ 0, because of (3). Adding L af -f- log p on both sides 
and letting p -+ 0 we get j n 

(9) 

Without the assumption about the curves Izjl =const. after inequality (5) above 
we do not have the e' b-term: This proves the inequality (1). Assurne now that 
equality holds. Then the circ1es Iz) = p are actually trajectories of cp. From the 
equality 

(10) 

we conc1ude, subtracting af 21n log p on both sides, that 

(11) 

The right hand side is equal to the norm of cp over the truncated surface R(p) 

=R" U {Iz) ~p}, because cp is a quadratic differential with c10sed trajectories 
j 

on R(p).z and the Rip) and R k are its characteristic ring d,?mains. Theorem 20.4 
yields Rip)=Rip), Rk=Rk for all j and k. Hence also Rj=Rj for all j, which 
finishes the proof. 

If we write (1) in the form 

(12) 

we deduce that inf{Mi-Mi} ~O, with equality only if Ri=Ri for all i. Sum
ming up the results we have shown the following 

Theorem 23.1 (Strebe! [5J, [11J). Let cp be a quadratic differential with closed 
trajectories on an arbitrary Riemann surface R. Assume that its trajectory struc
ture determines finitely many punctured disks R j, with punctures ~, and possibly 
infinitely many ring domains R k with finite moduli M k. Moreover, let cp have 

finite reduced norm LafMj+La~Mk' with M j the reduced modulus of R j. Let 
k 

R j, R k be a system of non overlapping punctured disks (with punctures ~) and 
r~ng domains, of the homotopy type oj the R j and R k respectively. Then, with M j, 
M j the reduced moduli of the R j , R j with respect to the same parameters near 
the second order poles ~, the inequality 

"2- "2- "2 "2 (I) L..aj M j+ L...akMk~L..aj M j+ L...akMk 
j k j k 

holds, with equality only if Rj=Rj, Rk=Rkfor allj and k. Moreover, as an easy 
consequence of (I) 

(II) 

with equality only if Ri=Ri for all i. 
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23.2 Solution of the moduli problem for reduced moduli. The extremal property 
(11) can be used to prove the existence of certain quadratic differentials with 
second order poles. The simplest case is that of finite1y many punctured disks 
R j (and no additional ring domains R k ). Then, one derives from Theorem 21.7 
that the reduced moduli M j of the punctured disks R j of Cf> can be prescribed 
arbitrarily, up to a common additive constant c. In other words, for arbitrarily 
given numbers m j we can find Cf> such that 

(1) Mj=mj+c 

for all j, where the constant c is independent of j. 
The reduced modulus M j is related to the mapping radius rj of R j (with 

1 
respect to the same parameter near the puncture lj) by M j =- logrj • There-
fore (1) goes over into 2n 

(2) 

with arbitrarily given positive numbers t j • This shows that the ratio of the 
mapping radii of the R j can be prescribed: 

(3) 

The quadratic differential Cf> is then uniquely determined up to a posItIve 
constant factor (which of course does not change its trajectory structure and 
therefore the mapping radii of its punctured disks). We will prove the following 
theorem, the simples t case of which (triply punctured sphere) was treated by 
Teichmüller in [1]. 

Theorem 23.2 (Strebel [5], [11]). Let (Y)j~ 1,2, ... ,p be an admissible system of 
Jordan curves on a hyperbolic Riemann surface R, and let each Yj bound a once 
punctured disk, with puncture lj, wh ich we may include into the surface. We fix 
local parameters Zj near the points lj. Then, for arbitrarily given real numbers 
mj, there is a quadratic differential Cf> with closed trajectories of homotopy type 
(y), the characteristic ring domains Rj of which have reduced moduli (with 
respect to the given parameters z) 

Mj=mj+c, 

for some c independent of j. Cf> is uniquely determined up to a positive constant 
factor. In particular, the punctured disks Rj are uniquely determined. 

Proof. To prove the uniqueness, let Cf> and iP be two solutions, with Mj=mj 
+c, Mj=mj+c for all j. As the system of punctured disks Rj belongs to a 
quadratic differential, we can apply (11) and get 

(4) Min{Mj-Mj}=c-c~O. 
j 

Similarly, starting with iP, we get c - c ~ O. Therefore c = C, hence R j = R j for all 
j. But then, Cf> and iP must have the same c10sed trajectories, which is only 
possible if iP is a positive constant multiple of Cf>. 
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The existence is easily established by means of Theorem 21.7. It is evident 
that there exist disjoint punctured disks Rj with reduced moduli Mj = m j + c' 
for some C'. On the other hand, for any fixed j, Mj-mj=c' is bounded above. 
By anormal family argument there exists a system (R) with maximal value c 
of all C'. We map the R j conformally onto punctured disks 0<1() <rj , with 

normalization ~(j (0) = 1 at the punctures lj. Choose a number p such that 
Zj 

0< p < rj for all j and denote by R ip) the ring domains corresponding to the 
annuli p<I()<rj on R. Let Mj(p) be the modulus of Rip). The system (Rj(p» 
is a maximal system of cylinders with moduli vector in the direction 
(M 1 (p), ... , M p(p» on the truncated surface R(p). Otherwise we would have a 
system (Rj(p)) with Mj(p) = (1 +8) Mip) for some 8>0. Adding the disks I()<p 
to the cylinders Rj(p) we would get a system of punctured disks Rj with 
reduced moduli 

Therefore, the system Rj(p) is associated with a quadratic differential <Pp' Its 
closed trajectories are the circles I() = const., which are independent of p. But 
then, the <Pp are just the restrictions of a quadratic differential <p on R with the 
R j as characteristic punctured disks. 

23.3 The set T(~, ... , P"). Let R .be aRiemann surface with a finite set of 
marked points lj,j=1, ... ,p. Let R=R"{lj} be the surface R punctured at the 
points lj. We denote by T(~, ""~) t?e set of holomorphic quadratic differen
tials <p with closed trajectories on R of homotopy type (Y), where Yj is an 
arbitrarily small simple loop around lj. We exclude the twice. punctured 
sphere. The characteristic ring domains of <pET are cylinders RjcR, where R j 

has lj as one of its boundary components; the other one is not point like. It is 
permitted that for some j there is no R j (R j is degenerate), and we also put <p 

=OET. 
We introduce fixed parameters Zj in the neighborhoods of the points lj, Zj 

=O+-+lj. The mapping radius of Rj with respect to the parameter Zj is denoted 

by rJ., its reduced modulus by Mj=_1-logrj' If R j is missing, we set rj=O and 
2n 

consequently M j= - 00. We set, as before aj=inf S 1<p(z)l! Idzl, where Yj is an 
{y j} Y j 

arbitrarily small simple loop around lj. If Rj is not degenerate, aj is equal to 
the <p-Iength of the closed trajectories around lj; otherwise it is zero, because lj 
~s at most a first order pole of <po The representation of<p in terms of Zj ne ar lj 
IS 

(1 ) (a.)2 1 
<p(Z) = - 2~ Z2 + ... , 

J 

with aj>O if and only if R j is not degenerate. 

Theorem ~3.3. The set r(~, ... ,~) is closed und er locally uniform con
vergence on R = R" {lj}. Moreover, the lengths aj and mapping radii rj are 
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continuous. In other words, if ({JnEr, (({Jn)-({J locally uniformlyon R, then ({JEr, 
ajn-aj rjn-rj and Mjn-Mj Jor every j. 

The sequences (a jn) are thereJore necessarily bounded. Conversely, if this 
holds, the sequence (({Jn) contains a subsequence which converges locally uniformly 
on R. 

Proof Let ({JnEr, (({Jn) - ({J locally uniformlyon R. In the neighborhood ~ 
of ~ ({Jn is represented by the Laurent series (1), i.e. 

( )_ (ajn)2 1 
({Jn Zj - - 2n z~ + .... 

) 

(2) 

Therefore, ({Jn(z)· z} is holomorphic in Uj and, by the maximum principle, the 
sequence ({Jn(Zj)· zJ converges uniformlyon any compact subset of Uj. This 
shows, that the sequence (ajn) converges and that ({J has the representation (1), 
with aj = lim ajn ~ O. By a similar argument we see that if the ({Jn have at most 

n~oo 

a first order pole at ~, so does ({J. 
Let us now consider the mapping radii rjn of the R jn. They are bounded by 

assumption. We therefore can find a subsequence, which we denote by (((Jn) 
again, such that lim rjn = ~ exists, j = 1, ... , p. Let ~ > 0 and let gjn be the 

n~ 00 

mapping of the disk I(jnl <rjn onto Rjn , with gjn(O)=~ and the normalization 

::: (0)= 1 (the radius rjn of the disk is then in fact the mapping radius of R jn 
")n 

with respect to z). After passing to a subsequence again we can assume that 
the mappings gjn converge, locally uniformly in I()<~, to gj: I(jl<~-Rj' 

~~~ (0)= 1. The representation of ({Jn in terms of (j is 

(3) ((Jn(() = - (~~) 2 r~ (~(t) 2 
")n .. ) 

It follows, as in Section 21.2, that ({J has the representation 

(4) 

We conclude that, if ({J =t= 0, a j cannot be zero unless ~ = O. Moreover, ({J has 
closed trajectories of length aj in Rj , and the mapping radius of R j (with 
respect to z) is rj~~. 

In order to show the converse inequality, let ({J=t=0 and rj>O. We introduce 

the natural parameter (j of ({J in Rj, with ~(j(O)=1. Then 
Zj 

(5) ({Jn(U-({J(() = - (;~ f (~ 
locally uniformly in O<I(jl<rj . We choose two radii rj and rj' with 
O<rj<rj' <rj. For all sufficiently large n, ({Jn(()=t=O for I() 5,rj'. On the other 
hand, ({Jn has closed trajectories around ~, in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
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of ~, as ajn>O. We can then, because of the absence of zero es, move a closed 
trajectory of <Pn outwards till it first meets !Cil =rj': let this be the trajectory 
(Xjn. Because of the uniform convergence of <Pn to <P in r):::;!C):::;rj' it is evident, 
from a consideration of the angles of intersection of (Xjn with the closed 
trajectories !C)=const. of <p, that for sufficiently large n (Xjn cannot meet !Cil=rj. 
Therefore rjn2~. This shows that lim rjn2ri' hence i'j2rj. 

n~oo 

Since we can start with an arbitrary subsequence of (<Pn)' we have in fact 
shown that, with respect to locally uniform convergence <Pn -+ <p, the lengths a jn 
and, if <P =i= 0 (otherwise it does not make sense) the mapping radii rjn are 
continuous, and we do no longer have to distinguish between i'j and rj. 

If <P =i= 0 and rj > 0, the characteristic ring domains R jn tend to R j' in the 
sense that the normalized mappings gjn tend, locally uniformly, to gj. In order 
to complete this result, we want to show that for rj = 0 R jn -+ Pj. Assume, first, 
that there is a disk Dj : Iz):::;r contained in R jn for every n. The normalized 

mapping Cjn=gj;/(Zj)' gjn(O)=O, ~Cjn(O)=l,maps Dj onto a domain containing 
Zj 

zero and contained in !Cjnl <rjn . Because of Koebe's theorem, applied to Dj, this 
excludes rjn -+ O. Therefore the boundary (X in of R jn has points in common with 
Iz) = r, for all sufficiently large n. On the other hand we have seen that ajn -+ O. 
Choose r'>r such that <Pn-+<P uniformly in r:::;lz):::;r'. The two circles have a 
positive shortest distance in the <p-metric. This evidently leads to a con
tradiction if (X jn meets Iz) = r' for every n, showing that R jn c: {Iz) < r'} for all 
sufficiently large n. Since we can choose 0< r < r' arbitrarily, it folIo ws that 
Rjn-+~· 

In order to show that <P has closed trajectories, let rj > 0 for j = 1, ... , q, while 
rj=O for j=q+1, ... ,p. Clearly, l:::;q:::;p. We cut holes Vj: !Cjl<p, j=l, ... ,q 

1 r· 
into the characteristic ring domains Rj of <po Let RJ=Rj'-.~' MJ=-2 10g..1., 

1t P 
which is equal to the modulus of RJ. Because the trajectories of <P in ~ are 

q q 

closed, what we have to show is 11<pIlRO= L 1I<pIlRO= L a; MJ, where RO is the 
q j= 1 J j= 1 

truncated surface R ° = R '-. U ~. F or given e > 0, let r > 0 be so small that the 
j= 1 

neighborhoods ~: Iz) < r of the points ~, j = q + 1, ... , p, cover a set of <p-area 
p 

less than e. Let Roo=R'-. U Vj • On ROo, the quadratic differentials <Pn are 
j= 1 

holomorphic, and the sequence (<Pn) converges locally uniformly to <po Therefore 
1I<pIIROO:::; lim 11 <Pnll ROO. Withn-+oo, theringdomainsRJn =Rjn '-. {lCjnl <p},j = 1, ... , q, 

cover ROO up to arbitrarily small annuli near the circles IC) = p. Therefore, 
for sufficiently large n, 

q q 

(6) lI<PnIlROO:::; L II<PnIlRO +e= L a;nMJn+ e, 
j=l Jn j=l 

with MJn=-21 logrjn the modulus of RJn. We end up with the inequalities 
1t p 
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n~ 00 

- q 

~ lim IIq>nIIROO+t:~ lim L: aJn MJn+ 2e 
H--+OO n-OOj=l 

q 

~ L: aJMJ+2e~IIq>IIRo+2t:. 
j~ 1 

We thus have the equality 
q q 

(8) 1Iq>IIRo= L: aJ MJ = L: 1Iq>IIRo, 
j~l j~l J 

which shows that the ring domains RJ cover RO up to a set of q>-area zero, and 
q 

hence of measure zero. But then R" U R j is a null set too. 
j~ 1 

To show the last statement of the theorem, let q>nEr(~, ... ,~) for n 
= 1, 2, ... and let the sequences (ajn)n~ 1.2 •... be bounded for all j = 1, ... , p. Let 

p 

Vj: Iz)<r,j=l, ... ,p, and let RO=R" U Vj. A simple normal family argument 
j~ 1 

shows that for eac~ fixed j there is a number mj with the ~ollowing property: 
any ring domain Rj of homotopy type Yj with modulus Mj>mj has at least 
one of its boundary components lying in Vj • For every characteristic ring 
domain Rjn of q>n we now choose Pjn>O such that 

1 rjn 
mj <-2 log-<2mj . 

n Pjn 
(9) 

The subring RJn of R jn wh ich corresponds to the annulus Pjn < "jnl <rjn then 
has at least one of its boundary components in Vj. Therefore the ring domains RJn 
cover RO up to a set of measure zero, and consequently 

(10) 

which is bounded independently of n. We conclude, that the sequence (q>n) is 
locally bounded in Rand therefore has a subsequence which converges locally 
uniformlyon R to a quadratic differential q>. This finishes the proof of the 
theorem. 

23.4 The surface of reduced moduli. In this section we consider the subset of 
those q>Er(~, ""~) for which all the mapping radii rj are positive. We denote 
by 

the p-tupel of reduced moduli M j of Rj (with respect to some fixed parameters 
Z j near lj), and by 

the p-tupel of the squares of the lengths aj of the closed trajectories of q>. We 
are interested in the surface oll described by the vector x, p ~ 2. 
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Let Mj be the maximal reduced modulus of all ring domains on R with 
point boundary component lj. The surface A lies in the interseetion of the 
half spaces xj<Mj. For its description, we use m=(m1 , ... ,mp) as parameter, 

p 

normalised such that l: mj=O. By the existence theorem of Seetion 23.2 there 
j~ 1 

is associated, with every m of the above plane, a unique vector x, xj=mj+c. 
This means that the surface A cuts every normal to the plane l:mj=O in 
exactly one point (Fig. 65). 

, 

, , , 

Fig.65 

, , 
y 

, 
" 

, 

We first show the continuity of x as a function of m. To this end, we pass 
to the corresponding quadratic differentials ({JEr(~, ... , I;,), normalized (by 

multiplication with a positive constant) such that Ilyll =vl:at = l. 
Let now m(n)=(m1n , ... , mpn)---+m. Let ({JnEr be the associated normalized 

quadratic differential (with reduced moduli Mjn=mjn+cll)' Since its lengths ajn 
are bounded by the requirement that 11 y(n) 11 = vl: atn = 1, there exists a sub
sequence which converges locally uniformlyon R to a quadratic differential 
({JEr. By the continuity of the reduced moduli, ({J has the moduli vector M j 

= mj + c; it is therefore the unique solution of the moduli problem for m. Since 
we can start with any subsequence of (((Jn)' we have in fact shown that 
M(n) ---+ M, i.e. x(n) ---+ X. 

To show the convexity of A and the fact that y is the (continuous) unit 
normal, we proceed as in Sections 21.6 and 21.9. For an arbitrary xEA, let 
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xEA, x=!=x. Then, by Theorem 23.1, (x, y)«x, y). Therefore (x-x,y)<O, and 
x-x 

with the notation e = _ 11' (e, y) < 0. On the other hand, because of the 
Ilx-x 

continuity of the lengths a j' the unit vector y is continuous. We thus have ji = y 
+ e with e -+ ° for x -+ x. From (x, ji) < (x, ji) we then get (x - x, ji) > 0, hence (e, ji) 
=(e, y+e»O, and finally (e, y» -(e, e). This shows that the surface A is strictly 
convex and that the vector y = (ai, ... , a;) is its normal. We sum it up in the 
following 

Theorem 23.4. Let R be aRiemann surface with distinguished points Ij, j 
=1, ... ,p,p'2:2 and R=R'-..{Ij} not the twice punctured sphere. We consider the 
subset of quadratic differentials epEr(~, ... ,~) with non vanishing characteristic 
ring domains R j around the points Ij. Then, for every point m = (mi' ... , mp ) of 

p 

the plane L mj=O there is exactly one p-tupel of reduced moduli M 
j= 1 

=(M 1 , ••• ,Mp) of the form M j=mj+c,j=1, ... ,p. M is a continuous function 
of m and the surface A so described is strictly convex and has a continuous 
normal unit vector y=(ai, ... ,a;), where aj>O is the length of the trajectories of 
ep around Ij. (ep is normalized by a positive factor such that Ilyll = 1.) 

23.5 Quadratic differentials with given lengths of the trajectories. The surface 
A of reduced moduli allows the solution of the following problem: given the 
lengths A j > ° of the closed trajectories around the points Ij, find the quadratic 
differential epEr(~, ... ,~) with aj=Aj. Equivalently: given the negative lead
ing coefficients of the second order poles Ij. Find the corresponding quadratic 
differential ep with closed trajectories. 

The procedure is the following: One pushes the plane with normal Y 
= (Ai, ... , A;) from the right to the surface A. It touches A at a uniquely 
determined point M = (M l' ... , M p). There is a quadratic differential epEr with 
reduced moduli M j • It is uniquely determined up to a positive factor, and the 
vector y = (ai, ... , a;) is normal to A at M and hence parallel to Y. Therefore 
AJ=)..aJ, j=1, ... ,p. The trajectories of )..ep have lengths -VI.aj=Aj, as 
prescribed. 

Theorem 23.5. G.iven aRiemann surface R with marked points Ij, j 
=1, ... ,p,p'2:2 and R=R'-..{Ij} not the twice punctured sphere. We consider the 
quadratic differentials ep on R with closed trajectories the characteristic ring 
domains of which are punctured disks R j , with punctures Ij. Then, the lengths 
aj>Oof the closed trajectories !X j around the Ij can be prescribed arbitrarily. The 
solution ep is uniquely determined. This amounts to the same as prescribing the 
negative leading coefficients of the Laurent series of ep at the points Ij. 



Chapter VII. Quadratic Differentials 
of General Type 

§ 24. An Extremal Property 
for Arbitrary Quadratic Differentials 

24.1 The height of a loop or a cross cut. For any reetifiable closed eurve y on a 
Riemann surfaee Rand holomorphie quadratie differential ({J on R the ({J
length 

Iyl", = J 1({J(z)lt Idzl 
y 

is defined. Reetifiability is meant with respeet to the loeal parameters z on R; 
it is evidently independent of the ehoiee of the loeal parameter. The infimum of 
the ({J-Iengths for allloops y in the free homotopy class of y is denoted by 

t",(y) = inf JI({J(z)ltldzl. 
j-y j 

It turns out to be important to eonsider not only the quantities Iyl", and 
t",(y), but also the integrals over the absolute values of the real and imaginary 
part of ({J(z)tdz, i.e. the integrals JIRe{({J(z)tdz}1 and Jllm{({J(z)tdz}l. To fix the 

y y 

ideas, we stiek to the latter. Beeause of the eontinuity of ({J the integral exists, 
but we evidently only have to eonsider the subintervals of y between the zeroes 
of ({J. At the eorresponding points of R the funetion w = u + iv = <1>(z) 

= J V ({J(z) dz is defined, and we ean thus write 
y 

J 11m {({J(z)t dz}1 = Jldvl 
y y 

which is the total variation of the imaginary part v of <1>. 

Definition 24.1. Let ({J be a holomorphie quadratie differential on an arbi
trary Riemann surfaee R. Then, for any closed eurve y, the infimum 

(1) h",(y) = inf Jldvl, w=<1>(z)=u+iv, 
j-y j 

where y varies over all reetifiable closed eurves of the free homotopy class of y, 
is ealled the ({J-height of y, or simply its height. 

In general, there is no eurve Yo ~ y for whieh we have equality 

(2) 
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A simple counterexample is an annulus R with ep == 1 and y a loop separating 
the two boundary components of R. But if the free homotopy dass of y 
contains curves Yo of a special kind, then (2) is realized. 

Theorem 24.1. Let Yo ~ Y be a step curve, i.e. a geodesie polygon the sides of 
wh ich are horizontal and vertical ares of ep, with the additional property that for 
any horizontal side !Xl of y the two neighboring vertical sides ß1' and ßz are on 
different sides of!X 1 (there are no zeroes of ep on y). Then 

h",(y) = S Idvl· 
Va 

The same is true if Yo is a geodesie in the free homotopy class of y. On the other 
hand,for every y and I': > 0 there is a step curve Yo ~ Y which does not go through 
a zero of ep and such that 

Va 

Proo! Let Yo be a step curve in the free homotopy class of y, satisfying the 
additional condition of the theorem (Fig. 66). Every horizontal side !Xi of y has 

P, 

Fig.66 

two vertical sides ßi and ßi+ l' say, as neighbors. The interior angles at the two 

vertices are nl2 and 32n respectively. Teichmüller's lemma for a simple closed 

geodesic polygone and a holomorphic ep reads 

(3) ( n.+2) L 1-.9.-J- >2 
j J 2n _. 

Since there are no zero es on Yo, all the nj are zero, hence L (1 -~ .9j ) 2': 2. The 
J 

contributions from the two vertices at the endpoints of !Xi are (1-~) + (1-i) = o. 
Therefore, Yo cannot bound a simply connected domain on R. 

Let R(y) be the annular covering surface associated with y. The lifts 1 and 
10 respectively have winding number one around the interior boundary co m
ponent of R(y). We claim that 10 is simple. Otherwise 10 contains a subinterval 
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which forms a simple loop bounding a simply connected subdomain of R(y). 
Let z be the point where it closes (intersection point of 10 with itself). By a 
small parallel shift of one or both of the sides meeting at z we can achieve that 

z is an interior point of a horizontal and a vertical arc. Then, the angle 32n can 

be replaced by I wh ich gives a contribution one instead of zero at the left 

hand side of (3). There still is a contradiction. Thus 10 is a simple loop 
separating the two boundary components of R(y). 

Let &. be a regular trajectory of the lift cP of cp in R(y), and assurne that it 
has a point Zl in common with 10. &. is a cross cut of R(y). Assurne that both 
of its ends tend to the same boundary component of R(y). Then it has another 
point Z2 in common with Yo and, by considering a neighboring trajectory of &., 
if necessary, we may assurne that Zl and 2 2 are interior points of vertical sides 
of 10. A subinterval of 10 together with a subinterval of &. then forms a step 
curve, bounding a simply connected subdomain of R(y). We have the same 

situation as above, namely possibly two interior angles I at the endpoints of 

the subinterval of &., which contradicts Teichmüller's lemma. We conclude that 
every regular horizontal trajectory &. of cP which meets 10 is "radial", i.e. 
connects the two boundary components of R(y). 

Let Y1 be a rectifiable closed curve on R freely homotopic to y. Its lift 11 on 
R(y) separates the two boundary components of R(y). We choose two radii 
r1 < r2 such that the annulus R1 : r1 ~ Izl ~ r2 is contained in R(y) and contains 
both curves 10 and 11. There are only finitely many zeroes of cP in R 1 and 
therefore only finitely many horizontal trajectories through points of 10 which 
are critical in R1 • We thus have finitely many open "radial" horizontal strips 
Sj in R1 cutting Yo. Sj has~ a vertical interval rJ; in common with 10' and the 
sum of the heights of the Sj is evidently equal to the sum of the lengths of the 
vertical intervals /f; of 10' which is equal to S IdOl. On the other hand, every Sj 

Yo 
is traversed by 11' and of course the Sj are non overlapping. Therefore 

(4) S Idvl= S IdOI~ S IdOI= S Idvl. 
Yl Yl YO Yo 

This proves that equality (2) holds. 
The proof for a geodesic loop Yo ~ y is essentially the same. The lift 10 of Yo 

to R(y) is simple (because of the uniqueness of geodesic connections), and, by 
the same reason, any trajectory &. which does not lie on 10 has at most one 
point in common with 10. We can therefore argue in the same way as above: 
Every side of Yo which is not horizontal is covered (up to finitely many points) 
by a certain number of open horizontal strips Sj. The total height of these 
strips is equal to the integral S Idvl over the corresponding side of 10. On the 
other hand, every strip is crossed by the lift 11 of Y 1. We again deduce the 
inequality (4), hence equality (2). 

To show the last statement of the theorem, we choose, for given c > 0, a 
rectifiable loop y 1 ~ Y such that 
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(5) J Idvl < h",(Y) + 8. 

By a slight change we can push Y1 away from the possible finitely many zeroes 
on it, without vexing (5). We now subdivide it into finitely many subintervals, 
the end points of which are connected by pairs of vertical and horizontal sides 
(one of which may degenerate to a point). The new curve Yo is a step curve 
with J Idvl::; J Idvl, and Yo does not contain any zero of cp if the subdivision of 

Yo Yl 

Y1 is small enough. Of course Yo will in general not satisfy the additional 
condition of the theorem. 

As is mentioned in the title of the section, the definition of height can be 
extended to homotopy classes of cross cuts. The following situation is consid
ered later in the chapter: Let R be aRiemann surface with a pair of distin
guished open boundary arcs Yl and Y2 (being part of the surface), along which 
cp(z)dz2 is real. Let Y be a rectifiable curve on R joining Yl and Y2' A 
continuous deformation of Y is meant to move each endpoint of it on the 
respective boundary arc. The height h",(Y) is then defined in the same way. By 
welding R with its reflection on Y 1 U Y 2' the curve Y becomes a closed curve, 
and this situation can thus be reduced to the former one. 

It is also possible to consider curves Y with fixed endpoints, but we will not 
deal with this situation. 

24.2 The extremal property on compact surfaces with punctures. For a holo
morphic quadratic differential cp on an arbitrary Riemann surface R the function 

<1>(z) = h/ cp(z) dz is locally defined, outside of the zero es of cp, up to its sign 
and an arbitrary additive constant. If we set w=u+iv=<1>(z), we have local 
function elements v, with the relation 

(1) 

for two elements v1 and V2 in the same neighborhood. We also find inf J Idvl 
h() d Y-YY 

= '" Y an 

(2) 

i.e. the Dirichlet integral over v is equal to the norm of cp. 
Let now {v} be a set of local C1-function elements on R, defined outside of 

an exceptional set E with no accumulation points in R, and such that two 
different function elements vl and v2 in the same neighborhood on R satisfy 
(1). The Dirichlet integral D(v) has an invariant meaning, and we can again set 
IIdvl1 2 = D(v). Moreover, the notion of height of a closed curve or cross cut Y 
carries over to this situation. We define 

hv(Y)= inf J Idvl, 
Y-Yj 

where y is an arbitrary rectifiable loop or locally rectifiable cross cut in the free 
homotopy class of y. 
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Theorem 24.2. Let R be a compact Riemann surface and let q> be a meromor
phic quadratic differential on R with finite norm. The surface R punctured at the 
poles lj of q> (necessarily of the fi~st order) is denoted by R =R" {lj}. Let {B} be 
a set of C 1 junction elements on R" (exceptional set) with the invariance proper
ty (1) and satisfying the height condition 

(3) 

for every simple closed loop 'Y on R. (The homotopy is of course also meant on 
the punctured surface R.) Then, the norm inequality 

(4) 

holds, with equality only for {v} = {v}. 

Proo! The proof is based on the vertical trajectory structure of q>. (If q> =0, 
there is nothing to prove.) We first consider a ring domain R i swept out by 
vertical trajectories, cut it along a horizontal cross cut and map the quadrila
teral by means of w=u+iv= 4>(z) onto a vertical rectangle Si with sides ai, biO 
We then express the function elements v(u, v) in terms of the variables u, v 
outside of the exceptional set in Si' For 'Y = ßi a closed vertical trajectory in Ri 
we have, by Theorem 24.1, h,/'Y) = S dv=bi. Therefore, by assumption, 

Pi 

(5) bi laBI bi:-:;;S IdBI= S -;- dv 
Pi 0 uV 

for every vertical ßi in Si which does not meet the exceptional set for v. 
Integration over u yields 

(6) 

Second, we consider a vertical spiral set Bi' i.e. the closure of a recurrent 
vertical trajectory. A horizontal interval IX in Bi in duces a partitioning of Bi 
into vertical strips Sv of the first kind (Fig. 67) and pairs of vertical strips S: 
and S;; of equal width of the second kind (Fig. 68). 

Fig.67 
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A vertical are ßv in Sv can be transformed, by means of a horizontal 
connection of its endpoints, into a simple loop y. Its cp-height is, by Theorem 
24.1, equal to h",(Y) = S dv=bv' In the second case, two vertical ares ß: and ß;: 

/3v 
in S; and S;: can again be tied together, along IX, to form a loop y. The 
connecting intervals on IX have to be chosen in such a way that a small lift of 
one of them transforms Y into a simple loop. Because the additional condition 
of Theorem 24.1 is satisfied, we again have h",(y)=b; +b;:, the b's denoting the 
cp-Iengths of the vertical ares ß; and ß;: respectively. 

We now choose a neighborhood U in the interior of Bi such that we have 

function elements rp and u in U. Let M be abound for I:~ I in U. For given 

8>0, let IX be a horizontal interval in U with cp-Iength 11X1",=a<8. Then, in Sv 

and outside of the exceptional set for u we have, because of S lau I du::; M· a, 
a ou 

(7) bv::; L I:~I dV+8' M. 

Integration over u yields 

(8) avbv::;~[I:~ldudv+av'8M, 
where av is the cp-Iength of the horizontal side of the reet angle Sv' 

Similarly we proceed for a pair of strips of the second kind. We get 

(9) loul loul b; +b;:::; ß~ oV dv+ 131 ov dv+28M. 

This is true for any ß; and ß;: in S; and S;: respectively, and because of the 
equal width a/l of both rectangles we can integrate over u. This gives 
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(10) 

Summing over all the strips in Bi we get 

(11) IlqJIIBi~1~1:~ldudv+a'B'M. 
It is important that the integral on the right hand side, although not invariant 
under an arbitrary change of the parameter on R, has an invariant meaning 
with respect to the parameter w = u + iv and an arbitrary subdivision of Bi into 
patches with single valued <P. Therefore a can be made arbitrarily small within 
U, and we get 

(12) 

Summing up (6) and (12) over all the finitely many ring domains R i and spiral 
sets Bi on R we get 

(13) 

We now apply Schwarz's inequality and add a term in the integrand. We get, 
successively, 

(14) (8-)2 IlqJI12~llqJll'~ 8~ dudv 

((8- 2 (8-)2 ~llqJll~ 8~) + 8~ )dudv. 

This proves the inequality (4). Let equality hold. Then, :~ =0 on R'-.E, where 

. h . 1 f 8v . E lS t e exceptlOna set or v. Moreover, 8v must be constant on R'-. E, and the 

constant clearly must be one. Because of continuity we get, in every single 

neighborhood with weB defined <P and V, :~ = 1 or = -1, hence 

(15) v= ±v+const. 

The function elements v can then be extended to R'-. {zeroes of qJ}, therefore 
the two sets of function elements {v} and {v} are the same. This finishes the 
proof of the theorem. 

It should be noticed that one can start with a compact Riemann surface R 
and given pupctures IJ. We consider a quadratic differential qJ which is holo
morphic on R = R '-. {IJ} and has finite norm. The punctures IJ which are regular 
points of qJ then can be neglected, i.e. some of the free homotopy classes on R 
coincide. 

24.3 The extremal property on compact bordered surfaces with punctures. The 
theorem of the last section can be generalized to the case of a compact 
bordered surface and a quadratic differential which is real along the boundary 
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eR of R. ep can have first order poles and zeroes on the boundary curves, but 
in the intervals between we have ep(z) dz2 >0 or ep(z) dz 2 <0 for tangential dz. 

The trajectory structure is most easily recognized if one passes to the 
double R of R. Since ep is real along eR, it can be continued to R by reflection. 
The result is asymmetrie surface R with asymmetrie quadratic differential (p. 
Also its vertical trajectory structure is symmetrie. Let ß+ be a regular vertical 
trajectory ray with initial point P, on a horizontal boundary interval, which 
points into R. It evidently cannot stay in R. Let ~ be its first intersection point 
with eR after ~. Then the subare ~,~ of ß forms, together with its mirror 
image, a closed vertical trajectory. Therefore the structure of ep on R consists of 
vertical ring domains, vertical spiral sets and vertical rectangles with both 
horizontal sides on eR. The curves to be considered are therefore, besides 
simple closed loops on the interior of R, punctured at the points ~, cross cuts 
connecting open horizontal boundary intervals. The proof of the last section 
then goes through, with the vertical rectangles as additional subdomains to be 
considered. We have 

Theorem 24.3. Let R be a compact bordered surface and let ep be a meromor
phic quadratic differential on R with finite norm, wh ich is real along eR. Let 
hii(y);;:::hq>(Y) for every simple loop Y on Rand every cross cut wh ich connects two 
open horizontal intervals on eR. Then Ilevl1 2 ;;::: Ilepll, with equality only if the two 
sets of function elements {v} and {v} are the same. 

24.4 Parabolic surfaces. The norm inequality (4) stated in Theorem 24.2 can be 
generalized to the case where the vertical cross cuts of ep (i.e. the vertical 
trajectories both ends of which tend to the boundary of the surface) cover a set 
of measure zero only. It is therefore of interest to know the class of surfaces for 
which this is true for every holomorphic quadratic differential ep =1= 0 of finite 
norm. In this section we only give a sufficient condition for this property of R 
and formulate it for horizontal trajectories. 

Theorem 24.4. Let R be a parabolic Riemann surface (i.e. R has no Green's 
function). Then every holomorphic quadratic differential ep =1= 0 of finite norm has 
the property that the horizontal trajectories which are cross cuts of R cover a set 
of measure zero. 

Proof Let R be parabolic and let ep be a holomorphic quadratic differential 
in R, not identically equal to zero, and of finite norm. We choose an arbitrary 
closed, oriented vertical interval ß. Since R is parabolic, the module of the 
family of curves joining ß to the boundary eR of R is zero (see e.g. Letho and 
Virtanen [1] and Strebel [1]). Let E c ß be the set of initial points of boundary 
rays oc+ of ep leaving ß to the right and not cutting ß again. They are mapped 
by a branch of c[J onto a set S' of half open horizontal intervals in the w = u 
+ iv-plane leaving the vertical interval ß' = c[J(ß) to the right. The inverse c[J-l is 
a 1-1 conformal mapping of S' onto the set of rays oc+. Since this family {oc+} 
has module zero, so does the family of horizontal intervals in S'. We denote by 
E' = c[J(E) the set of their initial points on ß'. 
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Let p;:::: 0 be a measurable metric on S' with the property that J p du;:::: 1 on 
every horizontal cP(a+) in S'. We get, by integrating over E', 

(1) IE'I:s:: Hp du dv 
s' 

and by Schwarz's inequality 

(2) IE'1 2 :s:: IS'I· H p2 du dv. 
s' 

Here, the bars denote one and two dimensional Lebesgue measure respectively. 
Since (2) is true for every p and the module of the curve family {a+} is equal 
to 

(3) m{a+}=infH p2 dudv=0, 
s' 

IS'I=llqJlls:S::llqJll<CXJ, we conclude that IE'I=O. Therefore S' and hence S has 
two dimensional measure zero. 

We now choose a denumerable set of regular points P which is dense on R, 
and through each point P a denumerable set of vertical intervals ß of arbitrari
ly small length. The totality of half strips S(ß) covers a set of measure zero on 
R. Let ~ be a point on a horizontal cross cut a. ~ is the center of a horizontal 
square Q such that an Q is an interval containing ~ as its midpoint. Evidently 
P and ß through P can be chosen in Q such that the half strip S'(ß) contains 
~. Therefore the set of horizontal cross cuts covers a set of measure zero. 

24.5 The extremal property on parabolic surfaces. The study of the trajectory 
structure on an arbitrary Riemann surface as exposed in § 13, in particular 
Section 13.6, allows a generalization of Theorem 24.2 to open surfaces. The 
crucial property is that the vertical cross cuts, i.e. the vertical trajectories which 
te nd to the ideal boundary of the surface in both of their directions, cover a set 
of measure zero only. 

Theorem 24.5. Let qJ be a holomorphic quadratic differential of finite norm on 
an arbitrary Riemann surface R. Assume that the vertical cross cuts of qJ cover a 
set of measure zero only. Let {v} be as in Seetion 24.2, with 

(1) 

for every simple closed loop Y on R. Then 

(2) 

holds, with equality only if {v}={v}, 
The conclusion (2) also holds on a bordered surface R if qJ dz 2 is real along 

the border. In this case (1) must also be satisfied for the ares joining boundary 
intervals of R. 

Proo! For the (possibly denumerably many) ring domains swept out by 
closed vertical trajectories of qJ there is no change. For the set of R covered by 
vertical spirals (Section 13.1c) we proceed as follows: let 8>0 and choose a 
compact set CeR which does not contain any exceptional points of the system 
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{v} or critical points of<p and such that 11<p Il e > 11<p 11- c. Let 0 eRbe an open 
set containing C but no exceptional or critical points either and such that 

there exists abound M< 00 for I:~I in o. We cover C by open <p-squares and 

choose a finite subcovering {Q). This covering is kept fixed. Let cxj be the 
horizontal cross cut of Qj through its center. We set MI = L aj , where aj is the 

j 

<p-length of cxj • We now choose, for given cl >0, a subinterval cx of cxj of <p
length a < Cl. We will first work with this cx and sum up afterwards. We recall 
the following facts from Section 13.6: the set of vertical spirals through cx is 
called a spiral set 9'(cx). It can of course be empty. The intersection E 
=cxn9'(cx) is measurable. 9'(cx) can be partitioned into strips Sv of vertical 
intervals (of equal <p-length) of the first kind and pairs of strips S;, S;; of the 
second kind, of equal horizontal measure a/l. As before, we can dose any 
vertical interval ßv in Sv by a subinterval of cx, and any pair ß; and ß;; of 
vertical intervals of S; and S;; respectively by two intervals on cx. The <p
heights of these dosed loops are bv in the first case, b; +b;; in the second case. 
The heights with respect to Idvl satisfy 

(3) bv~hv(Y)~ L lav~u~ V)I dv+M· Cl. 

There can be exceptional points in the strips S, but since they only accumulate 
to the ideal boundary of R, we can integrate (3) and get 

(4) lav(u, v) I 
av·bv~I~ av dudv+M·cI·av' 

where a v is the horizontal <p-measure of Sv. 
Let now S; and S;; be a pair of strips of the second kind of the decom

position of 9'(cx). We have, for the corresponding homotopy dass of loops Y 

(5) lavl lavl b;+b;;~hv(Y)~p~ av dv+ p1 av dv+ 2McI· 

This is true for every vertical interval ß; and ß;; (all the curves Y we can form 
in this way belong to the same homotopy dass). Therefore we can take the 
infimum in both integrals, multiply with a/l and then replace the products on 
the right hand side by double integrals: 

(6) a/l(b;+b;;)~a/l·inf S laavldv+a/linf S laavldv+a/l2Mcl 
{P,,} p" v {Pji} Pji v 

~lJ 1:~ldUdV+ 1l1:~ldudv+a/l2McI. 
We can now sum up (4) and (6) over the strips determined by cx to get 

lavl 11<P11.9'(a)~ SI a du dv+a· M Cl· 
.9'(a) V 

(7) 
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To find the desired estimate for the norm, we subdivide all the (Xj into 
finitely many pieces, each of length <B 1. We number the pieces in any fixed 
way and start with the spiral set determined by the first one, then take what is 
left of the spiral set of the second one (see end of Section 13.6) and so on. 
Adding up the ring domains and these finitely many spiral sets (together they 
cover C up to a set of measure zero because of the condition on the vertical 
cross cuts) we get 

(8) 

By refining the subdivision of the (Xj we can let B1 -+0, without changing M1 

and M. Therefore we can drop the last term in (8). The resulting inequality is 
true for every B > O. This leads to 

(9) 11<p11 ~ M I:~I du dv. 

The rest of the proof is the same as in 24.2, inc1uding the uniqueness part. 
To show the last part of the theorem we simply have to add the vertical 

rectangles determined by the trajectory structure of <p in our estimate. 

Corollary 24.5. Let <p be a holomorphie quadratie differential of finite norm 
on a parabolie Riemann surfaee R. Let {v} be as in Theorem 24.5. Then (2) holds, 
with equality only if {v}={v}. 

Note that for every <p the vertieal eross euts eover a set of measure zero only. 

24.6 The heights theorem (Marden and Strebe! [1]). The norm inequality of 
Theorem 24.2 etc. applies to a pair of quadratic differentials ip and <p, if we set 
v = Im &, & = J fl dz. The theorem then reads: let <p be a holomorphic qua
dratic differential of finite norm on a parabolic Riemann surface R. If, for an 
arbitrary quadratic differential ip on R hq,(Y):?: h",(Y) for every simple loop Y on 
R, Ilipll:?: 11<p11, with equality only if ip=<p. For, in the case of equality, the func
tion elements v satisfy v = ± v + const., hence & = ± c[J + const. and consequently 
ip = <po The most important consequence of this is the following uniqueness 
theorem. 

Theorem 24.6 (The Heights Theorem). Let <p and 1/1 be holomorphie quadratie 
differentials with finite norm on a eompaet Riemann surfaee with punetures or, 
more generally, on a parabolie surfaee. Let h",(Y) = h",(y) for every simple closed 
loop Y on R. Then <p = 1/1. 

The proof is immediate: we have III/III:?: 11<p11 and 11<p11:?: 111/111, hence 11<p11 
= 111/111, and from the statement about equality we get <p=I/I. 

The theorem can of course again be generalized to bordered surfaces with a 
parabolic double across the border. The heights must then also be the same for 
arcs joining boundary intervals of the surface. Vertical boundary intervals (for 
both differentials) can be neglected: for arcs joining vertical boundary curves 
heights need not be equal, because they do not go into the computation. 

24.7 Continuity of the heights. We consider a sequence of holomorphic qua
dratic differentials <Pn on an arbitrary Riemann surface R which converges 
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locally uniformly to a quadratic differential cp. Let Y be a simple closed loop on 
R, or even an arbitrary closed curve. We can choose, for given e > 0, a 
rectifiable curve Yo in the free homotopy class of Y, avoiding the zeroes of cp, 
and such that J Idvl<h",(y)+e. Of course h",Jy):-::;; J IdvJ Since the sequence 

~ ~ 

(CPn) converges uniformlyon Yo to cp, we have J Idvnl ~ J Idvl, and therefore 
Yo Yo 

the contents of this seetion to show that this is true without any restrietion. 

Theorem 24.7. Let (CPn) be a sequenee of holamorphie quadratie differentials 
on an arbitrary Riemann surfaee R whieh eonverges loeally uniformly to a 
quadratie differential cp. Then, for every closed loop Y we have 

lim h",Jy)=h",(Y). 
n~oo 

Note that the norms da not have to be finite and the surfaee R is arbitrary in 
this theorem. 

Proo! The proof is in several steps. 
(1) We start with a sequence of holomorphic quadratic differentials CPn on 

an arbitrary Riemann surface R, tending locally uniformly to a differential cP, 
and a homotopically non trivial closed curve y. Let R(y) be the annular 
covering surface of R associated with y (Section 2.2). R(y) is represented by a 
circular annulus 0:-::;;rO<I(I<r1 :-::;;oo. The curve y has a closed lift Y to R(y) with 
winding number one around zero. The same is true for every closed curve Y 1 in 
the free homotopy class of y. Conversely, the projection Y1 of every curve Y1 
with winding number one around zero is freely homotopic to y. Moreover, if 
the curves are rectifiable and if <$ denotes the lift of cP to R(y), we have, with 
the usual notation, J Idvl = J Idul· Therefore h",(y)=h,p(Y). We can thus, from the 

Y y 
very beginning, start with an annular surface Rand the class of closed curves 
with winding number one around zero. Moreover, we assurne cP =1= 0, because if 
cP == 0 the theorem is already shown in the introduction. 

(2) For a given positive number e let y be a curve with winding number 
one around zero and such that J Idvl <h",(y)+e. We choose y to be a cP-

Y 

polygon, composed of horizontal and vertical sides rt.j , ßj and not passing 
through a zero of cP (Section 24.1). We can assurne that y is simple, because 
otherwise we could shorten it. 

Let rt.jk be a regular horizontal are joining an interior point of ßj to an 
interior point of ßk but otherwise lying inside of y (Fig.69). It can then be 
extended to a maximal open horizontal strip Sjk inside of y wh ich has its two 
vertical sides Yj and Yk on ßj and ßk respectively. The cp-Iengths of Yj and Yk are 
equal to the height of the strip Sjk' 

The number of strips is bounded by the number of sides of y. First, ass urne 
that j = k. The horizontal are rt.jj has both its end points on ßj and lies otherwise 
in the interior of y. It therefore splits this interior into two Jordan domains, 
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one of which is bounded by CXjj and a subinterval of ßj' Because of the 
uniqueness theorem for shortest connections this domain must contain the 
inner boundary component of R. Let &jj be another horizontal arc inside of ')' 
with its two endpoints on ßj' Then the two arcs CXjj and &jj bound, together 
with the two connecting subintervals on ßj , a simply connected domain. Be
cause of the divergence principle, this must be a <p-rectangle, swept out by 
horizontal arcs. Therefore the associated horizontal strips Sjj and Sjj coincide. 
We conclude that there can be at most one interior strip connecting ßj with 
itself. 

Let now j =i= k. Then there can be two interior strips Sjk' But the two must 
be separated by the inner boundary component of R, and a similar argument 
shows that there cannot be more than two strips. There is no need to choose 
different notations for the (possibly) two of them, so we just speak of the strip 
(strips) Sjk' 

Since the number of si des of ')' is finite, and ')' is kept fixed, the number of 
strips (interior and exterior) is bounded. 

(3) Let us look at the interior strips Sjk with their heights djk' We need an 
upper estimate for the sum L djk • To this end, fix a strip Sjk and consider a 
horizontal arc cxjk in Sjk' It cuts off (i.e. separates from the inner boundary 
component of R) a certain subarc (Jjk of y. It is easy to see that two such 
subarcs (J jk and (J ht are either disjoint or one is contained in the other. 
There are thus finitely many maximal open subarcs (Jjk of y, determined by the 
corresponding strips Sjk' 

Let ßt be a vertical side of (Jjk' A horizontal arc cx leaving ßt towards the 
interior of ')' clearly must cut (Jjk again. It is therefore inside or on the 
boundary of a horizontal strip SM with both its vertical si des on (Jjk' The total 
length of the vertical sides of all the maximal segments (Jjk is therefore equal to 
2 L dht , where the sum goes over all the interior strips of y. 

On the other hand, the segment (Jjk can be cut off by a horizontal interval 
cxjk in Sjk (Fig. 70). Actually we can choose the end points of cxjk as close to the 
end points of the open arc (Jjk as we want. The height of the new curve is of 
course still greater or equal to h(y). We therefore get 

I, b j -2 L dht?h(y» I,bj-e. 

We conclude that 
2 Ldht<e, 

i.e. twice the sum of the heights of the inner strips is at most e. The same is 
true for the sum of the heights of the horizontal strips in the exterior of y. 
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(4) The next step is a lower estimate of the height h(y) by means of the sum 
of the heights of the strips. Fix the attention to the c10sures 'i of the vertical 
sides of the horizontal strips. This is a finite collection of c10sed subintervals of 
the sides ßj of y. A regular horizontal trajectory through a point PEY'-- U 'i 
cannot cut y again and is therefore a "radial" cross cut of R. i.e. a trajectory 
tending to the inner boundary component of R in one, to the outer boundary 
component in the other direction. Let now Y 1 be a rectifiable c10sed curve in R 
with winding number one around zero. Just as in the proof of inequality (4) of 
Theorem 24.1 we can show that 

J Idvl ~ L bj - L 1,;1, 
y, 

and since L I'il = 2 L djk + 2 L djk with djk and djk the heights of the inner and 
outer strips Sjk' Sjk respectively. We conc1ude that 

h(Y)~Lbj-2 Ldjk -2 Ldjk' 

which is the desired estimate. 
(5) Consider the sequence (q>n). Because of its locally uniform convergence 

to q> and the compactness of the curve y it is c1ear that there exists a sequence 
of curves Yn with the following properties: Yn is a q>n-polygon consisting of 
horizontal and vertical sides. Not only the sequence (Yn) tends to y, but the 
sides C1.jn , ßjn of Yn correspond to the sides C1.j, ßj of Y and their lengths ajn , bjn 
tend to aj, bj respectively. Moreover, if Sjk is a horizontal strip of q> joining ßj 
and ßk' there is (for all sufficiently large n) a strip Sjkn of q>n joining ßjn to ßkn. 
Also, the heights of the strips satisfy lim djkn ~ djk" But it is actually the 
converse inequality that we need. n~oo 

Let Sjkn be a sequence of horizontal strips with respect to q>n' joining ßjn 
and ßkn. Moreover, let the heights djkn -+d >0, and let the vertical sides 'jn -+'j 
cßj, 'kn-+'kcßk. Let C1.jkn be a horizontal segment in Sjkn which subdivides the 
strip Sjkn in a certain fixed ratio q, independent of n. We now have two strips, 
and one of them, Sjkn say, is separated by the other, Sj~n' from the inner 
boundary component of R. Since the moduli of the strips Sj~n are bounded 
below and the vertical sides ,j~ and '~n tend to two intervals ,j' and ,~ 

respectively, the horizontal intervals C1.jkn must stay away from the inner bound
ary component of R, i.e. in a compact subannulus of R. Because of the locally 
uniform convergence, the strips Sjkn tend to strips Sjk of q>, and this is true for 
every q>O. We conc1ude that there is a strip Sjk with height djk~d. 
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Since we can start with a subsequence of the sequence (<Pn) from the 
beginning, we conclude in the usual way that the strips Sjkn converge to the 
strips Sjk' and in particular d jkn ----+djk" 

(6) It is now easy to finish the proof. We have 

h",.(Y)z 'L bjn -2 'L d jkn- 2 'L djkn, 

hence 

As ß > 0 is arbitrary, we have 

which finishes the proof of the theorem. 

§ 25. Approximation by Quadratic Differentials 
with Closed Trajectories 

Introduction. Let us consider a recurrent trajectory ray a+ which starts 
from a point Pa on an arbitrarily short open vertical interval ß. We orient ß 
and ass urne that a+ leaves it at the point Pa to the right. If the first return 
point ~ of a+ on ß is from the left, the interval [Pa, 1~.J on a+ can be closed by 
the subinterval [~, PaJ of ß to form a simple loop (Fig. 71). Let a+ pass ß at ~ 
from the right. Pick an open subinterval of ß bounded by ~ and a point P{ on 
the other side of Pa. If the first interseetion point Pz. of a+ with (~, PD is from 
the left, we have the earlier situation. If it is from the right, the subinterval 
[~, Pz.J of a+ together with its link on ß forms a simple loop. Since ß was 
arbitrary, the vertical link on ß is arbitrarily short, i.e. the horizontal subin
terval of a+ is nearly closed. 

It is this fact, together with the construction of quadratic differentials with 
closed trajectories as solutions of an extrem al metric problem which makes it 
reasonable to think that the quadratic differentials with closed trajectories are 
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dense in the whole space. A proof was given by the author in [8] for these 
cases, in which there exists a recurrent ray 0:+ in each spiral set which has 
equally distributed intersections with the orthogonal interval ß. "Equally dis
tributed" means that the number of intersections of the interval [Po, P] of 0:+ 

with any subinterval I of ß divided by the total number of intersections with ß 
tends to the quotient of the cp-Iengths of land ß if P runs through 0:+. 

However, it was shown by H.B. Keynes and D. Newton in [1] that the 
intersections need not be equally distributed. A complete proof of the density 
theorem for holomorphic quadratic differentials on compact Riemann surfaces 
was then given by A. Douady and J. Hubbard in [1], using variational 
methods. 

It is possible to construct an equally distributed admissible curve system by 
changing the surface slightly. This allows to apply the original idea of proof by 
the length area method (Strebel [12]). Using a construction devised by W. 
Thurston the different loops can be tied together to form a single Jordan curve 
on R. With this additional step one gets the stronger result, first shown by 
Masur in [1], that the differentials with a single cylinder (simple differentials) 
are dense in the whole space. 

This line of proof does not make use of the heights theorem (Section 24.6). 
On the other hand, the simple differentials, together with intersection numbers, 
are conceptually very dose to the idea of height. We therefore give a second 
proof of the approximation by simple differentials in the later part of this § 
using the heights theorem. 

25.1 Quadratic differentials with a spiral which is dense on R. The case we treat 
here is that of a compact surface with finitely many punctures. In order to 
simplify the construction we first approximate cp by a quadratic differential 
with a trajectory structure consisting of a single spiral domain. 

Theorem 25.1. On a compact Riemann surface R with finitely many punctures 
lj every holomorphic quadratic differential cp of finite norm can be approximated 
arbitrarily and in norm by quadratic differentials which have a spiral trajectory 
which is den se on R. 

Proof The quadratic differential cp has at most poles of the first order at 
the points lj. The boundary of a spiral domain consists of critical trajectories 
of finite length and their limiting critical endpoints (Section 11.2, Corollary 2). 
The same is of course true for the cylinders swept out by dosed trajectories. 
Therefore, if there are no critical trajectories of finite length, there cannot be 
any ring domain and there is at most one spiral domain. As cp has finite norm, 
this must necessarily cover the whole surface. 

We look at the differentials cps=e-iScp. For 8-*0, they approximate cp 
arbitrarily, since 11 CPs - cp 11 = 11 - r iSI' 11 cp 11 -* O. The horizontal trajectories of CPs 
are the lines e- iS cp(z) dz2 > 0, i.e. argcp(z) dz 2 = 8, whereas for the horizontal 
trajectories of cp we have arg cp(z) dz 2 = O. 

We now have to choose 8 in such a way that there is no line arg cp(z) dz 2 

= 8 going from one critical point to another. Such a line is a geodesic and it is 
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therefore the unique shortest connection of the two critical points in its 
homotopy class. There are only finitely many critical points, and for any two 
of them there are only denumerably many homotopy classes of arcs joining 
them (as one can see by triangulating the surface e.g.). Therefore the set of 
arguments 9 for which there is an arc arg <p(z)dz2 = 9 joining two zero es is 
denumerable, and in every neighborhood of 9 = ° there is a value 9 * ° for 
which there is no such arc. The corresponding differential <pfj has the desired 
property. 

25.2 Approximation on compact surfaces with punctures 

Theorem 25.2. On a eompaet Riemann surfaee with finitely many punetures 
the quadratie differentials with closed trajeetories are dense in the whole spaee of 
holomorphie quadratie differentials with finite norm. 

Proof We give here a simplified version of the proof presented in [12]. It 
consists of three steps. 

a) In the first step we construct a sequence of admissible systems of Jordan 
curves on R =R ....... {lj} which are equally distributed in a sense to be precised. 
According to the preceding section we can start with a quadratic differential <p 
*0 which has a spiral which is dense on R. We choose a closed vertical 
interval ß and denote its <p-Iength by b. The rectangular strips of the first and 
second kind, with their vertical sides on ß, are denoted generically by Sv, their 
lengths and heights by av and bv respectively. Since the vertical sides fill up 
both edges of ß, we have L bv = b. 

We now construct a sequence of new surfaces Rn' which we call models, in 

the following way. We change the heights bv of the rectangles Sv by less than ~ 
n 

such that they become all rational multiples of b, while keeping their lengths av 

fixed. The new rectangles Svn are then identified along their horizontal sides in 
exactly the same way as the Sv are sewn together on R. The bvn can clearly be 
chosen such that not only Ibvn = b again, but also the vertices of the Sv on ß 

are shifted by less than ~. 
n 

There is a piecewise affine mapping fn of the model Rn onto R, in terms of 
the variable w, except for the points of ß: fn simply maps Svn onto Sv by a 
vertical stretching. 

The mapping can be extended to the two edges ß+ and ß- of ß, which has 
to be looked at as slit. The extensions are piecewise linear, but in general they 
do not agree. 

Let bn be the greatest common measure of all the heights bvn . Each 

rectangle Svn is subdivided horizontally into kvn = in congruent rectangles. The 
n 

subrectangles clearly match together on ß, and they can therefore be sewn 
along their vertical sides to form a certain number of long thin bands. Let the 
middle lines of these bands, separating their two boundary components, be 
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denoted by Yin' They form a finite system of disjoint Jordan curves on the 
model Rn' Going back to the original surface R by the mapping In' we find the 
curve system {rin}' Each rin is a loop consisting of horizontal intervals and 

1 
vertical links of length less than - on ß. By taking the two edges of ß slightly 

n 
apart 1t lS easy to see that the rin are freely homotopic to a set of disjoint 
Jordan curves on R. We do not claim that they all belong to different 
homotopy classes. 

We introduce the following notations: kivn is the number of times rin passes 
through Sv' We then find 

(1) 

and for the total number of horizontal intervals 

(2) 

The horizontal length of rin is 

(3) 

Finally, from bvn ---> bv and the relations (1) and (2) we conclude 

lim : Ikivn = ~v. 
n- 00 n I 

(4) 

b) In the second step we construct an approximating sequence of quadratic 
differentials using the sequence of admissible curve systems bin}, n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
Let ({Jn be the solution of the extrem al metric problem defined by the free 
homotopy classes of the curve system {rin} with the lengths ~Ain (Section 
21.13). The quadratic differential ({Jn has closed trajectories homotopic to the 
curves rin' The lengths of the trajectories are ain = A in , because we only have to 
consider the non degenerate cylinders. As the quadratic differential ({J itself 
satisfies the condition (Theorem 18.2), we have 11 ({Jnll ::; II({JII. Therefore there 
exists a subsequence, wh ich we can denote by (({Jn) again, which converges 
locally uniformlyon R to a quadratic differential ({Jo. It is easy to see, using 
square roots as parameters ne ar the punctures, that the convergence is in 
norm. Clearly 11 ({Jo 11 ::; 11 ({J 11. 

c) The next and final step consists in showing that ({Jo = ({J. The closure of 
the strip Sv is represented as a horizontal rectangle u1 ::;u::;u2 =u 1 +av' 
V1 ::;V::;V 2 =V 1 +bv' in the w=u + iv-plane, w=<P(z). Let wo=uo+ivo=<Po(z) 

= S V ({Jo(z) dz. The integral 

(5) 

is a continuous function of v in the closed interval v1 ::; v::; v2 . This is evident at 
the interior points of the interval [v 1 , v2 ], because there, the integrand is 
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continuous, except at the possible zero es of qJo' Moreover, it is dominated by 

(6) loouuol ~ I~:o 1= IqJo(w)l t . 

Therefore, the integral (5), over an arbitrary small horizontal interval I, is 
domina ted by 

(7) 

which is the qJ-Iength of I. 
The lower and upper sides of Sv can correspond to critical horizontal ares 

on R. At a critical point P the function w = cP(z) cannot be used as a surface 
parameter (Fig. 72). Let , be the natural parameter with respect to qJ near P, , 

p 

b·I~_CJ ____ s_. ---' 

o Q. 
Fig.72 

n+2 

=O+-+P. We have w= cP(O= '-2-, n~ -1 (see Theorem 6.2). The differential qJo 

has a representation, in terms of " of the form 

(8) 

We therefore find 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

m+2 m+2 

Wo = cPo(O '" const. '-2-= const. wn + 2, 

m-n 

IqJo(w)lt '" const.lwln + 2. 

n+1 
The exponent is ~ ---2> -1. We can therefore exc1ude the point P by a 

n+ 
rectangular half neighborhood such that the integral (7) over any horizontal 
interval I in this neighborhood, is arbitrarily small. From this, the continuity 
of the integral (5) easily follows. 

We now choose an arbitrary positive e. We can then find a sub division of 
the strips Sv into finitely many horizontal substrips, which we may call Sv 
again, and positive numbers cv' such that, for any horizontal in Sv, 

(11) 

The subdivision is merely for integration purposes and does not influence the 
sequence of curve systems {Yin}, which is kept fixed. Of course the quantities 
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with the index v in the relations (1)-(4) are changed, i.e. bv' bvn ' kvn ' kivn ' and av 
as far as the numbering goes, but otherwise (1)-(4) stay intact. In particular, the 
horizontal lengths A in of the curves )'in are of course the same, therefore CPo is 
untouched. Since CPn-+CPO locally uniformlyon R, inequality (11) also holds with 
un instead of uo, i.e. 

SI
OUn(U, V)I 

(12) cv-s< OU du<cv+s, 

for aB sufficiently large n. 
For every ring domain of CPn the length ain of the dosed trajectories is equal 

to the given quantity A in . This is therefore also the minimum of the total 
variation of un in the corresponding free homotopy dass. In particular 

(13) 
Yin 

The curve )'in is composed of its horizontal intervals, in the rectangles Sv, of 

length av ' and its verticallinks on ß, of length <~. Let M be abound for I~:nl 
on ß, for aB n. We then have, for aB sufficiently large n, 

(14) 
Yin 

Combining (13) and (14) we get 

(15) 

Summing (15) over aB i, dividing by kn and using relation (4) leads to 

(16) 

Integrating (11) over v in Sv and summing over the v yields 

(17) ss I oUo(u, v) I '\' '\' 
R OU dudv> L,.bJcv-s) = L,.bvcv-bs. 

Combining (14) with (17) and letting s -+ 0 finally gives 

(18) Ilcpll:::;V lou~~, V)I dudv. 

We now apply Schwarz's inequality and complete the right hand integral to 
the Dirichlet integral. We find 

(19) IlcpI12:::;llcpll'V (OoUuof dudv 

:::; Ilcpll' V { (0;:0) 2 + (00:°) 2}dUdV= Ilcpll.IICPoll. 

As IICPoll:::; Ilcpll, we must have equality. We condude, as in Section 24.2 after 
inequality (14), but with Uo and u instead of v and v, that Uo = ± u + const., 
hence <P o= ±<P+const., CPo=cp. 
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The following slight generalization is possible. Let R be a compact surface 
with border, let cP be meromorphic on R with finite norm, and positive along 
the boundary components, except for possible zero es. Denote the possible first 
order poles of cP in the interior of R by 1]. Then cP can be approximated by 
quadratic differentials which are holomorphic on R = R" {1]}, have finite norm 
and closed trajectories. 

In the proof we cannot make use of a rotation of cP to CP8=e- i8 cp, because 
of the boundary of R. The trajectory structure now . consists, in general, of 
finitely many ring domains of closed trajectories and finitely many spiral 
domains, the number of critical trajectories and cross cuts being finite. We 
choose a vertical are in every spiral domain. This leads to a system of simple 
loops, in every spiral domain, as above. The system is completed by a set of 
closed trajectories, one out of every ring domain. We can now construct the 
quadratic differentials CPn' as before. To arrive at the estimate (18), we have to 
apply the integration procedure to every ring domain and every spiral domain 
and add up. The proof is then finished as before. 

25.3 Approximation by simple differentials. We return to the case of a compact 
surface R without border. Let cP be meromorphic on R, with finite norm, and 
with a spiral which is dense on R. According to 25.1 we can choose the vertical 
interval ß such that its two endpoints are connected by a horizontal interval IY. 

which hits ß from two different sides. We now pass to the model Rn as 
described in Section 25.3 (a). We have the closed bands Rin and their middle 
lines )lin' as constructed there. The )lin are simple loops. Following an idea of 
Thurston we are going to replace them by parallel strands of simple loops 
which can then in turn be connected, using a twisting, to form a single simple 
loop. 

Let i(L, ß) be the intersection number of )lin with ß. It is simply the 
number of common points of )lin and ß, which is the same as the number of 
times Rin passes through ß. Rin can be mapped conformally onto a circular 
annulus in the plane, its i()lin' ß) intersections with ß being represented by radii. 
The simplest way to incorporate )lin' together with (1 = IY. + ß, into a loop, would 
be: follow (1 until it meets Yin' go around Yin and then continue along (1. But 
this only works in case i()lin' ß) = 1; otherwise the resulting closed curve is not 
simple, because it intersects the other cross cuts of ß in Rin • 

In order to avoid that, we take i()lin' ß) parallel strands of )lin in Rin , 

represented by concentric circles (Fig.73). The rule is now the following: Enter 
Rin along (1; turn left on the intersection with the first circular are; turn right 
on the next intersection with a radius. We end up on the same radius, leaving 
Rin through the other boundary component. The same process is repeated, on 
our way through (1, whenever we enter any Rin • It does not matter through 
which boundary component of Rin this happens. In the end we have used up 
all the strands and all the radii in all the R in , all of them exactly once, and we 
clearly have a curve which is homotopic (by slight changes at the corners) to a 
simple closed loop. The horizontal length of the curve is equal to the sum of 
the lengths of the strands plus the length of the horizontal are IY. connecting the 
two endpoints of ß (the horizontal subare of (1). 
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(J 

Fig. 73: R in , i(Yin,ß)=3 

Let now Mn be the least common multiple of the intersection numbers 
i(Yin' ß) for all indices i. Putting Mn strands into each R in instead of just i(Yin' ß) 
we perform the same construction. It amounts to a twist of one boundary 
component of Rin with respect to the other by 2nMn/i(Yin,ß) instead of 2n as 
in the first case (Dehn twist). The effect is that the resulting simple loop Yn now 
has the same number of strands in every cylinder R in , in other words, it is 
equally distributed in the R in . 

We now go back from the model Rn to the surface R, as in Section 25.3 (a). 
The piecewise affine mapping in takes Yn into a loop Yn on R which consists of 
horizontal segments of length av in the strips Sv and vertical links on ß in 
between, plus the fixed horizontal interval r:J. connecting both ends of ß. 

The curve Yn has, with the notation of Section 25.3 (a), 

(1) k bvn 
vn= (jn Mn 

horizontal intervals in Svn' hence in Sv' Every vertical link on ß is preceded 
and followed by a horizontal interval of length av ' for so me v. With increasing 
n, its length tends to zero, since the shift on ß tends to zero as weIl as (jn' The 
simple differential ({Jn is constructed with closed trajectories r:J.n of homotopy type 
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Yn and length 

(2) 

The differential <P has lengths :2: an + a, with a = lai", the length of the horizontal 
segment of (J. It therefore satisfies the length inequality and we have 
11 <Po 11 :::;; 11 <P 11· By an estimate from below we can show, in the very same way as 
in Section 25.3 (c) - with the exception that there is no summation over i, 
because there is only one loop Yn - that <Po = <po 

25.4 Intersection numbers. On an arbitrary Riemann surface R the universal 
covering surface of which is the disk we consider simple closed loops Y and (J 
which do not bound a disk or a once punctured disk on R. 

Definition 25.4. The intersection number i((J, y) of the two curves (J and Y is 
the minimum of points which any two simple loops (Jo and Yo of the free 
homotopy classes of (J and Y respectively have in common. 

Choose a point PEY and a point PER above P. Let y be the lift of Y with 
initial point P. It ends at a point ~ above P, and the cover transformation T 
of R which takes P into ~ is hyperbolic. The Poincare geodesic connecting its 
two fixed points on aR is invariant under T It projects onto the unique 
shortest loop Yo in the Poincare metric on R which is freely homotopic to y. 

Let (J 0 be the closed Poincare geodesic on R in the free homotopy class of (J. 
We now have two simple loops (Jo and Yo in the free homotopy classes of (J 
and y respectively, and therefore by definition 

(1) i((J, y):::;;card(Jonyo' 

It follows easily that we have in fact equality. To this end, let (J 1 and y 1 be 
simple closed loops freely homotopic to (Jo and Yo respectively. Look at the 
loops as periodic curves on R. Let Yo be a lift of Yo' It is an orthogonal circle 
in ß.. The curve Yl has a lift Yl with the same endpoints on aß.. The lifts of (Jo 
from its intersection points with Yo are different orthogonal circles of ß.. The 
curve (J 1 has as many lifts, by homotopy, with the same respective end points. 
Therefore their number of intersections with Y 1 is at least card (J 0 n Yo' They 
project into necessarily different points of (J 1 n Y l' Therefore card (J 1 ny 1 

:2: card (J 0 n Yo, and since (J 1 and y 1 are arbitrary 

(2) 

which proves the equality. 
The intersection number of a closed loop (J with a closed trajectory a of a 

simple differential <p is in a natural way connected with the height of (J with 
respect to <po 

Theorem 25.4. Let y be a Jordan curve on R which does not bound a disk or 
a once punctured disko Let <p[y] be a simple differential on R the closed 
trajectories of which are freely homotopic to y. Then 

(3) h",[Yj((J) = bi((J, y), 

where b is the height of the cylinder of <p[y]. 
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Proof Take an arbitrary simple loop u in a fixed free homotopy dass. 
Replace it by a simple cp-polygon i1 in the same dass and such that 
Sldvl::;;Sldvl, with w=u+iv=cp(z)=h/cp[y]dz. Choose a dosed trajectory oe in 
iJ (1 

the characteristic ring domain Ro of cp. Any subare of i1 which is a cross cut of 
Ro either has both its end points on the same boundary component of Ro or 
else it traverses Ro. Subares of the first kind can dearly be pushed to the 
boundary so that they do not meet oe; subares of the second kind can be 
changed in such a way that they cut oe only once. The integral Sldvl over such 
an are is ~b. We therefore have 

(4) Sldvl ~Sldvl ~ i(u, y). b. 
(1 a 

Since this is true for every u of the given free homotopy dass, we have 

(5) h",[y)(u)~ i(u, y). b. 

In order to prove the opposite inequality we choose the simple cp-polygon i1 
in the free homotopy dass of u such that i( u, y) = card i1 n oe. Every subare of i1 
which is a cross cut of Ro connecting the two different boundary components 
of Ro intersects oe once. It can dearly be replaced by a monotonous are of 
height b. The finitely many remaining ares have both their endpoints on the 
same boundary component of Ro. They can be replaced by ares going along 
the boundary of Ro of arbitrarily small height. Therefore, for the modified i1, 

(6) h",[y)(u)::;; Sldvl::;; b· card i1 n oe + e 
a 

=b·i(u,oe)+e. 
We condude that 

(7) h",[y)::;; b· i(u, oe) 

which, together with (5) proves the equality. 

25.5 The mapping by heights. The approximation by simple differentials in 
connection with the heights theorem enables us to establish an interesting 
correspondence between the quadratic differentials of two surfaces. 

Theorem 25.5. Let Rand R' be two compact Riemann surJaces with finitely 
many punctures {lj} and {lj'} respectively. Then, any homeomorphism J: R -+ R' 
with J(lj) = lj' Jor all j induces a homeo"!orphism oJ the space oJ holomorphi~ 
quadratic differentials oJ finite norm on R = R '- {lj} onto the same space on R' 
=R,- {lj'} by the requirement that the heights are the same Jor all pairs oJ 
corresponding simple loops. 

Let us denote the postulated mapping oJ the quadratic differentials by F. We 
thus have 

(1) 

Jor all simple loops u on R. 
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Proo! The uniqueness of t/I for given ({J follows from the heights theorem. 
For, let t/I and ifI be two differentials corresponding to ({J. Then, h",((J"')=h~((J"') 
=h",(f-l(a)) for every simple loop a'. Therefore t/I=ifI. In particular ({J=OHt/I 
=0. 

We now show that the mapping exists. Let ({J =1= 0 be an arbitrary holomor
phic quadratic differential with finite norm on R. Let ({Jn) be a sequence of 
simple differentials converging locally uniformly and hence in norm to ({J. 
According to Theorem 25.5 we have 

(2) 

for every simple loop a, where CXn is a closed trajectory of ({Jn and bn is the 
height of its cylinder. Because of Theorem 24.7 (the proof of which could be 
very much simplified in the present case of a compact surface with punctures) 
h",Ja)-+h",(a). Denote by t/ln the simple differential on R' with closed trajec
tories cx~~f(cxn) and height b~=bn of its cylinder R~. Theorem 21.1 ensures the 
existence of t/ln' Since interseetion numbers are preserved by 1, we have i(a, cxn) 

= i(f(a),f(cxn)) and hence 

(3) h"'n(f(a))=b~i(f(a), cx~)=bni(a, cxn)=h",Ja) 

for every simple loop a. 
In order to show that the sequence (t/ln) converges, we need the following 

Lemma 25.5. A set of holomorphic quadratic differentials of finite norm on a 
compact Riemann surface with punctures the heights of which are bounded is 
bounded in norm. 

Proof of the lemma. Let h",(a):-;;'M(a) for all simple loops a on Rand all 
quadratic differentials of the set. Note that the bound may depend on a. 
Assume that the set is unbounded and let ({Jv) be a sequence of differentials of 

the set with II({Jvll-+ 00. The differentials (Pv= 11::11 have norm one. Therefore 

there exists a subsequence, which we denote by ((Pv) again, which converges 
locally uniformly and, because R = R ....... {~} and R is compact, even in norm to 
a quadratic differential (p. Of course, (p is again holomorphic on Rand has 
norm 11(p11 =1. Now hriiJa)-+hrii(a) for every simple loop a. Choose a such that 
hrii(a) >0. Then 

(4) 

and thus 

(5) 

h ( ) __ l_h ( )<M(a) 
riiv a -11({Jvll "'va - 11 ({Jv 11 

-. M(a) 
hm II({Jvll :-;;'-h ( ) < 00 
v-oo ip(J 

which contradicts the assumption. 

Corollary of the lemma. Let ((Jn) be a sequence of holomorphic quadratic 
differentials of finite norm on R the heights h",Ja) of which converge for every 
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simple loop a on R. Then the sequence (CPn) converges in norm to a differential 
cP with h,/a) = lim h",Ja) for all a. 

n~ 00 

The proof of the corollary is immediate by the lemma and the heights 
theorem. For the sequence (CPn) is bounded in norm. Therefore there exists a 
subsequence (CPn) which converges in norm to a differential cP, h",(a) = lim h"'n(a) 

i-l> 00 1 

for every simple loop a on R. cP is uniquely determined by its heights. 
We conc1ude, by a standard argument, that the original sequence converges to 
cp. 

The existence of F( cp) = ljJ now follows from (3). It is independent of the 
approximating sequence (CPn) of cp. 

The mapping F is bijective. For, given ljJ on R', there is, by the above 
construction, a cP on R with h",(a}=hojJ(a'), a=f-1(a'). Evidently IjJ=F(cp). And 
for CP1 =l=CP2 we have F(CP1)=!=F(CP2)· 

Furthermore, F is continuous: Let (CPn)~CP, IjJ=F(cp). Since h",Ja)~h",(a) 
for every simple loop a, the heights hojJJa')=h",Ja) are bounded for every a' 
=f(a). We conc1ude that the sequence IlljJnll is bounded, and therefore there 
exists a convergent subsequence (IjJn)~t/i, 

(6) hJi(a') = lim hojJn(a') = h",(a). 
i-oo 1 

As before we conc1ude that t/i = ljJ and that the original sequence (1jJ n) converges 
to 1jJ. 

The inverse mapping F- 1 is nothing but the mapping by heights from R' to 
R, induced by the homeomorphism f- 1. Therefore it is also continuous, and 
we have shown that F is a homeomorphism from {cp} onto {IjJ}. 

25.6 A second proof of the approximation by simple differentials. The proof of 
the approximation of quadratic differentials of finite norm by simple differen
tials can be shortened considerably if one uses the heights theorem. 

Let R be a compact Riemann surface and let {lj} be a finite set of points 
on R. The quadratic differential cP is supposed to be holomorphic on the 
punctured surface R = R " {lj} and have finite norm. The punctures are then 
regular points of cP or first order poles. By Theorem 25.1 we may assurne, 
without restricting the generality, that cP has a spiral trajectory which is dense 
on R. 

We fix a c10sed vertical interval ß on R which does not meet a zero of cp. 
The horizontal cp-rectangles on R, based on ß, are denoted by Sv. The va
riations Rn of R (the models) are composed of the rectangles Svn (see Seetions 
25.2 (a) and 25.3), with the proper identifications, except on ß, where we have a 
piecewise linear shift. 

The surface R can also be visualized as collection of the horizontal (Eu
c1idean) rectangles Sv over the <P-plane, with the imposed identifications on their 
circumferences. The affine mappings of the Svn onto the Sv compose to 
piecewise affine mappings fn of the surfaces Rn onto R, slit along ß (the two 
edges are mapped differently). The surfaces Rn are also supposed to have 
punctures: they are the pre-images by the f n of the punctures of R. They lie on 
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the upper and lower borders of the rectangles Svn. Fix a horizontal rectangle S 
on R containing ß as its vertical line of symmetry. It is clearly possible to 
change the mappings In slightly in S by a proper shift of the endpoints of the 
horizontals on ß (as indicated in Fig.74) to become a homeomorphism of Rn 
onto R. 

--
--

ß 
Fig.74 

This shows that the intersection number of any two simple loops (J and y 
on R is the same as the intersection number of their images (in and Yn on Rn' 
This remains true, if we denote by (in and Yn the In- 1 images of (J and y 
respectively, with little vertical shifts on ß, because the changes are clearly 
homotopies. We have 

(1) i((J, y) = i((in' Yn)' 

The differential <p on R is equal to one in terms of the parameter w= rJ>(z) 
on the Euclidean rectangles Sv' Similarly, on the model Rn' we have a qua
dratic differential ifJn' represented by the number one in the rectangles Svn. This 
latter differential has closed trajectories, homotopic to the loops Yin' Let (J be a 
simple loop on R.. We can start with the geodesic, on R, in the free homotopy 
class of (J, and then replace it by a step curve, consisting of horizontal and 
vertical intervals. They can evidently be chosen such that (J has minimal height, 
being the sum of the lengths of its vertical intervals : 

(2) 

The curve (in on Rn has height, with respect to ifJn' 

(3) 

where k is the number ofintersections of (J with ß and the numbers d"n :-;:;d" (1 +~) 
are the lengths of the vertical sides of (in' On the other hand, starting with a 
loop (in on Rn' we can argue in the same way, but this time going from Rn to 
R. Both inequalities together give the relation 

(4) lim h<pJ(in)=h,/(J). 
n~ 00 

The quadratic differential ifJn has closed trajectories. The cylinders R in have 
all height 6n . Therefore, by an argument similar to the one which led to 
Theorem 25.4, we find 
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(5) 

where the sum goes over all simple loops Yin on Rn' 
We now need an estimate of the number of intersections of Thurstons curve 

Yn with a-n. It is given by the inequality 

MnLi(a-n, Yin) - i(a-n, r) ~ i(a-n, Yn) ~ M nLi(a-n , Yin) + i(a-n, r), 

where Mn is the number of strands parallel to Yin put into R in and r is the 
transverse curve r = (X + ß. (For the proof we refer to A. Fathi [3, p. 68J or to A. 
Marden and K. Strebel [lJ). 

The approximating simple differentials ({Jn on Rare constructed to have 

closed trajectories homotopic to I'n and height of the cylinder ~. Collecting 
the above inequalities we find n 

(7) 
b b 

hq>J(J) = Al i((J, I'n)= Al i(a-n, Yn) 
n n 

b 
= Al (MnLi(a-n'Yin)±i((J,r)) 

n 

=bnLi(a-n, Yin)± ~ i((J, r) 
n 

=h<ßJa-n)± ~ i((J, r). 
n 

Because of (4) and ~ ---> 0 with n ---> 00 this tends to hq>((J). Therefore by the 
Mn 

corollary to Lemma 25.5 ({Jn ---> ({J. 
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